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9INTRODUCTION
The language of Maskilic Hebrew prose fiction, which flourished in Eastern 
Europe between the 1850s and the 1880s, is an extremely interesting area of 
research both because it represents the first attempt to use Hebrew in the 
creation of European-style novels and short stories (Alter 1988, 4-5; Harshav 
1990,121-2), and because it is in many ways the direct precursor of Modem, or 
Israeli, Hebrew (Agmon-Fruchtman and Allon 1994, 22). However, despite its 
significance, thorough linguistic analysis of this type of Hebrew is almost 
nonexistent. The scholars who have made specific mention of the language of 
Maskilic Hebrew fiction have usually done so only in passing, and the general 
consensus has been that it is not a language in its own right but rather a 
reconstruction of Biblical Hebrew based on the technique of shibbus, the 
embedding of biblical clauses or verses into new texts (Pelli 1993, 99-100), or 
an amalgamation of biblical and rabbinic sources. For example, Patterson 
(1962, 311) describes the language of the nineteenth-century Hebrew novel as 
'adhering almost exclusively to biblical vocabulary and idiom [...] through a 
patchwork covering of biblical phrases', Alter (1994, 52) designates the prose 
fiction of this period as 'a  lifeless pastiche of biblical fragments', Mazor (1985,
92) characterises it as 'mostly inflexible, using biblical patterns of speech in a 
clumsy, clich£d way', Rabin (2000, 82) states that 'biblical ornate prose [...] 
became the normal idiom of narrative prose' in the late Haskalah, and Shaked 
(2000, 7-8) says merely that it is 'derived largely from biblical and rabbinical 
Hebrew'.
The present study seeks to assess the validity of these claims and 
achieve a more accurate understanding of the nature of Maskilic Hebrew 
structure by analysing the morphology and syntax of its verbal system. The 
verbal system of maskilic prose is an ideal area on which to focus as verbs are 
an extremely significant component of Hebrew grammar and the verbal 
structure of other historical varieties of the language has attracted a 
considerable amount of scholarly attention. This analysis will systematically 
address four key issues that need to be elucidated in order to attain a coherent
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picture of the Maskilic Hebrew verbal system. Firstly, it will assess the extent 
to which Maskilic Hebrew resembles its biblical and rabbinic predecessors 
and the ways in which the maskilic authors reconciled the wide divergence in 
use of the verbal conjugations between these two canonical strata of the 
language. Secondly, it will investigate whether the Maskilic Hebrew verbal 
system exhibits similarities to medieval varieties of Hebrew or to its authors' 
own vernacular, Yiddish, and other European languages with which they 
were intimately familiar. Thirdly, it will point out ways in which Maskilic 
Hebrew may have contributed to present-day Israeli Hebrew. Finally, it will 
examine whether the Maskilic Hebrew verbal structure contains features 
unknown in the other historical forms of the language and determine the 
extent to which it may be considered a cohesive, independent system rather 
than a haphazard conglomeration of biblical and rabbinic elements.
Methodology 
The corpus
The basis for this study is a corpus of Maskilic Hebrew prose fiction written 
during the Late (Russian) Haskalah between 1857 and 1881. See Y. Klausner 
(1947,135-91), J. Klausner (1952-8), Halkin (1958,1970), and Patterson (1964a, 
1964b, 1988) for detailed surveys of this type of literature. I chose to focus on 
this writing because of its unusual and cohesive status as a new genre created 
by a small pool of authors from a single geographical area who moved in the 
same circles and had common linguistic and literary aims. All of the authors 
under examination were bom and bred in Czarist Russia and the majority of 
them lived there for the duration of their literary careers. Similarly, they were 
all the products of traditional Jewish backgrounds and educations and all 
spoke Yiddish as their mother tongue (Alter 1988, 5, 17). Because of their 
traditional backgrounds they were all particularly well-versed in the Jewish 
texts commonly read throughout the year, namely the Pentateuch and haftarot, 
the Five Scrolls, the Psalms, the Passover Haggadah, and the mishnaic tractate 
Avot. In addition, they were generally familiar with Russian, German, and/or 
Polish (Alter 1994,50). Finally, they all chose to compose Hebrew short stories
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and novels out of a belief that creating a canon of prose fiction in keeping with 
those extant in the major European languages and embodying maskilic 
philosophies would help to fulfil their goal of integrating the Ashkenazi Jews 
into European society (Agmon-Fruchtman and Allon 1994,17).
The Maskilim advocated the adoption of Biblical Hebrew as the 
medium of this new didactic literature (Kutscher 1982, 183-4). This position 
was rooted in the fact that the Bible is the primary Jewish text and that it 
recalls a period during which the Jews were a strong, independent nation 
living in their own homeland (Rabin 1973, 60). Thus, while the maskilic 
authors were well-versed in post-Biblical Hebrew sources such as the 
Mishnah, Talmud, and medieval commentaries, they generally held these 
layers of the language in low esteem, both because they believed them to be 
linguistically impure and flawed (S&enz-Badillos 1993, 267) and because they 
associated them with Yiddish (Even-Zohar 1990, 112), the traditional Jewish 
education system (Alter 1994, 52), and contemporary religious leaders (Alter 
1988,22), which they perceived as serious obstacles to the Jews' enlightenment 
(Agmon-Fruchtman and Allon 1994,17; Holtzman 2006,12-14). However, the 
maskilic authors' ideological drive to employ only 'pure' Biblical Hebrew was 
constantly in tension with their intimate knowledge of post-biblical usage and 
with the fact that their spoken languages, literary influences and subject 
matter were all European. The present study seeks to elucidate the ways in 
which this tension manifested itself in the verbal system of the maskilic 
authors' prose.
The year 1857 was selected as the starting point for the corpus because 
it marked the publication of the initial instalment of Abraham Mapu's y n x  W  
(The Hypocrite), which was the second late Maskilic Hebrew novel ever written 
and the first to be set in contemporary times, and whose form as well as 
content strongly influenced all subsequent authors of the period (Patterson 
1988,11). The first Hebrew novel of the Russian Haskalah, Mapu's jpy mnt< 
(The Lave of Zion) published in 1853, was not suitable for inclusion in the 
corpus because it is set in biblical times and therefore its content and linguistic 
composition are extremely different from other Maskilic Hebrew fiction. I
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chose to exclude texts written after 1881 because that year marks the end of 
the maskilic era (Halkin 1970, 34; Alter 1994, 42), as well as the beginning of 
the First Aliyah and revemacularisation of Hebrew (Rabin 1970, 328): at this 
time many Maskilim became followers of Zionist movements and contributed 
to the development of the new spoken language in Palestine (Kutscher 1982, 
190-4), while the few authors who continued to compose European maskilic- 
style prose fiction for several more years were no longer part of a widespread, 
unified movement.
Because the number of Maskilic Hebrew novels and short stories 
written between 1857 and 1881 is relatively limited, I included as many as 
possible in the corpus in order to ensure that my analysis of its verbal system 
would be representative. The corpus consists of forty-nine texts (thirteen 
novels and thirty-six short stories and novellas) composed by thirty different 
authors. The majority of texts included in the corpus, whether short stories or 
novels, were originally published in the literary journals and newspapers of 
the period. The largest number of texts appeared in the monthly journal 
HaShajmr, which was edited in Vienna by the maskilic author Peretz 
Smolenskin. Other literary journals containing short stories and novels in 
instalments are the Vilnius-based HaKarmel and HaBoqer Or, which was 
published in Lemberg and later Warsaw as a rival to HaShahar. The 
newspapers HaMelis and HaMagid are further sources of prose fiction. In 
addition, a small number of novels were published independently during 
these years. Most of them are still obtainable and therefore included in the 
corpus.
The bulk of the texts are original Maskilic Hebrew compositions; 
however, some are translations or adaptations, predominantly from German 
texts written by Jewish authors. Furthermore, I. M. Dick's short story has a 
parallel Yiddish version written by the same author more or less 
simultaneously. The plots of most of the texts, whether original or translated, 
centre on issues relevant to the Eastern European Jewish society of the time, 
for example the clash between Hasidim and Maskilim, Antisemitism and 
intergenerational conflict. In addition, some stories deal with other Jewish
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themes, such as the Sephardim at the time of the Spanish and Portuguese 
Inquisitions. Finally, there are some translations of non-Jewish fiction; the 
most notable of these is Kalman Schulman's extremely popular 1857-60 
adaptation of the French novel Les Mysteres de Paris, which is set in the 
Parisian underworld.
The present analysis is based on the original editions of these texts 
except in cases where they are unobtainable and accurate reissues are 
available. The information regarding the edition used for each work appears 
in the reference list, and all page numbers mentioned in this study refer to the 
version listed there.
Thesis structure
Morphology, Junction, and syntax sections
This study is divided into three chief sections on morphology, function, and 
syntax respectively. Each section examines the verbal forms attested in the 
corpus. These consist of the qqtal (suffix conjugation or perfect), the yiqtol 
(prefix conjugation or imperfect), the qotel (form with gender and number 
suffixes or active participle), the periphrastic constructions consisting of the 
qqtal of the root .n.>.n followed by a qotel, the wayyiqtol and weqqtal (forms with 
itfflw-consecutive or converted forms), the volitives (cohortative, imperative, 
and jussive), and the infinitives (infinitive absolute and infinitive construct, 
with the latter divided into the infinitive with -5 and the infinitive without -5). 
I have elected to employ the terms qqtal, yiqtol, qotel, wayyiqtol, and weqqtal 
because they are purely descriptive and devoid of any implicatures regarding 
the functions of the forms concerned. Conversely, I have chosen to use the 
terms volitive, cohortative, imperative, jussive, and infinitive because of a lack 
of accurate, widely accepted descriptive alternatives. This use of terminology 
is based on Davidson (1994). The division of the infinitives into infinitive 
absolute, infinitive construct without -5, and infinitive construct with -5 is 
based on Schwarzwald (1988-9).
The morphology section is selective, dealing primarily with features 
which are different in Biblical, Rabbinic, and Medieval Hebrew and where
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Maskilic Hebrew a) consistently selects the biblical variant instead of the 
rabbinic one or vice versa, b) uses the biblical and rabbinic forms in different 
syntactic or semantic contexts, c) employs a form unknown in Biblical or 
Rabbinic Hebrew but resembling a variety of Medieval Hebrew, d) uses forms 
from different historical forms of Hebrew seemingly arbitrarily, or e) employs 
a form with no precedent in any earlier type of Hebrew.
The function section aims to provide a comprehensive survey of the 
uses of the various verbal forms in Maskilic Hebrew prose fiction. In this 
respect it is necessary to distinguish between the basic functions of the verbal 
forms, which are often very inclusive or unspecified, and the variety of much 
more specific roles that they fill depending on the context in which they are 
found on any given instance. While this study occasionally refers to the basic 
functions of the forms (for example, it asserts that the qqtal is primarily used 
for past tense and irrealis), it focuses chiefly on the specific contextual usages 
(for example, the qqtal in past progressive settings). It first surveys the uses of 
the qqtal and yiqtol conjugations respectively in a variety of contexts including 
indicative, modal, and conditional. The analysis continues with a discussion 
of the verbal qotel. It then discusses the functions of periphrastic forms, the 
roles of the wayyiqtol and weqqtal, the uses of the cohortative, imperative, and 
jussive forms, and finally the functions of the infinitives absolute and 
construct.
The syntax section is not exhaustive, but rather concentrates on the 
areas in which Maskilic Hebrew verbal sequences and use of verbal particles 
resemble one historical form of the language instead of another or exhibit 
independent characteristics. This section includes topics such as the 
presentation of past and future sequential actions, the negation of the yiqtol, 
qotel, and infinitive construct, the imperative followed by ho, imperative 
sequences, and the position of infinitives absolute and construct.
Structure of entries
Each section of the thesis is composed of a number of separate entries 
addressing specific grammatical points. Each entry begins with a description
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of the maskilic phenomenon in question as well as a discussion of the 
conditions and possible explanations for its occurrence, including syntactic 
and semantic considerations such as word order, distinction between 
narrative and dialogue, shibbus, and the conscious utilisation of particular 
forms in the representation of colloquial speech. This is followed by relevant 
examples from the corpus. The examples are reproduced exactly as they 
appear in the edition of the text shown in the reference list. In a few instances 
the examples come from a text with a German or French Vorlage that is 
relevant to the discussion at hand; in such cases the maskilic example is 
followed by the relevant excerpt from the Vorlage. Because this study aims to 
present a description of the archetypal characteristics of the maskilic verbal 
system rather than of marginal phenomena, I have included only forms and 
usages that appear in the works of at least six different authors. Moreover, in 
order to ensure representativeness I have drawn more examples from the 
works of prominent authors such as Mapu, Smolenskin, Gordon, Braudes, 
and Abramowitz than from those of their lesser-known counterparts. Where 
relevant, particularly in the function and syntax sections, I include a brief 
discussion of the English form that most closely parallels the Maskilic Hebrew 
phenomenon under examination. As the maskilic forms often have a different 
functional range than their nearest English counterparts, my translation 
values apply solely to the specific contextual uses in which the forms appear 
in the corpus. Discussion of English verbal usage is based on Swan (1995) and 
Huddleston and Pullum (2002).
I follow the presentation of each maskilic phenomenon with a 
discussion of the corresponding Biblical Hebrew usage, including a 
description of the verbal form that Biblical Hebrew employs in the context in 
question, an analysis of the extent to which this resembles or differs from 
Maskilic Hebrew, and an assessment of possible reasons for these similarities 
and divergences. I exemplify these points with excerpts from the Hebrew 
Bible. Analysis of the Biblical Hebrew verbal system is complicated by the fact 
that there is uncertainty regarding its basic nature: current scholarly opinion is 
largely divided between the proposal that it is primarily aspectual and the
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position that it is chiefly tense-based. Adherents of the aspectual 
interpretation typically argue that the qqtal denotes perfectivity and the yiqtol 
imperfectivity. See Waltke and O'Connor (1990) for details; cf. Eskhult (1990), 
Hatav (1997), Gentry (1998), Cook (2002), and Furuli (2006) for a range of 
aspectual explanations. Supporters of the tense-based explanation usually 
contend that the qqtal represents the past and the yiqtol the non-past. See Zevit 
(1988, 1998), Revell (1989), DeCaen (1995), and Rogland (2003) for details. 
Moreover, some scholars disagree with both positions: for example, Hendel 
(19%) suggests that aspect and relative tense are equally fundamental 
components, while Niccacci (1990, 2002) and Talstra (1997) argue that tense 
and aspect are functions of clause type and word order rather than categories 
intrinsic to the conjugations. I genrally avoid engaging in these debates except 
when they have a direct bearing on the maskilic phenomenon under 
discussion; instead, I concentrate on individual Biblical Hebrew forms and 
usages as found in specific contexts. I consult traditional works such as Driver 
(1892), Gesenius (1910), Lambdin (1971), and Joiion (1993), as well as more 
recent analyses such as those mentioned above. The maskilic authors did not 
distinguish between the different strata of Biblical Hebrew (Patterson 1988,
93), and therefore my discussion includes relevant phenomena from Archaic, 
Standard, and Late Biblical Hebrew prose and poetry. However, I focus 
primarily on Standard Biblical Hebrew prose, and all references to Biblical 
Hebrew denote this variety unless otherwise stated.
After the discussion of Biblical Hebrew I compare maskilic usage with 
that of Rabbinic Hebrew, including the language of the Mishnah, Tosefta and 
associated tannaitic literature, as well as the Palestinian and Babylonian 
Talmud. I first describe the Rabbinic Hebrew form used in the context under 
discussion, then evaluate its similarities to and differences from the maskilic 
corpus, and finally suggest possible reasons for any links or incongruities 
between the two types of Hebrew. I illustrate the discussion with examples 
drawn from the rabbinic corpus. I have based my discussion of rabbinic 
morphology and syntax on secondary literature, most commonly Segal (1927), 
Sharvit (1980, 2004), Haneman (1980), Mishor (1983), Azar (1994), and P6rez
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Fem&ndez (1999). While most of these studies focus primarily on Mishnaic 
rather than Talmudic Hebrew, in most cases the two varieties of the language 
resemble each other (Breuer 2002, 15), and therefore I do not usually treat 
them separately. However, when there is a clear divergence between the 
tannaitic and amoraic corpora I address each one individually.
In some cases maskilic usage resembles neither Biblical nor Rabbinic 
Hebrew but bears similarities to a form of Medieval Hebrew, typically 
Palestinian Paytanic Hebrew, Responsa literature, or biblical commentaries; in 
such instances I mention and illustrate the medieval phenomenon for 
comparison. Discussion of Medieval Hebrew is based on the work of Yeivin 
(19%), Betzer (2001), and Rand (2006). I omit examination of Medieval 
Hebrew in cases where this form of the language does not differ from Biblical 
or Rabbinic Hebrew or where no secondary literature is available.
Similarly, some aspects of maskilic verbal syntax appear to lack 
precedent in earlier forms of Hebrew but share characteristics with the 
authors' native Yiddish. In such cases I present and exemplify the relevant 
Yiddish usage and analyse its resemblance to Maskilic Hebrew. The data on 
the function and syntax of Yiddish verbs derives primarily from Mark (1978), 
Rockowitz (1979), Katz (1987), Schaechter (2003), and Jacobs (2005). In several 
instances another language such as German, Russian, or Polish may be 
relevant to the discussion as well and is mentioned briefly.
After examination of the languages that have informed the Maskilic 
Hebrew verbal system, I compare each maskilic phenomenon with present- 
day Israeli Hebrew. This comparison is particularly significant because, 
although in many cases Israeli Hebrew usage resembles its biblical and/or 
rabbinic prececessors rather than or in addition to the maskilic corpus, on 
several occasions Maskilic and Israeli Hebrew mirror each other while 
differing from earlier forms of the language, suggesting a possible maskilic 
influence on present-day usage. As in the case of earlier forms of Hebrew and 
Yiddish, the Israeli Hebrew information is based on secondary literature, most 
frequently the works of Berman (1978), Glinert (1989, 2005), Schwarzwald 
(1980,1981,1988-9,1994,2001,2002), and Coffin and Bolozky (2005).
All Biblical Hebrew, Rabbinic Hebrew, and Medieval Hebrew 
examples are based on the manuscripts and printed editions reproduced in 
the Global Jewish Database (Bar-Ilan University 2007). English translations of all 
Hebrew, Yiddish, French, and German examples are my own unless 
otherwise stated and are idiomatic rather than literal. Literal explanations and 
additional information on the translation are supplied when pertinent to the 
grammatical issue under examination. The stylistic conventions of the thesis 
conform to the fifteenth edition of the Chicago Manual of Style (University of 
Chicago Press 2003).
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I MORPHOLOGY
1 QATAL
1.1 Nitpa'el
Many qqtal verbs in the present corpus appear in the nitpa'el conjugation, a 
variant of the hitpa'el common in the rabbinic period but unknown in Biblical 
Hebrew. Nitpa'els are attested much less frequently than hitpa'els, but are 
distributed throughout the corpus in the works of most authors. These nitpa'el 
verbs, like their hitpa'el counterparts, convey intransitive actions that often 
have a passive or reciprocal element. In many cases the nitpa'el forms in the 
maskilic corpus have exact parallels in the Mishnah, Talmud, or other rabbinic 
literature. Moreover, many of the nitpa'el forms appearing in the corpus lack 
hitpa'el equivalents in the Hebrew Bible altogether and therefore it is likely 
that the maskilic authors employed the nitpa'el in these cases because this was 
the only form of the particular verb in question that was familiar to them. For 
example, (2) contains both a nitpa'el and a hitpa'el, and while the root of the 
nitpa'el is unattested as a hitpa'el in the biblical corpus, that of the hitpa'el has a 
precise biblical equivalent. In contrast to certain other tannaitic and amoraic 
features attested in the corpus, for example the qotel ending in nun (see 3.1) 
and the rabbinic infinitive construct forms (see 6.1.5), the use of the nitpa'el in 
any given instance does not seem to be motivated by any obvious semantic 
factors. The form appears frequently in narrative, as in (2), in addition to 
direct speech, as in (1), (3), and (4), and therefore cannot be said to symbolise 
spoken language.
(1)
"[...] wit;* vion
'[...] the natural order has changed [...]' (Meinkin 1881,109)
(2)
om o oy> pn i s n  yota  o>n o>m m u a b H i w  on:nn 0 3
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Even the old men, who had been widowed for a long time and who were only 
waiting for their death, turned up (Dick 1867,322)
(3)
*pn*nn5 mnn >*p5\y w  [...]”
'[...] I'm  sorry that I've ended up with the obligation to inform you [lit: the 
obligation has rolled into my hands] [...]" (Gordon 1874a, 67)
(4)
mN wjmn >nv*r nvy5ru [...]”
'[...] my mind was weakened and my limbs shook [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,235)
While the biblical hitpa'el is equivalent in meaning to the post-biblical 
nitpa'el, the particular verbs found in maskilic fiction as nitpa'els are not 
usually attested as hitpa'els in the biblical corpus. When a given root has a 
biblical hitpa'el, the maskilic authors tend to use this variant in their own 
writing instead of a nitpa'el. This phenomenon can be seen by comparing the 
hitpa'el from (2) with the identical form in (5). Moreover, the infrequent 
maskilic nitpa'el forms with biblical hitpa'els of the same root often have 
different meanings than the corresponding biblical hitpa'els. For example, 
while the nitpa'el mnw in (1) is attested in 1 Kings as a hitpa'el, as in (6), the 
maskilic nitpa'el means 'change' whereas the biblical form means 'disguise 
oneself' (Brown, Driver, and Briggs 1906, 1040). However, on extremely rare 
occasions maskilic nitpa'els correspond in meaning to biblical hitpa'el forms, as 
comparison of (3) with (7) illustrates.
(5)
niNo vanN im nn lib  npann 
And the men of Israel apart from Benjamin mustered four hundred thousand 
men (Judg. 20:17)
(6)
oy:n; jwn m  iirp nPi n>sn r^)i to ’fflp iJivyK> oyrrp im '5!
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Then Jeroboam said to his wife, 'Go and disguise yourself, so that they will 
not know that you are Jeroboam's wife (1 Kings 14:2)
(7)
toabann nNv) nnn
Amid the ruins they roll in (Job 30:14)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the biblical hitpa'el has with few exceptions been 
replaced by the nitpa'el (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 98). Segal (1927, 64) argues 
that the emergence of the nitpa'el stem is the result of a synthesis of the hitpa'el 
with the nifal, whereby the preformative nun of the latter became associated 
with the idea of passivity and reflexivity in speakers' minds and was prefixed 
to the former. The qatal is generally the only conjugation in which a distinction 
between the hitpa'el and nitpa'el is visible, though there are some instances of 
the nun preformative remaining in the qotel as well (Mishor 1983,194-5). These 
rabbinic and maskilic phenomena overlap except for the fact that the maskilic 
authors restrict their use of the nitpa'el to the qatal conjugation. (8) and (9) 
contain forms illustrating the similarity between Rabbinic and Maskilic 
Hebrew. The form appearing in (8) is almost identical to that shown in (2), 
while the nitpa'el in (9) resembles that of (4). Moreover, the form in (1) may be 
traceable to the similar phrase nmYtt nn in the Passover Haggadah.
(8)
mnbxju DNvy n m au m  yn>'? rum o *t n  n od pimN
They estimate how much a man would be willing to pay for her ketubbah if she 
were widowed (Mishnah Makkot 1:1)
(9)
non b\y u rn  j>«mj nvvy nm^n
At that moment Joseph's coffin shook (Babylonian Talmud Sotah 13a)
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While the nitpa'el stem does exist in Israeli Hebrew (Bolozky, 
forthcoming, 1), it is used only infrequently compared to the hitpa'el: it is 
largely restricted to writing and, more rarely, the speech of television and 
radio broadcasters (Shatil 2007, 105). It is distinguishable from the nitpa'el 
solely as a qatal (Glinert 1989,473; Shatil 2007,107).
(10)
"[...] n p n a  *m tf? v p z s n  t o n
'[...] he was asked to undergo an examination [...]' (Ashkenazi 2007)
1.2 Pu'al
Pu'al forms sometimes appear in the corpus in the qatal conjugation. Such 
pu'als are attested only in past tense settings, as shown in (l)-(3). This usage 
fits in with the general maskilic treatment of the qqtal as a marker of past 
action (see 7.1 for details of this tendency). Pu'al verbs are attested relatively 
often as qqtals in the works of most authors. They are found both in narrative, 
as in (1) and (2), and in dialogue, as in (3). They are most frequently 3ms, as in
(1) and (2), but other persons are attested, as in (3). All of these forms are 
translatable with an English past tense passive construction.
(!)
inso ruv
'All right, then/ answered the count, whose brow was furrowed (Brandstadter 
1875,672)
(2)
in  n irty  o n n o  n n  m i  o n u s
Suddenly it was as if a spirit from above were sent through him (Frischmann 
1878,159)
(3)
"[...] n t ? m  * n i
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'[...] you have already been tested [...]' (Smolenskin 1873,592)
Biblical Hebrew pu'al forms are sometimes attested as qatals, and most 
of the maskilic pu'als found in this conjugation have precise equivalents in the 
biblical corpus. Comparison of (2) with (4) exemplifies this correlation. The 
form is relatively uncommon in both types of Hebrew. This may be the result 
of a general tendency to avoid passive verbs in narrative (O. Schwarzwald, 
personal communication). These factors suggest that the maskilic authors 
were influenced by biblical precedent in this respect.
(4)
nbv) pnya prjn p  rrp? oy 
And the chiefs of Issachar were with Deborah; and Issachar, as Barak, was 
sent after him (Judg. 5:15)
In Mishnaic Hebrew the pu'al generally appears only as a qotel, though 
a few isolated qatals are attested (Segal 1936, 116; Haneman 1980, 29), as 
shown in (5). In most cases, pu'als in past contexts are immediately preceded 
by a qqtal of the root .n.\n, as in (6). In amoraic literature the use of the pu'al is 
more common, but still limited (Sharvit 2004, 89). The restricted role of the 
rabbinic pu'al and the fact that the maskilic forms are not usually traceable to 
tannaitic or amoraic literature suggests that the maskilic usage is based on 
biblical precedent.
(5)
o>*oy nid >*in >pNn *awi rnnn
If gleanings have not been taken from beneath a heap of grain, whatever 
touches the ground belongs to the poor (Mishnah Pe'ah 5:1)
(6)
lino ronm woo dm
If it was mashed in the mortar, it is clean (Mishnah Tevul Yom 2:3)
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Israeli Hebrew pu'al forms can appear as qatals in past tense settings 
(Coffin and Bolozky 2005,91). This usage resembles both Biblical and Maskilic 
Hebrew.
(7)
to m  on
They were cancelled (Glinert 2005,54)
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2 YIQTOL
2.1 Apocopated yiqtol in indicative contexts
Apocopated yiqtol forms from lamed he roots are occasionally attested in the 
corpus in indicative contexts with a variety of tense values including past, as 
in (1), immediate present, as in (2), and habitual present, as in (3). They may 
be rendered into English using the past, present or future depending on the 
context; some of the possibilities can be seen in the English translations of (1)- 
(3). Such verbs can be contrasted with the small number of similar forms 
found in jussive contexts (see 12.3.1). There is no clear syntactic or semantic 
explanation for the occasional selection of these forms, as unapocopated 
yiqtols appear much more frequently in similar contexts with the same tense 
values. These particular forms do not have any apparent precedent in earlier 
forms of Hebrew and thus do not constitute instances of shibbus. Nevertheless, 
the fact that they appear in works by many different authors suggests that 
they are unlikely to be mere aberrations. Therefore they may be examples of 
original maskilic usage. However, the authors' motivation for employing 
them is unclear and possibly nonexistent.
(1)
ypH
I hoped for light but there was none (Gordon 1874b, 7)
(2)
mo y’bypf) vw \ no nN*n *jn
But let's see what Finelia is doing now (Meinkin 1881,20)
(3)
«[...] ttod < p y * i i n o  m p n v ^ n  m r r  mpvy> t n o n  [...]”
'[...] before her beloved kisses her she covers her face with a scarf [...]' 
(Abramowitz 1862,42)
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In Biblical Hebrew imperative, jussive, and wayyiqtol forms of lamed he 
roots frequently undergo apocopation (Joiion 1993, 1:206-7); however, it is 
very uncommon for this to happen in other settings, such as the ones found in 
the present corpus where they have neither jussive nor imperative sense and 
are not preceded by the wow-consecutive. (4) and (5) illustrate the difference 
between standard biblical usage and those discussed above. There are 
nevertheless cases, particularly in poetic passages and Late Biblical Hebrew, 
of apocopated yiqtols without the wow-consecutive in indicative contexts; these 
typically follow the wow-conjunctive, but can occasionally be unprefixed 
(Qimron 1986-7, 148,158), as in (6). It is possible that this phenomenon had 
some bearing on the maskilic forms; however, the fact that the Hebrew Bible 
contains only 21 indicative unprefixed apocopated yiqtols as opposed to 
approximately 1,100 unapocopated ones (Qimron 1986-7, 155) and that the 
maskilic forms are not examples of shibbus from these 21 cases means that 
such influence is unlikely to have been considerable.
(4)
o>v)Na oruji n i ^  in nsn oi) iDinn trnp
And he built a tower inside it, and he hewed a winepress in it as well, and he 
hoped to grow grapes but instead he grew wild grapes (Isa. 5:2)
(5)
Do not raise your hand to the boy and do not do anything to him (Gen. 22:12)
(6)
Ashkelon will see and fear (Zech. 9.5)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ the apocopated yiqtol forms of lamed 
he roots with the exception of a few archaising cases (Haneman 1980, 32-3; 
P6rez Fem&ndez 1999, 122), such as that shown in (7). No forms
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corresponding to the indicative apocopated yiqtols found in the maskilic 
corpus are attested in rabbinic literature.
(7)
pnnn >d-»ivd wyn 'jh
Do not make yourself like the counsels (Mishnah Avot 1:8)
Palestinian Paytanic Hebrew sometimes utilises the short form of the 
yiqtol in indicative contexts (Rand 2006, 140-1). Thus it is possible that this 
maskilic phenomenon, like that discussed in 6.1.4, can be attributed in some 
measure to Paytanic Hebrew; however, it is difficult to determine conclusively 
the extent of such influence.
Israeli Hebrew does not generally utilise the apocopated yiqtol 
(Muraoka 1998, xxix). An exception to this trend is the Hebrew folksongs 
composed in Palestine during the first half of the twentieth century, in which 
such forms are attested (Reshef 2004, 20,122), as illustrated in (8). Thus in this 
regard the similarity between Maskilic and Israeli Hebrew is negligible.
(8)
*nt?n ~p
Our heart will reveal the secret to you (Reshef 2004,122)
2.2 Pu'al
The corpus contains a number of p u 'd  forms in the yiqtol conjugation. Such 
forms are not attested as frequently as qqtd pu'ds but are employed by a 
variety of authors. Yiqtol form s in the pu 'd  stem can have a variety of values, 
typically present, future, and modal; their usage is thereby in keeping with 
that of the maskilic yiqtol in general. This point is illustrated in (1), (2), and (3), 
which contain yiqtol pu'ds indicating a future prediction, habitual action, and 
possibility respectively. These forms are translatable with an English passive 
form in the appropriate tense.
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(1)
"[...] *m 5n “pon om ion >2 [...]”
'[...] for the rebels will be gathered into a pit [...]' (Smolenskin 1867,22)
(2)
”[...] n o  Nfcn ymn *tvi ,^od o^ >  pnn >ran [...]”
'[...] in theatres money is paid for such a wonderful play as this [...]' 
(Shulman 1873,85)
(3)
n  p»N nnb nbDon >2tm oi uno* rbpi n o  wh
Even followers of the Haskalah can easily be tempted to place their trust in 
such a man (Neiman 1878,322)
Although the Biblical Hebrew pu'al stem most frequently occurs as a 
qojtel (Jenni 1973, 66), it is attested as a yiqtol as well. The biblical and maskilic 
corpora seem to correspond in this respect, as both can employ the pu'al as a 
yiqtol but neither does so with great frequency. Some maskilic pu'al forms 
appearing as yiqtols often have exact parallels in the Hebrew Bible, as 
comparison of (2) with (4) illustrates; however, others, such as that shown in 
(1), appear to lack biblical precedent.
(4)
wn n)s>? n y )  i5 *1275 *2 
One who scorns a precept will come to harm, but one who respects a 
commandment will be rewarded (Prov. 13:13)
In Mishnaic Hebrew the pu'al stem is almost never employed in the 
yiqtol conjugation (Bar-Asher 1985, 80); only one example, shown in (5), is 
attested, and even this may be a corruption of an original pi'el (Yalon 1964, 
144; Haneman 1980, 197; Breuer 2002, 191). Pu'al forms in future contexts 
usually appear as qotels in conjunction with an initial yiqtol of the root .n.\n, as 
in (6). In Talmudic Hebrew the pu'al is used more frequently, but is still
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comparatively restricted (Sharvit 2004, 89). Thus in this regard it appears that 
the maskilic authors were primarily influenced by their biblical model, though 
it is possible that the few rabbinic yiqtol pu'als reinforced their tendency to 
employ the form. Additionally, certain maskilic yiqtol -pu'al forms have 
parallels in, and may therefore have been inspired by, Medieval Hebrew 
sources. Comparison of (3) with (7) illustrates this.
(5)
otto nawi mow w tnbynn woo)
If its owners became impure or died, its appearance must be ruined (Mishnah 
Pesahim 7:9)
(6)
) w a  iw  Nbvy nD
In order for them not to get intermingled (Mishnah Midot 2:5)
(7)
nrpnm
They are quickly tempted towards it (Ralbag Prov. 14)
Israeli Hebrew utilises the pu'al in the yiqtol conjugation in future 
contexts (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 91). This practice resembles that found in 
the maskilic corpus, except for the fact that the maskilic forms can have 
present and past interpretations as well as future ones.
(8)
rpmyii nm vi 5nu> upon
The ceremony will be conducted in Hebrew and Arabic (Chayat, Israeli, and 
Kobliner 2001,379)
2.3 Qal yiqtol with holam
Certain 2fs, 2mp, and 3mp yiqtols are attested in the corpus as tiqtoli, tiqtolu, 
and yiqtolu, with the long vowel holam in the second syllable. These variants
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occur much less frequently than the standard forms tiqtli, tiqtlu, and yiqtlu, 
with a schwa in the second syllable. The masculine forms are more common 
than the feminine ones. They are unevenly distributed, occurring in the 
middle of clauses and sentences as well as at the end. They do not necessarily 
seem to signal a break in the text as they do not always precede commas or 
full stops, which are the maskilic authors' standard means of indicating 
pauses. The verb shown in (1) corresponds precisely to forms found in the 
Hebrew Bible, whereas those in (2)-(4) do not have biblical parallels and thus 
their appearance in the corpus cannot be ascribed to the technique of shibbus. 
The seemingly haphazard dispersal of these forms suggests that they are a 
purely random occurrence with no particular syntactic or semantic 
significance. However, the long forms are attested only in conversations or 
first-person narrative monologue resembling direct speech, and this raises the 
possibility that the authors knowingly employed them in an attempt to create 
a natural, vernacular feel to their characters' dialogue and perhaps to draw 
attention to the word in question as if the stress of the sentence were falling on 
it. While there is no clear difference in translational value between the long 
yiqtol forms and their short counterparts, if the selection of a long form carries 
the semantic nuance of heightened importance or stress in pronunciation, the 
English equivalent of such a verb might be italicised or otherwise given 
prominence in the sentence.
(1)
"[...] ub »iko Kb mpK>i tmvy tn:n o>o> tiv [...]”
'[...] many more days will pass, years will go by and Yakub will not get his 
heart's desire [...]' (Braudes 1873,17)
(2)
"[...] oimnKn lonm on>m onnrva [...]”
'[...] and those who voted for them will grow sick of them and regret it [...]' 
(Gordon 1874b; 7)
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(3)
"w > n 5  m o  o d w jq  h o
'Please do not condemn the man' (Smolenskin 1867,34)
(4)
»[...] 12 >biwwi iFjhti inpiwn t 'ph [...]”
'[...] he will desire you and you will dominate him [...]' (Brandstadter 1871, 
55)
The long form of 2fs, 2mp, and 3mp yiqtol verbs has numerous 
attestations in Biblical Hebrew. However, in contrast to the maskilic corpus, 
the biblical long forms are found only in pause, signalling a division in the 
text or the end of a verse (Gesenius 1910,127). (5) and (6) illustrate this point 
as well as the form found in both the Bible and maskilic literature.
(5)
iapp oun row row isy
Add year to year; let festivals come in their cycles! (Isa. 29:1)
(6)
122^ > 030 DW
And they spent the night there before they went on (Josh. 3:1)
Rabbinic Hebrew employs the long yiqtol forms only pausally, i.e. at the 
end of a clause or sentence (Segal 1927, 71-2; Haneman 1980, 41; Sharvit 2004, 
54). In this regard rabbinic language resembles its biblical predecessor. The 
forms appearing in the present corpus do not have exact parallels in rabbinic 
literature. This suggests that although Rabbinic Hebrew might have played 
some role in the maskilic authors' occasional use of long yiqtols, its influence 
was not great as it did not contribute to the selection of particular forms or to 
a similarity in syntactic usage.
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(7)
iv  o r p b y  n n y b  *p*is u >n  y f r  o ^n q o  o n  
If they regard them as impure, one does not need to stand over them until 
they are immersed (Mishnah Taharot 10:3)
Israeli Hebrew does not employ the long 2fs, 2mp, or 3mp yiqtol and is 
therefore incomparable with the maskilic corpus in this respect.
2.4 Second and third person feminine plural yiqtol forms
The corpus invariably employs the specific 2fp and 3fp forms of yiqtol verbs 
when referring to two or more feminine subjects. The 2fp form is attested only 
rarely, but the 3fp form appears relatively frequently. The authors' use of 
these forms does not seem to carry any particular semantic significance or 
affect the translation value of the verbs in question.
(1)
" [ . . . )  p n n t m  ,* v y n  n s  t in o  f i u e m  m o  r o m a y n  o  m o  [ . . . ] ”
'[...] it's best if you leave this place, leave the city, and hide [...]' (Fuenn 1872, 
468)
(2)
".pvnmxn on>onn ropnsm vimoi [•••]"
'[...] and they both laugh at the Hasidim and the saddiq.' (Meinkin 1881,37)
Biblical Hebrew generally utilises the 2fp and 3fp yiqtol forms with 
reference to feminine subjects in the same way as the present corpus, as 
shown in (3) and (4). This similarity is clearly the result of the maskilic 
authors' desire to recreate biblical usage in their writing. The fact that the 
authors adhere to this practice so consistently is noteworthy given the fact that 
the Hebrew Bible itself contains several instances of masculine plural yiqtols in 
conjunction with feminine plural subjects (Segal 1936,123), as in (5).
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(3)
>sv >r»'n nn'v) >0^3 upN'm
But Naomi said, 'Go back, my daughters; why should you go with me?' (Ruth 
1:11)
(4)
nno? nnt> nim!? r\m  r»p>p>
From year to year the daughters of Israel went to lament the daughter of 
Jephthah (Judg. 11:40)
(5)
nnnNn t\h m ivn on) ok [...] o.5v)n> n to  odtik
I adjure you, daughters of Jerusalem [...] do not awaken or arouse love (Song 
of Sol. 2:7)
Rabbinic Hebrew contrasts with biblical and maskilic literature as it 
does not make use of these feminine yiqtol forms (Schwarzwald 1981,15; Perez 
Fernandez 1999,106), with the exception of a few forms appearing in biblical 
citations (Segal 1927, 71). The 2mp and 3mp forms are employed instead with 
feminine plural subjects, as in (6).
(6)
mNivMn nnn> m  
Rabbi Yehudah says that the women who were married can get engaged 
(Mishnah Yevamot 4:10)
Israeli Hebrew occasionally employs the 2fp and 3fp yiqtol forms 
(Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 39), as in (7) and (8). However, it usually avoids 
them and instead uses masculine forms in conjunction with feminine subjects. 
(9) and (10) illustrate this trend. The modem form of Hebrew thus tends 
towards the rabbinic model in this respect, though it possesses the option of 
using the biblical and maskilic forms.
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(7)
1 Wlpt) plN
You [fem. pi.] will get up [m. pi.] (Glinert 2005,37)
(8)
i mp> yn
They [fem. pi.] will get up [m. pi.] (Glinert 2005,37)
(9)
rubyan )t\h
You [fem. pi.] will do [fem. pi.] (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,39)
(10)
yn
They [fem. pi.] will do [fem. pi.] (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,39)
2.5 Yiqtol instead o f yiqtol in the qal
The yiqtol of second-radical guttural qal roots typically takes the form yiqtal, 
with a patah as the stem vowel, as in (1). However, some such roots take the 
form yiqtol, with a holam. This phenomenon extends to roots such as and 
.\y.n.5, whose yiqtol forms are generally constructed in the same way as those 
with a second-radical guttural. This variant is attested in the majority of texts 
in the corpus. Its appearance does not seem to depend on any particular 
syntactic factors. It is attested only in dialogue, which might suggest that the 
maskilic authors may have intended it to serve a semantic function. However, 
no such motivation is clearly evident: its selection cannot be interpreted as an 
attempt to convey the feel of uneducated Yiddish speakers because it appears 
in the speech of cultured Maskilim and non-Jewish nobility; similarly, it does 
not seem to be a mechanism for indicating heightened emotion or dramatic 
intonation because the variant with a patah sometimes appears in similar 
settings such as that of (1). Rather, the authors may have employed it in order
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to create an element of distinction between spoken language and narrative 
without necessarily desiring to convey any particular register or 
sociolinguistic gradation.
a )
”[...] o>5!?n c m  xtwm >2 yin o ion
'[...] do you not know yet that we will stamp our feet in the blood of the dead 
[...]' (Smolenskin 1867,12)
(2)
"[...] wnn 7M yinnm Nin [...]»
'[...] he succumbs to the temptation and argues against sense [...]' 
(Abramowitz 1862,40)
(3)
O>V7p pn
'[...] he wears nothing except rags [...]' (Shulman 1873,105)
(4)
"[...] m  >2 \yn m i nN n vt5 TittbNi odwn nyowt
'[...] I will live in Germany and learn to understand its inhabitants [...]' 
(Leinwand 1875-6,1:3)
(5)
12 7iy
'[...] I won't rebuke you any more [...]' (Braudes 1873,35)
(6)
onvnpn oibnto yrwH  5 m  im N 2  
'[...] I will smash and pound the heads of the conspirators [...] (Smolenskin 
1867,27)
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The Biblical Hebrew Verbs with second-radical gutturals usually have a 
patah as their stem vowel (Joiion 1993, 1:182). Second-radical guttural roots 
whose yiqtol has a holam are extremely rare (Gesenius 1910, 169). One such 
form is shown in (7). The roots appearing in the maskilic corpus with a holam 
do not have parallels in the Hebrew Bible; the biblical yiqtols from these roots 
consistently take patah, as exemplified in (8) and (9). These facts suggest that 
the maskilic phenomenon discussed above does not have its origins in the 
Hebrew Bible.
(7)
o > p n  5 >n m n >5 im ) N  t i n  m m  rm v y n  n N \p m  b v n  b v o n  >3 
When someone commits a trespass, and unwittingly sins regarding one of the 
Lord's holy things, he shall bring as his guilt-offering to the Lord a ram 
without blemish (Lev. 5:15)
(8)
i> n> x  xr»»>  7 N
Indeed God will smash the heads of His enemies (Ps. 68:22)
(9)
m m  t i n  m n  5 n  i n  N n p )  i » y  n m n )
Let it be with him and let him read from it all his life, so that he may learn to 
fear the Lord (Deut. 17:19)
Rabbinic Hebrew yiqtols of second-radical guttural roots frequently 
have a holam instead of a patah as their stem vowel (Haneman 1980,104-5), as 
in (10). This trend occasionally extends to other roots whose yiqtol form more 
typically has a patah as their stem vowel (Haneman 1980,107), as in (10) and 
(11). Most of the maskilic instances discussed above have a precise equivalent 
in rabbinic literature, which strongly indicates that the maskilic forms were 
taken directly from the Mishnah and Talmud.
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(10)
7Y>r\Hxn nynw *inN: t> im n  now mna
We are afraid lest he make a claim, saying to him, 'I found it after [the] oath' 
(Babylonian Talmud Baba Mesi'a 35a)
(U)
ynm
Let him wear linen garments (Babylonian Talmud Hullin 84b)
(12)
nbnm 'inn n!7 5in
But he must not study from them at first (Mishnah Baba Mesi'a 2:8)
As in Mishnaic and Talmudic Hebrew, in the language of medieval 
rabbinic literature the yiqtol form of second-radical guttural and associated 
roots often has a holam as its stem vowel (Betzer 2001, 54). Some maskilic 
yiqtols with a holam instead of a patah that lack precedent in Rabbinic Hebrew 
have an exact equivalent in a medieval text, as comparison of (5) and (13) 
illustrates. This may suggest that medieval literature influenced the maskilic 
corpus in this respect.
(13)
mwn jin on5 niv»n
And I will rebuke the seed of your field (Rashi Mai. 2:3)
Israeli Hebrew yiqtols from second-radical guttural and associated roots 
always have patah as their stem vowel (Schwarzwald 2002, 42-4; Coffin and 
Bolozky 2005, 59-60), as in (14). None of the maskilic forms with holam 
discussed above has a parallel in the modem language.
(14)
niwrfr Nin
He will learn to think (Chayat, Israeli, and Kobliner 2001,116)
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(15)
o»t?bpn om on  dk rma> Kin
He will open the classic books (Chayat, Israeli, and Kobliner 2001,116)
2.6 Yiqtol with energic nun
Some of the yiqtol forms in the corpus have a 3ms or 3fs object suffix with an 
energic nun. Such forms are found in both narrative and discourse, as in (1) 
and (2) respectively. There is no indication that they have any particular 
syntactic or semantic significance as variants with non-energic suffixes appear 
much more frequently in similar contexts; therefore forms with an energic nun 
do not have a different translation value than their unsuffixed counterparts. 
However, some of the maskilic corpus' yiqtols with energic suffixes have 
precise equivalents in biblical verses and thus most likely constitute instances 
of shibbus. Comparison of (1) w ith (3) illustrates this phenomenon. Such cases 
are particularly common in Smolenskin's work. However, some of the yiqtols 
with energic suffixes in the corpus, most frequently in Mapu's, Braudes', 
Lein wand's, and Abramowitz's writing, have no biblical parallels and are 
rather original elements. (2) constitutes such a case.
(1)
m b Kb *iwk *UDKn Kin
And who is the cruel person whose heart would not rouse him (Smolenskin 
1867,8)
(2)
"[...] rm>pKi yibtm nbVK [...]”
'[...] I shall go up to Kesalon and wake it up [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,70)
Biblical Hebrew yiqtol and imperative forms with third person 
masculine and feminine object suffixes sometimes appear with an energic nun 
(Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 91). The significance of this nun is
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unclear: Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze (1999, 91) believe that it has no 
semantic value, while Zevit {1998,63) argues that it serves to indicate urgency. 
Alternatively, the choice of an energic suffix may be rooted in stylistic 
considerations such as the desire for variation (Williams 1972, 84-5). 
Conversely, Revell (1989,16) proposes that the energic nun is usually suffixed 
to yiqtols with indicative rather than modal value. Thus, although the maskilic 
phenomenon discussed above was clearly inspired by its biblical predecessor, 
it exhibits two significant differences. Firstly, the maskilic selection of energic 
suffixes does not appear to be predicated on stylistic, semantic, or syntactic 
concerns, and secondly, many of the maskilic energic forms have no precise 
equivalent in the biblical corpus.
(3)
There is no one so fierce as to rouse him (Job 41:2)
While Rabbinic Hebrew tends to utilise the direct object particle t\h 
with pronoun suffixes more frequently than object suffixes, when it does elect 
to employ a 3ms or 3fs object suffix in conjunction with yiqtol verbs it 
frequently chooses the energic variant (Segal 1927, 95). The choice of an 
energic suffix does not appear to be semantically or syntactically motivated. 
The rabbinic use of energic suffixes thus resembles that of the maskilic corpus 
as both employ these forms indiscriminately. However, none of the maskilic 
yiqtols with energic suffixes has precise equivalents in the Mishnah or Talmud, 
and this supports the proposal that the authors of the present corpus did not 
base their constructions on pre-existing forms. Moreover, the maskilic texts 
differ from Rabbinic Hebrew in that they can employ the energic suffixes in 
conjunction with wayyiqtols while tannaitic and amoraic literature lack this 
construction.
(4)
cm tpwlw oTip m ’oti’
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He may not eulogise him for thirty days before a holiday (Mishnah Mo'ed 
Qqtan 1:5)
Object suffixes on verbs are restricted to the formal registers in Israeli 
Hebrew (Glinert 1989, 158). However, the energic suffixes are sometimes 
employed in such settings (Schwarzwald 2001, 40), as in (5). This practice 
resembles the maskilic phenomenon but is extremely limited in comparison.
(5)
I will teach him (Even-Shoshan 2004,1178)
2.7 Yiqtol with paragogic nun
The standard forms of the maskilic 2fs, 2mp, and 3mp yiqtol are tiqtli, tiqtlu, 
and yiqtlu respectively. However, a substantial number of 3mp and a small 
number of 2mp and 2fs yiqtols throughout the corpus are attested with a 
paragogic nun. 3mp forms appear in (1) and (2), a 2fs form is shown in (3), and 
a 2mp form can be seen in (4). The use of yiqtols with a paragogic nun does not 
seem to be restricted to any particular syntactic settings, as they are found in 
the middle and end of clauses, as in (l)-(2) and (3)-(4) respectively. Moreover, 
they appear in both narrative, as in (1), and dialogue, as in (2)-(4). The 
selection of these forms appears to be arbitrary, as standard yiqtol forms are 
often employed in similar positions. Thus there appears to be no difference in 
translation value between forms with a paragogic nun and those without it. 
Some of these yiqtols have identical counterparts in, and were therefore most 
likely taken directly from, the Hebrew Bible; comparison of (1) and (4) with (5) 
and (6) illustrates this practice. However, other maskilic yiqtols with paragogic 
nun have no biblical equivalents. (2) and (3) constitute such cases.
(1)
nppy p ton  pbn» o5d
They were all waiting breathlessly (Smolenskin 1867,24)
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(2)
"?*p5o jHttV no
'What are your words hinting at?' (Brock 1877,115)
(3)
”!on» oNn [...]”
'[...] are you going crazy, Miriam!' (Gordon 1872,35)
(4)
yrro *[N”
'But why are you silent? [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6,1:68)
In Biblical Hebrew the paragogic nun is attested on 3mp yiqtols and, 
more rarely, on 2mp and 2fs yiqtols (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 516). 
Instances of yiqtols with the paragogic nun are far less frequent than those 
without it: there are 304 with the nun as opposed to more than 6,600 lacking it 
(Hoftijzer 1985, 2). While the precise function of the paragogic nun is unclear, 
some trends can be identified. Firstly, they often occur in pause (Hoftijzer 
1985, 98); secondly, they appear more frequently in earlier texts (Waltke and 
O' Connor 1990, 516). Hoftijzer (1985, 55) proposes that while such forms do 
not always have a particular semantic function, on many occasions in prose 
they indicate 'constrativity': contradictions, unexpectedness, and deviations 
from the norm. In light of these points, comparison of the biblical 
phenomenon with that appearing in the present corpus strongly indicates that 
the maskilic authors employed paragogic forms only in imitation of biblical or 
other classical texts and that they were not meant to play a specific semantic 
role: this argument is supported by the fact that the maskilic forms appear in 
the middle of sentences and do not seem to indicate contrast. (5)-(7) illustrate 
these points (see Hoftijzer 1985, 12-3 for a discussion of how these instances 
indicate 'constrativity').
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(5)
’V'*P O^N
The coastlands will trust in Me and hope for My arm (Isa. 51:5)
(6)
P101QS OpN) O# OC&? np>
The Lord will fight for you, but you will remain silent (Exod. 14:14)
(7)
How long will you hide? (Jer. 31:21)
Rabbinic Hebrew occasionally employs the paragogic forms for stylistic 
reasons (P6rez Fernandez 1999,122). These constitute the desire to imitate the 
form of a yiqtol with a paragogic nun in an immediately preceding biblical 
citation, in divine utterances, in oath formulas, and in biblical excerpts 
(Mishor 1983,93-4). Such instances appear to be relatively uncommon and are 
attested mostly in midrashic literature rather than the Mishnah or Talmud. 
The rabbinic motivation for employing paragogic forms does not correspond 
to that of the maskilic corpus. Moreover, none of the rabbinic yiqtols with 
paragogic nun is attested in the maskilic corpus. Thus the rabbinic 
phenomenon does not seem to have exerted any considerable influence on the 
maskilic practice.
(8)
nos nn* pin dn pvymn ,o>mn> orroni r>n> pm  dm pmhi
nnDi
When you do not obey the Law your wives will not be widows and your sons 
will not be orphans, how much the more so when you do obey the Law 
(Horovitz 1960,314)
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Israeli Hebrew yiqtol forms never have a paragogic nun ending; the 
present-day form of the language has thus not been influenced by maskilic 
literature in this respect.
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3 QOTEL
3.1 Masculine plural suffix with nun
Masculine plural qotel forms in the corpus usually end with a mem, but they 
are attested with a final nun on several occasions in the writing of many 
authors. This variant, which is unknown in Biblical Hebrew but common in 
Rabbinic Hebrew and Aramaic, appears in both direct speech and narrative. 
In some cases the authors may have selected it because they associated 
Rabbinic Hebrew and Aramaic with the Yiddish vernacular spoken by Jews 
such as those depicted in their fiction. There appears to be precedent for such 
a technique: Even-Zohar (1986, 52) argues that maskilic authors sometimes 
used Aramaic vocabulary as a way of evoking the feel of Yiddish while 
avoiding direct recourse to it. There is another possible semantic layer as well. 
The Maskilim considered Yiddish the uncultured dialect of the uneducated 
Eastern European Jewish masses; therefore, the fact that in Gordon (1874b) the 
educated maskilic protagonist never employs the nun variant, while 
characters portrayed as backwards and unrefined use it several times, may 
indicate a conscious desire on the part of the author to employ this variant as 
a way of signalling uneducated speech. This is exemplified in (1). However, in 
other cases, including several in Gordon (1874a, 1874b), the nun variant is 
attested in narrative and as such cannot be said to have any particular 
motivation. The existence of such qotels suggests either that the authors did 
not employ the nun variant consistently or that they did not have semantic 
considerations in mind at all when selecting it. (3) and (4) illustrate this 
phenomenon. This lack of consistency is particularly striking in (4), in which 
the nun variant appears immediately adjacent to a mem variant.
a)
”[...] paopa opni ppmij opnw” "?o>pnm opnw o^wnpn mown"
"The holy names that cannot be erased?7 "That cannot be erased and cannot be 
read out [.. .]7 (Gordon 1874b, 10)
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(2)
pnsn >nf>vy» i>iem Nim ppipt [...]"
'[...] sparks of fire are coming out of the holy man's lips [...]' (Brandstadter
1872,390)
(3)
did *inN oid oni? nnrtovyn pawa o>p\ynn >jm o>iYm omon
Crowds sit in the taverns reclining at the tables and pouring themselves glass
after glass (Gordon 1874a, 34)
(4)
inm tnn\y ntnivn yiiN tj>o>yba o> puiNm
And they feed and fatten them with oats and then slaughter them (Dick 1867, 
305)
In Biblical Hebrew the qotel masculine plural ends in mem (Bendavid 
1971,476), as in (5). The nun variant is not attested.
(5)
v»)n y)n id*) nan) 7i5n nan >n>)
And as they were walking along talking, a fiery chariot with fiery horses 
suddenly appeared (2 Kings 2:11)
In Rabbinic Hebrew masculine plural qotel forms can end in either mem 
or nun (Perez Fem&ndez 1999, 129). Some of the precise qotels found in the 
maskilic texts appear in rabbinic literature, and these may have informed the 
authors' choice to some degree even if they had other conscious motivations 
as discussed above.
(6)
)>pn»3 mavy vyn ,ppn»3\y mnvy vp
There are names that can be erased, and names that cannot be erased 
(Babylonian Talmud Shmmot 35a)
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(7)
H)>H WN*in n w  P>Op3 VN 
Only men are called 'black-haired7 (Mishnah Nedarim 3:8)
(8)
rpmvi vow jin vwp mo>No
From when may the Shema be recited in the evening? (Mishnah Berakhot 1:1)
(9)
>pNn tw ovn to
All the people recline on the ground (Mishnah Sanhedrin 2:1)
The Israeli Hebrew masculine plural qotel ends in mem (Schwarzwald 
1994,84), as in (10). The maskilic phenomenon discussed above has no parallel 
in the modem language.
(10)
rm tamiv on
They work very diligently (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,213)
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4 WAYYIQTOL AND WEQATAL
4.1 Wayyiqtol
4.1.1 Unapocopated wayyiqtol of lamed he roots
Although the majority of the 3ms wayyiqtols of lamed he roots in the corpus 
undergo apocopation, there are substantial numbers of such forms that 
remain unapocopated. Although it is theoretically possible to interpret these 
verbs as yiqtols following a w«w-conjunctive, such a reading appears unlikely 
because many of these unapocopated forms are found in narrative settings 
indicating that they are best interpreted as wayyiqtols: they immediately follow 
qatals with past-tense value and seem to convey punctual actions comprising 
part of the main storyline rather than durative ones. The authors7 selection of 
apocopated as opposed to unapocopated forms appears to be unsystematic, 
with both alternatives found in the same syntactic positions such as following 
an initial qatal', thus the use of the unapocopated variants does not seem to 
affect the translation value of the verbs in question. However, some of the 
particular roots in question closely resemble yiqtols preceded by the waw- 
conjunctive found in Medieval Hebrew texts, and it is thus possible that the 
maskilic authors were inspired by a false analogy with these forms and 
incorporated them into their own writing as wayyiqtols without altering them 
to bring them into conformity with the biblical apocopation rule. This 
possibility will be further discussed below.
a)
jrfrynn ntow n^m tin nno mann
Hurriedly he opened the door and went up the stairs (Braudes 1873,22)
(2)
on>n ro£> rpw oyon rpovr
Aryeh fell silent for the second time and covered his face in his hands 
(Abramowitz 1862,63)
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(3)
"nvtpn bD noDN” -.nvin bipn nww *nwnn nwn oyai
This time he stirred and answered in a strange voice, 'All hope is lost' 
(Smolenskin 1873,682)
Most Biblical Hebrew lamed he 3ms wayyiqtols are apocopated, but the 
final he is retained on occasion (Qimron 1986-7,149; Revell 1988, 420). Some of 
the forms found in the maskilic corpus have biblical parallels and thus appear 
to be instances of shibbus; comparison of (1) with (4) illustrates this point. 
However, most of the maskilic forms lack precedent in the biblical corpus and 
therefore appear to be original constructions created under the possible 
influence of post-biblical sources.
(4)
linaan i»y io) nnv
And Omri went up from Gibbethon with the rest of Israel (1 Kings 16:17)
Yiqtols of lamed he roots are generally unapocopated in Rabbinic 
Hebrew. However, the waw-consecutive is not used in this form of the 
language (Haneman 1980,31); therefore, unapocopated rabbinic yiqtols cannot 
be equated with the unapocopated wayyiqtols found in the maskilic corpus. 
However, the authors' familiarity with these rabbinic yiqtols may have 
occasionally caused them unintentionally to leave their own outwardly 
identical wayyiqtols unapocopated. (5) contains a rabbinic yiqtol preceded by 
the waw-conjunctive that outwardly mirrors the form in (2).
(5)
nuan “ipTi *n£in> oncw  n>n
The School of Shammai say, he may dig with a pick and cover it up (Mishnah 
Beisah 1:2)
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The wayyiqtol and weqatal are not employed in standard Israeli Hebrew 
(Schwarzwald 1994,109). Thus Israeli Hebrew is not comparable to maskilic 
fiction in this regard.
4.1.2 Unapocopated third person hifil wayyiqtol
Although 3ms and 3fs hifil verbs in the corpus often appear without a yod 
before the final root letter when prefixed by the waw-consecutive, on 
numerous occasions they retain it. (1) illustrates a 3ms unapocopated 
wayyiqtol, while (2) contains a 3fs form. The authors' selection of an 
apocopated or unapocopated form in any given instance appears to be 
arbitrary as neither form is employed consistently in any specific context: both 
variants appear in narrative and dialogue, as in (1) and (2) respectively; 
moreover, the same root can be attested in both apocopated and 
unapocopated form, as comparison of (1) and (3) illustrates. The use of these 
forms does not seem to affect the translation value of the verbs concerned.
(1)
m m  v s n  mnN niNbon nnyi obyn my ", >ny*n mnn ,>nyr>"
'I know, my beloved! I know / answered the youth and looked at the girl's 
face with his eyes full of love (Braudes 1873,17)
(2)
lynit? Nub yam  nronn t\h ntop NpmNo
Marinka read the letter and rushed to Vienna (Fuenn 1872,298-9)
(3)
m nnn  nmmon *m ^ >pn n>nn 'ph ion nysn inpo
From the sound of the steps of the man entering the house David awoke from
his schemes as if from sleep and looked behind him (Abramowitz 1862,37)
In Biblical Hebrew 2ms, 2fs, 3ms and 3fs hifil wayyiqtols typically 
appear without the final yod (Gesenius 1910, 147). Thus the biblical and 
maskilic corpora do not correspond in this respect as the biblical vowel loss is
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much more widespread than its maskilic counterpart: in the former the vowel 
hardly ever appears, while in the latter it is preserved in a significant number 
of third person singular hifil wayyiqtol forms. Moreover, the forms retaining 
the vowel in the present corpus appear without it in the Bible, suggesting that 
the maskilic authors did not base their work on the biblical model in such 
cases but rather attempted to recreate a biblical wayyiqtol without taking the 
concomitant vowel loss into account. (4) and (5) illustrate typical biblical 
apocopated hifil wayyiqtol forms. Comparison of (4) with its unapocopated 
counterpart from the same root in (1) makes the contrast in this regard 
between the two types of Hebrew particularly clear.
(4)
i n  tin nNin
When the Philistine saw David, he scorned him (1 Sam. 17:42)
(5)
rqnin iwn jin inm 1 v k  jin nninn hon)
Then her mother-in-law saw what she had gathered, and she took out and 
gave her what was left over (Ruth 2:18)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not utilise the w?aH?-consecutive and therefore it 
is difficult to draw parallels between this form of the language and the 
maskilic phenomenon discussed here. However, as in the case of maskilic 
unapocopated lamed he wayyiqtols, it is possible that the maskilic authors' 
creation of these unapocopated hifil wayyiqtol forms was informed to some 
degree by the existence of superficially identical rabbinic yiqtol forms. (6) 
exemplifies a rabbinic yiqtol resembling the verb in (1).
(6)
inn nny n5rpvy >id  mynvn o>mn pbopi mrnbwn v>m
And [they] would throw bracelets and necklaces and nose-rings and rings at
him so that he might raise his eyes and look at them (Bereshit Rabbah 98:18)
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The wayyiqtol construction is not employed in Israeli Hebrew, and thus 
the modem language is not comparable with that of the maskilic corpus in 
this respect.
4.1.3 Wayyiqtol with energic suffix
Many of the wayyiqtols in the corpus with 3ms and 3fs direct object suffixes are 
attested with an energic nun . Such forms are less common than their non- 
energic counterparts. As in the case of yiqtols with energic suffixes, these 
wayyiqtols appear in both narrative, as in (1) and (2), and direct speech, as in 
(3). There do not appear to be any semantic or syntactic factors triggering their 
use, as non-energic suffixes are attested in similar contexts; while it is possible 
that the energic variants are designed to highlight the verbs in question, the 
contexts in which they are found do not clearly support such an 
interpretation. (l)-(3) illustrate this point, as the energic forms do not seem to 
denote particularly significant elements in the sentences concerned.
(1)
oi5y> ro*m  \ y u  , n  o n o o  n n  i o d  o i n t i d
Suddenly, as if a spirit from above had gone through him, he approached her 
and greeted her (Frischmann 1878,159)
(2)
t v i n
And her father quickly took her into his arms (Berman 1861,334)
(3)
"[...] rp)£>o mop [...]«
'[.••] and I stood up and seated her in my place [...]' (Mapu 1857-69, 229)
Biblical Hebrew typically employs the energic suffixes in conjunction 
with yiqtols and imperatives rather than wayyiqtols (Joiion 1993, 1:172). Thus
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the maskilic corpus deviates significantly from its biblical predecessor in this 
regard as it makes frequent use of energic suffixes combined with wayyiqtols. 
Comparison of (2) with (4) illustrates this difference: (2) contains a wayyiqtol 
with energic suffix, whereas (4) contains a wayyiqtol of the same root with a 
standard suffix. This difference appears to constitute an instance of the 
maskilic authors taking a biblical form and applying it, whether consciously 
or unintentionally, in an original context. The fact that the maskilic use of the 
energic suffixes with wayyiqtols is unlikely to have semantic force may indicate 
this innovation was subconscious.
(4)
And he stretched out his hand and took it (Gen. 8:9)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew do not possess the wayyiqtol construction 
and therefore cannot be compared to the maskilic corpus regarding this issue.
4.1.4 Wayyiqtol with paragogic he
A small number of the first person wayyiqtol forms in the corpus are attested 
with a paragogic he resembling that found on cohortative forms. Such forms 
are found only in direct speech, and this raises the possibility that the he 
ending is employed on certain specific occasions in order to attempt to impart 
a colloquial flavour to the utterance by drawing attention to the wayyiqtol as if 
the speaker were placing particular stress on it. Alternatively, as this is a 
biblicising form the authors may have used it as a marker of elevated or 
educated speech. However, the lack of such forms in narrative may be 
explicable solely by the fact that first person forms in general are 
characteristically limited to direct speech; moreover, many of the attested 
forms have parallels in the Hebrew Bible and therefore the selection of the he 
suffix may in some instances solely constitute instances of shibbus without any 
underlying semantic significance.
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(1)
”[...] 5>n rwK t> mni5 5y tm w i ,5>D\yo vd*h 5di n>n >d ,>pvi in 5ya N3tm [...]”
'[...] I liked Ga'al, for he was enlightened in all ways, and I advised him to 
find a virtuous wife [...]" (Mapu 1857-69,218)
(2)
"[...] >:np jin ijun n a n v K i m*iV3 >3 ,*ip nn nvw yisso [...]"
'[...] a cold wind blew from the north; I opened my mouth and gasped it in 
[...]' (Abramowitz 1862,35)
(3)
n t tv w  >vy£u mny rwp n5nm 
'A terrible disease overtook me and I lay ill [...]' (Brandstadter 1878,644)
In Biblical Hebrew the wayyiqtol is occasionally attested with paragogic 
he; this is particularly common in later books such as Daniel, Ezra and 
Nehemiah (Joiion 1993, 1:141). The semantic value of this biblical form is 
unclear: although Gesenius (1910,134) suggests that it may in some cases be 
attributable to a desire for "emphasis of expression", Joiion (1993,1:141) argues 
that it is devoid of meaning. Comparison of (1) and (2) with (4) and (5) 
illustrates the frequent formal correspondence between Biblical and Maskilic 
Hebrew in this respect. However, in some cases, such as that appearing in (3), 
the present corpus lacks biblical precedent and thus such forms appear to be 
original creations rather than shibbus. Finally, the semantic function of the 
paragogic he is uncertain in both biblical and maskilic corpora.
(4)
>3 nn3N) yp o ih  m  mm? mm
And then a being resembling a human touched my lips and I opened my 
mouth and spoke (Dan. 10:16)
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(5)
: >rnN> pnispb >3 >rr^a >s
I opened my mouth and gasped, because I longed for Your commandments 
(Ps. 119:131)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew do not employ the wayyiqtol construction 
and as such cannot be compared with the maskilic corpus in this regard.
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5 VOUTIVES
5.1 Cohortative
Singular and plural cohortative forms are very frequently attested throughout 
the corpus, as illustrated in (1) and (2) respectively. These forms are used in a 
variety of contexts (see 12.1).
(1)
”[...] nrnnn 5d 5k town w  [...]”
'[...] then I will return to all that is dear to my heart [...]' (Braudes 1873,24)
(2)
"[...] ONTIOOOK 5N 71353 flttlpi ,Df) D>3\yi> UfUK VHOI [...]"
/[...] so why are we staying here; let's go to Amsterdam [...]' (Fuenn 1873,107)
The singular and plural cohortative forms are features of Biblical 
Hebrew (Joiion 1993, 1:138), as illustrated in (3) and (4). The maskilic 
cohortative is directly traceable to the authors' biblical model.
(3)
I remember my song at night (Ps. 77:7)
(4)
rmirr nsfnTI T T I ~
'Let's go to Dothan' (Gen. 37:17)
The cohortative is not a feature of Rabbinic Hebrew (Haneman 1980, 
31; Sharvit 2004,48). In this respect the maskilic authors appear to have based 
their usage solely on the biblical corpus.
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Israeli Hebrew differs from the maskilic corpus in that it does not 
employ the cohortative except in certain extremely restricted, high-register 
contexts (see 12.1.4 for details).
5.2 Imperative
5.2.1 Feminine plural imperative
The corpus consistently employs the feminine plural imperative when the 
speaker is addressing two or more female listeners. This practice is in keeping 
with the maskilic authors' consistent utilisation of the 2fp and 3fp yiqtol forms 
and appears to be devoid of semantic overtones such as the desire to convey a 
particular register of speech.
(1)
"[...] tu:ib rump onm
'Abigail and Miriam, come on, go eat [...]' (Schulman 1857-60,3:18)
(2)
"mrrcn ^  tnnbtr'
'Excuse me, ladies' (Gordon 1861,297)
Biblical Hebrew makes use of dedicated feminine plural imperative 
forms when referring to female addressees. This practice identically mirrors 
and therefore clearly inspired the maskilic usage illustrated above.
(3)
noN dwn rultf nwb n>ri^ D noNm
Naomi said to her two daughters-in-law, 'Go, return, each of you to her 
mother's house' (Ruth 1:8)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ the feminine plural imperatives 
(Bendavid 1971, 477; Perez Fem&ndez 1999,151). The only exception to this is 
one intentionally biblicising form in the Parma manuscript (Haneman 1980, 
35). Indeed, commands issued to two or more female addressees are
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extremely restricted in the rabbinic corpus: they are limited to the forms 
shown in (4) in which the masculine plural is employed, possibly because the 
attached object suffixes preclude utilisation of the feminine forms. In this 
regard the maskilic corpus unfailingly follows biblical rather than rabbinic 
convention.
(4)
Yip**) Tivo'op'i mutn msm m\yN5i 
And he said to his mother and his wife, 'Wash her and anoint her and adorn 
her and dance before her' (Schechter 1887,133)
In Israeli Hebrew the feminine plural imperative forms are occasionally 
employed in high-register contexts but in other settings their masculine 
equivalents are frequently used instead (Schwarzwald 2001, 39). (5) contains 
the masculine variant in conjunction with feminine addressees in an informal 
written context, while (6) illustrates the feminine form. In this regard maskilic 
and Israeli Hebrew correspond only partially, as the maskilic authors employ 
only the feminine imperative whereas the modem language does so only in 
certain formal circumstances.
(5)
mynsn 'jh iw  nun ,>5 kd w v p n
Please listen to me, modest daughters of Israel (Berkovitch 2004)
(6)
Stand up (Glinert 2005,39)
5.2.2 Masculine singular imperative with he suffix
Some of the masculine singular imperative forms in direct speech portions of 
the corpus are attested with a he suffix. This variant appears much less 
frequently than its unsuffixed counterpart but is distributed throughout the
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corpus in the works of many authors. The reason for the authors' utilisation of 
this suffix in certain instances is unclear. It does not seem to be predicated on 
syntactic concerns such as the presence of another element in the sentence, 
given that in some cases it is directly followed by the precative particle ho 
while in others it stands alone. Comparison of (1), which contains the particle, 
with (2)-(4), which lack it, illustrates this point. Similarly, it is difficult to 
determine whether the authors employed the suffix in order to convey any 
specific meaning. Most of the imperatives in question have precedent in 
Biblical Hebrew, and this suggests that the authors may have used the forms 
solely because they were familiar with them from this source. However, some 
of the maskilic forms, such as that shown in (1), lack biblical equivalents, and 
the fact that the authors sometimes generated original suffixed forms may 
mean that they had a conscious motivation. It is possible that they suffixed the 
he in the cases in question out of a desire to impart a feeling of urgency or 
intensity to the imperatives and thereby replicate the rhythm of emotional 
spoken language. Alternatively, they may have used the suffix as a way of 
signalling politeness towards the addressee. Finally, the authors did not 
necessarily have any particular semantic considerations in mind when 
selecting these suffixes; rather, they may have adopted them unsystematically 
in an attempt to lend a biblical flavour to their writing, even if the particular 
forms that they employed did not always stem from the Hebrew Bible itself.
The difficulty in pinpointing the semantic force of the suffix precludes 
designation of a precise translation value. In many cases it may be best 
rendered into English with 'please', which can be used to convey both 
politeness and urgency; alternatively, it may be left untranslated, particularly 
if Fassberg's interpretation of the biblical suffix (discussed below) is applied.
(1)
"[...] rmnn N>n*na [...]"
'[...] please come with me into the room [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,218)
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(2)
x>nm *yrDN!?n no ,>nN >5 fltnfl"
'Tell me my brother, what is your occupation and where do you come from?'
(Berman 1861,271)
(3)
”[...] r o h m  ’5 nn>«i
'[...] let me go on, Sir [...]' (Frischmann 1878,159)
(4)
"nnnuo5 naw [...]«
'[...] go back to your rest!' (Braudes 1873,25)
Biblical Hebrew masculine singular imperatives are sometimes attested 
with the he suffix. Many scholars are unsure or dismissive of the semantic 
function of this lengthened form: Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze (1999, 
150) state that its role is unclear, while Waltke and O'Connor (1990,571) argue 
that it is most likely no different in meaning from its unsuffixed counterpart, 
as both occur in similar settings. Davidson (1994, 81) concurs with the latter 
reading, but adds that it may once have signalled 'subjective emphasis on the 
part of the speaker'. In contrast to these views, Shulman (1996, 250) and 
Fassberg (1999, 13) propose that the long variant is usually employed when 
the command is directed towards or for the benefit of the speaker, whereas 
the unsuffixed form indicates action directed towards others. Examination of 
the contexts in which the biblical lengthened imperative is found seems to 
support this analysis. Shulman's and Fassberg's interpretation may be 
applicable in some measure to maskilic literature but does not provide an 
explanation for all of the suffixed imperatives attested in the corpus. For 
example, while the commands in (l)-(3) designate actions directed towards 
the speakers, that of (4) does not. This suggests that the maskilic authors may 
have been influenced to some extent by this biblical pattern; however, they
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were unlikely to have employed it consciously and certainly did not do so 
consistently.
(5)
0^*1 on n'£>*>N >> nb >d'bk >hk t\h
' I am looking for my brothers; please tell me where they are pasturing' (Gen. 
37:16)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ the he imperative suffix except 
when imitating biblical usage or in set liturgical contexts (Mishor 1983, 156; 
P6rez Fernandez 1999, 151). Therefore the use of the suffix in the present 
corpus is clearly not a result of rabbinic influence.
Israeli Hebrew does not employ the he suffix on imperatives of any 
kind and as such cannot be compared to maskilic writing in this respect.
5.2.3 Unapocopated hifil imperative
Although the masculine singular hifil imperative forms in the dialogues of 
maskilic fiction typically conform to the imperative pattern with a sere as their 
stem vowel, on occasion they resemble the yiqtol instead with a yod - 
representing a hireq - as their stem vowel. This variant is distributed 
throughout the corpus. The selection of one form instead of the other on any 
given occasion appears to be random rather than syntactically or semantically 
motivated. It may be ascribable to an occasional confusion on the part of the 
authors between the yiqtol and imperative forms resulting in a fusion of the 
two. Alternatively, it may be the result of a conscious or subconscious drive 
on the part of the authors to simply elements of the verbal system. These 
forms have the sense of second person commands and are translatable with 
English imperatives (see 12.2 for details on the uses of the maskilic 
imperative).
a )
n>Bvn tin vt7m tt>t>t> m  n hnpi? yon [...]"
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'[...] prepare yourself for Yedidyah's daughter, and erase the memory of the 
poor girl from your heart' (Shulman 1873,29)
(2)
”[...] “tin t\h w [...]”
'[...] please light the candle [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,68)
(3)
piano pmm”
'Believe me that I would not have prevented your desire had I known [...]' 
(Smolenskin 1867,21)
In Biblical Hebrew masculine singular imperatives of the hifil stem 
typically have a sere as their stem vowel (Van der Merwe, Naud§, and Kroeze 
1999,85). While a variant with a hireq yod is attested in the biblical corpus, this 
is extremely uncommon and may constitute mistaken vocalisation (Joiion 
1993:1:162). On one occasion a maskilic hifil imperative corresponds precisely 
to a biblical form; comparison of (1) with (4) illustrates this. However, on 
other occasions the forms attested in the present corpus lack parallels in the 
Hebrew Bible and it is therefore unlikely that the maskilic authors 
intentionally based their own unusual hifil imperatives on this rare biblical 
phenomenon, though they may have done so subconsciously. (2) and (3) 
exemplify this point.
(4)
rn\?i>n o'irn vv?
Remove the turban and lift off the crown (Ezek. 21:31)
The stem vowel of the masculine singular hifil imperative in Rabbinic 
Hebrew is attested as hireq yod more frequently than in its biblical predecessor 
(Bendavid 1971, 476). In some cases, such as that shown in (5), these rabbinic 
forms correspond precisely to those found in the maskilic corpus. This
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similarity between the maskilic and rabbinic corpora suggests that the 
maskilic authors were influenced by rabbinic practice in their selection of such 
imperative forms. However, other maskilic imperatives have no equivalents 
in the Mishnah, Talmud or associated writings. It is possible that the 
comparatively common appearance of the rabbinic hifil with hireq yod 
subconsciously influenced the maskilic writers in their generation of original 
hifil imperatives, but it is uncertain whether such influence could have been 
significant because the imperative form in general is used only infrequently in 
Rabbinic Hebrew (P6rez Fem&ndez 1999, 152) and therefore the overall 
number of rabbinic hifil imperatives may not have been large enough to make 
a strong impression on the maskilic writers.
(5)
*13 >5 p>ym N* rm5 m m * nrpn
At night she said to her son, 'go out and light me a candle' (Bereshit Rabbah 
36:1)
In Israeli Hebrew the imperative is typically used only in high-register 
language (Glinert 2005, 39). The masculine singular imperative of the hifil 
stem consistently has sere as its stem vowel (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,109), as 
illustrated in (6). Thus the modem form of the language does not correspond 
to maskilic literature in this respect.
(6)
Explain! (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,109)
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6 INFINITIVES
6.1 Infinitive construct
6.1.1 Apocopated hifil infinitive construct
Although most of the hifil infinitives construct with and without -5 in the 
maskilic corpus have a yod before the final radical, a variant without such a 
vowel letter is sometimes attested. This apocopated infinitive appears in both 
dialogue and narrative, as in (1) and (4) respectively. It is most commonly 
attested with pe nun, pe yod, and hollow roots, but can occur with strong roots 
as well. The fact that this type of form appears in narrative suggests that the 
authors most likely regarded it as a neutral form devoid of any specific 
semantic connotations. Similarly, there do not seem to be any clear syntactic 
patterns dictating the selection of this variant.
a )
”[...] od5 Nin p n  vh [...]"
'[...] be did not go to tell you [...]' (Smolenskin 1873,536)
(2)
mrto o>m\ynm >ms>Nn [...]"
'[...] I urged the servants to serve the food [...]' (Shulman 1873,97)
(3)
"i[ .] n n n  mvjrm Tnrto N5n »moi [...]”
'[...] and of course in a year he can do many new things [...]' (Abramowitz 
1862,16)
(4)
nnbyn jin t> w w  >d ,ovn nNtn v m  p n n ms iov nnnv^ picbi
And in order to increase his people's happiness, the king ordered that it be 
announced to the entire people at that moment that he was to be engaged to 
the girl (Sheikewitz 1872,115)
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The standard Biblical Hebrew form of the infinitive construct with and 
without -5 for strong, pe yod, pe nun, and hollow hifil verbs has a yod before 
the final radical (Van der Merwe, Naud§, and Kroeze 1999, 85,115,118,123).
(7), (8), and (9) illustrate infinitives with -5 from some of these root classes. 
H ifil infinitives without the yod from the roots shown above are not attested 
in the biblical corpus. Thus the maskilic phenomenon is clearly not based on 
biblical precedent. The maskilic authors' motivations for employing this non- 
biblical variant are unclear; however, it is possible that they based it on a 
faulty analogy with the standard biblical hifil infinitive absolute of the strong, 
pe nun, and hollow root classes, as these forms lack a yod. (10) and (11) 
exemplify such forms for comparison. Pe yod hifil infinitives absolute are not 
attested in the Hebrew Bible, but the maskilic authors may have 
unintentionally treated verbs of this class the same way because of their close 
resemblance to pe nun and hollow roots.
(7)
nngsn  tg inb  ogbin nxa} tPNvy‘3 i y5ap nnn n rnx  rum
And they saw a caravan of Ishmaelites coming from Gilead, their camels 
bearing gum, balm, and lotus to be taken dowri to Egypt (Gen. 37:25)
(8)
Nos >p on5
You must tell them who is to sit on the throne (1 Kings 1:20)
(9)
inX ntf pvynn tin nv)n ntea ot>a
On the day that Moses finished setting up the Tabernacle, he anointed it (Num. 
7:1)
(10)
nhnxn wapa g  *nan tan
He told us that the asses had been found (1 Sam. 10:16)
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(11)
tin -impn tjpri 7* rgi^rin ni'nv)Nn v)n'*i ron®n rppn inis n hneh iiV7> n'i>i 
onn'vyn
Gideon and the hundred men that were with him arrived at the edge of the 
camp at the beginning of the middle watch, when the sentries had just been 
posted (Judg. 7:19)
Rabbinic Hebrew adheres to the biblical model with regard to hifil 
infinitives with -5 of the strong, pe yod, pe nun, and hollow root classes (Segal 
1927, 67, 76-9, 80, 85), as shown below. There are no apocopated infinitives 
with -5 attested in the Mishnah, Tosefta, and Talmud resembling the maskilic 
ones discussed above. Thus maskilic fiction differs from both earlier canonical 
forms of Hebrew in this respect, and this divergence might suggest that the 
construction found in the present corpus was originally created by its authors. 
This interpretation is slightly uncertain because medieval and early modem 
rabbinical literature contains a small number of similar infinitives, such as that 
appearing in the extract from Isaac Arama's 15th century work 'Aqedat Yisfiaq 
in (15), and it is possible that these forms may have informed to some degree 
the maskilic phenomenon. However, only a few such rabbinical infinitives are 
attested and most of them are not from the same roots as the forms found in 
the maskilic corpus; thus any such influence cannot have been significant. The 
maskilic authors' use of these infinitives seems more likely to have been 
primarily based on confusion with the biblical infinitive absolute of such 
roots, though it is possible that the existence of a few similar forms in 
rabbinical literature subconsciously reinforced their misinterpretation.
(12)
And I am not destined to father a child (Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 156a)
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(13)
i r o n  *1*1X10 *r>>ni> b*D*> n h
He can say it through writing (Babylonian Talmud Gittin 71a)
(14)
Tn* yw
And it is not necessary to take off [a measure] (Mishnah 'Orlah 2:1)
(15)
rxrto m5vy
I have been sent in order to say bad things (Arama 1522,138a)
The standard form of Israeli Hebrew infinitives with -5 of the strong, pe 
yod, pe nun, and hollow root classes has a yod as the penultimate letter (Coffin 
and Bolozky 2005, 110, 112, 114), as exemplified in (16)-(19). Present-day 
Hebrew has no parallel to the maskilic phenomenon discussed above.
(16)
mmDrtn no5 now
I'll try to explain what I meant (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,110)
(17)
”cp*t5> v ftn b  onnnn vn nrpNn o>:n\y pn» [...]«
'[...] it could be that many of us wouldn't rush to have children' (Kadosh 
2006)
(18)
mo inn >nnn
I wanted to say congratulations (Meroz 2007)
(19)
rr>non nnn5nn o>n p5n jin nn»o xmion mronn
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The Syrian leadership has finished learning the lessons of the second Lebanon 
war (Inbari 2007)
6.1.2 Energic object suffix with infinitive construct
The 3ms and 3fs object forms attached to the infinitives construct in the corpus 
typically appear without an energic nun, as in (1) and (2) respectively. 
However, the maskilic authors sometimes employ third person energic object 
suffixes in conjunction with infinitives. The energic form most commonly 
found in this setting is the 3fs. The fact that these variants are attested only in 
the 3ms and 3fs is most likely due to the fact that the maskilic texts are 
typically unvocalised and therefore energic endings in the other persons are 
not detectable. Infinitives with energic suffixes are attested in both narrative 
and direct speech. They are typically infinitives with -!?, as in (3)-(5), but can be 
unprefixed infinitives construct, as in (6). These energic suffixes are usually 
attached to hifil or, less frequently, pi'el infinitives. They are not attested in 
conjunction with infinitives of other stems. The fact that the energic forms are 
not confined to dialogue suggests that the authors did not regard them as a 
tool for conveying the feel of vernacular speech. It is possible that they used 
the energic forms in certain cases in order to highlight the importance of the 
verb in question within the sentence, but such a reading is difficult to confirm. 
Moreover, the roots in question do not appear as infinitives with any kind of 
object suffixes frequently enough to determine whether there are any other 
syntactic or semantic patterns determining the selection of the energic variant 
instead of the standard one. This uncertainty makes it difficult to ascertain 
their translation value. If they lack semantic overtones, they need not be 
reflected in translation; conversely, if the authors employed them as a way of 
drawing attention to the infinitives in question, the English equivalents may 
be placed in italics or otherwise highlighted.
a )
nvyN m  n m i  o>n o>3Divy vion ,nvw vpn innra
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As he was a wealthy unmarried may, many matchmakers tried to get him 
married (Braudes 1873,20)
(2)
m tfib  >m5>nn [...]«
'[...] I started to teach her [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,17)
(3)
n N v n n n  t\k  t o  >d o > o m m  * T unn  T > o n  o p  u t o p  k i d
o>n^ 3 mob ruhnnbi
He always remembers him every day in his prayers to the God of kindness 
and mercy, that He not take his sinning soul and destroy it for all eternity 
(Brandstadter 1878,655)
(4)
nnvto n5p y>n iwn im 5 nPDvym no>yp jpwnn nvm nid oj -iwXn o
Sometimes even happiness arouses a kind of pleasant and still melancholy 
within our hearts that there is no word in our language to describe (Schulman 
1857-60,1:100)
(5)
fwvanb n>)D -win jin y*r> vm apw ia-p 5m
And every Frankfurt native could recognise her by her face (Luria 1864-5,399)
(6)
noiND t> 5y>in n5 o » n i rm>N^n pn5 mvo5 mvyy5 >nmn *i\yN 5d [...]”
'[...] none of the many things that I did for her to keep her alive were of any 
benefit to me [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6,1:19)
In Biblical Hebrew the energic suffixes are typically found in 
conjunction with the yiqtol and volitive forms rather than with infinitives. 
There are, however, four attestations of an infinitive with an energic suffix
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(Williams 1972,83-4). Three of these suffixes are 2ms; the fourth is 3fp (Brown, 
Driver, and Briggs 1906, 404). (7) and (8) illustrate these variants in turn. In 
this case the maskilic phenomenon can be traced to the biblical corpus only 
tentatively, as firstly, the biblical practice is extremely marginal, and secondly, 
the biblical infinitives with energic suffixes are not the same as those 
appearing in maskilic fiction. Thus the maskilic usage clearly does not 
constitute shibbus; rather, it appears to be the result of one of two possibilities: 
the first is that the maskilic authors noticed the few instances of biblical 
infinitives construct with energic suffixes and expanded the principle; the 
second, and more likely, is that they based their usage on the reasonably 
widespread biblical attestation of energic forms suffixed to yiqtols.
(7)
f t? #  to'p-nN o>n?n-,i n
From the heavens He made you hear His voice disciplining you (Deut. 4:36)
(8)
nibpm ruornb onpmn iN'sn a'pjn o?)
Jacob would place the rods in the troughs in view of the flock so that they 
would breed by the rods (Gen. 30:41)
Rabbinic Hebrew generally employs the energic variants of the 3ms 
and 3fs suffixes in conjunction with the yiqtol (Segal 1927, 95), as in (9). 
However, it does not appear to attach them to infinitives with -5. Typical 
examples of rabbinic infinitives with 3ms and 3fs suffixes are shown in (10) 
and (11). Hence the maskilic phenomenon mentioned above does not seem to 
be directly traceable to either biblical or rabbinic literature. It is, however, 
possible that the maskilic authors' use of the energic suffixes with the 
infinitive with -5 is an inadvertent extension of the rabbinic propensity to 
employ these variants with the yiqtol.
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(9)
Nb 'imbvn bwvy -p m
Even if the king greets him, he may not respond to him (Mishnah Berakhot 5:1)
(10)
I'ipib m n m  Ki>py n  ioidi n  rbnwD
When Rabbi Eliezer fell ill, Rabbi Akiva and his companions came to visit him 
(Babylonian Talmud Sanhedrin 68a)
(11)
m s [...] px
A shopkeeper is not permitted to [...] put it on its side (Tosefta Baba Batra 5:3)
Israeli Hebrew typically avoids object suffixes with infinitives, instead 
using independent object pronouns, as in (13). In the formal registers an object 
suffix may be used; however, even here their use is only occasional (Glinert 
1989, 158, 312); moreover, in such cases only the non-energic 3ms and 3fs 
suffixes are used (Even-Shoshan 2004, 1178). (14) and (15) illustrate this 
practice. Thus in this respect there is no correspondence between the maskilic 
corpus and the modem language.
(13)
nnpn mix npab >rr>in
I wanted to visit him soon (Glinert 1989, 312)
(14)
nnpn lipab >rpin
I wanted to visit him soon (Glinert 1989,312)
(15)
vw 20,000 -510,000 pn oi> no
Every day between 10,000 and 20,000 people come to see her (Shifron 2007)
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6.1.3 Form of infinitive construct
The infinitives construct appearing in the corpus can have a variety of forms. 
The majority, with the exception of those appearing in temporal clauses, are 
prefixed by the inseparable preposition -5, as in (1). Infinitives with -5 may 
have a pronominal suffix denoting the object of the infinitive action, as in (2). 
Most infinitives construct in temporal clauses are prefixed by the prepositions 
-a and o , as in (3) and (4). Infinitives construct with the prefixed preposition 
-B appear less frequently, usually in separative contexts, as in (5). In addition, 
a reasonable number of infinitives construct appear unprefixed, as in (6). 
Unprefixed infinitives construct and those preceded by -2, -B, or -d, can have a 
pronominal suffix designating the subject of the action, as in (3). The 
translation value of the infinitives varies depending on the context in which 
they are used. See 13.2 for a discussion of the various uses of this form.
(1)
mnw n w  ~p naub >nn
I am about to tell you something that happened (Dick 1867,322)
(2)
..] >a*nn rmp >ddnv'
'And I hurried to bring him under Mordechai's roof [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,234)
(3)
WUN im ob D IWttfr [...]”
'[...] when Poland emerges into freedom, we too will emerge [...]' 
(Smolenskin 1867,18)
(4)
mpn invyNi nssn tin 
Upon seeing the village and his wife and children, the man approached him 
(Berman 1861,294)
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(5)
n m n  nt>i
He was (too) afraid to approach him (Schulman 1857-60,1:140)
(6)
>30 o yiin ivo5 pdd moo o\y>i
And he had disguised himself so as to get what he wanted from me (Gordon 
1874b, 10)
Biblical Hebrew infinitives construct have several different forms. They 
can be prefixed by -5, as in (7). They can also be prefixed by -2, o , and -o in a 
variety of different contexts, most frequently temporal clauses (Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990,604), as in (8), (9), and (10) in turn. Finally, they are frequently 
unprefixed (Soisalon-Soininen 1972, 84), as in (11). All of these types of 
infinitive construct may be followed by a suffix designating either the subject 
or object of the infinitive action (Gesenius 1910, 353-5). (8) contains a 
subjective pronominal suffix, while (9) and (10) illustrate objective ones in 
conjunction with infinitives construct with and without the -5 prefix in turn. In 
this respect the maskilic and biblical corpora correspond in that both possess 
the same range of infinitive construct possibilities. However, they differ in 
that the -5 prefix is used more frequently in maskilic fiction than in the 
Hebrew Bible and because the maskilic authors use object suffixes only in 
conjunction with the -5 prefix and subject suffixes only with other infinitives 
construct. These differences may constitute another instance of the maskilic 
authors inadvertently modifying biblical usage, or indicate influence from 
Rabbinic Hebrew.
(7)
n'nbv) nnDn tin o>«yn bsn Win
And people of all nations came to hear the wisdom of Solomon (1 Kings 5:14)
(8)
iaijoa Tfj nw 15
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David was thirty years old when he became king (2 Sam. 5:4)
(9)
wmm was npsn n n nnm ov)
There you shall make the Passover sacrifice, in the evening at sunset (Deut. 
16:6)
(10)
nrv a-) dwwi rpn
For their possessions were too great for them to live together (Gen. 36:7)
(11)
oiKn m>rj nio Kb
It is not good for man to be alone (Gen. 2:18)
(12)
n>i >5 nnn nnNn• * • 1 • -  • 7 I • T -  -
Are you the one to build a house for Me to dwell in? (2 Sam. 7:5)
(13)
obub Kb) in'N
They hated him, and could not speak to him amicably (Gen. 37:4)
In Mishnaic Hebrew the infinitive construct is characteristically 
prefixed by -5 (Haneman 1980, 37), as shown in (14). This form may be 
preceded by the inseparable preposition -d, as in (15). The tannaitic infinitive 
construct does not generally have a pronominal suffix denoting the subject of 
the action, but may have one indicating the object (Bendavid 1971, 498; Van 
Bekkum 1983, 264; Perez Fernandez 1999,146), as in (15). As Mishor (1979, 8) 
points out, a few manuscript versions of tannaitic literature contain infinitives 
construct without -5 and with subject suffixes, as in the Venice edition of Sifre 
Deuteronomy shown in (16); however, this phenomenon is extremely 
marginal. In Talmudic Hebrew, by contrast, such forms are more common
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(Sharvit 2004,89), as in (17). The maskilic practice of omitting the -b prefix and 
instead employing -n, o , or -o, or leaving the infinitive unprefixed, 
corresponds to amoraic literature but differs from Mishnaic Hebrew. 
Conversely, Maskilic and Mishnaic Hebrew overlap in that neither can place a 
subject pronominal subject on an infinitive prefixed by -b. This similarity and 
the maskilic tendency to use the -b prefix on all infinitives construct except 
those appearing in temporal clauses may suggest a degree of Mishnaic 
Hebrew influence on the corpus.
(14)
nb>DMi “ivyn vjifib ron by tnn  tin pnn
He pours out the blood in order for the meat to be permitted as food 
(Babylonian Talmud Beisah 20b)
(15)
>nrovy Mb
I did not forget to bless you (Mishnah Ma'aser Sheni 5:11)
(16)
>pMU JIM OV'D'P OJ1MVJ ODM yn>Tl JIM
From the time that you cross the Jordan you will know that you are inheriting 
the land (Finkelstein 1939,124)
(17)
vynpn p  oibvyn uims* ovnfron opn bn i y o  bvy mb>Dn nn>n *tdi
And thus was the High Priest's prayer when he left the sanctuary in peace on
the Day of Atonement (Palestinian Talmud Yoma 5:2)
In Israeli Hebrew the infinitive construct is commonly prefixed by -b 
(Ben-Asher 1976, 27; Schwarzwald 1981, 15), as in (18). Such infinitives may 
have a pronominal object suffix, as in (19). However, they may occasionally 
appear unprefixed or with an inseparable preposition and pronominal subject 
suffix (Berman 1978, 73), as in (20) and (21). This usage is typically restricted
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to the higher registers (Glinert 1989, 315). In this respect the modem language 
corresponds to maskilic fiction to a considerable degree, as both forms possess 
all of the same infinitive construct forms. However, the omission of the -5 is 
much more frequent and register-neutral in the maskilic corpus than in Israeli 
Hebrew.
(18)
nrpin t v t t  tpsn won
We don't want to go home (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,297)
(19)
m p i npib  >JT>:n
I wanted to visit him soon (Glinert 1989,312)
(20)
rpvynn m i  tv ism on
They will wait until darkness falls (Berman 1978,297)
(21)
nw£nn5 Nin *r>p3nn dk
Upon completing the task he went on leave (Berman 1978,297)
6.1.4 Infinitive with lamed with 3ms object suffixes
The 3ms object suffixes attached to infinitives in the corpus appear in two 
variants. The first, shown in (1) and (2), is v. The second, shown in (3)-(7), is - 
m. Both variants appear only following infinitives with -5. The two forms 
appear to be completely interchangeable: both are found in dialogue and 
narrative, and can follow either a consonant or a vowel. Some of these 
possibilities appear in (l)-(7).
a )
on>n ysvnb orro>v jin n5to 11 urn tid i
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And all of the inhabitants of Kisleh had already set their sights on taking him 
into their homes (Frischmann 1878,160)
(2)
«[...] jnip !m  [...]”
'[...] and I hurried to bring him under Mordechai's roof [...]' (Mapu 1857,234)
(3)
wixnnnb on odvitn vpo m r v  t\h o> [...]”
'[...] he won't even demand the money from him in court, and he'll even 
agree to have him released [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6,2:71)
(4)
m 'n y i nn mwan y trw A  nva vbn linn nn  
'[...] I'm going now to give him these tidings and to congratulate him [...]' 
(Abramowitz 1862,12)
(5)
mnanb ro *i*y wn oa
He too was trying to steel himself to understand it (Frischmann 1878,161)
(6)
"[...] >niM rfrieni *vyn y ih  *1110 yn>i
'[...] then the town official found out about the matter and sent me to warn 
him [...]' (Smolenskin 1873,713)
(7)
” pisn ,mnn w to  >5yn dm tiv *nnnN
'[...] all my days I will try with all my power to make my husband leave his 
wicked ways, to put him on the pathway of righteousness.' (Sheikewitz 1872, 
82)
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The object suffixes attached to Biblical Hebrew infinitives construct are 
those typically found in conjunction with nouns, and as such the 3ms suffix 
takes the form i- (Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 95). There is a 
single exception to this practice, appearing in Jeremiah 39:14 (Gesenius 1910, 
353). In this case the 3ms suffix has the form in.-, as shown in (8). Maskilic 
literature follows biblical convention in cases when it employs the 1- suffix. 
However, the two forms of Hebrew differ in their use of the variant in-, which 
appears relatively often in maskilic fiction but only once in the Hebrew Bible. 
This divergence suggests that the maskilic utilisation of the form is based on 
post-Biblical Hebrew. Such a possibility is supported by the fact that the 
construction inKslnl? from Jeremiah is itself attested only four times in the 
entire corpus under examination, once in Leinwand, as shown in (3), once in 
Schulman (1857-60,3:48), once in Fuenn (1873,213), and once in Gordon (1861, 
298): the maskilic authors are unlikely to have based their own widespread 
use of the suffix on a single non-standard biblical construction that hardly 
appears in their own writing.
(8)
man 5k inKirtfi5 yn. op>nK yi in>5i* 5k in k nnn
And they entrusted him to Gedaliah son of Ahikam son of Shaphan in order 
that he take him home (Jer. 39:14)
The Rabbinic Hebrew 3ms object suffix attached to the infinitive 
construct resembles that of Biblical Hebrew (Haneman 1980, 117-8), as 
illustrated in (9) and (10). The Mishnah, Tosefta, Talmuds, and tannaitic and 
amoraic midrashim do not appear to contain any infinitives suffixed by in-. 
Hence the maskilic use of this variant has no precedent in Rabbinic Hebrew.
(9)
in5p5p nvvyn iiron 5 5*mvyn 5ki
And do not try to see him in the time of his disgrace (Mishnah Avot 4:18)
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(10)
limb rr»v mwi ibDNw *inNb
After they had eaten and drunk they stood up to bless him (Babylonian 
Talmud Sotah 10b)
Palestinian Paytanic Hebrew can employ the 3ms object suffix in- in 
conjunction with the infinitive construct (Yeivin 1996,114), as shown in (11). 
Rashi's commentaries exhibit this phenomenon as well (Betzer 2001,106), as 
in (12). A similar suffix is attested in a post-talmudic midrash, illustrated in
(13). This medieval practice resembles that found in the maskilic corpus. The 
fact that the maskilic authors' use of the suffix in- seems to mirror some types 
of Medieval Hebrew while differing from biblical and rabbinic convention 
suggests that they were influenced by the language of jnyyut and midrashim 
in this regard. Nevertheless, they appear to have used the suffix productively 
rather than limiting themselves to constructions extant in the medieval 
literature. This is in keeping with the maskilic authors' tendency to create new 
forms and usages based on precedent from earlier layers of the language.
(11)
wiropo}
To settle him (Yeivin 19%, 114)
(12)
mvmb Hun
It is forbidden to kill him (Rashi Sanhedrin 72a)
(13)
i>bN inN>ifib mb bx pi>i
He decided to bring him to him (Eisenstein 1915,329)
In everyday spoken Israeli Hebrew object suffixes are not commonly 
used (Muchnik 1992,119). However, in literary and journalistic contexts they 
may be attached to infinitives; in such cases the 3ms object suffix may consist
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of either 1- or in- (Schwarzwald 2001, 40). The variant v seems to be used 
much more frequently. The two forms are illustrated in turn in (14) and (15). 
In this respect maskilic and Israeli Hebrew are extremely similar, and the fact 
they both employ each object suffix variant with infinitives while other forms 
of the language do not suggests that the maskilic authors may have directly 
contributed to the present-day usage. However, the correspondence is not 
complete, as the maskilic use of object suffixes is common and register-neutral 
while that of Israeli Hebrew is relatively rare and largely restricted to literary 
and newspaper language; moreover, the two variants seem fully 
interchangeable in maskilic fiction, while the form in- appears to be more 
unusual in the modem language.
(14)
inp ittpabm vn
I wanted to visit him soon (Glinert 1989,312)
(15)
5diji
You will not be able to obtain it (Rosenberg 2007)
6.1.5 Qal infinitive with lamed ofpe nun/pe yod roots
The qal infinitives with -5 of pe nun roots such as .N.vy.i and .yn.i and pe yod 
roots such as and .y.i.> typically appear without the initial root letter and 
with a final taw. (1) and (2) illustrate this tendency. However, on occasion the 
qal infinitives with -5 from the roots .N.vyj, .yn.i, and .!.¥>.> are attested as 
)T\^, and as in (3), (4), and (5). It is difficult to assess whether the choice 
of form is rooted in semantic considerations. Non-standard variants such as 
and 'jmt? are always found in dialogue, suggesting that the authors 
employed them consciously as a marker of colloquial speech. However the 
use of the variant is extremely erratic. Firstly, the same character may use the 
standard and non-standard alternative within the same utterance seemingly 
indiscriminately. Comparison of (2) and (4) illustrates this: both forms of the
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same root are employed in two otherwise identical phrases within a single 
utterance of one character, suggesting that the author was not motivated by 
any clear selection criteria. Secondly, all types of characters including non- 
Jewish kings and cultured Maskilim as well as traditional Jews use each 
variant and therefore the less common ones cannot be interpreted as a marker 
of uneducated speech or Yiddish. This suggests that the maskilic authors may 
have tended to use the non-standard forms haphazardly as a way of lending a 
slightly colloquial feel to their dialogue rather than as a systematic tool 
designed to represent a particular type of speech. Alternatively, their use of 
the variants may be based on a subconscious association with the yiqtol forms 
of the roots in question, which have a similar composition. Such an association 
may be rooted in an analogy with the strong qal infinitive with -5, which 
resembles the strong qal yiqtol.
(1)
?nm wpnn nob
'But why do you want to know that, Sir? [...]' (Shulman 1873,82)
(2)
” [...]  m f t : N im  o m w  o > v u v y m  n u n  n x t  5 f t  i h k  *ivyf> f t  n > n  [ . . . ] ”
'[...] he had one solution to all the various quarrels and disputes, namely: to 
give alcohol [...]' (Abramowitz 1862: 57)
(3)
inN  nDO 5 n tf ti NVft vr> m n  t w o  >oi [...]«
'[...] and who knows how to bear and suffer the enemy's blow like this people 
[...]' (Smolenskin 1867,35)
(4)
«pv-P )nft in^ mo [...]«
'[...] then my teacher released him, giving him alcohol [...]'
(Abramowitz 1862,57)
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(5)
?[...] n w n  m yvon iw n  o  nv*p nyn nmpo by av»b nbD> ond
Could she sit in place knowing that the determined hour had arrived [...]? 
(Meinkin 1881,40)
In Biblical Hebrew the qal infinitive with -b from pe nun roots lacks the 
initial nun and has a final taw (Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999,115), 
as in (6) and (7). Similarly, the qal infinitive construct of several pe yod roots, 
such as .y.*T.>, and .n.vy.>, does not have an initial yod and ends with a taw. 
(8) exemplifies this point. In many cases the maskilic authors employ the 
biblical infinitive forms of these roots. However, they diverge from this model 
by occasionally utilising the infinitives N\y>b, nv!»b, and 'jTPb, which are not 
attested in the biblical corpus.
(6)
on'N JW^b X)H nbD’ Nbi
And the land in which they were dwelling could not support them (Gen. 36:7)
(7)
rnm n >pb rrpyso *hb unipnn p  Nb
It is not done in our place to give the younger one in marriage before the older 
one (Gen. 29:26)
(8)
irftb bDW Nbi nWy nbi*n rpNbn
I am doing a great work and cannot come down (Neh. 6:3)
The rabbinic form of the qal infinitive with -b of pe yod and pe nun roots 
is derived from the yiqtol (P6rez Fernandez 1999,145; Schwarzwald 1980,183); 
thus, the infinitive with -b of the roots .N.\y.), .j.ji.3, and .n.w.’ are N\y>b, ppb, and 
i\y>b, as shown in (12)-(16). This practice is identical to, and therefore appears 
to have been the model for, that found in the maskilic corpus. It is possible
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that the authors knowingly selected these rabbinic forms when writing 
dialogue in order to evoke the feel of vernacular speech. However, the 
maskilic utilisation of such forms extends only to two pe yod and two pe nun 
roots, whereas rabbinic phenomenon is applicable to almost all pe yod, pe nun, 
and pe alef roots as well as *y.5.n and .n.p.5 (Perez Fernandez 1999,144-5). Thus 
this maskilic use of Rabbinic Hebrew infinitives was inconsistent even if it 
was cognisant. Moreover, the maskilic corpus differs from its rabbinic 
antecedent in that it always employs the biblical variants in narrative.
(9)
mnN n^N wn n
Rabbi Eliezer says, 'He can marry another woman' (Mishnah Sotah 4:3)
(10)
i?  : m n  t\h  ”>5 p n  r m * o  * p v  y\H 'p x h  o h
If he had said to him, 'I will save yours, but pay me for mine', he must pay 
him (Mishnah Baba Qamma 10:4)
(U)
vx* tin *inn> w b  oni
And if he cannot get down, he should turn his face around (Babylonian 
Talmud Berakhot 28b)
The Israeli Hebrew qal infinitives with -5 of the pe nun and pe yod roots 
examined above typically lack the nun or yod and have a final taw (Glinert 
2005, 94-5, 98-9). Additionally, Tobin (1991, 205-6) points out that there are 
certain settings in which Israeli Hebrew can employ certain alternative pe nun 
infinitives such as yro'p. He argues that the selection of one form over the other 
is semantically driven, with the taw variant referring to the result of the action 
and the alternative variant highlighting its process. However, this 
interpretation is problematic as the taw variants seem to be used much more 
frequently in Israeli Hebrew in both process- and result-oriented contexts; this
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can be seen by comparing (15) with (13), which contains the more common 
variant in a similar setting. Thus in this regard present-day Hebrew usually 
follows the biblical rather than the rabbinic model. The present corpus 
overlaps with Israeli Hebrew when it uses the biblical variants and the 
rabbinic form '|rp5. However, the maskilic use of the post-biblical form N\y>5 
has no parallel in the modem language; furthermore, Tobin's proposal that 
the Israeli Hebrew alternation between forms such as nn5 and is based in 
semantic considerations clearly does not apply to the maskilic corpus, in 
which both variants are used in similar contexts.
(12)
ovm  muon tw o1? y>H dv*t5 *p*n
One needs to know how to carry heavy loads (Bolozky 1996,447)
(13)
tppnnn ony>5 mmo5 mvn nnb o>w n [...] o^tnoDn
The planes [...] are designed to provide a response to the growing summer
demand for flights to distant destinations (Denesh 2007b)
(14)
odd iDbon o jin  onoPN nD  o n s iD  m o m  mny >o nyni nw n
It's important to know that you'll have to pay duty for buying products from
the internet (Hoffman 2007)
(15)
imb [...] n m o  poo ijun oy nopnnb hd^ ddd ,5non m m  5o n  mbmnrv' 
n o n  m an mmo [...] m mnn5 nnooN cppson 
'This management of an electricity company, which continues to communicate 
with the same service provider [...] without giving the community of 
providers the possibility to compete [...] constitutes a gross violation [...]' 
(Morgenstem 2007)
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6.1.6 Suffixed qal infinitive construct ofpe yod/pe nun roots
The standard maskilic infinitive construct forms of the first-radical yod and 
nun roots .n.yu, .vuj, .y.T>, and .n.vy.> appear as nNvy, nn, r\m, rm , and 
mvy respectively, without the initial yod or nun. The pe lamed root .n.p.b 
conjugates as a first-radical nun root and appears as nnp in the infinitive 
construct. However, the maskilic authors frequently utilise an infinitive 
construct form of these roots with the initial yod or nun intact. Such forms are 
invariably found only in particular syntactic settings: they always appear in 
temporal clauses in which the temporal element can be indicated by either a 
prefixed inseparable preposition, as in (1), or a preceding independent form, 
as in (2); moreover, they consistently exhibit a possessive pronominal suffix. 
These forms typically appear in narrative, as in (l)-(3), but are occasionally 
attested in dialogue, as in (4) and (5). Their possessive pronominal suffix is 
most commonly 3ms, which is logical given that they are usually found in 
third person narrative. They appear in both the beginning and middle of 
sentences, as in (1) and (2) respectively. The most commonly attested of these 
forms is of the root however, the others shown below are all found with 
reasonable frequency throughout the corpus. In many cases the standard 
infinitive construct of these roots appears in a seemingly identical position. As 
in the case of many other non-standard maskilic verbal forms, the authors' 
reason for selecting the variant with initial yod or nun on any given occasion is 
unclear: there is no indication that they are combined with prefixes or suffixes 
in a different way from their standard counterparts; and their appearance is 
not limited to certain positions in the sentence. In this respect their only 
remarkable characteristic is their near-total absence from direct speech; 
however, the fact that they normally appear in narrative means that the 
authors are unlikely to have viewed them as marked or otherwise non­
neutral, and it is difficult to provide an explanation for the phenomenon other 
than coincidence.
a )
N t o n  by w *  *pojn my "!*pr>N bpiyn v>9\yn"
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'What your brother said is terribly wrong!' the prince answered while sitting 
on the throne (Smolenskin 1867,26)
(2)
vynnn ndeij ho
While I was negotiating with him, the teacher was silent (Gordon 1874b, 13)
(3)
o \>r> nm a ,nn:m  roy mm
And he answered heavily, while lifting his hands heavenwards (Mapu 1857- 
69,219)
(4)
”[...] mn 5i*nn n>nn m  *ivyn n n  tin inpb nn* [...]"
'[...] after he took your daughter, the nobleman built this big house [...]' 
(Braudes 1877,196)
(5)
«[...] nwM vb nvm *7*3 f-J"
'[...] when she approached me she was extremely distraught [...]' (Schulman 
1857-60,1:126)
Biblical Hebrew frequently employs infinitives construct in temporal 
clauses. In such cases the temporal element is typically conveyed by a 
prefixed inseparable preposition such as -a, as in (6), or a temporal 
conjunction such as as in (10). Infinitives in this position often appear in 
conjunction with a possessive pronominal suffix, as in (6) and (7); 
alternatively, they may be followed by an independent nominal subject, as in
(8). Biblical infinitives construct of roots such as .n.wj and .i.vy.> invariably 
appear without the initial yod or nun. Thus, although the maskilic corpus 
mirrors the Hebrew Bible in that both use infinitives construct with 
pronominal suffixes in temporal clauses, the actual maskilic infinitive 
construct form lacks biblical precedent. The following biblical infinitives
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construct, which are from the same roots as the maskilic ones above, clearly 
illustrate the difference between the two forms of the language in this respect. 
It is nevertheless possible that the maskilic construction is the product of a 
combination of biblical forms: these maskilic infinitive construct forms with 
preserved initial yod or nun resemble the biblical qotels, for example Nvyu, r^m, 
and yn>, and it is possible that they were created out of a fusion of the qotel 
form with the syntactic and semantic properties of the infinitive construct. 
This may thus constitute another instance of maskilic authors taking a biblical 
construction and instilling it with original morphological properties of their 
own, possibly unintentionally.
(6)
D-JN31W13 77551375 TB
For your servant made a vow while living in Geshur of Aram (2 Sam. 15:8)
(7)
oa mop) nN mn> >3
They will know that I am the Lord when I wreak my vengeance upon them 
(Ezek. 25:17)
(8)
in'N t\ny$ naton nybs >nv) o m n  r>n)
So that the poles are on both sides of the altar when it is carried (Exod. 27:7)
(9)
o^yo jin ono p  oi>a
On the day on which I take away their strength (Ezek. 24:25)
(10)
ip lav)* tnov? viw rmN innwn on>^5 nnv wm 
He went on ahead of them and bowed down to the ground seven times until 
he had drawn near his brother (Gen. 33:3)
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Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ infinitives construct in temporal 
clauses. Instead, it uses a finite verb in the conjugation appropriate to the 
context preceded by a temporal conjunction (Bendavid 1971,499), as in (11). In 
this respect Maskilic Hebrew differs from the language of the Mishnah and 
Talmud. Moreover, in most cases the form of infinitive construct used in the 
maskilic constructions discussed above differs from that of rabbinic infinitives 
of the same root classes: the maskilic pe nun suffixed infinitives construct have 
an initial nun, whereas their rabbinic counterparts begin with yod. Finally, 
Rabbinic Hebrew invariably uses the infinitive with -5 and without a 
pronominal subject suffix (Sharvit 2004, 52); by contrast, the maskilic authors 
employ the infinitive without -5 and with a pronominal subject suffix. (12) 
illustrates these points. The fact that the maskilic construction has no 
precedent in either Biblical or Rabbinic Hebrew suggests that the authors of 
the corpus either drew on a later Hebrew source or evolved the form 
themselves. I shall discuss these possibilities below.
(11)
nt>v v? mtnn xxtw -p
When I greeted you, why didn 't you return my greeting? (Babylonian Talmud 
BeraJchot 32b)
(12)
ibvy jin t) rrmn m  y>nvn
The members of his company are allowed to give him what belongs to him 
(Mishnah Pesahim 8:4)
Some rabbinic responsa from the early modem period contain 
constructions similar to the maskilic ones discussed above. As the maskilic 
authors would most likely have had access to these works, it is possible that 
their own writing was informed by the constructions appearing in them. Any 
such influence was almost certainly unintentional, considering that the 
Maskilim expressed considerable disdain for the rabbinic style of Hebrew of
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the era. However, only a few such forms are attested in the Responsa 
literature and all of them are restricted to the root .y.*T.\ as shown in (13). Thus 
it is difficult to assess the extent of any possible influence such constructions 
might have had on the considerably more widespread maskilic phenomenon. 
It may be more likely that the maskilic authors created it independently by 
mixing the syntax of the biblical infinitive construct with the qotel form. 
Alternatively, it is possible that, as in the case of the apocopated hifil infinitive 
construct, the existence of this form in the Responsa literature served to 
reinforce subconsciously an unrelated maskilic tendency to employ it.
(13)
ojtmn pbtn “nisn y>Nvy nm>a .trooD
And I stood opposite them, knowing that the public could not stand in their 
company (Emden 1738-59,2:47b)
Israeli Hebrew typically constructs temporal clauses by means of a 
finite verb preceded by a temporal conjunction and followed by a nominal 
subject. This practice is illustrated in (14). However, it is possible to create a 
temporal clause using an infinitive construct with a preceding temporal 
conjunction or prefixed inseparable preposition other than -5 and possessive 
pronominal suffix, as in (15). This usage is usually restricted to the high 
registers (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 350) and journalistic language (Berman 
1978, 296; Muchnik 1992, 119). In normative Israeli Hebrew infinitives 
construct of pe yod and pe nun root classes lack the yod or nun. (15) illustrates 
this principle. However, sometimes speakers attempting to employ high- 
register language erroneously use forms resembling those found in the 
maskilic corpus. Such a case appears in (16). The existence of this 
phenomenon in both Maskilic and Israeli Hebrew may indicate a direct link 
between the two forms of the language. However, this possibility is difficult to 
confirm because the maskilic trend is widespread and apparently regarded as 
normative by its authors, while the modem practice is non-normative and 
largely restricted to the spoken language.
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(14)
fiVv Hrnvz tin nr>vy Nin 
He changed his name when he immigrated to Israel (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 
350)
(15)
moono w m  oiro Nin
He was hit while getting off of the plane (Bliboim 1995,126)
(16)
n n N  i d u  *v n d  y i n  p w v a
On sitting facing Meir you remember (Glinert 1989,316)
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II FUNCTION
7 QATAL
7.1 Past
7.1.1 Past habitual
The corpus contains numerous qatals in contexts clearly indicating that their 
actions took place on multiple occasions at regular intervals in the past. Such 
qatals are accompanied by temporal adverbials that specify when the actions 
in question took place and reinforce their habitual force. The English 
translational equivalents of qatal forms in these contexts are the preterite or 
the periphrastic constructions 'used to7 or 'would' + infinitive, all of which can 
designate past habitual actions (Swan 1995, 416, 604, 633). The past habitual 
interpretation of these qatals is supported in some cases by the existence of an 
original version in a European language containing a past habitual verbal 
form. For example, the qatal in (1) is precisely comparable to the imperfect 
verb in the French Vorlage appearing directly beneath it; the French imperfect 
is the verbal tense used to convey ongoing and habitual past actions (Hawkins 
and Towell 2001, 224). One would typically designate verbs indicating 
repeated past action as imperfective, and thus the authors' selection of the 
qatal rather than a yiqtol in this type of setting is noteworthy because it 
suggests that they were primarily motivated by the conjugation's associations 
with the past tense rather than with any aspectual considerations.
(1)
>pn-n?TON own >nw mm o>nyo 
'[...] many times she cursed me with the name foundling - ' (Schulman 1857- 
60,1:19)
(2)
'[...] elle me disait toujours qu'elle m'avait ramass£e dans la rue'
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'[...] she always used to tell me that she had picked me up on the street' (Sue 
1842-3,48)
(3)
r> on ib aiN *ivrm opn oDn *p»bro inr>mi [...]"
'[...] and since as a Torah scholar he was as vengeful and resentful as a snake, 
he always ambushed him [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,226)
(4)
r » m  n m  p
Thus he did many times in his life (Smolenskin 1873,541)
(5)
n w n  m vyb m y
Every evening and morning they went together to talk in the field (Braudes 
1876a, 180)
Biblical Hebrew consistently employs the yiqtol to designate actions 
that took place repeatedly at a time prior to the present moment (Van der 
Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 148). This is in keeping with proposals of 
scholars such as Waltke and O'Connor (1990) and Gentry (1998) that the 
biblical verbal system is primarily aspectual, with the qatal used to denote 
punctive, finite and isolated events and the yiqtol serving to indicate durative, 
unfinished and repeated actions. Thus the maskilic use of the qatal to convey 
past habitual actions has no precedent in the Hebrew Bible, and indeed 
contradicts the biblical principle according to which this conjugation is not 
employed in imperfective contexts.
(6)
m w n  ro v )  p )
And thus he would do year after year (1 Sam. 1:7)
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While Rabbinic Hebrew possesses a periphrastic form that can be 
employed specifically to designate habitually occurring actions (Perez 
Fernandez 1999, 137), it can utilise the qatal conjugation in contexts such as 
those discussed above (Azar 1994,4). The latter usage appears to be much less 
frequent than the former, and indeed in most cases the qatals in question may 
alternatively be interpreted perfectively. For example, the qatals in (7) may be 
read either as past habituals or as punctive events; moreover, any habitual 
sense is arguably attributable solely to the repetition of the verbs in question. 
Thus the maskilic use of the qatal in past habitual contexts may have a 
counterpart in, and therefore stem from, rabbinic literature. However, this 
rabbinic usage is infrequent and uncertain whereas its maskilic counterpart is 
widespread and unambiguous; hence, the maskilic phenomenon may not be 
traceable primarily to the rabbinic corpus but rather to the authors' native 
Yiddish.
(7)
w p i n  i v p n  t r > n n
When they would reach the Water Gate they would blow/blew a sustained 
blast, a broken blast and a sustained blast [on the shofar] (Mishnah Sukkah 4:9)
Yiddish possesses a specific past habitual auxiliary verb, (Mark 
1978, 292; Jacobs 2005, 222). Nevertheless, it commonly uses the past tense in 
similar contexts (Mark 1978, 293), often with a temporal adverbial, as shown 
in (8). This practice corresponds closely to that of the maskilic corpus, which 
frequently employs the qatal with a past habitual sense but additionally 
possesses a specific periphrastic form for use in such settings (see 10.2).
(8)
pM nvvyyn pvnyow t>q uNn [...]"
'[...] she always told me stories and read me poetry' (Zucker 1994-2002,1:217)
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Israeli Hebrew possesses a specific periphrastic past habitual 
construction comprising the qatal of the root ,n.\n and a qotel of the main verb; 
however, it can additionally convey repeated past events using the qatal in 
conjunction with a temporal indicator (Glinert 1989,126; Tzivoni 1991, 59-60). 
This latter practice, shown in (9), is employed less frequently than the 
compound form. This Israeli Hebrew use of the qatal in past habitual contexts 
corresponds to that found in the maskilic corpus and in Yiddish. As in the 
case of the past progressive (see 7.1.2), it is possible that this usage was 
transferred from Yiddish to Maskilic Hebrew and thence to Israeli Hebrew, 
though it may alternatively have spread directly from Yiddish to Israeli 
Hebrew.
(9)
ovy T>nn
I always used to visit there (Glinert 1989,126)
7.1.2 Past progressive
Qatals are attested relatively frequently in settings indicating that they refer to 
unfinished processes in progress at the same time as, and possibly interrupted 
by, perfective actions conveyed using other qatals appearing in close 
proximity. This is illustrated in (l)-(4). The fact that the qatal appears so 
commonly in contexts clearly portraying ongoing processes strongly suggests 
that the maskilic authors did not perceive this conjugation primarily as a 
marker of perfectivity. The English translation value of an action in such a 
context is the past progressive, which is used to present a past action as an 
ongoing process (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,162-4).
a )
ninn run nnm mn nn* o m  *ivw ,nvw jin rovn nbNvy »[...) ono* *j5 no"
'What is the matter with you, Ephraim [...]' Maaca asked her husband, who 
was walking angrily back and forth in his room (Abramowitz 1862,5)
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(2)
nn i w  *ivyN ra n n n  p pvyo rpm ynvn van Tiyni
And a moment later the sound of the wheels of the carriage in which they 
were travelling was heard in the house (Braudes 1873,35)
(3)
>n>an tp5n *iy>n niD*m t i n  niicfc 'n >aan onon nnran n m  m i  ny 7iy 
For a great while longer I sat in the inn before the Lord granted me the sight of 
Gedaliah's carriage, which I was waiting for (Shulman 1873,86)
(4)
prw  >d jmnb o f lw i
And he was amazed to see that he was laughing (Mapu 1857-69, 217)
Biblical Hebrew does not employ the qatal to convey past progressive 
events; rather, it selects the qotel in such contexts (Driver 1892,27,166; Joosten 
1999, 22), as shown in (5). Thus the maskilic imperfective use of the qatal 
discussed above appears to lack precedent in the biblical corpus.
(5)
ia t3>Ty>) ta’by cpti^ n run) nn>)owri y^o i\y*ai oyp mn) o5n?i
He dreamed that a ladder was set on the ground, with its top reaching up to 
the heavens, and angels of God were going up and down on it (Gen. 28:12)
Rabbinic Hebrew generally uses a periphrastic construction consisting 
of a qatal of the verb .n.\n followed by a qotel to portray a past event as an 
ongoing process. This usage contrasts with the case discussed in the present 
entry if the latter is interpreted as expressing a past action in progress; 
however, it corresponds to another instance in the corpus (see 10.1). (6) 
illustrates this compound form. Hence rabbinic literature, like its biblical 
predecessor, does not seem to have contributed to maskilic usage in this 
respect. As in other instances discussed in the present study, this maskilic 
innovation may be traceable to its authors' native tongue.
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(6)
nm> nnKm psno u»?i nnN ovd
Once we were sitting before Rabbi Tarfon when a sister-in-law came to 
perform halisah (Babylonian Talmud Yevamot 106b)
Yiddish possesses a single past tense form that is used to designate 
both punctual and durative actions taking place prior to the present moment 
(Weinreich 1971, 328; Estraikh 1996, 88), including past progressives 
(Rockowitz 1979, ix-x). The Hebrew conjugation that the maskilic authors 
would naturally have associated most closely with this Yiddish past tense is 
the qatal because the latter is most commonly employed in past tense contexts. 
Thus the maskilic sentences illustrated above, in which qatals serve to convey 
unfinished processes unfolding at the time of a perfective action, have a 
precise analogue in the Eastern European Jewish vernacular. (7) highlights the 
resemblance between the two languages. This correspondence, combined with 
the lack of a similar feature in the Biblical or Rabbinic Hebrew, suggests that 
the authors of the present corpus were influenced by their own spoken tongue 
when conveying ongoing past processes. The likelihood that Yiddish is the 
primary contributor to this maskilic phenomenon is reinforced by the fact that 
German expresses this type of past event by other means (Hammer 2002, 304- 
6), as do Russian (Wade 2000,273) and Polish (Bielec 1998,45).
(7)
am \>h p m  pt pnd pan nymn >*r pn w n
On the third night, when the brothers were carrying their sheaves they saw 
each other in the middle of the road (Zucker 1994-2002,1:135)
Israeli Hebrew typically uses the qatal, often in conjunction with a 
temporal adverb, in contexts equivalent to the English past progressive 
(Tzivoni 1991, 68-9). This is most likely because the qatal serves as the modem 
language's past tense and can be used for all actions occurring prior to the
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present moment, including those of a progressive nature (Muchnik 1989, 37, 
51). This practice, shown in (8), has no parallel in the two canonical forms of 
the language, but identically mirrors the maskilic practice discussed above. 
This resemblance may be evidence of a direct progression from the Yiddish 
vernacular through Maskilic Hebrew literature to modern-day Israeli speech 
and writing, though as mentioned in 7.1.1, the Israeli Hebrew forms may be 
attributable to direct influence from Yiddish.
(8)
n  pirn
When you rang, I was just leafing through it (Glinert 1989,125)
7.1.3 Pluperfect
On many occasions in the corpus a qatal appears in a past narrative context 
indicating a completed action or resultant state presented as background 
information against the setting of which the action of the main verb in the 
sequence takes place. (1), (3), and (4) illustrate completed actions, while (2) 
contains a resultative state. Qatals denoting this type of background 
information are functionally equivalent to English pluperfects, which are used 
to designate one past action as anterior to another past action serving as the 
reference point of the clause in question (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,140). 
These qatals are always found in subordinate clauses, typically relative clauses 
introduced by *i\yN, with this syntactic position serving to convey the sense of 
anteriority. The qatal is the only form found in such settings, indicating that 
the maskilic authors associated the presentation of background information in 
subordinate clauses exclusively with this conjugation. This practice can be 
contrasted with the maskilic treatment of many other types of past actions, for 
example preterites and past progressive, which can be rendered with yiqtols or 
qotels as well as qatals.
(i)
yo ,vn istj» -wh ip?n rvn
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The old man's spirit, which had left him a moment before, returned to him 
(Smolenskin 1867,25)
(2)
ro *tv wnnn ivw im  m y
'I am his loyal servant/ said Zvi, who had been silent so far (Abramowitz 
1862,44)
(3)
vb VNum <p:>n x>m jin mm nvy>N m » nnN
After her husband's death she gave away the small amount of money that he 
had left her (Braudes 1873,19)
(4)
ntyvv “iyjn omnrfr n5nn w i
And then she began to feel remorse everything that she had done (Dick 1867, 
323)
Biblical Hebrew employs the qatal in order to designate background 
information in narrative prose (Zevit 1998, 15). This is in keeping with the 
primary function of the biblical qatal, namely the presentation of actions as 
perfective, as well as with the strong tendency to employ it in past-tense 
settings. In this regard biblical usage resembles that of the maskilic corpus, 
and thus the latter is most likely based on the former.
(5)
bir) i  p*n vt> i£n 
Now Jacob did not know that Rachel had stolen them (Gen. 31:32)
Rabbinic Hebrew generally employs the qatal to past actions serving to 
provide background information to the action of the main verb in a narrative 
sequence, as in (6). The selection of the qaial in such settings does not reflect a 
desire to present the actions perfectively, but rather the conjugation's role as a
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past tense in this form of the language. In addition, Rabbinic Hebrew can 
sometimes convey past states denoting background information with a 
periphrastic construction consisting of the qatal of the root .n.>.n preceded by 
waw and followed by a qotel (P§rez Fernandez 1999,116), typically of a passive 
or reflexive stem as in (7). However, this phenomenon appears to be far from 
widespread (Mishor 1983, 379-80); thus in most cases rabbinic literature 
corresponds to the maskilic corpus as well as the Hebrew Bible.
(6)
univy nnN nny *rn»m
He was alone with her after he had written it (Mishnah 'Eduyot 4:7)
(7)
wffro on* iniN n>m tm ia ion* oy k x w  -p r b  non *n*m
The matter resembles that of a king who went out to walk in the orchard with
his labourer, and the labourer had hidden himself from him (Weiss 1862,
111b)
Israeli Hebrew uses the qatal in past contexts when referring to an 
action that serves to provide background information and set the scene for the 
main verb of a narrative sequence (Tzivoni 1991, 74). The use of the qatal in 
this type of setting is attributable to the fact that the modem form of Hebrew 
employs that conjugation as a past tense and therefore uses it to convey 
almost all types of actions occurring prior to the present moment. (8) 
illustrates this usage. In this respect Israeli Hebrew overlaps with the maskilic 
corpus as well as with earlier forms of the language.
(8)
n£3t?n m u  imN t?y [...j mvy*mi >ny m
I heard a story on the news [...] about a child that had been hit at school 
(Berman and Sandbank 1999,10)
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7.1.4 Present perfect
In direct speech portions of the corpus the qatal can be used in settings 
indicating an action that took place at some unspecified point prior to the 
moment of utterance. In such contexts it is usually appropriate to translate the 
qatals with the English present perfect as they typically indicate past 
experiences or resultative states (see Huddleston and Pullum 2002,143-6 for a 
detailed discussion of the uses of the English present perfect). Qatals in this 
type of setting may be accompanied by a reference to the present moment. In 
positive contexts this is often m, as in (1), or *iid, as in (2). In negative settings, 
when the action may be anticipated but has not yet taken place as of the time 
of speaking, the qatal is usually accompanied by tiv, as in (3). In some cases, 
particularly when there is no accompanying time adverbial, it is difficult to 
determine whether a given qatal corresponds to the English present perfect or 
whether it should instead be interpreted as a preterite (see 7.1.5).
a )
"[...] N’nn 'pNn jin raw wn row onwVB row naji m ron [...]»
'[...] more than twenty years have passed since you left that country [...]' 
(Brock 1877,221)
(2)
”[...] J r o n  iron [...]»»
'[...] and I have already had the good fortune to receive a letter from the heads 
of the yeshivah [...]' (Gordon 1874b, 8)
(3)
”[...] an5 VDnb tiv >ahn [...]”
'[...] and I haven't started to prepare for the holiday yet [...]' (Abramowitz 
1862,5)
Biblical Hebrew generally employs the qatal conjugation when 
discussing an event that occurred prior to the present moment but that
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'signifies a resulting perfect state in present time' (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 
490). Such qatals are functionally equivalent to the English present perfect 
(Hatav 1997, 178). This is shown in (4). However, it occasionally uses yiqtol 
forms in such contexts as well (Joiion 1993, 2:369), as in (5). It is possible that 
the alternation between the two conjugations reflects their respective 
aspectual nuances, indicating the speakers' desire to highlight the punctual 
nature of some actions while presenting others as imperfective. Alternatively, 
the fact that such yiqtols appear relatively infrequently and are more common 
in poetry than narrative suggests that they constitute archaisms or traces of a 
different verbal system particular to poetic language. With the exception of 
this latter phenomenon, maskilic usage appears to overlap significantly with 
that of its biblical predecessor in its presentation of this type of past action. 
This similarity suggests that the authors of the present corpus based their use 
of the qatal in such contexts on the precedent of biblical narrative.
(4)
DO *l)QNq
And He said, 'What have you done?' (Gen. 4:10)
(5)
You have made him master over Your handiwork (Ps 8:7)
Rabbinic Hebrew employs the qatal when referring to past actions or 
states the effects of which continue to be felt in the present (Perez Fernandez 
1999,116-7), as in (6). This conforms to the conjugation's primary role as a past 
tense in this form of the language. Verbs designating this type of past action 
are often accompanied by the adverb “iid, or, in negative sentences, Nb pny 
(Mishor 1983, 28). In this respect rabbinic literature identically mirrors the 
maskilic texts, as well as resembling biblical usage to a considerable degree. 
The fact that Maskilic and Rabbinic Hebrew both differ slightly from their 
biblical ancestor in this respect, as they never employ the yiqtol in this type of
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context, raises the possibility that the authors of the present corpus were 
influenced by the rabbinic perception of the qatal as the only vehicle for 
presenting past tense actions. Alternatively, maskilic usage may be solely 
attributable to the fact that in Biblical Hebrew the qatal is used more 
frequently than the yiqtol in these settings.
(6)
ipu t\h mnvyon (v n w n  >nanvy
Everything that I have taken it upon myself to look after, I take responsibility 
for any damage (Mishnah Baba Qamma 1:2)
Israeli Hebrew consistently employs the qatal in contexts that are 
functionally equivalent to the English present perfect (Tzivoni 1991, 56). Such 
verbs are often accompanied by adverbs such as niD, TO, and pny. These 
points are indicated in (7). This convention resembles that of the maskilic 
corpus and Rabbinic Hebrew as well as the main biblical usage.
(7)
o 'O D w n  t in  t o  o n
They have not yet met the neighbours (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,289)
7.1.5 Preterite
The majority of qatals in the corpus appear in contexts indicating that their 
actions denote single finite past events. The predominance of this type of qatal 
is logical given that the primary purpose of the texts under analysis is the 
recounting of past events. In narrative settings this type of action occurs as 
part of the main storyline; by contrast, in dialogue it refers to a time prior to 
the moment of utterance. These two variants are illustrated in (1) and (2) 
respectively. Preterite actions can be short and possess a clearly defined 
beginning and conclusion, as in (1). However, they can also be of a long or 
unspecified duration, as in (3). The decision to convey this type of action with 
qatals rather than yiqtols, despite the fact that they are sometimes durative in
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nature, suggests that the authors may have desired to portray them 
perfectively, i.e. without referring to their 'internal temporal constituency' 
(Comrie 1976, 21), rather than as processes. Nevertheless, the choice of 
conjugation may conversely stem primarily from the strong association 
between the qatal and the past tense. The fact that the maskilic authors 
frequently employ the qatal in durative past contexts (see 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 for 
details) supports the second explanation. Occasionally the finite nature of this 
type of qatal is heightened by the nearby presence of an adverbial specifying 
when or how the action took place; (1) and (2) illustrate such cases. These 
qatals can be equated with the English preterite tense, which is used to convey 
perfective past actions (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,137-8).
a )
n w b v n  n t n n  n n n o s  o i k t i d  
Suddenly the door opened and three men came out (Broda 1871,43)
(2)
"[...] tPoiNn mb* owbvy ov [...]"
'[...] the day before yesterday my wife bore twins [...]' (Shulman 1873,91)
(3)
*rnN  o w n  w  o  * r> n m  v i a o i  n i w n  o ^ o i N n
These poor wretches were sold for a price of thirty or forty roubles each
(Berman 1861,251)
According to recent studies by scholars such as Gentry (1998) and 
Furuli (2006), the primary role of the qatal conjugation in Biblical Hebrew is 
the expression of perfective, and typically past, events, and preterite actions 
exemplify both of these characteristics as they are complete actions, whether 
of minimal or prolonged duration, that took place before the moment of 
speaking or main narrative sequence. (4) illustrates biblical use of the qatal in 
such settings. Thus the maskilic presentation of preterite events resembles that 
of Biblical Hebrew.
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(4)
And the darkness He called night (Gen. 1:5)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the qatal is consistently used in the expression of 
punctive past actions. Therefore biblical, rabbinic, and maskilic usage 
corresponds in this type of context.
(5)
mon mm bap nwo
Moses received the Torah from Sinai (Mishnah Avot 1:1)
In Israeli Hebrew the qatal serves as the past tense in a tripartite tense 
system and is therefore employed in the portrayal of both punctive and 
durative past actions. (6) illustrates a qatal in a perfective past setting. Israeli 
usage thus corresponds with that of the maskilic corpus in its presentation of 
perfective past actions.
(6)
bisbsn nnN nvvy >sn v>>n yr
Dan came to class half an hour after the bell (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,374)
7.2 Present
7.2.1 Gnomic present
Stative verbs, such as VT>, ihn , and m>, often occur in the corpus as qatals in 
contexts wherein the verbs refer not to the past, but to emotional states that 
are valid at all times. Verbs in this type of setting are classified as a form of 
present tense because something that is always true is necessarily true at the 
present moment (Comrie 1985, 37-8). These qatals are functionally equivalent 
to the English present tense, which is the form used to convey eternally valid 
states (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,127). Such gnomic presents are generally
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found in direct utterances, as in (1). However, they can occur in narrative 
when referring to eternal truths rather than states valid only at the time in 
which the past storyline unfolded, as in (2). Unlike the other verbs discussed 
in this entry, VT> is found as both a yicftol and qotel on several occasions as well 
with no apparent difference in meaning or syntax (see 8.2.1 and 9.2.1).
(1)
"[...] n in  7)H *m» [...]"
'...I love my parents very much...' (Mapu 1857-69,229)
(2)
>n*nn ovnvyn pinvy orr>f> \tOrs* o>m >wr>
I know many who would laugh out loud upon hearing my admission 
(Gordon 1874b, 3)
(3)
"[...) rana m u o  n iw p  nw n m u n  [...]"
'[...] this decree is harsher than Pharaoh's decree [...]' (Dick 1867,306)
Stative verbs commonly appear in Biblical Hebrew in the qatal 
conjugation in settings indicating that they refer to generally true conditions 
(Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 491-3; Rogland 2003, 24). This practice precisely 
mirrors that found in the maskilic texts, and this resemblance strongly 
indicates that the authors of the present corpus modelled their own usage on 
that found in the Hebrew Bible.
(4)
And make me a dish such as I love (Gen. 27:4)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not generally use the qatal conjugation with 
stative verbs in this type of context (Bendavid 1971, 542-3). Rather, it employs
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the qotel, as shown in (5). It is clear that these qotels function verbally rather 
than nominally or adjectivally as they are followed by the definite direct 
object marker m . Thus rabbinic language differs from that of the Bible and the 
maskilic writers in this regard.
(5)
onvr>on jin arm mpian t i n  arm  m m n t i n  arm tnpon t i n  arm
[One who] loves God, loves humankind, loves justice, loves righteousness
(Mishnah Avot 6:6)
In Israeli Hebrew the qotel typically serves to express the present tense, 
including the gnomic present (Muchnik 1989, 37). This includes stative roots, 
as in (6) and (7). In this respect the modem language resembles Rabbinic 
rather than Biblical or Maskilic Hebrew. However, in spoken Israeli Hebrew 
the qatal of verbs referring to feeling and understanding can often have 
present reference (Schwarzwald 1994, 111), as in (8). This usage overlaps with 
that found in the maskilic corpus, but the roots in question are usually 
different.
(6)
*i*H7p»w rmnon 5i tin ni?m
I love all of Shakespeare's plays (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,375)
(7)
I'pv iim n ow m  m i
And do you know the name of your street? (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,370)
(8)
I understand (Schwarzwald 1994)
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7.3 Conditional/irrealis
7.3.1 Apodosis of real conditions
Qatals appear in the apodoses of real (fulfilled/factual) conditions in the 
corpus. In these cases they are invariably used to designate past actions that 
took place as the fulfilment of an event mentioned in the protasis. They are 
translatable with the English preterite or other past tense form, which are 
used in real conditions with past tense value (Swan 1995, 246). Such qatals are 
usually found in direct speech portions of the corpus and refer to actions that 
took place prior to the moment of utterance. They are never preceded by 
particles signalling the beginning of the apodosis.
(1)
m N b o  o n  iy> v p v  n 5 i  n 5  ,n» * m  > j n r »  o n  
'[...] if I decided to do something, I didn't rest until I had fulfilled my desire 
[...]' (Abramowitz 1862,65)
Biblical Hebrew employs qatals in the apodosis of real conditional 
sentences in order to designate the actions in question as completed (Gesenius 
1910, 494). These verbs are not accompanied by introductory particles of any 
kind. In this regard the biblical usage resembles, and thus most likely served 
as the basis for, its maskilic counterpart.
(2)
mn>5 o r i N u n  n a n  p  n 5  o n i
And if you do not do so, you have sinned to the Lord! (Num. 32:23)
The apodoses of Rabbinic Hebrew real conditions are attested with 
qatals when they denote past actions (Segal 1927, 228). These qatals are not 
usually preceded by introductory particles. This rabbinic usage resembles that 
of the maskilic corpus as well as Biblical Hebrew.
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(3)
in!? 11>D ON
If he did it with devotion, he has fulfilled his obligation (Mishnah Berakhot 2:1)
Israeli Hebrew can use the qatal conjugation in the apodosis of real 
conditions to indicate the past tense result of the action fulfilled in the protasis 
(Bar 2003, 20-1). Such qatals are not normally introduced by particles of any 
kind. This usage is identical to that found in maskilic as well as biblical and 
rabbinic usage.
(4)
n  y&>v m n \ y
If you break it you buy it (Suissa 2006)
7.3.2 Apodosis ofirreal conditions
The apodoses of the irreal conditions in the corpus generally contain qatals. 
Qatals in such contexts are typically introduced by nny >D, as in (1), in “>d, as in 
(2), or, less frequently, i n ,  as in (3). A qatal in the apodosis of an irreal 
condition can refer to two types of event. The first is unrealised at the present 
moment and unlikely to take place in future but still theoretically possible; 
most qatals in direct speech irreal conditions refer to such improbable events, 
as shown in (1) and (2). The second refers to an imaginary version of the past 
and is completely unrealisable. Qatals in narrative irreal conditions typically 
refer to this type of counterfactual event, as in (4). Moreover, some qatals in 
direct speech irreal conditions have this value, as in (3). The qatals appearing 
in the apodoses of improbable conditions are translatable with the English 
conditional construction 'would' + infinitive, while those found in the 
apodoses of counterfactual conditions can be translated with 'would' + 
present perfect (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,751-2).
a )
”[...] onrr>i> * i» i ioi rran jin wtwt djiv o ,Tmn twin *
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'[...] if your parents wanted to, they would return the house and everything 
within it to Jeroham [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,230)
(2)
mvn \ h  w >h  rmw 5nw tn pniN *on5NW nbm 7t>HV»
'You have asked me a big question, my lord, and if someone else asked me 
they would not get an answer [...]' (Sheikewitz 1872,83)
(3)
”[...] w r mnN pw5n w  ,w>n y>ni *nn:i m 5 win [...]”
'[...] and if I had found him alone in the room without anyone else, maybe he 
would have spoken differently to me? [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6,1:55)
(4)
mow myp rt> tmn m >d ,tp n>n tin
And if only he could have, he would have plucked the moon out of the sky for 
her (Abramowitz 1862,5-6)
The apodoses of Biblical Hebrew irreal conditions frequently contain 
qatals (Jolion 1993, 2:631). These qatals can follow introductory words such as 
nnv or >d, as in (5) and (6) respectively; however, on many occasions, as in 
(7), they are not preceded by any such markers. Biblical irreal conditions can 
be either improbable, as in (5), or counterfactual, as in (6) and (7). In this 
respect the maskilic usage corresponds to and is therefore most likely based 
on that found in the Hebrew Bible. However, there are two differences 
between the two forms of the language. Firstly, irreal conditions appear only 
infrequently in the biblical corpus (Lambdin 1971, 278), whereas they are 
commonplace in maskilic literature. This dissimilarity may be explained by 
the fact that irreal conditions are frequently employed in Yiddish and the 
other languages that the authors used on a regular basis. Secondly, the qatal 
verbs in maskilic apodoses are invariably preceded by introductory markers 
such as w  >d, whereas their biblical counterparts can appear in isolation. The
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reason for this divergence is unclear, although it may stem from the maskilic 
authors' intentional or subconscious desire to signal unambiguously that the 
following qatal forms part of an irreal apodosis.
(5)
rmy > ■> vp? n*)n v)>
If there were a sword in my hand, I would kill you now (Num. 22:29)
(6)
v>nN w k  oyn npnnp *n >3
If you had not spoken, then by morning the people would have given up 
pursuing their brethren (2 Sam. 2:27)
(7)
odtin oniN oti?nn
If you had let them live, I would not kill you (Judg. 8:19)
Although Rabbinic Hebrew often employs a periphrastic construction 
in the apodoses of irreal conditions, it can use a qatal alone in such contexts 
(Mishor 1983, 393-4). The selection of a qatal rather than a compound form 
appears to be more common in negative apodoses (Mishor 1983, 394). The 
qatals in the apodoses of rabbinic irreal conditions do not appear to be 
introduced by markers such as tN or >3. In this respect rabbinic and maskilic 
usages overlap in that both can employ qatals in these contexts; however, they 
diverge in that the language of the Mishnah and Talmud never places 
introductory markers before the verbs whereas the maskilic authors do so 
consistently.
(8)
^33 tin  nNnnn tn3Nb m  pus Nb tr> ny>
For if the manna had not stopped, they would not have wanted to eat of the 
produce of the land of Canaan (Tosefta Sotah 11:2)
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Israeli Hebrew almost invariably employs a periphrastic form 
consisting of a qatal followed by a qotel in the apodosis of improbable and 
counterfactual conditions, as illustrated in (9) and (10) respectively; it utilises 
the qatal in these types of apodosis only extremely rarely, typically with the 
modal (Glinert 1982, 51; Bar 2003, 47). Thus in this regard present-day 
Hebrew does not generally resemble the maskilic corpus.
(9)
,m  tb
If you studied, you would succeed (Chayat, Israeli, and Kobliner 2001,329)
(10)
p u  r m n y n  j i n  n n  o>5vi£>n ,>i n *id  p D n n  n > n  o p o > D * iN n  o n
Had the architect planned properly, the workers would have finished the job
long ago (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,360)
7.3.3 Past irrealis
A  qatal directly preceded by the conjunctions *fr>ND or 10D can indicate an 
action that did not actually happen, but is presented as if it had occurred in an 
imaginary version of the past. In some cases, such as that shown in (3), the 
temporal reference of the qatal corresponds to that of the sentence's deictic 
centre; in others, such as those appearing in (1) and (2), it precedes this point. 
Qatals in these contexts can refer to both punctive and progressive actions, as 
in (l)-(2) and (3) respectively. The authors of the corpus sometimes use yiqtols 
and qotels to convey past progressive irrealis, and in such cases their reason 
for selecting one form over the other on any given occasion is unclear (see
8.5.3 and 9.4.1 for examples and further discussion of factors governing the 
use of yiqtols, qatals, and qotels in irrealis settings). Qatals in past irrealis 
settings can usually be translated with the English construction 'as if' followed 
by a preterite, pluperfect, present perfect, or past progressive form or the
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irrealis form 'were' depending on the context. See Huddleston and Pullum 
2002,1151-4 for details of this type of English construction.
a )
"[...] ooim oNvyn lonn non oa [...]»
'[...] even they looked at us in revulsion as if we were not created in their 
image [...]' (Brandstadter 1875,655)
(2)
”[...] r b m  nN un  h o  >JiNum io d  ,i>5n >nha I . . ]”
'[...] I came to him as if I had committed a great sin against him [...]' 
(Abramowitz 1862,26)
(3)
n > 5 n  o * n  * tv i  nnvb n ^ o x n n  i d d  i n  o > 5 o  n v j p a  i o d  o n n N  o > y n  m  ov N > ni
And she stood for a few moments as if she were searching for words or as if
she were struggling to stop her flood of words (Smolenskin 1873,736)
A primary function of the qatal conjugation in Biblical Hebrew is the 
expression of perfective past actions, and irreal past events fall into this 
category as the speaker or narrator perceives them as complete occurrences, 
albeit imaginary ones. Thus the maskilic usage appears to be rooted in that of 
its biblical model; however, there are two differences between the corpora. 
Firstly, Biblical Hebrew does not contain the conjunction and uses only 
the particle iod to introduce hypothetical past events. Secondly, while this 
type of construction is relatively common in maskilic literature it appears to 
be extremely rare in Biblical Hebrew: it is largely ignored in the secondary 
literature and (4) constitutes the only clear example of it in the entire biblical 
corpus.
(4)
nn ins unn
We were with child; we writhed as though we had borne the wind (Isa. 26:18)
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Rabbinic texts contain numerous references to hypothetical past 
actions, which are as a rule conveyed by the qatal as this is the conjugation 
typically employed in past tense contexts. The conjunction is generally 
used to introduce this type of event because it serves to equate one lexical 
item with another (P6rez Fernandez 1999, 217; Azar 1994, 137) and thus 
conveys the notion that the situation under discussion is exactly the same as it 
would be were the action of the qatal actually taking place. The conjunction 
iqd does not appear to be employed in these settings. Rabbinic Hebrew thus 
corresponds to maskilic and biblical counterparts in that all three forms 
employ the qatal to denote irreal past actions. Furthermore, its use of the 
conjunction mirrors and therefore most likely inspired that of the
maskilic authors. However, it differs from the present corpus in that the latter 
can additionally employ the biblical conjunction 1dd.
(5)
rmn Tim unwv nnn nwyn
If someone makes his sukkah under a tree, it is as if he made it inside the 
house (Mishnah Sukkah 1:2)
Israeli Hebrew can employ either the qatal or qotel preceded by to 
present hypothetical past events. The choice of conjugation depends on the 
event's position in time relative to the speaker or narrator: if the irreal action is 
perceived as past by the speaker at the time of the utterance, the qatal is used; 
by contrast, if the imaginary event is presented as if happening at the time of 
speaking the qotel is used. (6) and (7) show each of these possibilities, a qatal 
and qotel, in turn. In this regard Israeli Hebrew resembles its biblical, rabbinic, 
and maskilic antecedents in that it can employ the qatal in irreal past contexts. 
Moreover, it mirrors rabbinic and maskilic literature as well in its use of the 
conjunction Conversely, it diverges from the maskilic corpus as it does 
not use the biblical 1GD in these settings.
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(6)
n b a > y  k 5  *ny i 5>k d  t p k ^o  d k
You look as if you haven't digested yet (Glinert 1989,135)
(7)
n b o n  >j k  i5*>k d  > n w n n
I felt as if I were falling (Glinert 1989,344)
7.3.4 Protasis of real conditions
Qatals are found in the protasis of real (fulfilled/factual) conditions in both 
direct speech and narrative portions of the corpus. They are more commonly 
attested in direct speech, where they invariably denote completed actions that 
took place at a point prior to the moment of utterance, as in (1). In narrative 
they usually refer to actions that took place prior to the time of the main 
storyline, as in (2). These qatals are consistently preceded by the conditional 
particle o k . The English translation value of these qatals varies depending on 
the context, but is most frequently 'if' followed by a preterite or other past 
tense form, which are used in the protasis of real conditions with past tense 
value (Swan 1995,246).
(1)
” [...)  v n i o n  n > n 5  i r o w o  , m  71  m  o k  [ . . .] "
'[...] if this scoundrel has harmed you, bring him into the study-house [...]' 
(Mapu 1857-69,234)
(2)
n n v y K i  K >n n v r >  *117 b a a  o k
If something happened in the village she was the first to know (Braudes 
1876a, 177)
Biblical Hebrew employs the qatal in the protasis of real conditions to 
designate past or future actions that are regarded as fulfilled (Gesenius 1910, 
494-5). Such qatals can be introduced by the conditional particle O K  (Revell,
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1287). However, they are occasionally unaccompanied, with their conditional 
nature indicated solely by the juxtaposition of the protasis and apodosis 
(Jouon 1993, 2:627). (3) and (4) exemplify these possibilities respectively. This 
biblical phenomenon thus overlaps with that of the maskilic corpus as both 
can use the qatal in the protasis of real conditions with past tense value. 
However, the maskilic authors always introduce such qatals with on, while 
Biblical Hebrew does so only inconsistently. This difference may be evidence 
of a degree of influence from the maskilic authors' vernacular tongues, which 
invariably employ conjunctions to mark the beginning of real conditional 
protases. Alternatively, it may stem from the fact that Biblical Hebrew real 
conditions without the introductory o n  are relatively rare. Moreover, the two 
corpora differ in that the maskilic qatals always have past tense value while 
their biblical counterparts can have a future sense as well.
(3)
nd 5 n  t >3*>V7 i n  nd o n
If I have found favour in your eyes, please do not pass by your servant (Gen. 
18:3)
(4)
lio  NSO nWN N20T T T • T T
If one has found a wife, one has found happiness (Prov. 18:22)
Rabbinic Hebrew employs the qatal in the protasis of real conditions in 
order to convey an action that has been fulfilled in the past or a future event 
that is already regarded as complete (Perez Fernandez 1999, 215). These qatals 
are often preceded by o n ,  as in (5). However, they can appear without a 
conjunction, their conditional nature indicated solely by the proximity of the 
protasis to the apodosis (Segal 1927, 228). This is shown in (6). This rabbinic 
practice resembles that of the maskilic corpus, with two exceptions: firstly, the 
former does not necessarily introduce conditional qatals with a particle, 
whereas the latter consistently does so; secondly, rabbinic qatals in these
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positions can have future value while their maskilic equivalents invariably 
have past reference. By contrast, rabbinic and biblical usages are completely 
alike in this regard.
(5)
'lo n u n  i n s  > m n N  o n
If I am delayed, go out and sacrifice for me (Mishnah Pesahim 9:9)
(6)
nviw oipo5 nvw
If one made a mistake while reciting, one must go back to the place where the 
mistake was made (Mishnah Berakhot 2:3)
Israeli Hebrew utilises the qatal in the protasis of real conditions when 
the action in question has past tense value (Bar 2003, 20-1,113). Such qatals are 
typically introduced by o n ,  as in (7), though occasionally they may appear 
unaccompanied, as in (8). This present-day Hebrew usage is extremely similar 
to that found in the present corpus; however, the maskilic authors differ from 
modem convention in that they never omit the introductory particle.
(7)
n m n n  in s>  *inD on ny>>n n i D i n  o n
If the train left on time, they have already left for home (Coffin and Bolozky 
2005,359)
(8)
If you break it you buy it (Suissa 2006)
7.3.5 Protasis of irreal conditions
The verbs appearing in the protases of irreal conditions are typically qatals. In 
positive irreal conditions such qatals are generally preceded by the conjunction 
Nl5/1>, but may occasionally be introduced by o n ,  which is more commonly
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used to initiate the protasis of real conditions. These two variants are 
illustrated in (1) and (2) respectively. In negative irreal conditions or 
n5d5n are placed before the qatal, as in (3) and (4). In dialogue the qatals in 
irreal protases usually refer to improbable actions taking place at a 
hypothetical time parallel to the moment of utterance, as in (1). In some 
instances of direct speech and in all narrative contexts they refer to 
counterfactual actions that took place in an imaginary version of the past. (2)- 
(4) contain qatals with counterfactual past tense value. The English equivalent 
of these qatals varies depending on the tense value of the form in question. If 
the protasis refers to a present action it is rendered with the preterite or 
irrealis marker 'were', while if it denotes a past event it is translatable with the 
pluperfect (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,751-2).
(1)
«[...] mufnn nnv ovo [...]"
'[...] and if I had a bit of money in my hand, I would print them [...]' 
(Abramowitz 1862,72-3)
(2)
”[...j p i s  *i>nn n » n  tN  >d d *tn5 o d w o  vjhvt m v f r  *yT>a *p£>n m fc rn  o n  [...]"
'[...] if you had succeeded in putting many people on trial, you would have
quickly dispensed justice [...]' (Smolenskin 1867,49)
(3)
u n o  i p ’ n o  N > s in 5 o r m o  n  p j i n n N  y ir>
And who knows what his end would have been if Mr. Todros had not
hurriedly taken a needle out of his pocket (Shulman 1873,92)
(4)
" .o  nnpD n i n u  n p w b  p*rvi>5 mvy*i t u r n  tbrfiHV [...]»»
'[...] for if matchmakers had not been given permission to lie, no female 
would ever have been matched up with a male/ (Brandstadter 1873,455)
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Qatal verbs can be used in the protasis of irreal conditions in Biblical 
Hebrew (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 493-4). These forms designate 
hypothetical actions whose fulfilment is necessary in order for the realisation 
of the events in the apodoses of such conditions (see 7.3.1). Such actions may 
be improbable, as in (5), or counterfactual, as in (6) and (7). This type of qatal is 
typically preceded by lb in positive conditions and in negative ones
(Williams 1976, 86). These two variants are illustrated in (6) and (7) 
respectively. This biblical practice corresponds to, and therefore most likely 
served as the model for, the maskilic usage discussed above. However, the 
maskilic corpus exhibits post-biblical influence in its use of NbobN.
(5)
riN't t>
If they were wise they would understand this (Deut. 32:29)
(6)
t t t J i N  m r i n  o r r iN  t>n>roi t f
If you had let them live, I would not kill you 0udg. 8:19)
(7)
v n N  n n K o  w h  o y r i  n b ^ o  n p 'n n o  w  N b^b
If you had not spoken, then by morning the people would have given up 
pursuing their brethren (2 Sam. 2:27)
Although Rabbinic Hebrew frequently employs a periphrastic 
construction for conveying actions in the protasis of irreal conditions, it can 
utilise a qatal in the same contexts (Mishor 1983, 393-4). Such qatals are usually 
preceded by the conjunction in positive conditions and >blb>N or NbobN in 
negative ones (P6rez Fem&ndez 1999, 217). The rabbinic corpus overlaps with 
both Maskilic and Biblical Hebrew in that all three types can employ qatals in 
the protases of irreal conditions. Moreover, the occasional maskilic use of
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n5q5n is clearly attributable to rabbinic influence. However, the other maskilic 
introductory particles stem from the biblical stratum.
(8)
> \y h n  i v  > n s v 5  ’ J i p u o  n n  tr>n
If I had undertaken it myself, I would sit until my hair grows grey (Mishnah 
Ketubbot 13:5)
Israeli Hebrew can convey the action of irreal conditional protases 
using either o n ,  typically followed by a compound form (Bar 2003, 45), or 
1 5 /  i5 > n  in affirmative settings and n 5 i 5 / n 5 o 5 n /  > 5 i5 n  in negative ones followed 
by a compound construction or a qatal (Bar 2003, 47-8). Constructions with 
1 5 /  15>N and a qatal are more formal than those with o n  and a compound form 
(Glinert 1982, 51). The tense value of such conditional qatals varies depending 
on the context and includes a hypothetical version of the past, present or 
future (Glinert 1989, 135). In this respect high-register Israeli Hebrew 
resembles the maskilic corpus as well as its rabbinic and biblical predecessors 
both in its employment of the qatal and in its utilisation of biblical and 
rabbinic introductory conjunctions. This similarity between Maskilic and 
Israeli Hebrew could indicate that the former influenced the latter to some 
degree, although the present-day usage may stem directly from the biblical 
and rabbinic sources.
(9)
If you studied, you would succeed (Bliboim 1995,82)
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8 YIQTOL
8.1 Past
8.1.1 General past
Yiqtols frequently appear in the corpus in past contexts indicating an action or 
state that was generally true in the past. The verbs in question may be from 
active as well as stative roots but when found in this type of setting they 
consistently convey uninterrupted situations rather than finite actions. The 
translation value of these yiqtols is the English preterite, which is used to 
designate past states (Huddleston and Pullum 2002, 137). Such yiqtols 
resemble those discussed in 8.2.1 except that they refer to the past rather than 
the present. The authors may have selected the yiqtol in this type of setting 
because they perceived this conjugation primarily as a marker of 
imperfectivity and therefore the most suitable for conveying generally valid 
past actions or states. However, verbs in similar contexts are attested 
elsewhere in the corpus as qatals and there is no apparent system governing 
the selection of one conjugation over the other in any given instance. For 
example, both verbs in (1) refer to generally valid past states, but the first is a 
qatal and the second is a yiqtol.
(1)
ib nm m  nxny ppn pmniVy >oopn ons imy m io  oyo mobun n>nb m m v by 
There was an air of insolence to his slightly protruding cheeks, and cunning 
and deviousness rested in the folds of his lips (Gordon 1874b, 5)
(2)
m y i  vy>Nb o*tn bi tin Nb >i iy u  noon yiNn nw  n n
A spirit of pride and haughtiness stirred in him until he no longer considered 
every man to be his equal (Braudes 1873,20)
While Biblical Hebrew typically employs the qatal when designating 
stative verbs with past reference (Jotion 1993, 2:365), it can use the yiqtol to
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indicate stative situations 'existing without interruption' in the past (Waltke 
and O'Connor 1990, 503). Such verbs may be from active roots, as in (3). This 
biblical usage resembles that found in the maskilic corpus; however, it is 
unclear whether the correspondence is the product of a conscious maskilic 
desire to replicate this biblical phenomenon or simply the result of the general 
maskilic understanding of the yiqtol as primarily a marker of imperfective 
aspect irrespective of tense.
(3)
ro^nn by ib£> o^bibii
And stairs led up to the middle level (1 Kings 6:8)
The yiqtol conjugation in Rabbinic Hebrew serves primarily as a marker 
of modality (Sharvit 2004, 58). It is never employed in past tense contexts and 
therefore does not correspond to the maskilic usage discussed above. This 
suggests that in this respect the authors of the maskilic corpus were 
influenced by the biblical model rather than by rabbinic literature.
The yiqtol in Israeli Hebrew functions as a future tense and is not used 
in past tense contexts with the exception of the 'future in the past' (see 8.3.1). 
Thus the maskilic use of the yiqtol to indicate generally valid past states has no 
parallel in the modem language.
8.1.2 Past habitual
The authors of the corpus typically convey repeated past actions using the 
qatal conjugation or a periphrastic construction (see 7.1.1 and 10.2). However, 
they sometimes employ the yiqtol in contexts indicating that the action in 
question took place on multiple occasions in the past. These yiqtols are 
translatable with the English preterite or the periphrastic constructions 'used 
to' or 'would' + infinitive, which are used with reference to repeated past 
actions (Swan 1995, 416, 604, 633). The fact that the authors sometimes 
selected this conjugation in past habitual contexts supports the possibility that 
they associated the yiqtol primarily with iterativity rather than with any
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particular tense value. Alternatively, the authors may not have had such a 
precise analytic understanding of the role of the conjugation and instead used 
it on these occasions only because it occurs in similar contexts in the Bible. 
However, while the particular yiqtols concerned are attested in the Hebrew 
Bible, they do not appear in past habitual contexts and therefore the maskilic 
forms are original interpretations as opposed to straightforward instances of 
shibbus.
(1)
no tPYON nvsivy mivn
Sometimes a flood of people would pass before a casket (Smolenskin 1867,7)
(2)
nainn wib m5inm minnm cpymvyco nivy mpn5 mpn5
Groups in Sabbath and holiday clothes would skip like crazy people, dancing 
and going wild, towards the wedding canopy (Dick 1867,313)
Biblical Hebrew typically employs the yiqtol to designate actions that 
recurred over and over at a time prior to the present moment. This is in 
keeping with the fact that the chief role of this conjugation in Biblical Hebrew 
is the presentation of iterative and unfinished actions regardless of tense 
value. The maskilic usage discussed above overlaps with that of its biblical 
predecessor; however, the two corpora differ significantly in that the maskilic 
authors employ the yiqtol in past habitual contexts only rarely, whereas the 
Hebrew Bible does so relatively consistently.
(3)
n tidv) P)
And thus he would do year after year (1 Sam. 1:7)
Rabbinic Hebrew can employ the qatal or qotel with reference to 
recurring past actions (Segal 1927, 152; Perez Fernandez 1999, 134-5) but
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frequently uses a post-biblical periphrastic form in such contexts (Perez 
Fernandez 1999, 137), as in (4). It does not use the yiqtol in past habitual 
settings, as this conjugation functions largely as a marker of modality in 
Rabbinic Hebrew (Sharvit 2004, 49) rather than as a signaller of imperfective 
aspect. Thus the maskilic use of the yiqtol when referring to past habitual 
actions has no counterpart in the language of the Mishnah and Talmud. 
However, the fact that the maskilic authors employ the yiqtol in such settings 
only rarely may be evidence of rabbinic influence on their usage.
(4)
nnan bvvy nnann tin pbyu wi
They used to lock up and put the key in a window over the door (Mishnah 
'Eruvin 10:9)
Israeli Hebrew occasionally conveys past habitual events using the qatal 
in combination with a time adverbial, but typically employs a specific 
periphrastic construction comprising the qatal of the root .n.\n and a qotel of 
the main verb to designate such actions, as in (5). The yiqtol is not employed in 
such settings as this conjugation functions as a marker of future tense in the 
modem language. Thus the maskilic usage discussed above has no equivalent 
in Israeli Hebrew.
(5)
tnnmsn in* tn> nmofn )>m nm *rtr>n
The boy used to play the piano every afternoon (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,298)
8.1.3 Past progressive
The yiqtol can be used in contexts indicating that the action to which it refers 
was an ongoing process taking place at some point in the past. In many cases, 
such as those shown in (l)-(3), these yiqtols appear in close proximity to a qatal 
designating a preterite action. This juxtaposition gives the impression that the 
durative yiqtol action started before and progressed until that of the punctive
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qatal. These yiqtols are best rendered into English with the past progressive, 
which is the form used to convey ongoing past actions (Huddleston and 
Pullum 2002, 162-4). Qatals can be used in identical contexts (see 7.1.2), and 
there does not appear to be a systematic reason for selecting one conjugation 
over the other in any given instance. The fact that yiqtols are used in past 
progressive settings suggests that the maskilic authors perceived their 
primary role to be the expression of imperfectivity rather than the designation 
of non-past actions. The authors' understanding of the yiqtol thus seems to 
contrast with that of the qatal, which they employ chiefly as a marker of past 
tense rather than as a signaller of perfective aspect.
(1)
m^p tin ynvtw mawpn onnN cpyn
For a few moments I listened to what they were saying (Gordon 1874b, 13)
(2)
ino tan -wn ,m\y run n w n  ■pa rmrw mm N~im ,rwmn nnmmra nif>pn 
She woke up from her terrible unconsciousness, and saw that she was being 
held in the arms of her daughter Sarah, who was crying a great deal (Braudes 
1873,25)
(3)
m ,n>m^nn :nn yinn ^nnnnm w w  rfrsvyn pivyn or>i
[...] irip vow oinjidi .amp inT? vpn aw* mi nt 'pv  nn
'[...] on market day in the town on the plain I stood years ago and watched 
the big crowd on its streets, one was walking and one was running, one was 
coming and one was going, each one was going a separate direction. And 
suddenly a voice was heard [...]' (Shulman 1866,1:10)
While the Biblical Hebrew verbal system typically employs the yiqtol as 
a marker of durativity, it uses the qotel to convey past actions in a state of 
'continuance' (Driver 1892, 27-8,166); the yiqtol is not employed in this type of 
context (Joosten 1999, 22). Such actions correspond to those indicated by
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yiqtols in the maskilic corpus. (4) illustrates the biblical practice of rendering 
this type of action with a qotel. Thus the maskilic use of the yiqtol in past 
progressive settings conforms to the biblical perception of this conjugation as 
a marker of imperfectivity; however, it does not appear to be rooted in actual 
biblical usage. The maskilic practice may therefore constitute an instance of 
the corpus7 authors taking a biblical principle and adapting it, whether 
intentionally or inadvertently, for use in original contexts.
(4)
>t i jqnpp nan) mWn 7im  o->q5n t ^
We were binding sheaves in the field when my sheaf stood up (Gen. 37:7)
(5)
i n  o > 7 7 >) ■>?$?£ n a n )  y>3io  iv y ? o )  n a n  o !b p  n a n )  o > Q ! )
He dreamed that a ladder was set on the ground, with its top reaching up to 
the heavens, and angels of God were going up and down on it (Gen. 28:12)
Rabbinic Hebrew generally uses a periphrastic construction consisting 
of a qatal of the verb . n . \ n  followed by a qotel to indicate an ongoing past 
action, as in (6). Rabbinic usage contrasts with that of the maskilic writings 
discussed above and therefore rabbinic literature cannot be said to have 
contributed to the present corpus in this respect.
(6)
nm> nnNii >:n u»n nnN ova
Once we were sitting before Rabbi Tarfon when a sister-in-law came to 
perform halisah (Babylonian Talmud Yevamot 106b)
Israeli Hebrew, unlike all earlier forms of the language, typically uses 
the qatal to express ongoing past actions (Glinert 1989,125; Coffin and Bolozky 
2005, 40) (see 10.1 for exceptions). This is most likely because the qqtal serves 
as the modem language's past tense and is used for almost all actions
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occurring prior to the present moment, including those of a progressive 
nature. An adverbial such as p irn  is often found in conjunction with the qatal 
to highlight the progressive nature of the action in question. These points are 
shown in (7). Thus the maskilic use of the yiqtol in past progressive settings 
was not transferred into present-day Hebrew.
(7)
n  pr>7i
When you rang, I was just leafing through it (Glinert 1989,125)
8.1.4 Preterite
Yiqtols are occasionally attested in the corpus in contexts indicating that they 
refer to single, punctive past actions. While it may in some cases be possible to 
give an alternate interpretation to the verbs in question, for example that they 
designate present or durative past actions, their settings and the meanings of 
their roots strongly indicate that they refer to preterite events. The relatively 
large number of such cases and the fact that they are often surrounded by 
qatal verbs with clear preterite value add weight to this reading. The use of the 
yiqtol to designate a perfective past action is remarkable because it suggests 
that the maskilic authors did not perceive this conjugation purely as a marker 
of imperfective aspect but rather employed it indiscriminately in a larger 
variety of past tense contexts. It is, however, possible that the authors chose to 
use the yiqtol in these cases because they specifically desired to present the 
actions in question as imperfective processes despite the fact that their 
contexts seem to indicate punctive past events. The translation value of these 
yiqtols is the English preterite tense, which is used to convey punctive past 
actions (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,137-8). While this rendering seems to 
be at odds with the possibility that the authors used the yiqtol in these 
circumstances in order to present the actions concerned imperfectively, the 
contexts in which the verbs appear necessitate such an English translation.
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(1)
ymvynD ism  K*ip ”!N>n iwn” [...] mvyoo isapi u5 nnmo pys*> ”P5 rmN"
"Woe is me!' he cried in misery, jumping off his bed [...] 'Her! Her!' he cried, 
running like a madman (Brandstadter 1875,660-1)
(2)
uin 'n >d 5yn -  my ”nmm pyi rmnN”
'Na'aman's end has been decreed,' answered Levi -  and Ga'al raised his head 
as he saw that the Lord was with him (Mapu 1857-69,242)
(3)
n n y n  ny^n  t \h  ’J in a n  ^ h t \ c o  > n p >  p  r u n
»
'Servant!' now the Polish nobleman called the Hebrew youth as well 
(Shulman 1873,100)
Although Biblical Hebrew typically employs the yiqtol in imperfective, 
unfinished and modal contexts, this conjugation may in certain specific 
instances be used to convey punctive past events. The cases in question are 
few in number and often occur following the telic adverbials tno, onm, and w  
though sometimes they are found alone. It is possible that this preterite use of 
the yiqtol can be traced back to the proto-Hebrew verbal system, in which a 
long yaqtulu and short yaqtul conjugation existed side by side with the former 
conveying preterite action and the latter imperfectivity; these forms later 
merged to create the Biblical Hebrew yiqtol, and while this conjugation was 
predominantly used to indicate imperfectivity remnants of the preterite 
function remained in the biblical corpus (Waltke and O'Connor 1990,496-501).
(4) and (5) illustrate such instances. Alternatively, Zevit (1988, 30-1) suggests 
that the sole function of the biblical yaqtul is to indicate present-future tense, 
and that all attestations of this form in preterite settings are actually instances 
of the narrative present. DeCaen (1995, 261-2) supports Zevit's interpretation. 
Similarly, Revell (1989,10-1) argues that yiqtols in seemingly preterite contexts 
actually refer to events with some kind of relative present or future reference.
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Because the yiqtol appears in punctive past contexts in the Hebrew Bible as 
well as maskilic texts and is unusual in both, it could be that the authors of the 
present corpus based their writing on biblical precedent. However, it is also 
possible that the similarity is a coincidence and that the maskilic writers did 
not intentionally set out to mimic the biblical phenomenon. This prospect is 
supported by the fact that none of the maskilic instances shown above has a 
biblical counterpart and therefore the maskilic usage cannot be attributed to 
shibbus.
(4)
D 5>hnN !? > Q N n 5 n  o d t i n  w i n i  c d t i n  -u p N 'n
He said, I took you up from Egypt and brought you to the land that I swore to
your ancestors (Judg. 2:1)
(5)
mrpb J iN 'm  r r p v y n  t in  bN ^vy? w
Then Moses and the Israelites sang this song to the Lord (Exod. 15:1)
Rabbinic Hebrew employs the yiqtol in a variety of future and modal 
contexts, but never to convey past actions such as those discussed above; 
therefore in this respect the maskilic usage cannot be compared to its rabbinic 
antecedent.
Israeli Hebrew never uses the yiqtol in preterite contexts; this is because 
the conjugation serves to express future meaning in the modem language's 
tripartite tense system and has no past tense functions with the exception of 
the 'future in the past' (see 8.3.1). Thus present-day Hebrew and the maskilic 
corpus do not correspond in this instance.
8.2 Present
8.2.1 Gnomic present
The yiqtol is the form most commonly used in the corpus to express scientific 
facts, permanent emotional states, and other situations that are valid at all
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times. Verbs used in such contexts are generally stative; this is because eternal 
truths are characteristically states rather than actions, which by definition 
have a beginning and an end. Yiqtols found in these contexts are translatable 
with the English present tense, which is used to express generally valid states 
(Huddleston and Pullum 2002,127). It is possible that the authors chose this 
conjugation when presenting such states because they perceived them as 
unfinished processes and therefore associated them with the imperfectivity of 
the yiqtol; however, the fact that they employed the yiqtol in seemingly 
perfective contexts as well may suggest that they did not have aspectual 
considerations in mind. A special case in this category is the verb VT>, which, 
though frequently occurring as a qqtal in this type of context (see 7.2.1), is 
often attested in the yiqtol w ith similar meaning. There does not seem to be a 
syntactic or semantic reason for the variation between the two conjugations.
a )
" [ . . .]  OY>£» TIK N iV K  K b  *JK [ . . . ] "
'[...] but I don't hate their enemies [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,229)
(2)
”[...] v»kk jw id  nmwii"
'I believe in divine providence [...]' (Smolenskin 1872,474)
(3)
”[...] Kbi >3K on [...]”
'[...] I am simple, and don't know my own mind [...]' (Brock 1877,222)
While qatals, qotels and yiqtols are all attested in Biblical Hebrew in 
contexts indicating 'general truths' (Joiion 1993, 2:366-7), there are some 
trends governing the use of one form as opposed to the other. Stative verbs in 
this type of setting usually appear as qatals; by contrast, active verbs are more 
commonly rendered with yiqtols (Joiion 1993, 2:366), though they do 
additionally appear infrequently as qatals (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 488;
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Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 146). There is a fundamental 
semantic difference between stative and active verbs in that the former can 
convey eternally valid states whereas the latter by nature signify finite actions 
that have a beginning and end; thus, despite Joiion's designation of certain 
active yiqtols as gnomic presents, such verbs actually present actions as 
'occurring over and over again' rather than as eternal (Waltke and O'Connor 
1990, 506). As such they are better classified as 'habitual presents' (see 8.2.2).
(4) and (5) illustrate in turn a stative qqtal as a gnomic present and an active 
yiqtol as a habitual present. The verb yr> with gnomic present force is usually 
found as a qqtal, as in (6). It appears only infrequently as a yiqtol (Joiion 1993, 
2:359), as in (7); this root therefore conforms to the expected biblical treatment 
of a stative verb in such a context. The biblical presentation of stative gnomic 
presents thus differs from that of the maskilic corpus, as the former uses the 
qqtal and the latter the yiqtol; in the case of VT> the two forms of Hebrew 
overlap to some extent though the maskilic texts use the yiqtol to a greater 
extent than their biblical counterparts.
(4)
rtoNi ^  rw ani manx "Wfp d' stoo >> rwjji
And prepare me a dish such as I love and bring it to me so that I may eat 
(Gen. 27:4)
(5)
in  non
A wise son gladdens his father 
(Prov. 15:20)
(6)
nptn t o  ‘prp  on*)? 7^9 odjin to  n
But I know that the King of Egypt will not let you go except by force (Exod. 
3:19)
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(7)
N'ni t\h x  y fH  Nt? Yop t v )  ’ i n  * m  nnri 771V j i n  TiDbnn nriN
You have made Your servant king instead of my father David, though I am a
youth and I do not know the way of things (1 Kings 3:7)
Rabbinic Hebrew usually employs the qotel to indicate states with a 
'timeless quality' (Perez Fernandez 1999, 133). While qatals are sometimes 
used in similar circumstances, their verbs are generally active and thus the 
statements in question are more accurately designated habitual presents as 
they convey actions recurring on many instances rather than states that are 
true at all times. Comparison of the active qatals in (8) with the stative qotels in 
(9) illustrates this distinction. Rabbinic usage thus differs from that of the 
Bible as well as the maskilic corpus, in that it typically utilises the qotel rather 
than the qatal or yiqtol to suggest the gnomic present.
(8)
lit? N3> VSM
When wine goes in, secrets go out (Babylonian Talmud 'Eruvin 65a)
(9)
v*n> nnN pin n»N
They said to him, 'How do you know?' (Mishnah Berakhot 5:5)
Israeli Hebrew typically employs the qotel to indicate that a stative verb 
has gnomic present force. This is most likely due to the fact that the qotel 
serves chiefly as a present tense in the modem stage of the language, and 
eternally valid states fall into this category. The verb VT> is included in this 
designation: it almost invariably appears as a qotel when referring to a state 
with continual relevance, as in (11). However, on occasion in songs the yiqtol 
can be employed in gnomic present contexts (O. Schwarzwald, personal 
communication). Israeli Hebrew thus resembles its rabbinic antecedent to a 
greater extent than it does either biblical or maskilic writings, given that
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Israeli and Rabbinic Hebrew generally make use of the qotel to convey gnomic 
present meaning whereas their biblical and maskilic counterparts customarily 
employ the qqtal and yiqtol.
(10)
nnny Nin
He doesn't understand Hebrew (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,366)
(11)
\y mmn ovy no ny*n> nw
And do you know the name of your street? (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,371)
8.2.2 Habitual present
Yiqtols are frequently used in the corpus in situations suggesting that their 
actions take place on multiple occasions, often on a habitual basis. Such verbs 
have present tense value because, although they refer to a variety of particular 
events happening on different occasions, the statements containing them 
convey 'a  characteristic situation that holds at all times' including the present 
moment (Comrie 1985, 39). Yiqtols found in this type of context are best 
translated with the English present tense, the form used to convey habitually 
recurring actions (Huddleston and Pullum 2002, 128). Verbs in this sort of 
context are similar to those discussed in 8.2.1, but can be distinguished by the 
fact that they designate recurring actions instead of eternally valid states. 
Yiqtol verbs found in this type of surrounding are often accompanied by time 
adverbials indicating the frequency with which their action occurs. The yiqtol 
is the most regularly attested form appearing in such settings, and this trend 
raises the possibility that the authors believed the expression of habituality to 
be one of this conjugation's key functions.
a )
p m  non inpb> omvy nnN
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Often his pupils are taken away from him in the middle of term (Liebermann 
1878,92)
(2)
rmvt? io i hd [...] pns >d [...]”
'[...] for I am not as righteous [...] as Reb Gadiel, whom they honour at every 
festive meal [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,236)
(3)
i n n  n 5 * m  T > n n  p u c m  N >n [ . . . ] ”
'[...] she always complains about her bitter fate [...]' (Meinkin 1881,17)
Biblical Hebrew usually employs the yiqtol in settings wherein the verb 
refers to an action that takes place repeatedly or habitually (Joiion 1993,2:366; 
Williams 1976, 31). Because the primary function of the yiqtol in this form of 
Hebrew is the portrayal of events as imperfective, the tendency to employ this 
form in habitual settings suggests that the biblical perception of such actions 
was as processes with various components rather than as perfective entities. 
In this regard maskilic practice mirrors, and was thus most likely intentionally 
modelled on, that of its biblical antecedent. However, it is less clear whether 
the maskilic authors were aware of the conceptual basis underlying the 
biblical choice to use this form in habitual contexts. While they too may have 
understood the main role of the biblical yiqtol to be the expression of 
imperfectivity, on the other hand it is possible that they used this form in such 
settings merely because their biblical model did so, without examining the 
reasons behind this.
(4)
o’lin n  nj'Wjm -wns odjin
And they chased you as the bees do (Deut. 1:44)
Rabbinic Hebrew generally employs the qotel to designate customary 
actions (Mishor 1983, 251, 263). The rabbinic verbal system is more tense-
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based than its aspectually oriented biblical predecessor, and part of this shift 
involved the incorporation of the qotel into the tense structure where it 
functions largely as a present and future. Habitual events are considered a 
type of present tense, and this is most likely the reason that rabbinic texts 
convey them using qotel forms. This usage does not resemble that found in the 
present corpus, and thus maskilic authors cannot be said to have drawn on 
rabbinic writings either deliberately or subconsciously when developing it.
(5)
nbfsm Nipn ovy \r> ptmv o*tm cnpn ^mon to it? toron
One who goes into the bathhouse, in a place where people wear clothes [lit:
stand dressed] one can read the Bible and pray there (Tosefta Berakhot 3:3)
Israeli Hebrew generally employs the qotel with reference to habitually 
occurring actions (Glinert 1989,122). This practice, shown in (6), is in keeping 
with the chief role of the qotel in the present-day form of the language, the 
expression of all types of present tense. Muchnik (1989,35) and Tzivoni (1991, 
61) add that the yiqtol is sometimes utilised in the written language in habitual 
present contexts, as in (7). However, this phenomenon appears to be relatively 
limited. Thus in this respect Israeli Hebrew usage does not resemble that of 
the maskilic corpus, although the written registers occasionally overlap with 
it.
(6)
yivyi n>inn o>*en> on or> t?i
Every day they leave home at seven (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,36)
(7)
nnn p t  my>inn >m>i nm * onivy o>yop o>oyat?
Sometimes passages appear with qotel forms expressing the present tense 
(Tzivoni 1991,77)
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8.2.3 Immediate present
Yiqtols are frequently found in positions indicating that the action in question 
is taking place at the immediate present, the moment of utterance. Yiqtols in 
this type of setting typically appear in direct speech, but in some cases, such 
as that shown in (1), are found in narrative set at the present moment. Some 
such yiqtols designate relatively punctive events valid for only a short period, 
as in (1). By contrast others, such as that appearing in (2), indicate more 
durative actions that began prior to and extend beyond the present moment. 
While most actions taking place at the time of a statement are still incomplete 
at its close, and thus the actions denoted by both subcategories can be 
considered unfinished processes, some, such as that appearing in the present 
narrative in (1), are of relatively brief duration and therefore do not readily 
lend themselves to an imperfective reading. Thus, while the maskilic authors' 
selection of the yiqtol to render these types of actions may indicate that they 
perceived them as primarily imperfective, it is possible that they were 
motivated not by aspectual considerations but rather by an association in their 
minds between this form and the present moment. The value of yiqtols in these 
contexts generally corresponds to that of the English present progressive 
tense, which is used to express actions taking place at the time of utterance or 
dining a more prolonged period considered by the speaker or writer to 
include the present moment (Swan 1995, 460-1). However, yiqtols in present 
narrative referring to punctive actions are better translated with the English 
simple present, as in the translation of (1).
(1)
oiDn *pn j i n  tin nvot nnv
Now a tear falls into the cup (Frischmann 1878,157)
(2)
”d5d ntoDnt? vpn) nm"
'We are asking for donations for a bride' (Gordon 1874b, 9)
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Biblical Hebrew generally employs either a yiqtol or qotel when the 
action in question is occurring in the immediate present (Joiion 1993, 2:367, 
409; Williams 1976, 39), as in (3) and (4) respectively. Selection of the yiqtol in 
such contexts is in keeping w ith the chief biblical use of that conjugation, 
namely the expression of imperfectivity, habituality or incompletion: the fact 
that a given action is taking place at the moment of utterance typically implies 
that it is unfinished at that time. The only exception to these tendencies is 
found with verbs designating actions of such a short duration that the very 
fact of their utterance renders them complete; in such context the qatal is 
commonly used (Joiion 1993, 2:362-3; Williams 1976, 30). This convention, 
shown in (5), is largely restricted to verbs of speaking. Thus the maskilic usage 
discussed above has an identical biblical counterpart in cases wherein the 
yiqtol in question refers to an action unfinished at the time of utterance; 
however, as discussed above, this resemblance does not necessarily mean that 
the authors of the present corpus were aware of the aspectual basis for the 
biblical use of yiqtols in this type of setting. Moreover, the maskilic use of the 
yiqtol to denote punctive actions in present narrative appears to lack direct 
biblical precedent and may instead be evidence of the maskilic authors 
adapting a biblical principle for use in original contexts with a different 
aspectual value.
(3)
The man asked him, 'W hat are you looking for?' (Gen. 37:15)
(4)
>nN r»N
He said, T am looking for my brothers' (Gen. 37:16)
(5)
rnw i tin ipbnri nriN ’in n s  7’737 liy 13771 nis* iipN’i
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The king said to him, "Why are you still speaking of your affairs? I decree that 
you and Ziba shall divide the land' (1 Sam. 19:30)
The qotel is the only verbal form used in Rabbinic Hebrew to convey an 
action taking place at the present moment (Azar 1995, 17). Because such 
actions by definition constitute a type of present tense, this practice is in 
keeping with the fact that the key function of the qotel in rabbinic writings is 
the expression of present and future tense. Rabbinic usage thus differs from 
the maskilic phenomenon discussed above.
(6)
mioD m w no now pm  vb oxhw
Any [courtyard] into which one can enter without anyone saying, 'What are 
you looking for?' is exempt (Mishnah Ma'aserot 3:5)
In Israeli Hebrew the qotel is the only verbal form used to convey 
actions taking place at the present moment. This is logical given the fact that 
the qotel functions as a present tense in the modem form of the language. 
Israeli Hebrew never employs the yiqtol with present meaning and thus does 
not exhibit influence from the maskilic literature in this regard.
(7)
im w  N>n >d psfrvn pwdv r b w  mn
She can't talk on the phone now because she is working (Coffin and Bolozky 
2005,36)
8.2.4 Present perfect progressive
The maskilic authors occasionally employ the yiqtol in direct speech contexts 
indicating that the action of the verb concerned began some time in the past 
and continued until the moment of utterance. Such yiqtols are often 
accompanied by time adverbials indicating the extent of the action's duration. 
(l)-(3) illustrate this tendency. Yiqtols in these contexts have present tense
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value as they refer to actions that began in the past but are still valid at the 
present moment. The English equivalent of these yiqtols is usually the present 
perfect progressive tense, which is used to designate an action that began in 
the past and continued up to the present moment (Swan 1995, 424), as in the 
translations of (1) and (2). However, certain verbs, particularly those with 
stative meaning, cannot be used in the progressive form even when appearing 
in a progressive context, and therefore must be rendered with the present 
perfect (Swan 1995,426,464), as in the translation of (3). The authors' selection 
of the yiqtol in these circumstances may be rooted in their association between 
this conjugation and unfinished actions; however, the fact that they used the 
form in apparently perfective contexts as well means that their choice of the 
yiqtol in these cases was not necessarily aspectually motivated. Moreover, they 
often employed the qotel in similar contexts, with the choice of one form over 
the other seeming to be arbitrary.
(1)
”[...] tro w  ynvy m  p 5 n n  m *t tin  j u s s i  [...]”
'[...] and Zofnat has been running the inn for the past seven years [...]' (Mapu 
1857,227)
(2)
” [...J  n b D v y n n  i w  r u m  -w h  o n v i  ! r o v y n 5  ,r ro v y m  [ .. .] "
'[...] and the second one is to educate youths who have been sent out, who 
have recently been spreading the light of the Haskalah [...]' (Abramowitz 
1862,66)
(3)
”[...] nuN hCn wpvH -ivjn tmvy o>ni>D m [...]"
'[...] for months and years I have not quietened or rested [...]' (Braudes 1873, 
21)
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In Biblical Hebrew events that began in the past and continued up to 
the present moment are generally rendered using the qatal (Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990, 487-8; Joiion 1993, 2:362). Despite the fact that this type of 
action is generally unfinished at the time of utterance, the yiqtol does not 
appear to be employed in such contexts. In this respect the maskilic practice 
has no clear biblical precedent. However, it is possible that, as in other cases, 
the maskilic authors took the biblical principle of using the yiqtol for durative 
actions and applied it in an original setting.
(4)
mn oi»n
And I have led/been leading you from my youth until this day (1 Sam. 12:2)
Rabbinic Hebrew uses the qotel to convey a progressive action that 
started in the past and continued up to the present moment (Mishor 1983, 
258), as in (5). In this regard maskilic literature does not correspond to, and 
therefore does not appear to have been influenced by, its rabbinic predecessor.
(5)
tmn m o-ovy vh n  n n
I have been labouring for them for four years, in vain (Weiss 1862, 90a)
In Israeli Hebrew the qotel is used to express present actions continuing 
from the past (Tzivoni 1991, 57). The yiqtol, which serves as a marker of future 
tense and modality, is never found in such a capacity. Thus the present 
maskilic phenomenon did not contribute to Israeli Hebrew usage.
(6)
niyw t o  1N3 nanai imn> K>n
She has been sitting and waiting here for hours (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,36)
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8.3 Future
8.3.1 Future in the past
Frequently in past narrative portions of the corpus a qatal or wayyiqtol in a 
main clause indicating a past action that comprises part of the story's 
narrative is followed by a yiqtol in a subordinate clause denoting another 
action expected to occur at a point posterior to the main narrative sequence 
though still prior to the present moment. The authors' selection of the yiqtol to 
convey such 'futures in the past' may be rooted in a perceived connection 
between imperfectivity and the incompleteness of an action unfulfilled at the 
time of narration. Alternatively, their associations between the yiqtol and the 
present and future tense may have been the predominant factor behind the 
consistent use of this conjugation in such contexts. These yiqtols can be 
equated with the English constructions 'w as/w ere going to' or 'would' + 
infinitive or the past progressive, which are used with reference to the future 
in the past (Swan 1995, 218-9).
a )
uvn tiv ,uv ono io  nron  ovyfm
And they waited for Na'aman, the source of their confidence, who was to 
return shortly (Mapu 1857-69,216)
(2)
7\i>n tv 7>\yvn n>nN >n* m rr m i ono nnp5 omn >*wn 
After their death Miriam was taken to the house of her rich uncle, her father's 
brother, until she grew up (Frischmann 1878,158)
Biblical Hebrew employs the yiqtol in dependent clauses to present a 
'consequent action' that is 'past with reference to the absolute time of the 
speaker but future to some other situation' (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 513; 
see also Joiion 1993, 2:366). This usage is comparable to that found in the 
present corpus, and the similarity between the two forms of the language 
suggests that the maskilic practice was inspired by biblical precedent.
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(3)
t )  N ip >  n o  n i  K p  o i n h  5 n  n i > i
And He brought them to Adam to see what he would call them (Gen. 2:19)
Although the scholarly literature does not specifically address the 
rabbinic presentation of actions set prior to the present moment but posterior 
to the main reference point of the sentence, Segal (1927,157) cites a qotel found 
in a similar context; this might indicate that the qotel is the form used in 
tannaitic and amoraic literature to convey this type of action. If so, the 
maskilic usage discussed above does not appear to stem from Rabbinic 
Hebrew.
(4)
i m p  i o n i  p i n  n » n n n v y  h n i  
He saw that he was going to be found guilty, and said, 'Bring so-and-so here' 
(Mishnah Sanhedrin 3:8)
Israeli Hebrew uses the yiqtol in order to present an action expected to 
take place at a point following that of a preceding qatal but nevertheless prior 
to the present moment (Tzivoni 1991, 84), as in (5). In this way present-day 
Hebrew resembles that of the maskilic corpus, though it is difficult to know 
whether this is coincidental or the result of maskilic influence on the modern 
language.
(5)
m  t in  n w y  N in  j i n i  m v y  y r>  N in
He knew it would hurt us, but he did it anyhow (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 
338)
8.3.2 Intended future
The yiqtol is regularly used in direct speech and first person narrative portions 
of the corpus indicating that the subject of the verb in question intends to
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perform its action at a point following the moment of speaking. The subject of 
yiqtols in this type of setting is most frequently the speaker, as in (l)-(3), but on 
occasion may be the addressee or a third party, as in (4) and (5) respectively. 
Sometimes, as in (1), the context in which the yiqtol is found suggests that the 
subject decided to perform the action prior to the time of utterance. In other 
instances, such as that shown in (2), the decision to perform the yiqtol action 
appears to be a spontaneous one made at the moment of speech. Yiqtols in 
these contexts often have a modal nuance of desire, particularly in the 
negative as in (3). The authors' frequent selection of the yiqtol in this type of 
setting may be attributable to their association of this conjugation with the 
present and future tense as well as with unfinished actions. Yiqtols in such 
settings can be equated with two English constructions, both of which express 
intended actions but each with a slightly different shade of meaning. The first, 
consisting of 'is/are  going to' + infinitive, is used when the decision to 
perform the future action was made some time prior to the present, while the 
second, composed of 'w ill' + infinitive, refers to spontaneous decisions (Swan 
1995, 211, 215). Both variants are illustrated in the English translations of (1)-
(5).
(1)
” [...]  * td n  t w n  vr>K m i  n n m  ji a jm  n n \ y  [ . . . ] "
'[...] I am going to speak seriously about the daughter of a rich man there [...]' 
(Abramowitz 1862,73)
(2)
”!>5y N*ip) 5hn\y> ovy >d inodn nnvo [...]"
'[...] from now on I will be proud to be called a Jew!' (Smolenskin 1867,55)
(3)
"! DOING p5 plN Nb"
'I shan't give you anything!' (Gordon 1874b, 9)
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(4)
"?now mw n v » f \  n»v>
7 And what are you going to do there?' (Smolenskin 1873,714)
(5)
"irpy 7*n *f5o n w  inn"
'Tomorrow the king is going to pass through our town' (Eisenstadt 1870,247)
While the Hebrew Bible frequently employs the yiqtol with reference to 
future events (Joiion 1993, 2:366), it does not appear to do so in situations 
involving a nuance of intent such as those discussed above. Instead, Biblical 
Hebrew uses the qqtal or, with a first person subject, cohortative form when 
the future action contains an element of 'resolve' (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 
489, 573; see also Gesenius 1910, 312, 319). These trends are shown in (6) and
(7) respectively. The qotel is often employed when the intended action is 'on 
the point of occurring' (Van der Merwe, Naude, and Kroeze 1999,162), as in
(8). Finally, in some instances the yiqtol is found in this type of context, as 
shown in (9); however, this phenomenon is not addressed in the secondary 
literature and its extent is unclear. Biblical usage thus differs from that of 
maskilic literature in this respect as it does not regularly utilise the yiqtol to 
convey intention, whereas the authors of the present corpus do so reasonably 
consistently. It is possible that the maskilic convention can be traced to a false 
analogy with its biblical model: because the yiqtol is often used in the Bible 
with future tense value, the maskilic authors may have associated it with all 
types of future action and mistakenly broadened its remit to include those 
with an element of intention.
(6)
nnw >jiq n$ rr>apN) njan np nifcn 7 0 2
I will pay the price of the field; take it from me so that I may bury my dead 
there (Gen. 23:13)
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(7)
JttON 0^01 flSbN
I shall go and see him before I die (Gen. 45:28)
(8)
^•lGn nN *>nn
I am about to bring the flood (Gen. 6:17)
(9)
7$v TJN
Avishai said, 'I will go down with you' (1 Sam. 26:6)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the qotel is frequently used to convey future 
actions containing an element of intention when such actions are due to take 
place immediately after the moment of speaking (Azar 1995, 15). This 
tendency fits in with the main role of the rabbinic qotel as an indicator of 
present and future tense. (10) illustrates this usage. In addition, rabbinic texts 
often employ the yiqtol in similar contexts with first person subjects (Azar 
1995, 8). Intention has a modal nuance and thus this practice is in keeping 
with the fact that the yiqtol serves chiefly to convey modalities in this type of 
Hebrew. Such a case is shown in (11). Azar (1995, 19) suggests that the 
periphrastic construction -5 T>nv followed by an infinitive is used instead of 
the qotel or yiqtol when a given intended action is expected to occur at a later 
date in the future. His proposal is logical given that this compound form is the 
most common rabbinic way of expressing the distant future in general. (12) 
contains such an instance. Rabbinic Hebrew thus overlaps with that of the 
present corpus to some degree, as both can utilise the yiqtol in contexts 
indicating that the action in question is intended by the subject. However, the 
two strata of Hebrew differ in that the language of the Mishnah and Talmud 
may make a formal distinction between imminent intended actions and those 
due to take place in the more distant future, whereas the maskilic corpus does 
not. Thus in this respect the maskilic authors may have been influenced by
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rabbinic literature to some degree but did not duplicate its system in its 
entirety.
(10)
*p» by omnvy *ry) to o  n  *>PN\y bi*nn *ro\yi >in yivu
I swear by Your great name that I shall not move from here until You have 
mercy on Your children (Mishnah Ta'anit 3:8)
(11)
pvni>b -oh vwin m o w  N>n
[Even if] she says, 'I shall repay the dinar to the heirs' (Mishnah Ketubbot 11:4)
(12)
y v m  Nin n n  nno wnanb t>ny >iN\y no
That which I am going to set apart tomorrow, let it be a tithe (Mishnah Demai 
7:1)
Israeli Hebrew often uses the qotel to indicate that the subject intends to 
perform an action (Glinert 1989, 122), whether immediately following the 
present moment or at a later time. In colloquial language it also frequently 
employs the verb *fbin followed by the infinitive in the same circumstances. 
These uses are shown in (13) and (14) respectively. In addition, the yiqtol can 
sometimes be used with this meaning (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 39), though 
not as frequently as the previous two constructions. (15) illustrates such a 
case. Israeli Hebrew thus resembles its maskilic antecedent to some extent in 
that both may use the yiqtol w ith reference to an intended future event, but the 
modem language employs this conjugation only occasionally whereas the 
present corpus does so regularly.
(13)
* in o  o m a iY J
They're striking tomorrow (Glinert 1989,122)
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(14)
?<ptn ‘ftsti nnN
Are you going to tell him in the end? (Glinert 1989,124)
(15)
rovyn ruDinn mv> yr
Dan is going to work on the programme during the year (Coffin and Bolozky 
2005,39)
8.3.3 Predicted future
The yiqtol appears on many occasions in the corpus with reference to a given 
future action that the speaker or narrator predicts will come to pass. Predicted 
actions are usually found in direct speech; this is due to the fact that narrative 
typically deals with past events whereas dialogue is often centred on possible 
future occurrences. In such instances the speaker is frequently different from 
the subject of the yiqtol; this tendency can be explained by the fact that it is 
more common to speculate about others than about oneself, where there is 
generally an element of planning or intent. The fact that the yiqtol is the only 
verbal form attested in such contexts indicates a systematic link between the 
conjugation and this usage. Alternatively, it is possible that the yiqtol was 
chosen when conveying predictions because the form serves primarily to 
express imperfective and unfinished actions, a category to which predictions 
belong by nature. These yiqtols have an English translation value of either 
'going to7 + infinitive, which is used to predict future events rooted in present 
evidence, or 'w ill' + infinitive, which is used to predict future events lacking 
such an element (Swan 1995,211,213).
a )
’on ,’Nin w a  tii> [...]»
'[...] soon you will see, mother [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,216)
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(2)
" [ . . . ]  n t 7 n o n  t o j h i  i > p  w > n  >d  *i o i n  N a n n  [ . . . ] ”
'[...] the doctor says that the illness will pass very easily [...]' (Neiman 1878, 
321)
Biblical Hebrew frequently employs the yiqtol when referring to events 
expected to take place in the future (Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 
147), as in (3). The qatal is sometimes used in similar circumstances, generally 
in prophetic texts when the desired effect is to present a future action as so 
certain that it is as if it had already taken place (Williams 1976,30; Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990, 490). This phenomenon can be seen in (4). While the latter 
usage does not typically appear in the present corpus, the former mirrors its 
maskilic counterpart and is likely to have inspired it.
(3)
mon nio wqo or>a wjqo Nb nio nyin vym
But do not eat of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, for on the day that 
you eat of it you will surely die (Gen. 2:17)
(4)
npy?a iDiD 777 in p  tO) nny
I see him, though not now; I behold him, but not near. A star will rise from 
Jacob (Num. 24:17)
Rabbinic Hebrew often uses the periphrastic construction -i? T>ny 
followed by an infinitive to designate future actions, particularly in 
conjunction with a time adverbial or when referring to the distant future 
(Sharvit 1980, 113). Such contexts often involve predictions, as in (5). 
Alternatively, a qotel may be employed to convey a prediction about the 
future. This practice is in keeping with the fact that the qotel functions as a 
present and future tense in Rabbinic Hebrew (P6rez Fernandez 1999,108). (6) 
exhibits such a case. Rabbinic usage thus differs from that found in the present
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corpus, as the Mishnah and similar works do not usually employ the yiqtol 
with reference to predictions whereas the maskilic authors do so consistently.
(5)
m z f t i y  m v y y i  h i n d  vy^vy p > * m  p n s  m  v y n p n  >P? p  y v y im  n
Rabbi Joshua ben Levi said, 'The Holy One, blessed be He, will cause every 
righteous person to inherit three hundred and ten worlds' (Mishnah 'Uqsin 
3:12)
(6)
m > n y  1 0  n n N  p m  o n m  nvybvyn t? D n o n
Consider three things and you will not fall into transgression (Mishnah Avot 
2:1)
Israeli Hebrew generally employs the yiqtol to indicate a future 
prediction (Glinert 1989,123; Muchnik 1989, 44). This is a logical extension of 
the conjugation's primary role as a future tense in the modem form of the 
language. Israeli Hebrew thus mirrors its maskilic antecedent with respect to 
verbs in this type of context as both types regularly utilise the yiqtol 
conjugation; however, it is difficult to ascertain whether the similarity is the 
result of maskilic influence on present-day usage or a coincidence.
(7)
Apparently you will stop at six (Glinert 1989,123)
8.4 Modality
8.4.1 Capability
Yiqtols are attested throughout the corpus in contexts indicating that their 
subject is either capable or incapable of performing the actions to which they 
refer. Such yiqtols can have past, present or future tense value, as illustrated in
(l)-(3) respectively. They are best translated into English with the modal
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auxiliaries 'can' and 'could', which convey ability in the present and past 
respectively (Swan 1995,104-5). Yiqtols with this modal element of capability 
can appear in both narrative, as in (1) and (2), and direct speech, as in (3). The 
frequent use of the yiqtol in this type of setting is in keeping with the maskilic 
tendency to employ this conjugation when conveying modalities.
(1)
nwo5 nnvj rp k x m \  o n  -iv^n mn o5vn
This boy who, if he desired, would be able to find hundreds of girls 
(Frischmann 1878,161)
(2)
huh n5i ni5d ,mrD3 *rm *nnn Nto >djni
And I am trapped in a lonely room in a desolate town, trapped and unable to 
get out (Gordon 1874b, 4)
(3)
” [ .. .]  ^ > 1 3  s n  &  n 5  n o  p n o n  [ . . . ] "
'[...] for such a measly price you cannot buy the heart of a daughter of 
Poland's elite [...]' (Smolenskin 1867,14)
Biblical Hebrew employs the yiqtol in contexts wherein the verb 
indicates the subject's ability to perform a given action (Williams 1976, 31; 
Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 507). As in the present corpus, such yiqtols can 
appear with a variety of tense values. Thus the biblical usage appears to 
overlap with that found in maskilic language and is likely to have inspired it.
(4)
Y?N N!? HT)n)
No blacksmith could be found in all the land of Israel (1 Sam. 13:19)
(5)
*iv)n 5dno ^5 n p nnNi
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And you, take every kind of food that can be eaten (Gen. 6:21)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the yiqtol is frequently used to express various 
types of modalities (P6rez Fernandez 1999, 124), including capability as 
illustrated in (6). However, the rabbinic yiqtol may have only present or future 
tense value and therefore cannot indicate the ability of a subject to perform a 
past action. Thus rabbinic usage partially corresponds to that of the Bible and 
maskilic writing, as all three types of Hebrew employ the yiqtol in contexts 
indicating an element of capability. However, rabbinic literature differs from 
its biblical and maskilic counterparts in that it cannot employ this conjugation 
with past tense reference.
(6)
txvvh no
But what can I do? (Mishnah Sanhedrin 3:7)
In Israeli Hebrew the yiqtol functions primarily as a future tense and is 
not usually employed to express the idea of capability even in future contexts; 
rather, the modals b*D> or biion, which specifically denote capability, are 
employed in the relevant tense followed by an infinitive. Israeli Hebrew thus 
lacks influence from the maskilic corpus in this respect.
(7)
) r>vn lb \>h biN nmb btt> yr
Dan is capable of driving, but he does not have a driver's license (Coffin and 
Bolozky 2005,302)
(8)
?nmb nnNvy m oi tw i n  ,«p>y rmN
You are very tired; are you sure that you are able to drive? (Coffin and 
Bolozky 2005,302)
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8.4.2 Desirability
Yiqtols are sometimes found in direct speech in contexts suggesting that it is 
desirable or advocated that the subject perform the action of the verb. Like 
verbs denoting other modalities, yiqtols in these settings refer to an action that 
is unrealised at the time of utterance or narration. Yiqtols with this element of 
uncertainty are generally found in questions, with the speaker or narrator 
deliberating whether the action in question should take place. (1) and (2) 
illustrate this tendency. However, they are sometimes found in statements, as 
in (3) and (4). They typically appear in direct speech, as in (1), (3), and (4), but 
are occasionally attested in narrative, as in (2). Yiqtols in this type of context 
are translatable by the English construction 'should' + infinitive, which 
denotes obligation (Swan 1995,516). The selection of the yiqtol in these settings 
is in keeping with the general trend in the corpus to use this conjugation in 
modal contexts as well as in the expression of other uncertain or unfinished 
actions.
a )
1DYT o n o  ,*11X1 m i N  n o t?  *|N
'[...] but why should I speak of the man whose ways are elevated [...]' (Mapu 
1857-69,224)
(2)
nnn5 t i n  i > i o >  yrro o  
For why should he cause her pain for nothing and without benefit? (Braudes 
1873,27)
(3)
"[...] n vv t\ ivy* t\h ro5 [...]"
'[...] come now, I shall advise you what you should do [...]' (Smolenskin 1867, 
29)
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(4)
”[..j nm xp*rt> >n» iidj 5m ivp n5*i [...]»
'[...] and they did not know accurately when they should light candles [...]' 
(Abramowitz 1862,57)
Biblical Hebrew generally utilises the yiqtol to convey that the subject of 
a given verb should perform its action (Davidson 1994, 78-9), or to express 
deliberation as to whether the action should be carried out (Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990, 508). This practice fits in with the principle that the biblical 
yiqtol is the conjugation usually employed in modal settings. The biblical and 
maskilic modes of expressing deliberation thus correspond, and the authors of 
the present corpus most likely based their usage on the biblical model.
(5)
uriinM Jim nnkn
They said, 'Should he treat our sister like a whore?' (Gen. 34:31)
Rabbinic Hebrew employs the yiqtol in positive and negative 
statements to indicate that an action should or should not be performed (Segal 
1927, 155), as in (6). It also uses this conjugation in questions to convey 
deliberation as to whether a given event should take place, as in (7). This 
practice is rooted in the fact that the yiqtol is frequently used in rabbinic 
language to express various types of modalities. The rabbinic usage in this 
respect mirrors that of the Bible as well as the maskilic corpus.
(6)
r r a * >  n p 'a i i  n o p n  o * tn  5 d  m y i  o n o w  r p n
The School of Shammai says that in the evening all should recline and recite, 
whereas in the morning they should stand (Mishnah Berakhot 1:3)
(7)
ovtfyv im a tom ttw  m n» p  y»>m> pa ion
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Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, "What should he do, the one who did not 
find it within thirty days?7 (Mishnah Sanhedrin 3:8)
In statements Israeli Hebrew generally employs the auxiliary Tns or 
>n*td followed by an infinitive to convey the idea that a given action should or 
should not be performed. As the verbal system in present-day Hebrew is 
largely tense-based, these constructions formally distinguish past, present, 
and future deliberative actions. In this respect modem usage does not 
resemble that of the corpus. This is illustrated in (8). There is a limited degree 
of overlap between maskilic and Israeli usage in direct speech questions, as 
the latter occasionally employs the yiqtol on its own in such contexts to express 
deliberation regarding a potential future event. However, this phenomenon is 
not widespread in contemporary Hebrew, being largely limited to set 
expressions such as that shown in (9); the more typical way of conveying 
deliberation is with the auxiliaries mentioned above.
(8)
npti* n >n nm
He should have lied (Glinert 1989,136)
(9)
no >5 v n v  n  o n  om nvvN no d w d h  tin
I asked the rest of the passengers what I should do and they said that there 
was nothing I could do (B'Tselem 2005)
8.4.3 Possibility
Yiqtols are often found in the corpus in contexts indicating that there is a 
degree of uncertainty as to whether their actions will come to pass. Yiqtols 
with this sense by nature designate unrealised actions, but their tense value 
varies according to the context and they can occur in past, present or future 
surroundings. Yiqtols in this type of setting are generally translatable with the 
English auxiliaries 'm ay '/'m ight' or 'can '/'could ' followed by an infinitive,
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which can convey possibility (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,180, 200). Yiqtols 
in such positions are sometimes attested in subordinate clauses in narrative, as 
in (1). However, they typically appear in direct speech, generally in rhetorical 
questions where they seem to express surprise or incredulity at the thought of 
the possible action taking place. (2) illustrates such a case. The fact that the 
yiqtol is the only form employed in such a capacity in the corpus is logical 
given that this conjugation is the one generally used to convey other 
modalities in Maskilic Hebrew.
(1)
y> w b  yoi rr> m wnovjo 5v i w  ,vy>Nn nsmn itm 
Upon his arrival he situated himself before the man, who was standing at his 
post, and was ready to answer any question that he might ask him 
(Abramowitz 1862,47)
(2)
"?nvN proi> mn pnsn"
'M ight this holy man look at a woman?' (Gordon 1874b, 12)
Biblical Hebrew customarily indicates that a given action may or may 
not come to pass using the yiqtol (Davidson 1994, 79). Such yiqtols are found in 
statements as well as questions. This is as to be expected because the biblical 
yiqtol is generally used to convey unfinished and uncertain actions in any 
tense, including modalities such as possibility. The biblical and maskilic ways 
of communicating the notion of possibility thus correspond. The fact that the 
authors of the present corpus generally attempted to base their language on 
that of the Hebrew Bible suggests that the resemblance is intentional; 
however, the maskilic tendency to restrict this usage to rhetorical questions 
may be a sign of rabbinic influence, as discussed below.
(3)
?<¥»* iv) K3 rmrp otY? irao T>vno v^ Nn 7>i
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The man left Bethlehem in Judea to live in whichever place he might find 
(Judg. 17:8)
(4)
But who might find a faithful man? (Prov. 20:6)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the yiqtol can convey various modalities (P6rez 
Fernandez 1999, 124). However, despite the fact that possible actions are a 
type of modality, yiqtol verbs seem to be used to indicate possibility only in 
rhetorical questions (Mishor 1983, 107-8; Azar 1995, 11). In this way the 
rabbinic usage appears to overlap with that of the maskilic texts to a 
reasonable degree, and it could be that the authors of the present corpus 
tended to limit their use of this type of yiqtol to rhetorical questions because of 
influence from rabbinic writing. However, maskilic literature differs from its 
rabbinic predecessor in that it sometimes employs the yiqtol to denote possible 
events in statements.
(5)
■pnyo >n yvnrp n no*
Rabbi Joshua said, 'Who might remove the dust from your eyes?' (Mishnah 
Sotah 5:2)
Although the most common way of conveying possibility in Israeli 
Hebrew is with the modal auxiliaries ’w , and 5i5y preceding an infinitive
(Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 301-2), in rhetorical questions and statements the 
yiqtol is often employed to indicate puzzlement. This current Hebrew practice 
resembles that of maskilic literature, although the modem language makes 
use of it much less frequently than the present corpus.
(6)
noN  nw n v v  inw’a yrtn yorfr nwp
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It's hard to understand why someone might do such a cruel thing (NRG  2006) 
8.4.4 Uncertainty
Yiqtols frequently appear in subordinate clauses following a main verb of 
desire or command in a context indicating that the subject of the main verb 
requires or desires that of the subordinate yiqtol to take place, but is unsure 
whether it will actually do so. Such yiqtols are typically introduced by the 
subordinator >d but are occasionally introduced by -vy, as in (3). They express 
relative tense as their point of reference is the preceding verb; thus, if this verb 
refers to the present or future, as in (3), the yiqtol will denote a point posterior 
to that moment. By contrast, if the initial verb has past reference, as in (1) and 
(2), the yiqtol will refer to a time subsequent to that point but still prior to the 
present; in such cases the yiqtol resembles a 'future in the past' (see 8.3.1). The 
verbs in the present category can be distinguished from others with the same 
tense value as their contexts indicate that they express uncertainty as to their 
actions' possible fulfilment, this uncertainty is present even when the yiqtols 
convey past tense because they are presented as unrealised at the time of the 
sentence's main action. Verbs in such settings resemble those expressed by 
subjunctives in Romance languages. They can often be equated with the 
English constructions 'w ant + object + to + infinitive' or 'that + subject + 
subjunctive' (Swan 1995, 541-2, 614). The maskilic authors' selection of the 
yiqtol to convey this type of action is in keeping with their tendency to employ 
this conjugation in modal settings.
(1)
inn mn n n >d n o io  vpn mn ypnh
This man asked Zimri to give his daughter Chava to his son in marriage 
(Smolenskin 1872,252)
(2)
”?rori mwn n* >d *j5 >n*i»N Nirn [...]"
'[...] didn 't I tell you to bring the woman here?' (Schulman 1857-60,2:53)
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(3)
” [...] o * tn  o w ! ?  i p n n  o d t i n  y n w o  r m n >  p  n v y o  >)N [ . . . ] ”
'[...] I, Moses son of Judah, adjure you not to harm any human [...]' (Braudes 
1876a, 182)
Biblical Hebrew employs the yiqtol immediately preceded by >d in situations 
comparable to those expressed by the subjunctive form in Latin and Greek, 
where the action in question is seen as uncertain and contingent upon that of a 
previous verb (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 508, 510-1). However, such 
constructions typically refer to purpose or resultativity, as in (4). Conversely, 
the Hebrew Bible does not appear to contain constructions such as those 
found in the maskilic corpus, in which a verb of desire is followed by >3 and a 
yiqtol. This divergence suggests that the maskilic authors were influenced by 
post-biblical language in this respect.
(4)
njjjri >3 no
What afflicts you, that you answer? (Job 16:3)
Rabbinic Hebrew regularly utilises the yiqtol prefixed by the 
subordinating particle -vy in settings comparable to those expressed by the 
subjunctive in certain other languages (Mishor 1983,125-6). Such actions can 
have past, present or future tense value depending on the setting in which 
they appear. The choice of conjugation in such contexts is thus identical in 
both rabbinic and maskilic literature. This suggests that the maskilic authors 
adopted the rabbinic construction, but usually replaced the post-biblical -vy 
with the biblical >3 in order to lend a more biblical feel to their writing.
(5)
rpn> iaro>vy rv>nn onson
The books too they did not permit to be written in anything other than Greek 
(Mishnah Megillah 1:8)
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Israeli Hebrew generally employs a yiqtol preceded by the 
subordinating particle -\y after verbs of desire, request, hope, or command 
(Bliboim 1995, 145). This usage corresponds to that of the maskilic authors 
except that the subordinating particles are often different.
(6)
u5 iy>sn on
They suggested that we join the party (Bliboim 1995,146)
8.5 Conditionalfirrealis
8.5.1 Apodosis ofirreal conditions
Although the actions in the apodoses of the irreal conditions in the corpus are 
typically conveyed with the qatal conjugation, on several occasions the yiqtol is 
used in comparable settings. Such yiqtols are usually found in direct speech, as 
in (1) and (2), but can occur in narrative, as in (3). These yiqtols all refer to a 
hypothetical time parallel to or following the moment of the statement in 
which they are found and therefore their actions are improbable rather than 
impossible. The maskilic use of yiqtols in the apodoses of irreal conditions can 
be contrasted with that of qqtals, which sometimes refer to counterfactual past 
actions. These yiqtols are functionally equivalent to the English constructions 
'w ould' + infinitive and 'would have' + past participle, which are used in the 
apodosis of irreal conditions with present and past tense value respectively 
(Swan 1995,247-8).
(1)
nwn t> nn nvin* insio ,npr* \>h mrptn [...]"
'[...] and the Jew has no righteousness; anyone who found him would kill him 
without showing him mercy [...]' (Smolenskin 1867,34)
(2)
want iu« ib*ait»n ,>nv onoan ij
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'[...] if you were wise, my people, you would comprehend this and 
understand [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,41)
(3)
nwo5 nnvD r v  ta ts *  ,>pn> on mn o5vn
This boy who, if he desired, would be able to find hundreds of girls 
(Frischmann 1878,161)
The apodoses of Biblical Hebrew irreal conditions usually contain 
yiqtols when the actions to which they refer have present or future tense value 
(Davidson 1994,155). Thus in this respect the maskilic usage corresponds to 
and is therefore most likely based on that found in the Hebrew Bible. 
However, the two types of Hebrew differ in that irreal conditions appear only 
infrequently in the biblical corpus (Lambdin 1971, 278), whereas they are 
commonplace in maskilic literature. This dissimilarity may be explained by 
the fact that irreal conditions are regularly used in Yiddish and the other 
European languages with which the authors were familiar.
(4)
JIN*
If they were wise they would understand this (Deut. 32:29)
Rabbinic Hebrew can utilise the yiqtol in the apodosis of irreal 
conditions in order to indicate that the action in question refers to a 
hypothetical version of the future rather than the past (Segal 1927,230). In this 
respect rabbinic usage overlaps completely with that of the maskilic and 
Biblical Hebrew corpora.
(5)
>vyNi pny>\y *tv t»H
If I had taken it upon myself, I would sit [unmarried] until my hair turned 
grey (Mishnah Ketubbot 13:5)
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Israeli Hebrew almost invariably employs a periphrastic form 
consisting of the qatal of the root .n.rn followed by a qotel in the apodosis of 
irreal conditions (Bar 2003,45,48, 51). This construction is illustrated in (6). In 
this regard the modem language does not overlap with the maskilic corpus as 
it never employs the yiqtol in this type of context.
(6)
pan rmasm tin pDnn rpn opvronNn on
Had the architect planned properly, the workers would have finished the job
long ago (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,360)
8.5.2 Apodosis o f real conditions
The corpus typically employs the yiqtol in the apodosis of real (possible) 
conditions with reference to a future action that is expected to take place if 
that of the adjacent protasis first comes to pass. Such yiqtols are usually found 
in direct speech. They are translatable with the English construction 'w ill' + 
infinitive, which is often used in the apodosis of real conditions with future 
tense value (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,191).
a )
m w s n  > w n n  d n i  [...]"
'[...] and if you permit me I will instruct them to bring them here' (Gordon 
1874b, 15)
(2)
‘p  >pann on"
'If you like, I'll give you your money back' (Shulman 1873,85)
A Biblical Hebrew apodosis referring to an action expected to take 
place on the condition that the event indicated in the nearby protasis is 
realised usually contains either a yiqtol or a weqatal (Driver 1892,174-5). These
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options are illustrated in (3) and (4) respectively. In this regard biblical usage 
resembles that of the maskilic corpus.
(3)
o p w ?  o ^ N p n  r>n> o n  
Even if your sins are as scarlet, they will become as white as snow (Isa. 1:18)
(4)
P I N  D N
If he leaves his father he will die (Gen. 44:22)
The verb in the apodosis of real conditions with future reference in 
Rabbinic Hebrew can be a qotel, an imperative, or a yiqtol with a command 
sense (Segal 1927, 229). These possibilities are illustrated in (5), (6), and (7) in 
turn. In this regard Rabbinic and Maskilic Hebrew correspond in that both 
may employ the yiqtol in the same real conditional settings. However, the 
verbs in rabbinic real conditional apodoses frequently contain a deontic 
element of permission or obligation, whereas their maskilic counterparts 
generally lack such a component.
(5)
ttnp yiwhon nW vow nNnp rmpt? run on pin
If a bridegroom wants to recite the Shema on the first night, he may recite it 
(Mishnah Berakhot 2:8)
(6)
>bv l o n w i  IN S  O N
If I am late, go out and sacrifice for me (Mishnah Pesahim 9:9)
(7)
Nb ti?H n n  rmno r>bv on'p vr> o n  
If he is obliged to maintain them, they shall not eat (Mishnah Ma'aserot 3:1)
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Israeli Hebrew typically employs the yiqtol in the apodosis of real 
conditions with future tense value (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 358). This is in 
keeping with the fact that this conjugation serves chiefly to denote the future 
tense in the modem language. This practice resembles that of maskilic 
literature although the authors of the corpus occasionally use a weqatal in such 
contexts whereas Israeli Hebrew does not possess this form.
(8)
n v r t n  r r o i a o  f i j p *  p > o  o n  >5 n > n >  o n
If I have enough money, Til buy a new car (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,357)
8.5.3 Irrealis
Yiqtols can be used to convey hypothetical actions. Such forms are always 
introduced by i5>nd or iod. The temporal value of these yiqtols always 
corresponds to that of the sentence's main verb. They are usually found in 
past or present settings, as in (1) and (2) respectively. Yiqtols in these contexts 
always refer to states or progressive actions. Qotels are sometimes used in 
identical contexts, and it is difficult to determine a reason for the selection of 
one form instead of the other (see 9.4.1 for details). Qatals are also employed in 
irrealis settings (see 7.3.3), and the three verbal forms seem to be 
interchangeable when referring to past progressive hypothetical actions and 
states. However, there are three differences between irreal qatals and yiqtols: 
firstly, qatals appear only in past contexts, while yiqtols can have non-past 
value; secondly, qatals can refer to both punctive and progressive actions, 
whereas yiqtols appear only in progressive contexts; thirdly, the tense value of 
yiqtols always corresponds to that of the sentence's main verb, while qatals 
may refer to an earlier point. The English translation value of these forms 
varies: yiqtols conveying hypothetical past actions can be equated with the 
English construction consisting of 'as if' followed by a preterite or other past 
tense verb or the irrealis form 'w ere', while those with irreal present-tense 
value have an English translation value of 'as if' and the simple present,
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present progressive, or irrealis 'w ere' depending on the value of the verb in 
question. See Huddleston and Pullum 2002,1151-4 for details of these usages.
(1)
no nynMA
The women were wearing mourners' garb, as if they were mourning a death 
(Smolenskin 1867,7)
(2)
p n  xt> oipn t> vpx>  idd *inn> vr> n> hnn 
He speeds up his journey, as if he is looking for a place to empty his pockets 
(Braudes 1877,195)
Biblical Hebrew contrary-to-fact actions are consistently conveyed by 
qatals whether they have past or future tense value (Davidson 1994, 69). Such 
actions are never conveyed by yiqtols. Thus the biblical and maskilic usages do 
not seem to correspond in this respect. However, as in other cases, it is 
possible that in this regard the maskilic authors took the biblical notion of the 
yiqtol signalling imperfectivity and adapted it for use in an original context.
(3)
on ins u5n unn
We were with child; we writhed as though we had borne the wind (Isa. 26:18)
Rabbinic Hebrew customarily employs the qqtal preceded by the 
conjunction to expresses hypothetical past actions, as illustrated in (4). It 
never uses the yiqtol in such circumstances, as this conjugation typically 
functions either modally or as a future tense. When referring to present-tense 
irreal actions rabbinic literature generally utilises the qotel, which serves as a 
present tense in this type of Hebrew. This is shown in (5). Thus rabbinic usage 
differs from that found in the maskilic corpus whether the latter refers to a 
past or non-past irreal action.
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(4)
rpnn *pm m  15*0 p v n n  nnn iroit> nvyivn
If someone makes his sukkah under a tree, it is as if he made it inside the 
house (Mishnah Sukkah 1:2)
(5)
o5w mm nnN\y >0 jin *oi*> i5nd jin Nnvyvy tovy nron
The passage teaches that anyone who hates Israel, it is as if he hates the One
who spoke and the world came into being (Basser 1998, xli)
Israeli Hebrew can employ either the qatal or qotel preceded by linio to 
present hypothetical past events. The choice of form depends on whether the 
irreal action occurred prior to or at the same time as the main verb of the 
sentence; in the first instance the qatal is used and in the second the qotel. 
These two variants are illustrated in (6) and (7) respectively. If the 
hypothetical event is presented as if taking place at the present moment, the 
qotel is used without exception. This is because the qotel serves as a present 
tense in Israeli Hebrew and counter-to-fact present actions are included in this 
category. Such a case is shown in (8). Thus the modem form of the language 
possesses no construction analogous to the maskilic use of the yiqtol in 
conveying irrealis.
(6)
m p  tO o to  i5>nd *rntf? pvynn yip Y 'l
Dr. Keren continues working as if nothing had happened (Frankel 2007)
(7)
tn n i  >rwnn 
I felt as if I were falling (Glinert 1989,344)
(8)
vvoy hjin amnn roin
You're behaving as if you don 't know now (Glinert 1989,135)
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8.5.4 Protasis o f real conditions
Yiqtols are consistently employed in the corpus in the protasis of real 
(possible) conditions. In such contexts they can refer a future action that must 
take place in order for the action of the apodosis to be realised, as in (1), or to a 
present action or state that is regarded as a possibility rather than a certainty, 
as in (2). Their English translation value is the present tense, which is typically 
employed in the protasis of real conditions with future reference (Huddleston 
and Pullum 2002, 744). These yiqtols are usually found in direct speech, as in
(2), but can appear in narrative, as in (1).
(1)
y w  n>n n:>> n5 w  ,p5to *r>y 5k K*np tas\ >d
If you come, dear reader, to the town of Kesalon, it will not be difficult for you 
to find Jonathan's house (Abramowitz 1862,16)
(2)
>dv jo nKn y>yn nv*n o >d5k t\h vpzn  ok [...]"
'[...] if you are searching for God and wish to know His ways, please come 
with me [...]' (Fuenn 1872,295)
The action in the protasis of real conditions with future reference in 
Biblical Hebrew is most frequently conveyed with a yiqtol (Davidson 1994, 
152), as in (3). It can additionally be denoted by a qotel (Driver 1892,177), as in 
(4), or by a weqatal (Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999,171), as in (5). 
On occasion the qatal is used in order to present the action of the protasis 
perfectively (Davidson 1994, 153). (6) illustrates this practice. Biblical and 
Maskilic Hebrew overlap to a reasonable extent in this regard as they both 
tend to employ the yiqtol in the protases of unfulfilled real conditions. 
However, they differ in that Biblical Hebrew can use the weqatal in this 
capacity, whereas the maskilic authors do not.
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(3)
od>3$? 'Q H n n^D) mn> >jd> non5rp5 5d it??d Jin od^n pw i *o:n *>n my> on 
T^n Y)N Jin on5 onti^
If every fighter among the Gadites and Reubenites crosses over the Jordan 
with you before the Lord and the land is conquered before you, you shall give 
them the land of Gilead (Num. 32:29)
(4)
y)n*^  o}5 n>nN >p'jn >jo5 oniN mn> pui )i»y >m on^ rt? >TiiN onN o>a>X>» on
If you bring me back to fight the Ammonites and the Lord delivers them to
me, I shall be your leader (Judg. 11:9)
(5)
n m  n a N  j i n  a tv )
If he leaves his father he will die (Gen. 44:22)
(6)
>na ooo *iy) >nn^  ^on
If I am shaven, my strength will leave me (Judg. 16:17)
Rabbinic Hebrew typically employs the qotel to convey the action in the 
protasis of real conditions w ith future reference; in addition, it utilises the 
yiqtol on occasion and the qatal in order to present a future action as if it were 
already fulfilled (Segal 1927, 229). These three variants are illustrated in turn 
in (7), (8), and (9). The maskilic corpus thus overlaps with its rabbinic 
antecedent to some degree, but diverges from it in that it uses the yiqtol in the 
protases of unfulfilled real conditions much more frequently than any other 
conjugation. In this respect maskilic practice bears a greater resemblance to 
biblical than to rabbinic literature.
(7)
roo jin *mrv> *n>5 u>n on
If he cannot go down, he should turn his face (Mishnah Berakhot 4:5)
£
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(8)
n N m o  o n
If you provoke me, I shall decree impurity (Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 17a)
(9)
lonvyi in s  w n x  o n  
If I am late, go out and sacrifice for me (Mishnah Pesahim 9:9)
Israeli Hebrew employs the yiqtol to convey the future action of real 
conditional protases (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 358), as in (10). In this regard 
the modem language overlaps with Maskilic Hebrew.
(10)
nvrrn  totd o  m pN  p>ooo >5 n  w  o n
If I have enough money, Til buy a new car (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,357)
8.6 Commands
8.6.1 Second person command
Second person yiqtols sometimes serve as second person positive commands 
in the corpus. Such instances are less frequent than those in which imperative 
forms are employed in this role but still relatively common. The choice of a 
yiqtol instead of an imperative in such a setting does not appear to be 
motivated by clear syntactic or semantic factors. Yiqtols with command force 
appear in close proximity to imperatives with a seemingly identical sense, as 
comparison of the imperative with the yiqtol in (1) illustrates. Moreover, yiqtols 
are used to convey the same range of specific and durative commands as 
imperatives: the form in (1) denotes an immediate, one-off request whereas 
the one in (2) designates a more ongoing order. The translation value of yiqtols 
in these contexts is the English imperative, which designates second person 
directives (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,925,929).
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(1)
"[...] m p Jin ti> mam ^ NiNfnNpn 5n *p5n [...]"
'[...] go to the corporal and tell him everything that has happened [...]' (Fuenn 
1875-6,219)
(2)
"jii5d5 od5 mpn [...]"
'[...] and take wives for yourselves from these' (Dick 1867,312)
Biblical Hebrew often uses the yiqtol as a positive command. While this 
conjugation and the imperative both appear in a variety of contexts with 
apparently similar meaning, there may be a semantic difference between the 
two. As Shulman (19%, 252) argues, the yiqtol is used to issue 'commands 
with reference to the future, instructions, legislations and rulings', while the 
imperative is employed when conveying 'personal, emotional, urgent 
requests'. Hendel (19%, 170-1) interprets this distinction as one of aspect, 
proposing that the yiqtol conveys imperfectivity and the imperative 
perfectivity. (3) illustrates a yiqtol conveying a non-immediate request and (4) 
exemplifies one in a legislative context. Thus biblical and maskilic texts both 
employ the yiqtol with command force, though the proposed motivations for 
the biblical usage are unlikely to apply to the maskilic phenomenon as it is 
doubtful that the authors of the present corpus were aware of such a 
distinction.
(3)
pa!?# nhNi
Cleanse me with hyssop and I will become pure, wash me and I will become 
whither than snow (Ps. 51:9)
(4)
t
You shall rise in the presence of the aged (Lev. 19:32)
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In Rabbinic Hebrew the imperative is used only infrequently; positive 
commands are generally conveyed using the yiqtol, the qotel or an infinitive 
(P6rez Fem&ndez 1999, 124, 152). Thus although Rabbinic and Maskilic 
Hebrew both employ the yiqtol with command force, tannaitic and amoraic 
usage is unlikely to have influenced the latter in any significant way as its 
employment of the yiqtol in this capacity is extremely widespread whereas the 
present corpus utilises the form less frequently than the imperative.
(5)
mntoN yn v t o
Know that they are gods (Mishnah 'Avodah Zarah 4:7)
Israeli Hebrew employs the yiqtol to express second person commands 
with great regularity, in many cases even more frequently than the imperative 
itself (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 44). Though the use of a yiqtol with command 
force is often equivalent in nuance to that of the imperative, it can sometimes 
be used to indicate a more polite tone. This semantic distinction does not seem 
to characterise the variation between yiqtol and imperative forms in the 
maskilic corpus.
(6)
!JT>M W»9»H
Come in and make yourself at home! (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,44)
8.6.2 Self-encouragement
Yiqtols are sometimes used to denote volitional statements issued by speakers 
to themselves, as in (1), or themselves and their addressees, as in (2) and (3). 
They are sometimes followed by the precative particle ho, as in (1) and (2); this 
may serve to draw attention to the command force of the yiqtol. They are 
translatable with the English constructions 'let me' and 'let u s/ let's' + 
infinitive, which serve as singular and plural cohortatives respectively (Swan 
1995, 305-6). These forms are often found in close proximity to cohortative
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forms carrying the same volitional force, as in (2). The authors' reason for 
selecting a yiqtol as opposed to a cohortative on any given occasion is unclear. 
It is unlikely to be semantic as both conjugations are found in seemingly 
identical settings; similarly, it does not appear to be attributable to the fact 
that the roots in question are not attested as cohortatives in the Hebrew Bible, 
as the authors sometimes employ other cohortative forms lacking biblical 
precedent.
(1)
rt> m  nnon [...]"
'[...] let me not cry for my dead daughter or wander for her [...]' (Abramowitz 
1862,62)
(2)
"onnN o>yn *ny ho mtij"
'Let's converse for another few moments' (Braudes 1873,18)
(3)
”:m *j!7in yionn ,mr>nn mm roD*inn yo y*
'Let's sit in the carriage and go home, for the crowd is growing' (Smolenskin 
1872,307)
Biblical Hebrew typically employs the cohortative to convey self­
encouragement, but the yiqtol is occasionally found in similar contexts with 
plural reference. According to Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 509) semantic 
considerations motivate the selection of one conjugation as opposed to the 
other on any given instance: the yiqtol is employed when the speaker wishes 
to draw attention to the action concerned; by contrast, the cohortative serves 
to show that the speaker's will is the most important element of the statement. 
Maskilic usage overlaps with its biblical antecedent in that both can employ 
either the yiqtol or cohortative in first person plural volitional contexts. 
However, the maskilic authors appear to employ the yiqtol more frequently in
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these settings than their biblical model and their motivations do not appear to 
be semantic. Moreover, the maskilic authors employ the yiqtol to convey first 
person singular self-encouragement, while the Hebrew Bible does not. It is 
thus likely that the maskilic phenomenon was informed at least in part by 
post-biblical language.
(4)
n a  J iN * ri > p i i> r i  t v  r r ^ t o )  N3 n i 5
'Let us turn aside to this Jebusite town and spend the night there' (Judg. 19:11)
Rabbinic Hebrew consistently employs the yiqtol to denote an action 
that the speaker wishes to perform (Segal 1927,155), as in (5), or to show that 
the speaker desires to encourage his or her audience to join him or her in 
performing a given action (Azar 1995, 8), as in (6). In this respect the rabbinic 
and maskilic corpora resemble each other except for the fact that the present 
corpus may additionally employ the cohortative in this type of context; this 
similarity appears to be greater than the correspondence between Maskilic 
and Biblical Hebrew and raises the possibility that rabbinic usage contributed 
to the maskilic practice to some degree.
(5)
mn n>m p  opn huh 5n
May I not leave this house empty-handed (Palestinian Talmud Sotah 1:4)
(6)
v'v TOvn ^
Let's go and worship idols (Mishnah Sanhedrin 7:10)
Israeli Hebrew almost invariably employs the yiqtol to convey first 
person singular and plural self-encouragement. In colloquial language yiqtols 
in such contexts must be preceded by or Nil; in formal settings they must be 
followed by the precative particle Ni or preceded by mn in the plural (Glinert
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1989, 289). Israeli and Maskilic Hebrew correspond in this respect in that both 
can use the yiqtol to denote first person self-encouragement in the singular and 
plural. However, they differ in that the former does so consistently whereas 
the latter uses the cohortative as well; moreover, Israeli Hebrew yiqtols in 
these contexts require accompanying particles whereas their maskilic 
counterparts do not always appear in conjunction with such forms.
(7)
~p ynti
Let me give you (Glinert 1989,289)
(8)
\n£fc N) n w n
Might I be allowed to specify (Glinert 1989,289)
(9)
!VOD *ud m w
Let's go [lit: already] from here! (Bar-Adon 1966,411)
(10) 
vn mm) Nil
Let's think for a moment (Glinert 1989,289)
(11)
Ibjron
Let's go (Glinert 1989,289)
(12)
J1W hO TOW
Please let us bear this in mind (Glinert 1989,289)
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8.6.3 Third person command
The maskilic authors typically convey indirect commands given by the 
speaker or narrator to a third party with the yiqtol. This is true even in the case 
of lamed he, h ifil, and hollow roots, which have a distinct jussive form, as 
illustrated in (3); the only exception to this trend concerns the roots .n.\n and 
.n.\n (see 12.3.1). In some cases the third person form actually functions as a 
polite second person command; in such cases referring to the addressee 
obliquely seems to convey respect. (2) illustrates such an instance. Yiqtols with 
third person command force differ syntactically from those with an indicative 
sense in that they are usually placed before their subjects. The majority of 
these yiqtols can be translated into English with a verb preceded by the 
construction 'let7, which serves to introduce third person commands 
(Huddleston and Pullum 2002, 925). The form shown in (2) actually serves as 
a polite second person command, and therefore its translation value is the 
English imperative.
(1)
”[...J >nwN ,Tnv*r roan"
7Let your mind be put at rest, my wife [.. .]7 (Mapu 1857-69,240)
(2)
"P3VTN ND
'Please sit down, Sir [lit: let Sir please sit down]7 (Gordon 1874b, 8)
(3)
”[...] n 'n 7*11-0 [...]”
'[...] may the Lord give her long life [...]' (Shulman 1873,91)
Biblical Hebrew lamed he, h ifil, and hollow roots have a distinct jussive 
form, which is used to convey third person commands or when an inferior 
speaker wishes to issue a polite, non-urgent request to a superior (Shulman 
19%, 159-65, 166-8), as in (4) and (5) respectively. However, other Biblical
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Hebrew jussives are formally indistinguishable from yiqtols (Waltke and 
O' Connor 1990, 566); thus in such cases third person yiqtols may be used as 
third person commands, as in (6), or polite second person commands, as in 
(7). Hence the maskilic usage can clearly be traced to that of its biblical 
antecedent; nevertheless, it differs in two ways. Firstly, the maskilic authors 
consistently employ the yiqtol in these settings even when the verb in question 
has a distinct jussive form. Secondly, the maskilic authors appear to have 
placed the volitive yiqtols before their subjects in order to distinguish them 
from other verbs of the same conjugation, while in the Hebrew Bible the 
syntactic position of yiqtols w ith third person command force does not differ 
from that of yiqtols with an indicative sense.
(4)
in#  t> mn>
May the Lord grant me another son (Gen. 30:24)
(5)
con) nyno nn*n
And now, let Pharaoh look for an astute and wise man (Gen. 41:33)
(6)
v>39 mn’
May the Lord turn His face towards you (Num. 6:26)
(7)
’3*TN N}
'Please go before me [lit: please let my lord go before his servant]' (Gen. 33:14)
Specifically jussive forms are no longer extant in Rabbinic Hebrew, and 
so this form of the language employs the yiqtol to indicate third person 
commands (Azar 1995, 9; P6rez Fem&ndez 1999,124). In this respect Maskilic 
and Rabbinic Hebrew overlap. However, Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ
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the yiqtol to convey polite second person commands; in this respect the 
maskilic corpus is more similar to Biblical Hebrew.
(8)
o* sito* >!?ip tin vmvyn to 
Let anyone who hears my voice write a bill of divorce for my wife (Mishnah 
Gittin 6:6)
Israeli Hebrew does not possess a designated jussive form; when 
conveying third person commands it normally employs the yiqtol. The 
command force may be indicated by fronting the verb, as in (9), or by 
introducing it with the subordinator (Bar-Adon 1966, 410; Glinert 1989, 
123), as in (10). Israeli and Maskilic Hebrew overlap in their use of the fronted 
yiqtol to present third person commands. However, they differ in that Israeli 
Hebrew does not employ the third person form with second person reference.
(9)
<Vvy>
May Joseph go (Schwarzwald 1981,18)
(10)
Let him go [lit already]! (Bar-Adon 1966,410)
8.7 Other
8.7.1 Concurrent action
The yiqtol is attested in contexts indicating that it refers to an action going on 
at the same time as that of the preceding main verb, with the latter setting the 
tense of the entire sentence. Thus a yiqtol in such a position may have past, 
present or future value. The concurrent action is often of a longer duration 
than the main one, though both may be of similar length. The main verb 
usually refers to some type of perception, particularly sight, as in (1) and (2).
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Yiqtols in these contexts are translatable with the English present participle, 
which can be used to indicate an action ongoing at the same time as that of a 
main verb referring to perception (Swan 1995,407). The appearance of a yiqtol 
in such a setting is much less frequent than that of a qotel (see 9.5.1). The 
selection of a yiqtol instead of a qotel on any given instance does not appear to 
be governed by any specific syntactic or semantic factors, and it is difficult to 
ascertain whether the authors had any underlying motivation for choosing 
one form over the other.
(1)
nvypn m na mon jin nN*i idd ,rTVo ,imD i>:ra 
His knees weakened, his legs stumbled, as if he had seen Death with its scythe 
stepping towards him (Smolenskin 1867,31)
(2)
owip r>nN jin vr>H ,o>in cpsn o*>vyn o>v»n nmm o>*nn>n nm5 >nvm 
m ov m onaTOi m m
When I went out onto the street of the Jews I met many people hurrying, 
rushing, running, pushing each other, calling out and talking to each other 
(Gordon 1874b, 15)
(3)
"[...] nvvyn ibbwi* Jiuwn *pwvo
'Many times I heard your good deeds being praised at the gates [...]' 
(Sheikewitz 1872,82)
Biblical Hebrew does not seem to use the yiqtol to convey an action 
ongoing at the same time as a main event. Rather, it tends to employ one of 
the following three constructions. Firstly, it can use two infinitives absolute of 
different roots following a finite verb of the same root as the first infinitive 
absolute to indicate that the action of the second infinitive is concurrent with 
that of the former and main verb (Davidson 1994, 125). Secondly, two qotels 
may be employed following a main verb with the same sense (Williams 1976,
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40). In addition to the formal differences, there is a slight divergence in 
meaning between these two usages and that found in the maskilic corpus: the 
former draw attention to the repetitive nature of the concurrent action 
whereas the latter does not. Thirdly, a circumstantial clause consisting of a 
waw-conjunctive and qotel following an initial finite verb can convey 
concurrent action (Gordon 1982,135). These three usages are shown in (4), (5), 
and (6) respectively. Thus the maskilic practice does not appear to be rooted 
in that of its biblical predecessor. However, an action presented as concurrent 
to that of a main verb is necessarily unfinished, and therefore the maskilic 
authors' use of the yiqtol in such settings is in keeping with the biblical role of 
this conjugation as a marker of imperfectivity. Since the yiqtol is not used in 
this way in the Hebrew Bible, its appearance in the present corpus may 
represent evidence of the maskilic authors applying a basic function of the 
biblical yiqtol in new contexts.
(4)
yaK) .IfoT) ■&_) '?*. wrr?*)
He scooped it into his hands and walked along, eating as he went Qudg. 14:9)
(5)
n^ 'v o'!v?n rfrypa vbv an)
And David went up the Mount of Olives, weeping as he went (2 Sam. 15:30)
(6)
oyn) vnnN oyri fcjpi 
And all the people went behind him playing pipes (1 Kings 1:40)
Rabbinic Hebrew can use the qotel to convey an action occurring at the 
same time as that of a main verb in any tense (Segal 1908, 696), as in (7). 
However, as Gordon (1982, 159) suggests, this usage appears relatively 
infrequently in the rabbinic corpus; circumstantial clauses introduced by the 
subordinator -vo such as that shown in (8) are more commonly used to convey
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concurrent action. Rabbinic Hebrew does not use the yiqtol in such contexts 
and as such differs from the maskilic corpus.
(7)
man nnD by srtm» mow
He saw her standing at the entrance to her courtyard (Mishnah Baba Qamma 
8:6)
(8)
o>£nvwn no dni-i *oip tonvs brn y o  nNnn
One who sees the High Priest reading [lit when he is reading] does not see the 
bullock and goat being burnt (Mishnah Yoma 7:2)
Israeli Hebrew consistently employs the qotel to indicate concurrent 
action (Glinert 1989,311). As in other forms of the language, such actions take 
their tense value from the main verb and so can have a past, present or future 
sense. In this way Israeli Hebrew mirrors its rabbinic antecedent but does not 
resemble the usage found in the maskilic corpus discussed above.
(9)
on>vy im v yn* >nyn\y
I heard them singing songs (Glinert 1989,311)
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9 QOTEL
9.1 Past
9.1.1 Narrative present
Qotels are sometimes found in narrative portions of the corpus in contexts 
suggesting that their actions took place at a specific point in the past. While 
the precise time of the actions varies, they generally form part of the main 
narrative sequence rather than providing background information. Such qotel 
actions typically appear in close proximity to qatals with similar preterite 
force, as in (1). As the qatal is more typically employed in this type of past 
tense context, the authors' occasional selection of the qotel may be significant. 
There do not seem to be any syntactic considerations motivating its utilisation 
in these cases: they are found in both main and subordinate clauses and do 
not require the presence of any particular non-verbal elements. Conversely, it 
is possible that by selecting the qotel in certain cases the authors desired to 
impart a notion of immediacy and vividness to the past action in question; 
however, such a reading is difficult to confirm. Qotels in these contexts can be 
translated with the English preterite, as they are used to convey actions that 
occurred at a specific point prior to the present moment. However, if the 
authors employed them in order to lend an element of vividness to their 
narrative, they can be equated with the English narrative present, which is 
employed in similar settings (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,130).
(1)
o’NbioDi o>5n vn'too f*mK *■&» r fw  ovy .o wnf> ynsn >npt> r>n o>:n
Many became bridegrooms suddenly. One lad went up there, his shoes worn 
and patched (Dick 1867,322)
In Biblical Hebrew the qotel is regularly used in past contexts, where it 
generally indicates a circumstantial action, an iterative occurrence or a 
continuous event (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 625). (2) illustrates this. This is 
in keeping with the fact that the biblical qotel when serving as a predicate
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generally functions in much the same way as a yiqtol (Joiion 1993, 2:409), in 
that it conveys durative or unfinished actions in the past, present or future. By 
contrast, the Hebrew Bible generally employs punctive past actions with the 
qatal, as in (3). Thus, although Biblical Hebrew employs the qotel with 
reference to past events, it differs from the maskilic corpus as it does not use 
this form when conveying preterite actions.
(2)
on!? rrpam nn^n robn) VV? o>7»y WPNj irgirp
Now Jonathan and Ahimaaz were staying at Enrogel, and a servant-girl 
would go and tell them (2 Sam. 17:17)
(3)
tt)V> v)nDrii
But Sarah lied and said, T did not laugh' (Genesis 18:15)
Rabbinic Hebrew generally uses the qotel in past contexts in order to 
lend an element of vividness to a narrative and present it as if it were 
'unfolding before our eyes' (P6rez Fernandez 1999, 134). Such a case is 
illustrated in (4). In all other circumstances rabbinic literature employs the 
qatal to designate punctive past events. This convention stems from the fact 
that the qatal in this form of the language functions primarily to express the 
past tense. An example of this can be seen in (6). Thus the rabbinic and 
maskilic writings appear to correspond in this regard.
(4)
mwn 0  mmn nrpm roptn p  >pn 0  n p 0  v p u m  pivyi o*m nvvy nmNi
0  n*mp mopi
Then a man went [lit: goes] out to stroll in the market and wanted [lit: wants] 
to buy something from an old woman who was selling it for what it was 
worth, when a young woman called [lit: calls] to him (Basser 1998, lxxxv)
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(5)
yvnn>b nnwi >r>un rrnn bap nvyn
Moses received the Torah from Sinai and transmitted it to Joshua (Mishnah 
Avot 1:1)
Israeli Hebrew can use the qotel in past contexts when the speaker or 
narrator desires to convey a narrative in a particularly dramatic and involved 
manner (Muchnik 1989, 35; Tobin 1990, 499-500; Tzivoni 1991, 77), as in (6). 
Aside from such specific cases the qatal is the sole verbal form employed with 
reference to preterite actions. In this regard Israeli Hebrew appears to 
resemble its rabbinic and maskilic antecedents.
(6)
"in” tfmno npms N>n the
Then she laughed [lit: laughs] and said [lit: says], 'Stop it!' (Glinert 1989,123)
(7)
Nin Kb ,rrDNn nK
I found the lost item, not him (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,37)
9.1.2 Past progressive
Qotels sometimes appear in narrative portions of the corpus in contexts 
suggesting that they designate durative actions taking place at a time prior to 
the present moment. The English translation value of qotels in this type of 
context is the past progressive, the conjugation used to express durative 
actions that took place prior to the moment of speaking (Huddleston and 
Pullum 2002,162-4). The past tense value of these qotels is always indicated by 
the context, which often includes qqtals appearing to convey preterite actions 
that serve to advance the main storyline. This tendency is exemplified in (1) 
and (2). It is possible that in these settings the authors chose to alternate 
between qqtals and qotels in order to make a formal distinction between the 
punctual events forming the backbone of the narrative chain on one hand and 
the ongoing actions current at the same time on the other. In many instances
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the qqtels designate situations extending over a longer period than those 
indicated by the qqtals; both (1) and (2) illustrate this point. This type of 
ongoing past action is attested in both main and subordinate clauses, as in (1) 
and (2) respectively.
(1)
o m io i oinai >^»>5 ,o> nay laovy o>m o v^wn
People flooded and passed by like ocean waves, and they were all whispering
and talking (Gordon 1874b, 15)
(2)
ia pw >5mvdv»d ivy* ,*nnn 5m >i5 j im  N*>nn Mitvi
And Ezra brought Levi to the room in which the Ishmaelite was staying 
(Mapu 1857-69,239)
In Biblical Hebrew the qotel is used to convey durative past actions 
(Driver 1892, 166; Joosten 1999, 22). Qotels with such an interpretation are 
frequently attested in the Hebrew Bible. The biblical and maskilic treatment of 
progressive past events appears to correspond in this respect both employ the 
qotel in the same contexts w ith the intention of indicating an ongoing action 
taking place in a narrative context, often simultaneously with a punctive one. 
(3) illustrates this similarity, with the wayyiqtol conveying a punctive event 
and the qotel a durative one.
(3)
>qmb tM >n?n) oi5 mpo >y'*i pni o*jim mpp ry'*i pa an
And there was a quarrel between Abram's cattle herders and Lot's. The
Canaanites and Perizzites were dwelling in the land at that time (Gen. 13:7)
Rabbinic Hebrew typically employs a periphrastic construction 
consisting of a qatal of the root .n.\n followed by a qotel to express ongoing 
past actions. This form is often found in narrative contexts in close proximity
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to qqtals conveying punctive events, as in (4). The rabbinic construction found 
in this type of setting does not resemble the maskilic usage discussed above.
(4)
nm> rmNii ,ymo >3*1 jwn ova
Once we were sitting before Rabbi Tarfon when a sister-in-law came to 
perform fialisah (Babylonian Talmud Yevamot 106b)
In Israeli Hebrew the qatal is the standard form used to convey past 
progressive events (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 40) (see 10.1 for exceptions to 
this convention). This is because present-day Hebrew is predominantly tense- 
based and the qatal serves to express all types of past actions. Thus Israeli and 
maskilic usages do not correspond in this regard.
(5)
u  ♦naton pp*n
When you rang, I was just leafing through it (Glinert 1989,125)
9.2 Present
9.2.1 Gnomic present
Qotels frequently convey states that are valid at all times. As they designate a 
kind of present state, they can be translated with the English simple present 
tense (Huddleston and Pullum 2002, 127). Yiqtols frequently appear in the 
same contexts (see 8.2.1), and the choice of one conjugation over the other in 
any given instance does not appear to be systematic. This can be seen by 
comparing (l)-(2) below with (l)-(3) in 8.2.1. The root .V.*T.\ which often 
appears as a qatal or yiqtol with this sense, is sometimes attested as a qotel, as in 
(3).
(1)
yop n>i tmv Ninn aima ovy 
There on that street stands a small, low house (Abramowitz 1862,42)
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(2)
"nobw rmmn v»Nn >tn mn oin>n nn ynsyn"
'I believe in the sadness of that orphan with all my soul' (Bogrov 1878a, 510)
(3)
”!N>n no mnNn n n  oa n>tv»
'She also knows what love is!' (Brandstadter 1872,390)
In the Hebrew Bible the qotel can be used to indicate states of an eternal 
character (Joosten 1989, 149). This usage is particularly common in Late 
Biblical Hebrew (Driver 1892,167-8), as in (5). Yiqtols are frequently employed 
in the same contexts. This biblical usage corresponds to, and hence most likely 
inspired, the maskilic one; the only possible difference is that the biblical qotel 
is used specifically in order to highlight the sense that the subject is the one 
performing the action in question (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 625), whereas 
the maskilic form seems to serve purely to indicate that the action in question 
has present tense value rather than drawing attention to the role of its 
performer.
(4)
anx >tn >nN o ^ o n  ninx *ion t i n
I love Tamar, the sister of my brother Absalom (2 Sam. 13:4)
(5)
iruDri?
A righteous man knows the ways of his beast (Prov. 12:10)
Rabbinic Hebrew typically employs the qotel when conveying states 
that are eternally true. This usage most likely stems from the fact that in this 
variety of the language the qotel functions primarily as a present and future 
tense. Both Rabbinic and Maskilic Hebrew use the qotel in gnomic present
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contexts, but the rabbinic utilisation of the form is more consistent than that of 
the maskilic authors, who employ the yiqtol as well in the same settings.
(6)
onv^nn tin  m w  mpT*n t \k  a m *  mnnn j in  a n w  mpnn tin  a m *
[One who] loves God, loves humankind, loves justice, loves righteousness 
(Mishnah Avot 6:6)
(7)
nn* pin nnM
They said to him, 'How do you know?' (Mishnah Berakhot 5:5)
The qotel is used in Israeli Hebrew with reference to gnomic present 
states (Ros6n 1966, 31), as in (8) and (9); this is because the qotel serves to 
convey all types of present tense in the modem form of the language. 
Additionally, in some written contexts the yiqtol may be used with gnomic 
present force (Tzivoni 1991, 61-2); however, this usage is relatively limited. 
The present corpus and Israeli Hebrew overlap to some extent in this respect, 
though the resemblance is only partial as the maskilic texts employ the qotel 
only occasionally with this meaning whereas present-day Hebrew does so 
extremely frequently.
(8)
nniy  pan ton
He doesn't understand Hebrew (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,366)
(9)
mmn ow nn jiw 
And do you know the name of your street? (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,371)
9.2.2 Habitual present
Although the yiqtol is the verbal form most frequently used in the corpus to 
indicate actions that take place on a recurring basis (see 8.2.2), qotels are found
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with this sense as well. Such qotels can be translated with the English simple 
present, which is used to express actions that recur on a habitual basis 
(Huddleston and Pullum 2002, 128). These qotels are sometimes found in 
conjunction with a time adverbial or other indication of when the action takes 
place, as in (1) and (2). They are attested in narrative, as in (1), and direct 
speech, as in (2) and (3). They appear in both main clauses, as in (1) and (2), 
and subordinate ones, as in (3). The selection of a qotel instead of a yiqtol on 
any particular instance does not appear to be predicated on syntactic or 
semantic concerns, as both conjugations are found in seemingly identical 
contexts.
(1)
o>d5n5 bbona >jn o ra
I pray to God three times a day (Shulman 1873,108)
(2)
mm y n  by T>nn m a n  tnsvo mn [...]”
'[...] he always bases what he says on Torah law [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,225)
(3)
i j i n  y h 'b  p i n  * w n  ,bm n ^nbn t i n  'r o x h  5 d p  n5 
'[...] Shimon can't stand all of the great pressure that his father puts on him 
[...]' (Abramowitz 1862,38)
While Biblical Hebrew usually employs the yiqtol in settings similar to 
those discussed above, qotels sometimes appear with this sense. There may be 
a difference in interpretation between the two conjugations, with the yiqtol 
indicating that the event in question should be read as a dynamic action and 
the qotel presenting it instead as a 'continuing state of affairs' (Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990, 626). Thus while both biblical and maskilic literature employ 
the qotel in similar circumstances, their underlying motivation may differ: it 
seems that the biblical use of a qotel with habitual meaning is rooted in the
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conscious desire to present the action specifically as a state; by contrast, it is 
not clear that the maskilic authors had the same intention. In addition, the 
present corpus seems to employ the qotel in this type of setting more 
frequently than its biblical model; this could be due to post-biblical influence.
(4)
o r a -jr i n)>v%* c d iw  » t j»)
And they chased you as the bees do (Deut. 1:44)
Rabbinic Hebrew generally employs the qotel to denote actions that 
recur on a regular basis (Mishor 1983,251,263). This is most likely attributable 
to the fact that the rabbinic verbal system is predominantly tense-based and 
employs the qotel to designate present and future actions, including those of a 
habitual nature. In this regard maskilic usage corresponds to that of rabbinic 
writings, but the authors of the present corpus do not employ this form 
exclusively whereas tannaitic and amoraic texts do. This discrepancy is most 
likely due to the biblicising tendencies of the present corpus. However, the 
maskilic inclination to use the qotel in habitual contexts more often than the 
Hebrew Bible may be due to rabbinic influence.
(5)
N*ipo ovy ur> pvm5 trot oipn ^ mnn n>n5
One who goes into the bathhouse, in a place where people wear clothes [lit: 
stand dressed] one can read the Bible and pray there (Tosefta Berakhot 3:3)
In Israeli Hebrew habitual actions are conveyed exclusively by the qotel. 
This convention stems from the role of the qotel as the modem language's 
present tense. Israeli Hebrew usage thus mirrors that of maskilic literature to 
some extent, but as mentioned above the latter also frequently employs the 
yiqtol in the same contexts.
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(6)
vnvyn mnno o>*em on ov 5:>
Every day they leave home at seven (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,36)
9.2.3 Immediate present
Qotels are often found in direct speech contexts referring to progressive 
actions that are taking place at the moment of speaking. In some cases these 
actions are of a relatively limited duration, having started only shortly before 
the time of utterance and continuing for a brief period thereafter, while in 
others they are of a more ongoing nature. Yiqtols frequently appear in similar 
contexts (see 8.2.3). There is no indication that the choice of a qotel in certain 
settings is syntactically or semantically driven: like yiqtols, qotels appear in 
main and subordinate clauses, as in (1) and (2) respectively, refer to durative 
as well as punctive actions, as in (1) and (2) in turn, and appear in the speech 
of all types of characters. The English translation value of qotels in this type of 
context is generally the present progressive, which serves to express actions 
ongoing at the present moment (Swan 1995, 460-1). However, the English 
equivalent of the Hebrew stative verbs is typically the simple present. The 
translations of (2) and (3) illustrate these two alternatives in turn.
(1)
"[...] ojdn5o too non"
'They are doing their work now [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,48)
(2)
"WON tJWttW *>D Nlpl TOW [...]"
'[...] go back to reading your book, for we are listening [...]' (Zweifel 1860,28)
(3)
"[...] Nin >d ,wm uw n uw n [...]"
'[...] revive him, revive him, for he is fainting [...]' (Gordon 1874b, 15)
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Although Biblical Hebrew often employs the yiqtol with reference to 
presently occurring events, it can utilise the qotel in such contexts as well. 
Waltke and O'Connor (1990,626) suggest that the latter is selected when there 
is a specific desire to present the action in question as a state; this analysis fits 
in with the main function of this form. Eskhult (1990,121,123) adds that this 
usage is typical of dialogue. Thus the biblical and maskilic texts seem to 
correspond in this respect, as both can employ the qotel with present meaning 
but do not necessarily do so. However, it is not certain that, when deciding 
whether to use a qotel or yiqtol to convey a given immediate present action, the 
authors of the present corpus had the same semantic distinctions in mind as 
those apparently in force in their biblical model. The fact that the qotel is used 
with various types of explicitly present meaning much more frequently in the 
maskilic texts than in Biblical Hebrew supports the likelihood that the authors 
viewed this form primarily as a verbal tense rather than as a symbol of a state 
of being.
(4)
'Offr» >nN nN
He said, 'I am looking for my brothers' (Gen. 37:16)
Rabbinic Hebrew consistently employs the qotel to indicate that an 
action is in progress at the present moment (Azar 1995,17). This is rooted in 
the rabbinic tendency to use the qotel as a present and future tense. The 
maskilic usage described in this entry parallels that found in rabbinic 
literature, although the two types of Hebrew diverge in that the qotel is not the 
only form used in immediate present contexts in the present corpus.
(5)
mio9 v p zn  nr»N *i»w p*o rb oddw
Any [courtyard] into which one can enter without anyone saying, 'W hat are 
you looking for?' is exempt (Mishnah Ma'aserot 3:5)
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In Israeli Hebrew the qotel is consistently used for all types of present 
action, including those taking place at the moment of speaking. In this regard 
Maskilic and Israeli Hebrew overlap, though as discussed above the present 
corpus often employs a yiqtol w ith the same meaning while the modem form 
of the language never does.
(6)
n w  N>n >d pffcvn pvioy *m5 n5iD> wn
She can't talk on the phone now because she is working (Coffin and Bolozky 
2005,36)
9.2.4 Present perfect progressive
Qotels are attested in direct speech in contexts indicating that the actions in 
question began at a point prior to the time of utterance and continued 
uninterrupted up to that moment. These qotels have present tense value, as 
they designate actions that are currently in progress even though they began 
in the past. They are often accompanied by time adverbials or other explicit 
non-verbal indications of their actions' duration, as in (l)-(3). Qotels in these 
contexts can be translated with the English present perfect progressive, which 
serves to express actions and states that started at a point in the past and 
continued up to the present moment (Swan 1995,424-5). The fact that the qotel 
is the conjugation used most often in present perfect progressive settings 
suggests that the authors associated the form with this meaning, whether 
consciously or not. Possible reasons for this practice will be examined below.
a )
Tun n m  NpnNpMfrm cpjyy mi”
'And for the past three years I have been teaching in Bulvokovka at the rich 
man's house [...]' (Shulman 1873,90)
(2)
n m )  ' p t f 7 ^ in n  r r o  t n m  cprovy m i  [...]”
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"[...] and for two years now I have been wandering around the Diaspora lands 
collecting charity [...]' (Gordon 1874b, 8)
(3)
«[...] *v>vn aum miN im , won m
"[...] you have been living in the city of Paris for five years [...]' (Brock 1877, 
301)
In Biblical Hebrew the primary function of the verbal qotel is the 
expression of a "state of affairs' as opposed to a "bare event" (Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990, 614). As such, it has no tense value of its own; this is inferred 
from the context and qotels can appear in past, present or future environments. 
Although biblical qotels are frequently found in present contexts, they never 
convey actions that began in the past and progressed up to the present 
moment. Rather, such events are presented using the qatal (Gesenius 1910, 
312). In this respect the maskilic usage does not seem to be traceable to its 
biblical predecessor.
(4)
n$n ovn *tv
And I have been leading you [lit: walking before you] from my youth until 
this day (1 Sam. 12:2)
Rabbinic Hebrew employs the qotel in order to convey a progressive 
action that started in the past and continued up to the present moment 
(Mishor 1983, 258), as in the following example from Sifra. The fact that the 
rabbinic and maskilic ways of expressing such events correspond, while both 
differ from biblical convention, suggests that the authors of the present corpus 
were inspired by rabbinic literature in this regard.
(5)
tn>n ia y tw t> n  ■>»< o’w join ’in
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I have been labouring for them for four years, in vain (Weiss 1862,90a)
In Israeli Hebrew the qotel is used to express present actions continuing 
from the past (Tzivoni 1991,57). This usage may be attributable to the fact that 
the qotel serves as a present tense in the modem language's tripartite tense 
system. Israeli Hebrew usage overlaps with that of the maskilic corpus in this 
instance, and it is possible that both in turn originate in rabbinic convention.
(6)
n p  nsfim natm N>n
She has been sitting and waiting here for hours (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,36)
9.3 Future
9.3.1 Intended future
Qqtels appearing in direct speech can designate actions that the speaker 
expects to happen sometime following the moment of utterance. In such cases 
the context indicates that the subject of the qotel in question consciously 
intends to carry out its action. Each of these qotels in the present corpus is 
accompanied by an adverbial signalling the anticipated timing of the intended 
event. This can be seen in (1). The English equivalent of qotels appearing in 
these contexts is the construction 'going to ' + infinitive, or the present 
progressive tense, both of which are used to designate planned future actions 
(Swan 1995, 210-1). The yiqtol is often employed in similar settings (see 8.3.2), 
and there does not seem to be a clear semantic motivation for the selection of 
one conjugation or the other on any given occasion as both are used to 
indicate that the subject plans to perform an action in the future. However, the 
fact that yiqtols in these contexts are not normally found in conjunction with 
temporal adverbials while qotels frequently are may indicate that the authors' 
inclination to use the latter form in certain instances was prompted by the 
proximity of such non-verbal markers.
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(1)
mo *p\n un *ino [...]”
'[...] tomorrow I'm  leaving here [...]' (Nisselowitz 1875,152)
(2)
Jiunnn jin mtm •p un rtow oa [...] o>honn tin ‘p  *ntn n [...]”
'[...] I am going to break off the engagement [...] I am also going to send the 
presents back to you [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,11)
Biblical Hebrew frequently employs the qotel in direct speech to denote 
an intended future action that is due to take place immediately following the 
moment of utterance (Williams 1976, 39; Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 
1999, 162). In such cases the qotel is frequently preceded by the particle run, 
which is used to convey immediacy, vividness or logical connection with a 
previous situation (Waltke and O'Connor 1990,627). The biblical and maskilic 
treatments of the qotel overlap in this respect, but there are syntactic and 
semantic differences between the two. Firstly, the biblical qotel often follows 
the particle run, whereas its maskilic counterpart does not typically do so. 
Secondly, the biblical form does not often have an accompanying time 
adverbial, while the maskilic one generally does. Thirdly, the biblical qotel 
usually designates an imminent event, whereas the maskilic form can refer to 
a plan expected to take place in the more distant future. Therefore it is likely 
that the maskilic authors' use of the qotel with reference to future plans was 
not informed exclusively by the biblical model.
(3)
tnnjan jin >nn un]
I am about to send a flood (Gen. 6:17)
(4)
1M dd5 >33’N
I am not going to give you straw (Exod. 5:10)
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In Rabbinic Hebrew the qotel may convey future actions containing an 
element of intention. However, according to Sharvit (1980, 112-3) this form 
appears only rarely in future contexts in comparison to the compound 
construction -5 T>nv followed by an infinitive, particularly when distant future 
events are concerned or when a temporal adverbial accompanies the verb. 
Azar (1995,15,19) supports this, stating that the qotel is employed only when 
the action are on the point of taking place, as in (5), whereas in more distant 
future contexts -5 r>w followed by an infinitive is preferred, as in (6). 
Conversely, Mishor (1983, 253-4) argues that the qotel may be used to denote 
both near and distant future. Thus the rabbinic use of the qotel with reference 
to intended future actions resembles that found in the maskilic corpus to some 
degree. However, in the Mishnah and Talmud the verb is not necessarily 
accompanied by a temporal adverb while in maskilic literature it generally is; 
secondly, in rabbinic literature the qotel may be more commonly used only for 
imminent planned actions, whereas in the present corpus it frequently refers 
to more distant events as well. The fact that this maskilic usage does not fully 
correspond to either of its canonical predecessors suggests that its authors 
may have been influenced by their own vernacular in this regard.
(5)
*pn omnvy *rv voo u w h v  5mn *TOvyn on
I swear by Your great name that I shall not move from here until You have 
mercy on Your children (Mishnah Ta'anit 3:8)
(6)
*i\yyn Nin nn nno vnan* onw no
That which I am going to set apart tomorrow, let it be a tithe (Mishnah Demai 
7:1)
In Yiddish the present tense is commonly used to denote planned 
future actions (Mark 1978, 276), often but not necessarily with a time 
reference. Such actions may be on the point of occurring or be scheduled for a
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later date. (7) contains an intended future action due to take place at an 
unspecified time but not immediately following the moment of utterance. The 
fact that the maskilic grammarians seemed to perceive the qotel chiefly as a 
type of present tense (Lemer 1865,42; Reichersohn 1873,3-4) means that they 
most likely associated this form with the Yiddish present tense. Therefore the 
precise correspondence between this Yiddish usage and that found in the 
present corpus is logical and suggests that the maskilic authors were 
influenced to some degree by their own native tongue in this respect.
(7)
v»p vnn *p» umu 
'My uncle is taking me with him to Polenitz' (Singer 1979,260)
In Israeli Hebrew the qotel is frequently employed in both direct speech 
and narrative to designate an action that the subject has decided to perform in 
the future (Tobin 1990, 470-1), whether immediately or at a later point. Such 
verbs are often accompanied by a temporal adverbial indicating the timing of 
the planned event. Thus Israeli Hebrew precisely mirrors its maskilic 
antecedent, and since these two forms of Hebrew are more similar to each 
other and to Yiddish in this respect than to Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew, it is 
possible that present-day usage was influenced by Yiddish via the maskilic 
corpus, though as discussed elsewhere the Israeli Hebrew usage may be 
traceable directly to Yiddish.
(8)
*inn o>naw
They're striking tomorrow (Glinert 1989,122)
9.4 Cmditional/irrealis
9.4.1 Irrealis
Qotels are sometimes found in contexts suggesting that they denote 
hypothetical actions. Such qotels always refer to an imaginary time concurrent
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with the deictic centre of the sentence; thus, in narrative they have past tense 
value, as in (1), while in dialogue they usually have present reference, as in
(2). They are always introduced by or mo. This use of the qotel is 
extremely rare: it is attested only in the instances shown in (1) and (2) and in 
Eisenstadt (1870, 256), Neiman (1878, 322), Schulman (1857-60, 3:138), Gordon 
(1874a, 44), Mapu (1857-69, 356), and Meinkin (1881, 19). Yiqtols are used 
much more frequently in seemingly identical contexts, and there is no clear 
reason for the use of one form instead of the other on any given occasion (see 
8.5.3). Qqtals are also commonly found in irreal contexts (see 7.3.3). However, 
there are three differences between these conjugations: firstly, qotels are used 
only with reference to states or progressive actions, while the qatal often 
indicates punctive actions; secondly, qotels can have both past and non-past 
value, whereas qqtals can have only past reference; thirdly, qotels always share 
the temporal value of the sentence's main verb, whereas qqtals may refer to an 
earlier point. Qotels conveying hypothetical actions with past tense value can 
be equated with the English construction consisting of 'as if' followed by a 
preterite or other past tense verb or the irrealis form 'were'; those with irreal 
present-tense value have an English translation value of 'as if' and the simple 
present, present progressive, or irrealis 'were' depending on the value of the 
verb in question. See Huddleston and Pullum 2002,1151-4 for details.
(1)
*nv tnvpun  iod row rDN m ovw m  [...] rppy
Her eyes [...] were wandering here and there as if looking for help (Berezkin 
1877,18)
(2)
rnmn m  oynn i5io m m  onan toi [...]»
'[...] anyone who damages his honour, it is as if he is demeaning the [divine] 
image [...]' Mapu (1857-69,227)
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In Biblical Hebrew contrary-to-fact actions are consistently conveyed 
by qqtals (Davidson 1994, 69). The qotel does not seem to be employed in such 
settings. Thus the maskilic usage is not based on biblical precedent.
(3)
on tf?o unn
We were with child; we writhed as though we had borne the wind (Isa. 26:18)
The use of the different conjugations in the presentation of Rabbinic 
Hebrew irreal actions is not discussed in the literature and therefore it is 
difficult to confirm precisely how this stratum of the language compares to 
the maskilic corpus. However, examination of the rabbinic corpora suggests 
that this form of Hebrew customarily employs the qatal preceded by the 
conjunction in past irrealis contexts, as in (4), while in present settings it 
generally utilises the qotel, as in (5). In this respect the maskilic and rabbinic 
usages overlap in that both employ the qotel with reference to present-tense 
irrealis, but seem to differ in that the maskilic authors use this form in past 
settings as well.
(4)
mnn *pro nxv* Vjnd p m n  nnn mmt? nvyivn
If someone makes his sukkah under a tree, it is as if he made it inside the 
house (Mishnah Sukkah 1:2)
(5)
otnvn mm t\h tow  bKivn tin ioiyw mron tub
The passage teaches that anyone who hates Israel, it is as if he hates the One
who spoke and the world came into being (Basser 1998, xli)
In Israeli Hebrew the qotel preceded by is used in contexts
indicating irreal actions presented as if they are taking place concurrently 
with the deictic centre of the sentence. Thus they may express relative past or
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present tense, as in (6) and (7) respectively. In this respect Israeli and Maskilic 
Hebrew correspond precisely, except for the fact that the maskilic authors 
may employ either iqd or The fact that Maskilic and Israeli Hebrew
resemble each other while differing from the earlier canonical strata of the 
language suggests that, as in other instances discussed in this study, the 
maskilic usage may have contributed to that of Israeli Hebrew.
(6)
ribuu tr>*o >nwnn
I felt as if I were falling (Glinert 1989,344)
(7)
PMoy yn> n5 nnK tr>Hi annuo nnN
You're behaving as if you don 't know now (Glinert 1989,135)
9.4.2 Protasis o f real conditions
Qotels are often employed in the corpus in order to present the action of a real 
(factual) condition as if it is happening at the moment in which the conditional 
statement is made. Qotels are used in real conditions only when the actions to 
which they refer have present tense value; the authors use qatals and yiqtols to 
denote past or future actions in these settings (see 7.3.4 and 8.5.4). This 
practice indicates that the maskilic authors' selection of conjugation in real 
conditional contexts was motivated primarily by considerations of tense. 
These qotels are usually found in direct speech, as in (1) and (2). They are best 
translated with the English present tense, which is the form most commonly 
found in the protases of real conditions with present and future tense value 
(Swan 1995,246).
(1)
" ? n h n p 5 1 o n  o n  , o n 5 n  n ^ D v y n n  o u d t i  *p*T m > N n  5 i n "
'But how will they embrace the Enlightenment, if they refuse to read?' 
(Abramowitz 1862,31)
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(2)
»[...] N*ip ,o>pvr* tdim m>n5 nnN ^ an on [...]”
'[...] if you want to be counted among the righteous, read [...]' (Mapu 1857-69, 
238)
Biblical Hebrew typically employs the yiqtol in the protasis of a real 
condition to designate an action valid at the time of the statement. Such a 
yiqtol appears in (3). On occasion a qatal can be used in a similar context, as 
shown in (4). While qotels can be used in the protasis of Biblical Hebrew real 
conditions (Driver 1892,177), they usually refer to possible future actions, as 
in (5), rather than present factual ones. Biblical usage differs from that of the 
maskilic corpus in that it does not appear to employ the qotel in the protases of 
real conditions in order to denote actions valid at the moment in which the 
statement is made. Moreover, Biblical and Maskilic Hebrew diverge in that 
the selection of conjugation in the protases of biblical real conditions is largely 
motivated by aspectual considerations, whereas the choice of verbal form in 
their maskilic counterparts seems to be based on tense value. This suggests 
that the maskilic practice is rooted in post-Biblical Hebrew.
(3)
np 75  np* nnN on
If you want that one, take it (1 Sam. 21:10)
(4)
7b npDn 9 9 5 0  on
If you are wise, you are wise for yourself (Prov. 9:12)
(5)
mn> unnp> o>pn nip} on  on w n npan p  02s
If he offers of the herd, whether a male or a female, he must bring one without 
a blemish before the Lord (Lev. 3:1)
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Rabbinic Hebrew typically employs the qotel to convey a present- or 
future-tense action in the protasis of a real condition (Segal 1927, 229). A qotel 
with present force is shown in (6). In this regard the rabbinic and maskilic 
corpora appear to overlap, as both use the qotel in the protases of real 
conditions to denote actions w ith present reference. The fact that maskilic 
usage resembles that of Rabbinic rather than Biblical Hebrew suggests that the 
authors of the present corpus were influenced by the language of the Mishnah 
and Talmud in this regard. However, the maskilic phenomenon differs from 
the rabbinic one in that maskilic qotels in real conditional protases are 
restricted to present contexts whereas their rabbinic predecessors can be used 
with future force as well. This difference suggests a possible influence from 
another linguistic source on the maskilic authors.
(6)
P3D J\K “m r p  T V 5  D W  O N
If he cannot go down, he must turn his face around (Mishnah Berakhot 4:5)
In Yiddish the present tense can be used to convey real conditional 
protases with present or general validity (Schaechter 2003, 307). (7) illustrates 
such a case. As the Yiddish present tense can be equated with the Maskilic 
Hebrew qotel, the Yiddish usage seems to resemble that found in the present 
corpus; thus, as in many other instances, this Maskilic Hebrew usage may be 
rooted in its authors' vernacular.
(7)
*pN oip *PN ; *p* t**** T*<
If I know [about something], I come; if I don't know, I don't come (Schaechter
2003,307)
Israeli Hebrew consistently employs the qotel in the protasis of a real 
condition to denote an action with present reference (Bar 2003, 113). This is 
illustrated in (8). This present-day Hebrew usage is identical to that found in
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the maskilic corpus. The fact that Maskilic and Israeli Hebrew mirror each 
other as well as Yiddish in this regard while differing slightly from biblical 
and rabbinic literature suggests that the maskilic authors may have 
introduced this usage into the modem language. However, as in other cases 
the Israeli Hebrew phenomenon may be attributable directly to Yiddish 
influence.
(8)
n v y p  t o #  p * ^  n n N  m w fo  n a m  n n N  o n
If you want to make money, you have to work hard (Chayat, Israeli, and 
Kobliner 2001,118)
9.5 Other
9.5.1 Concurrent action
The qotel is most frequently used in the corpus to designate an event taking 
place at the same time as another, main action. Such qotels can occur in 
narrative as well as dialogue. They take their tense value from the adjacent 
main verb and can therefore have past, present or future force. In both 
narrative and dialogue they often appear in proximity to temporal clauses or 
qqtals and yiqtols with past tense value that serve to advance the main 
storyline; in such cases the qotels break up the narrative, providing 
background information that sets the scene and adds details before the 
resumption of the sequential actions. (1) and (2) illustrate this trend. By 
contrast, when found in present or future settings, qotels denoting concurrent 
action share this tense value. Such a case can be seen in (3). The main verbs 
typically refer to perception, particularly sight and hearing, as in (2) and (3) 
respectively. The translation value of these qotels is the English present 
participle, which is used following main verbs of perception (Swan 1995,407).
a )
>py> oy *m>i aw  ihnsd naovyN *nn 5n ipnn n>D*u ni ivmo
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When Berakhia came into Ashkenazi's room he found him sitting with 
Ya'avetz (Gottlober 1876,378)
(2)
'[...] I saw a woman lying on the ground [...]' (Shulman 1866,2:20)
(3)
"[...] o>Hsn> n5io o n a i  viovtf? mn5yn *r
'My heart is most delighted to hear such words coming out of your mouth 
[...]' (Smolenskin 1867,55)
Biblical Hebrew often employs a qotel preceded by a waztf-conjunctive to 
denote an action taking place at the same time as a main event conveyed by a 
finite verb (Gordon 1982, 135), as in (4). In addition, it may employ the qotel 
without a preceding conjunction in such contexts (Davidson 1994,168-9), as in 
(5). The settings for such circumstantial clauses can have past, present or 
future value and the qotels take their time reference accordingly. This lack of 
intrinsic tense value is in keeping with the nature of the biblical qotel, which 
serves to present events as states of being rather than mere actions. Maskilic 
and Biblical Hebrew partially overlap in that they both employ qotels with 
concurrent meaning; however, the biblical qotels are often found as part of a 
larger circumstantial clause introduced by the uww-conjunctive while the 
maskilic forms always stand alone.
(4)
o>»n5 oyn) inn* oyn
And all the people went behind him playing pipes (1 Kings 1:40)
(5)
113 mm 5ip jin wpvm
They heard the sound of the Lord God moving about in the garden (Gen. 3:8)
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Rabbinic Hebrew sometimes employs the qotel independently to denote 
an action that is taking place at the same time as a main verb (Segal 1908,696), 
as in (6 ); however, it more frequently introduces it with an adverb such as -vo 
(Gordon 1982,159). In such settings the qotels take their tense value from the 
adjacent main verb: for example, the qotel in (7) refers to the present whereas 
the one in (8) has future value. The maskilic and rabbinic conventions overlap 
to some extent in this regard, although the Mishnah and Talmud often employ 
a non-verbal form to introduce the circumstantial action, whereas the present 
corpus does not. Thus the maskilic authors appear to have selected one 
biblical and rabbinic way of conveying circumstantial clauses with qotels and 
avoided the others.
(6)
rmn nna by rrrmy mow
He saw her standing at the entrance to her courtyard (Mishnah Baba Qamma 
8:6)
(7)
cpfnvwn *pyvn id n^n m \p  t o n v s  bi*n iro nhtnn
One who sees the High Priest reading [lit: when he is reading] does not see the 
bullock and goat being burnt (Mishnah Yoma 7:2)
(8)
jihn bn by tmy nbn muin bD >nobnw mo by
Convert me, on the condition that you teach me the entire Torah while I am 
standing on one foot (Babylonian Talmud Shdbbat 31a)
Israeli Hebrew consistently employs the qotel alone to indicate 
concurrent action (Glinert 1989, 311). As in other forms of the language, such 
actions take their tense value from the main verb and so can have a past, 
present or future sense. Israeli Hebrew mirrors the maskilic corpus identically 
in this respect. This correspondence and the fact that no other forms of
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Hebrew use the qotel in this way so consistently may constitute evidence of 
maskilic input into the formation of Israeli Hebrew structure.
(9)
on>\y nvw  yvin
I heard them singing songs (Glinert 1989,311)
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10 PERIPHRASTIC CONSTRUCTIONS
10.1 Past progressive with hayah + qotel
The maskilic authors frequently employ a compound construction composed 
of a qatal of the root .n.\n followed by a qotel to present a past action as an 
ongoing process. Periphrastic constructions in this type of setting portray 
actions as imperfective in much the same way as yiqtols often do. They can 
occur independently of other verbs, indicating a process that was ongoing at 
some point prior to the moment of speaking or time of narrative. 
Additionally, they are often found in close proximity to a qatal conveying a 
preterite action. In such cases it often seems that the imperfective action 
expressed by the compound construction was in the middle of happening 
when it was interrupted by that of the perfective qatal. This can be seen in (1) 
and (2). The use of these periphrastic forms appears to be random rather than 
semantically or syntactically motivated, as they can appear in narrative as 
well as direct speech and in the utterances of both cultured and uneducated 
characters. They are the functional equivalent of the English past progressive 
tense, which is used with reference to ongoing past actions (Huddleston and 
Pullum 2002,162-4).
(1)
"[...J 'tn'd tvt Ytfmi ,mn n5>5n >5 *pN in [...]"
'[.. ] that night felt very long to me, and I was waiting breathlessly for your 
arrival [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,239)
(2)
n*nn *pm miw am 5a* ,>pvyn roam to d  s t m
My lips were moving from anger and misery as if I were having a seizure, but 
Rahab closed herself within her room and I left (Gordon 1874b, 4)
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As a rule Biblical Hebrew does not convey ongoing past actions with a 
periphrastic construction analogous to that found in maskilic literature. As 
discussed in 8.1.3 and 9.1.2, qotels are usually found in contexts indicating 
ongoing past actions. (3) illustrates this trend. Nevertheless, on occasion the 
qatal of the root .n.\n appears immediately before a qotel in a past context and 
can indicate a progressive past action (Williams 1976, 39; Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990, 628-9; Davidson 1994, 138). (4) may constitute such an 
instance. However, the nature of this marginal construction is unclear: Hatav 
(1997, 75) suggests that the few attestations constitute 'penetrations from a 
later stage of the language', while Waltke and O' Connor (1990,629) argue that 
uncertainty regarding the function of the form, particularly in the earlier 
books, precludes the drawing of definitive conclusions. This lack of clear 
correspondence between the maskilic and biblical corpora indicates that the 
maskilic authors based their usage on a post-biblical source.
(3)
in ran) nn>nwr» ivyN'i) rmN cfrp mri)
He dreamed that a ladder was set on the ground, with its top reaching up to 
the heavens, and angels of God were going up and down on it (Gen. 28:12)
(4)
mn> tin iviD) ima rmo^n rnp!?* 7^ 3
Then Elkanah went home to Ramah, while the youth was serving the Lord (1 
Sam. 2:11; translation based on Williams 1976,39)
Alternate translation: Then Elkanah went home to Ramah, and the boy served 
the Lord
Rabbinic Hebrew often uses precisely the same compound form as the 
one appearing in the present corpus to convey a past action as an ongoing 
process. This type of rabbinic periphrastic form often represents an action in 
progress at the same time as, and possibly interrupted by, a preterite 
conveyed by a qatal; in such cases the compound form can be seen as a kind of
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background event against the foreground action of the qatal (Mishor 1983, 
359). (5) illustrates this. This identical resemblance between Maskilic and 
Rabbinic Hebrew strongly indicates that the maskilic usage is rooted in that of 
its rabbinic predecessor. The fact that the maskilic authors do not appear to 
have employed this form in order to convey any particular semantic notion 
suggests that this rabbinic influence may have been unintentional.
(5)
nriKii , y i >2*1 o>2*n> nn* ova
Once we were sitting before Rabbi Tarfon when a sister-in-law came to 
perform fmlisah (Babylonian Talmud Yevamot 106b)
Israeli Hebrew, in contrast to that of the maskilic corpus and rabbinic 
writings, does not normally use this compound construction to denote an 
ongoing past event; rather, it employs the qatal alone (Coffin and Bolozky 
2005, 39-40) and relies on adverbial expressions or non-verbal lexical items if 
the narrator or speaker desires to stress the progressive nature of a past action. 
This is exemplified in (6). However, the periphrastic form found in Rabbinic 
and Maskilic Hebrew is occasionally employed in two specific and contrasting 
registers of the modem language, namely literary fiction and 'substandard' 
colloquial speech (Berman 1978,164). This phenomenon is illustrated in (7). 
Thus the maskilic construction discussed above is not a feature of normative 
Israeli Hebrew, but is attested in certain limited circumstances.
(6)
12 W ffln pp*n
When you rang, I was just leafing through it (Glinert 1989,125)
(7)
linsvn >n»n
I was sleeping when they broke in (Glinert 1989,126)
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10.2 Past habitual with hayah + qotel
The maskilic authors frequently employ a compound form composed of the 
qatal of the root .n.>.n followed by a qotel, w ith the entire construction 
indicating that the action of the qotel happened on multiple occasions at some 
time prior to the moment of speaking or main narrative sequence. Such forms 
thus convey habitual aspect. These constructions are functionally equivalent 
to the English constructions 'used to' or 'would' + infinitive, which serve to 
denote repeated past actions (Swan 1995,633). Qatal and yiqtol forms are often 
employed in the corpus in similar contexts (see 7.1.1 and 8.1.2). It is possible 
that the alternation between these two forms represents a conscious choice by 
the authors. All of the attestations of these periphrastic forms refer to actions 
that took place on many instances over a substantial period: for example, the 
action expressed by the compound form in (1) -  the study of Talmud and legal 
authorities -  happened on many occasions over a considerable length of time. 
By contrast, qatals and yiqtols often indicate events that took place repeatedly 
but within a short amount of time (see 7.1.1 and 8.1.2 for examples). However, 
this interpretation is far from certain, as qatals and yiqtols can also refer to 
more long-term habitual situations. There do not seem to be any other 
semantic or syntactic factors motivating the authors' selection of the 
periphrastic construction. They appear in narrative as well as direct speech 
and in the utterances of both maskilic and traditional Jews; thus they clearly 
do not serve to indicate vernacular or uncultured speech. For example, (4) 
contains a compound form in a statement made by an educated maskilic 
character.
(1)
n»!7Jn pn wi on>jn*n orpoon i n  nmonn nma trnn  ouob
o’poifn
Formerly among the Jews, before the spread of Hasidism [...] most of their 
scholars and rabbis used to study only the Talmud and legal authorities 
(Gottlober 1876,244)
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(2)
o > n P o n  n D i o i  n n  n v  n > n  * p D n  bD i
And all of the money used to fall into the pockets of the rabbi and the prayer- 
shawl sellers (Dick 1867,323)
(3)
o > w r T p n  ovy  d m  m m v  n n m v i o  r r r r o n n  p
She shook thus when she would hear the holy name (Abramowitz 1862,9)
(4)
” [ ...]  n a w n  m n n  m o  a t m  n > n  r a w m n  n^vyn [ . . . ] "
'[...] in the first year he used to sit closed in his room and ponder [...]' (Mapu 
1857-69,227)
Biblical Hebrew does not use a periphrastic construction to express 
habitual past events; rather, it employs the yiqtol. This is in keeping with the 
key function of the biblical yiqtol -  the presentation of events as imperfective 
processes -  because habitual past actions are by nature repeated and can thus 
easily be perceived as imperfective. Biblical Hebrew does not make a 
distinction between past or future habitual events, using the yiqtol for both. 
This is illustrated in (5) and (6), which show the yiqtol in a past and present 
context respectively. This usage differs from that of the corpus' compound 
form, which is employed solely for habitual actions that occurred prior to the 
present moment. The divergence between the two types of Hebrew indicates 
that the maskilic authors were influenced by a post-biblical source in this 
regard.
(5)
And thus he would do year after year (1 Sam. 1:7)
(6)
0 ^ 3 7 0  n j ’y j m  t o  tin  127351
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And they chased you as the bees do (Deut. 1:44)
Rabbinic Hebrew, unlike its biblical predecessor, possesses a 
periphrastic construction that formally mirrors the one found in the present 
corpus and has a seemingly identical function. The qatal + qotel form is 
frequently used in rabbinic texts to designate past actions that took place on 
many occasions. As in the maskilic texts, the rabbinic compound form serves 
to express habitual aspect combined with past tense. This is exemplified in (7). 
The precise correspondence between maskilic and rabbinic literature in this 
regard clearly indicates that the authors of the present corpus were influenced 
by the language of the Mishnah and Talmud. The lack of clear semantic 
motivation underlying the maskilic utilisation of the periphrastic construction 
in past habitual contexts suggests that their adoption of this rabbinic form 
may not have been intentional.
(7)
nnon tw  yfrro nnaon t\h  prrom pWw i>ti
They used to lock up and put the key in a window over the door (Mishnah 
'Eruvin 10:9)
The compound construction composed of hayah qotel is used very 
commonly in habitual past contexts in Israeli Hebrew, often with an 
accompanying temporal adverb (Tzivoni 1991, 59). This is illustrated in (8). In 
this way the modem form of the language resembles both rabbinic writings 
and maskilic literature.
(8)
o*nrmn *inN on innm  pao mn Tnn
The boy used to play the piano every afternoon (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,298)
11 W AYYIQTOL AND WEQATAL
11.1 Wayyiqtol
11.1.1 Wayehi functioning as finite verb meaning 'became'
Wayehi, and the feminine watehi, frequently function as a finite verb meaning 
/became/. In such cases the apocopated form typically corresponds with its 
subject in gender and number, as in (1). However, on occasion there is a 
discrepancy, as in (2), in which the apocopated form is feminine singular 
whereas its subject is masculine plural. The predicate immediately following 
the wayehi in this type of context is invariably prefixed by the inseparable 
preposition -5, which seems to play a semantic role in indicating that the 
entire construction designates the process of transformation.
(1)
”[...j o>nb vnp i vm  [...]"
'[...] my heart melted within me and became water [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6, 
1:26)
(2)
ovn pinsb nbNn o>mn pmvon
And the weddings on those days became a joke in the eyes of the entire 
people (Dick 1867,313)
In Biblical Hebrew wayehi can function 'as an ordinary verb in the past 
tense: became' (Vein der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 333). The biblical 
phenomenon seems to mirror its maskilic counterpart to a great extent. 
However, in the Hebrew Bible wayehi conveys the sense of 'become' on its 
own whereas in the maskilic corpus the form generally seems to require a 
subsequent -5 in order to express this meaning.
(3)
0^)0 <1 pi> tin  mrr>
Now the Lord was with Joseph and he became a successful man (Gen. 39:2)
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Rabbinic Hebrew does not use the construction wayehi in any capacity. 
In order to convey a transformation into a given state it frequently employs 
the verb n w , the nifa l of the root .n.vy.y (Jastrow 1903,1125). Rabbinic usage is 
thus incomparable with the maskilic phenomenon discussed above.
(4)
*i*ru >JT»n n5 inpn  un t\h n>vo mnvy in ntiys Nvnvy yrp >n»n v5>n
If I had known that he would become a scribe or that he was about to marry
off his daughter, I would not have made a vow (Mishnah Nedarim 9:2)
Israeli Hebrew does not employ the waw-consecutive or apocopated 
verbal forms. It customarily expresses the meaning 'become' with the nifa l of 
the root .n.>.n or .n.vy.y, and this way is not analogous to the maskilic texts. 
However, there is a certain resemblance between the two forms of the 
language in that Israeli Hebrew can also employ the phrase -5 with the 
same sense. While the verbs are different, both types of Hebrew utilise the 
preposition -5 in the same position. Whether this correspondence is evidence 
of influence or simply a coincidence, however, cannot be determined.
(5)
mon oipick naan o>5vm>
Jerusalem has become a safe place (Bliboim 1995,62)
11.1.2 Wayehi functioning as finite verb meaning 'was/were'
Wayehi and watehi sometimes serve as a finite past tense verb with the 
translation value 'w as/w ere'. In such cases the verb agrees with its subject in 
gender and number. This usage is relatively infrequent but is distributed 
throughout the corpus. It typically appears in the middle of a narrative 
episode, most commonly in the middle of a sentence, as in (1) and (2), but 
sometimes at the beginning, as in (3).
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(1)
mvn o'od wlw nw onvmnn *y5in tnN ,*td^  Nb yt>n rpn pin
His father was an uneducated man, but a righteous old man, and he was
respected among his people (Gordon 1874b, 6)
(2)
".nwN >»>a mvym ,pn to 5vd ntn*n nnnnvy >nm ,irr mn unso[...]”
'[...] we made a living, and our joy was greater than any fortunes that I had 
amassed during my days of happiness' (Mapu 1857-69,219)
(3)
5dti mnn vpnd nw ono* ,nmn o>)vy dno jnid *i>vn n>n vpn
There once was a man in the city of Prague more than a hundred years ago,
called Ephraim. And that man was a merchant (Gordon 1861,297)
In Biblical Hebrew wayehi often carries the force of the finite verb 'be' 
(Hatav 1997, 70-1). According to Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze (1999, 
332-3) the construction appears with this sense at the beginning of a new 
narrative episode, as a signal that a given state is a part of the surrounding 
narrative, or at the end of a scene. (4) illustrates this practice, as wayehi 
introduces a new storyline. By contrast, (5) contains wayehi in the middle of a 
narrative chain. The biblical and maskilic texts appear to mirror each other in 
this respect. Moreover, some of the maskilic wayehi constructions may be 
based on biblical verses: for example, (3) echoes Job 1:1-3. As in many other 
cases it is not clear whether the authors of the present corpus were as 
consistent in their motivations for employing this construction as their biblical 
model. The fact that the maskilic construction usually appears in the middle of 
a sentence or paragraph rather than at the beginning or end of an episode 
suggests that the authors were not completely aware of the range of functions 
of the biblical equivalent. It may be that the maskilic writers employed the 
construction simply because the apocopated form with prefixed waw-
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consecutive was familiar to them due to its high rate of occurrence in the 
Bible.
(4)
cpnn^n p  *rr»K vpn
Now there was a certain man from Ramathaim (1 Sam. 1:1)
(5)
*Tpn nbN on <ipi> jik mm • inon n>na ov) >o?)
And while he was in prison there, the Lord was with Joseph, and He dealt 
mercifully with him (Gen. 39:20-1)
Rabbinic Hebrew never employs the construction wayehi; it conveys 
past states of being with the qatal of the root .n.\n, as in (6). Rabbinic writings 
possess no equivalent to the construction discussed above.
(6>
*thk ipt in n>m obvm> *m mno yop *inn by *r>yn Kin <ik
He testified also of a small village next to Jerusalem, where there was a certain 
old man (Mishnah 'Eduyot 2:3)
Israeli Hebrew, like its rabbinic predecessor, employs only the qatal of 
the root .n.\n in contexts such as those described above; it possesses no 
structure comparable to the maskilic wayehi.
(7)
pnyn nm m on
The old movie was a Western (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,319)
11.1.3 Wayyiqtol as narrative tense
Wayyiqtols often appear in narrative portions of the corpus conveying 
sequential, perfective past actions that advance the main storyline. They are 
also found in direct speech contexts, in which they designate similar actions
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that took place at a time prior to the moment of utterance. Such wayyiqtols are 
generally translatable with English preterite verbs, as they convey punctive 
past actions. Usually these forms are introduced by one or more qatals, as in 
(1) and (2), but they occasionally initiate a narrative sequence themselves, as 
in (3). Wayyiqtols are not utilised to convey all of the sequential past action in 
the corpus; frequently a chain of qatals is employed in the same type of 
settings (see 14.1). Patterson (1962, 313) argues that the authors often employ 
the wayyiqtol intentionally in order to convey semantic notions such as 
agitated or frenzied action and inferior speech; however, the majority of 
attestations, including (2) and (4), do not seem to support either of these 
interpretations. While it is possible that the authors chose to employ the 
wayyiqtol only when they desired expressly to highlight the sequential nature 
of a given group of actions, comparison of wayyiqtol sequences with their 
unconverted counterparts suggests that the choice of one or the other is not 
systematic in this respect; moreover, in many cases wayyiqtols appear in 
contexts that do not seem to contain an element of consecutiveness. (4) 
illustrates this phenomenon. Similarly, wayyiqtols appear in both dialogue, as 
in (1), and in narrative, as in (2)-(4); thus their selection does not seem to 
designate either colloquial or literary speech. Rather, their use may be 
syntactically motivated: wayyiqtols are most commonly employed at the end of 
a sentence following a sequence of qatals in contexts indicating that the wow- 
consecutive introducing them should be interpreted as the conjunction 'and'. 
This suggests that while the maskilic authors were often more inclined to 
present narrative sequences with qatals, on occasions demanding the use of 
the conjunction 'and', the use of the initial waw triggered an association in 
their minds with the wayyiqtol and thereby led to their more frequent selection 
of this construction in such cases.
(1)
"[...] w an  'pi'tun ,>jrm *ymNn [...]"
'[...] was it you that I harassed, shamed and drove from my house [...]' (Mapu 
1857-69,224)
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(2)
tmro j#w *i rao> maw
Shifrah sat and listened and was silent (Smolenskin 1872,242)
(3)
v m v  5 v  15 > y o  t i n  > t?o5N  \?v > o n > i
And Alfasi took off his coat and fell onto his bed (Brandstadter 1875,660)
(4)
i n n > p i > i  m m D  o v n
And all the people respected him and honoured him (Gordon 1872,27)
In Biblical Hebrew the main role of the wayyiqtol is to indicate 
sequential past actions in narrative contexts (Niccacci 1990, 20, 37; Van der 
Merwe 2002,143). Such sequences generally begin with a wayyiqtol, as in (5), 
though they can alternatively have an initial qatal, as in (6). As Niccacci (1990, 
35-6) argues, qatals at the beginning of narrative sequences serve only to 
provide anterior information. Thus, although the biblical and maskilic 
wayyiqtols correspond formally and it is clear that the authors of the present 
corpus adopted the construction in emulation of biblical narrative style, the 
corpora differ in two key ways. Firstly, the biblical qatal does not serve to 
introduce a wayyiqtol sequence whereas its maskilic counterpart does so 
regularly. Secondly, the Hebrew Bible is much more consistent in its use of 
wayyiqtol, employing it in most narrative settings; by contrast, the maskilic text 
uses it only intermittently in these contexts and typically inserts it only at the 
end of a sequence of past-tense actions. The reason for this may be that 
although the maskilic authors consciously desired to imitate biblical narrative, 
it was difficult or unnatural for them to use wayyiqtol consistently.
(5)
o>9N nvi o i v  nyon o15) rjya npiy
n y w
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The two messengers came to Sodom in the evening when Lot was sitting at 
the gateway to Sodom, and Lot saw them and stood up to greet them and 
bowed to the ground (Gen. 19:1)
(6)
f t hi \2>n3ri
The snake tricked me, and so I ate (Gen. 3:13)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew typically employ the qatal when 
conveying sequences of past actions (see 14.1 for examples). These two forms 
of Hebrew do not possess a narrative verbal form resembling the maskilic 
wayyiqtol.
11.1.4 Wayyiqtol as pluperfect
Wayyiqtols occasionally appear in narrative and direct speech contexts 
following a qatal, with both forms designating events that were already in a 
state of completion prior to the actions of the main storyline. Such wayyiqtols 
in this type of context can be translated with English pluperfects. 
It is possible that the authors employed the wayyiqtol in these cases because, 
although it and the preceding qatal both provide anterior information, 
together they form a parenthetical mini-narrative sequence of their own. 
However, it is difficult to pinpoint with certainty the authors' motivations for 
choosing a wayyiqtol in this type of context on any given occasion rather than a 
qatal, because the latter forms appear in the corpus in similar positions (see 
7.1.3).
(1)
onsy o ^y tft w w  nnnnn o f t  ,cpmvyn m vn o>ran ^yn
The heads of households were left without servants, for they had all got
married and become heads of their own households (Dick 1867,323)
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(2)
niNio fni*npani <p:>n jin >t >5 un>i ,iDinn i ^ nd *isn*n tin nosm  ivw n n *  [...]” 
”.in5yn om oio 5y m:rm opvyn
'[...] and after they had taken out the treasure stored inside it and given me 
the money and the orders, they left the quiet place and rode off on their horses 
and disappeared7 (Smolenskin 1867,9)
The primary function of the wayyiqtol in Biblical Hebrew is to indicate 
7mainline7 narrative actions (Dawson 1994, 62); anterior information is 
typically conveyed using qatals and yiqtols (Niccacci 1990, 20, 37; Van der 
Merwe 2002, 143). However, on occasion the construction does appear to 
serve to provide background details (Waltke and CXConnor 1990, 552-3, 556). 
This biblical usage resembles that found in the maskilic corpus, although in 
the Hebrew Bible the wayyiqtols in question can appear either after a qatal or 
alone, as in (3) and (4) respectively, whereas in maskilic literature they always 
follow a qatal. This syntactic difference between the two types of Hebrew adds 
weight to the argument that the authors of the present corpus employ the 
wayyiqtol with anterior meaning only when it forms part of a background 
mini-narrative. This constitutes a further example of the maskilic authors 
taking a biblical structure and utilising it in slightly different syntactic settings 
from those of their model.
(3)
oniyni o ^ n n  jin noi# ^ 01)
Now Rachel had taken the idols and had put them in the camel's saddle and 
had sat upon them (Gen. 31:34)
(4)
c p h ^ n h  ypk t5ti 7 } 7 n  tin  vn 1*7*5 ‘p r \ 7 7 7 3  m orpi* oh5n *137?)
Their father said to them, 'Which way did he go?' His sons had seen the way 
the man of God had gone (1 Kings 13:12)
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Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew both lack the wayyiqtol construction and 
consistently employ the qatal to convey anterior information (see 7.1.3 for 
examples). Neither type of Hebrew resembles the maskilic corpus regarding 
this issue.
11.2 Weqatal
11.2.1 Apodosis o f real conditions
While the action in the apodosis of the real (possible) conditions with future 
reference in the corpus is usually conveyed by a yiqtol, on occasion a weqatal is 
attested in the same setting. These weqatals discussed in this entry are
translatable with the English 'w ill' + infinitive, which is used in the apodosis 
of real conditions with future tense value (Huddleston and Pullum 2002,191). 
The decision to employ a weqatal instead of a yiqtol in this position appears to 
be arbitrary.
(1)
" j t o t t d t i  p  t w  n o n o n n  o w  , m »  ‘p  [ . . . ] "
'[...] go away, and if you delay another moment, I'll roll you off the stairs' 
(Schulman 1857-60,3:68)
(2)
m  ' p  m o  o n  nprn
'Dear Sir! If you like I will give you Gedaliah' (Shulman 1873,82)
(3)
" . n p ' i t n  n n m t n  ,0 * 0 * 0  >0 t o n  o n  [...]"
'[...] if I tell you who wrote them, you will whistle in amazement' (Mapu 
1857-69,242)
A Biblical Hebrew apodosis referring to an action expected to take 
place on the condition that the event indicated in the nearby protasis is
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realised can be composed of a weqatal (Driver 1892,174-5; Davidson 1994, 86). 
In this regard biblical usage resembles that of the maskilic corpus.
(4)
Barak said to her, 'If you go with me I will go' (Judg. 4:8)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew do not possess the weqatal and therefore 
are not comparable with the maskilic corpus in this respect.
11.2.2 Future
Weqqfals are sometimes attested in contexts suggesting that their actions refer 
to a time posterior to that of the moment of utterance. In such cases there is an 
indication that the speaker is using them to make a prediction or state an 
intention for the future. These weqatals are generally translatable with the 
English constructions 'w ill' or 'going to' + infinitive or the present progressive 
which refer to different types of actions set posterior to the present moment 
(Swan 1995, 209-16). They usually appear in dialogue, as in (2)-(4), but are 
occasionally found in narrative, as in (1). Weqatals are typically preceded by a 
yiqtol with future, present or command force, as in (1). However, on occasion 
they serve as the initial verb of the sentence in question; in such cases they are 
usually introduced by a temporal adverb, as in (2). In addition, they are 
sometimes found after wehayah and a temporal clause; in such instances they 
seem to denote the action due to take place at or after the time specified by the 
temporal clause. (3) illustrates such a case. Finally, they are attested following 
volitionals, as in (4). Weqatals are attested only rarely in comparison with 
yiqtols in contexts when the future action concerned represents a logical or 
temporal continuation of a previous one. This relative infrequency may 
indicate that the authors chose to use weqatals only when they wanted 
specifically to highlight the sequential character of certain future actions, in 
contrast to the many instances when they did not consider this aspect 
important. However, this proposal is unconvincing as some of the weqatals,
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such as that in (2), do not appear to contain such a sequential element. Instead, 
it is more likely that the authors were subconsciously disposed towards using 
yiqtols to express sequential future actions rather than weqatals. This possibility 
is further discussed in the comparison with Rabbinic Hebrew below.
(1)
"[...] moD od5 rfctu
/[...] we'll forgive you and you'll be like us [...]' (Braudes 1876b, 406)
(2)
>nmi pant? nivm >5y noVy w h  o>p>wn innai oyo Tty
Soon the shackles that the Sabbath has imposed on me will open and I will
hurry to embrace my wife and daughters (Gordon 1874b, 15)
(3)
nnn t\h  cn npin ,mn p> [...]"
'[...] and when he takes her, he will take her fortune as well [...]' (Mapu 1857- 
69,431)
(4)
".myn p>!rm5 *u o> ‘p  >nnn oyo nd >Dn»
'Please wait a little and I will give you a candle to light in the evening as well' 
(Berman 1861,270)
A large percentage of Biblical Hebrew weqatals appear in future tense 
settings (Furuli 2006,408). The biblical weqatal with future force is found as the 
initial verb of the clause, as in (5), as well as following initial yiqtols, temporal 
clauses, and volitionals, as illustrated in (6), (7), and (8) in turn. This biblical 
usage resembles that of the maskilic corpus. However, weqatals appear much 
more frequently in the Hebrew Bible than in maskilic literature; this 
divergence indicates that the maskilic authors did not regard the construction 
as an essential part of their linguistic repertoire but rather an occasional 
cosmetic embellishment designed to give their texts a biblical character.
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(5)
’£7 Jin ovp *TiV
Soon I shall punish the House of Jehu for the blood of Jezreel (Hosea 1:4)
(6)
in>P UN 79V njiftt
I shall be with you, and you will strike Midian (Judg. 6:16)
(7)
ovn ^ 7 ) iti3n tto}) n p n ^ n  )?h corrjp} rpm
And when you are about to go to battle, the priest will come forward and 
address the people (Deut. 20:2)
(8)
7^9 cbipa yjav)
Listen to them and appoint a king over them (1 Sam. 8:22)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ the -consecutive and thus the 
rabbinic writings contain no parallels to the cases found in the maskilic 
corpus. This type of Hebrew generally uses the yiqtol or qotel to indicate future 
predictions or intentions, as in (9) and (10) respectively. The rabbinic 
equivalent of the maskilic weqatal following a temporal clause comprises the 
temporal conjunction followed by a yiqtol or qotel, as in (11). The maskilic 
authors' tendency to employ the weqatal only infrequently may be attributable 
to the lack of such a construction in Rabbinic Hebrew.
(9)
nvo>p nsmv\ n*>o>p bawi 7^ n 
I will go home and eat a bit, and drink a bit and sleep a bit (Babylonian 
Talmud Berakhot 4b)
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(10)
m t m  n >d  * p  p b v  in m > <  *m o l7 \y  v n >  n » n  i t» N  
If you knew that tomorrow people will say about you, 'This is so-and-so's 
habit' (Mishnah Nedarim 9:9)
(11)
nyiw >i?*N hanvab
When she comes to me I shall feed her (Mishnah Ketubbot 12:1)
Israeli Hebrew resembles that of the Mishnah and Talmud as it does 
not employ the wayyiqtol or weqatal. Instead, it generally uses yiqtols in all of 
the contexts discussed above. This is most likely due to the fact that the yiqtol 
is used chiefly in future and modal contexts in modern-day Hebrew, and 
verbs conveying predictions and intentions all come under this category 
whether they follow on from another verb or stand alone. In addition, the qotel 
can be used in contexts indicating a future intention. (12)-(14) illustrate these 
possibilities: (12) contains a yiqtol conveying a future intention following a 
temporal clause, while (13) exhibits a qotel denoting a future intention and (14) 
contains a yiqtol with the force of a future prediction introduced by a previous 
yiqtol.
(12)
tift*  Nin\*o rin
I'll get off when he gets on (Glinert 1989,129)
(13)
inn  B*naw>
They're striking tomorrow (Glinert 1989,122)
(14)
mmnw no ronm no top Nin
He will remember what he has studied [and] write down in the exam what 
the teacher has said (Chayat, Israeli, and Kobliner 2001, 111)
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11.2.3 Second/third person command
Weqatals are attested in direct speech portions of the corpus in contexts 
indicating that the speaker is commanding the listener or a third party to 
perform the actions to which they refer. They can be equated with the English 
imperative and 'let' construction, which are used to relay second and third 
person commands respectively (Huddleston and Pullum 2002, 925, 929-30, 
936-7). These weqatals typically continue a sequence of commands initiated by 
a preceding imperative or jussive. The weqatal is used to render commands far 
less commonly than the yiqtol and imperative. This is in keeping with the 
general maskilic tendency to employ the weqatal only infrequently. The use of 
the weqatal in third person command contexts, as in (3), is extremely rare. The 
authors' decision to select a weqatal instead of a yiqtol or imperative on any 
given instance appears to be arbitrary and the form does not seem to be 
associated with any specific semantic overtones. It can refer to an action that is 
temporally posterior to that of the initial volitive, as in (1), or one taking place 
concurrently, as in (2) and (3).
(1)
"[...] !5>oy» !td5 mf)D oip »yrrN lyrTN [...]»»
'[...] Sir! Sir! Come and do penance for all of the sins of the Jews! [...]' 
(Shulman 1873,100)
(2)
" [ . . . ]  m o p 3 1> w v w  p m  > n p i j  i w n  t i n  r o v y n  5 n  [ . . . ] "
'[...] don't forget that Ga'al ruined me, and take revenge upon him [...]' 
(Mapu 1857-69,216)
(3)
" T b m  t h i n  n w N  * r m  p t t t n "  r p n n  > n  i n  *ip t p n b N  m > ”
'May God be with you,' called the members of the household, 'and may He 
protect you on your way' (Fuenn 1872,602)
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The weqatal is frequently employed in Biblical Hebrew to convey a 
second person command following an imperative (Driver 1892,125), as in (4). 
It can additionally convey a third person command following a jussive 
(Gesenius 1910, 333), as in (6). According to Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 529- 
30), this construction is used following an imperative specifically in order to 
convey the notion of a consecutive link between the two commands; when 
there is no such link present, the second command is instead conveyed with 
another imperative. (4) and (5) illustrate this point: in (4), the action of the 
weqatal can logically take place only after that of the preceding imperative 
comes to pass; by contrast, in (5) the two imperatives convey actions that may 
occur at the same time. Thus in this respect the maskilic and biblical corpora 
overlap superficially as both employ the weqatal in order to convey one 
command following on from a previous one. However, the resemblance is 
only partial for two reasons. Firstly, in Biblical Hebrew the weqatal is 
commonly found in this position, whereas in the maskilic corpus it appears 
only sporadically. Secondly, biblical language makes a semantic distinction 
between weqatal and imperative forms following an initial imperative, with 
weqatals serving to indicate consecution; by contrast, maskilic literature uses 
both forms interchangeably. These factors indicate that, as in other areas, the 
maskilic authors employed the weqatal occasionally in order to lend a biblical 
flavour to their writing but did not use it systematically or take into account 
the semantic gradations that govern the use of the biblical construction.
(4)
*r)7 5n >7^  5k 75
Go and tell my servant David (2 Sam. 7:5)
(5)
mm w v p nN nrp nsmri
Stand and see the Lord's deliverance (Exod. 14:13)
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(6)
n'n'N!? n^Vti oi*o V5 o>pwn ppna n'n'No >n>
Let there be lights in the heavens to separate the day from the night, and let 
them be signs (Gen. 1:14)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew cannot be compared with the maskilic 
corpus in this regard as they do not employ the converted forms. Rabbinic 
Hebrew typically conveys commands with the yiqtol or qotel, while Israeli 
Hebrew generally uses the yiqtol or the imperative (see 8.6.1).
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12 VOLITIVES
12.1 Cohortative
12.1.1 Gnomic present
Some of the singular cohortative forms in the corpus from roots with stative 
force appear in direct speech contexts indicating that they refer to states which 
are valid generally as well as at the precise moment of utterance. These 
cohortatives can be translated with the English present tense. In these cases 
there does not appear to be a clear reason for the selection of the cohortative 
as opposed to the qatal, yiqtol, and qotel, which are more frequently found in 
this type of setting (see 7.2.1, 8.2.1, and 9.2.1 for details). It is possible that the 
maskilic authors employed the cohortative in these instances in order to draw 
attention to the verb in question, either with the intention of replicating the 
feel of spoken language by signalling that the stress of the sentence is falling 
on it, or of indicating a heightened conviction on the part of the speaker with 
regards to the state concerned.
(1)
"[...] imp jmimn w w o  yop t o  >nr>nn >n mow my [...]"
'[.. ] I still remember that when I was a small lad I used to wander the city 
streets [...]' (Schulman 1857-60,1:35)
(2)
”.nbyj ivtn
T understand, esteemed Sir/ (Brandstadter 1878,595)
(3)
"[...] oa *jpTi nnb bon >n 20 >*m [...]”
'[...] please speak, and you will see that I also wholeheartedly wish for your 
justice [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6,1:37)
(4)
"[...] nfcim >mn "pn jim [...]»
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'[...] I can't save you from misfortune [...]' (Berman 1861,296)
While the cohortative is typically used in Biblical Hebrew in order to 
denote first person commands, suggestions or requests for permission, on 
occasion it is attested in gnomic present contexts (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 
576). Such a case is shown in (5). In this regard the maskilic authors appear to 
have based their usage on that found in the Hebrew Bible. Indeed, some of 
the maskilic forms have exact parallels in the biblical corpus that seem to 
denote the same type of generally valid state. Comparison of (1) with (5) 
illustrates such a case. On other occasions the maskilic cohortatives 
correspond in form but not in meaning to biblical verbs. For example, (2) and 
(6) both contain a singular cohortative of the same root, but (2) has a gnomic 
present interpretation whereas (6) has past tense value. Finally, some of the 
maskilic forms, such as those appearing in (3) and (4), lack biblical precedent 
altogether. Thus it seems that while the maskilic practice can sometimes be 
attributed to shibbus, in other cases it constitutes a further example of the 
maskilic authors generating original forms based on a biblical convention.
(5)
I remember my song at night (Ps. 77:7)
(6)
*iyn *iv3 o>m o>Nnan
I saw among the simple, noticed among the youths, a lad devoid of sense 
(Prov. 7:7)
The cohortative is not employed in the Mishnah (Segal 1927, 72; 
Haneman 1980, 31). Stative verbs of general validity are typically conveyed 
using the qotel in this form of Hebrew, as shown in (7). In this regard the 
maskilic authors do not appear to have been influenced by rabbinic usage.
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(7)
m r o i n n  t i n  * r m  m p i s n  t\h  a m *  m m n  t\k  a n w  m p n n  t\h  a n w
[One who] loves God, loves humankind, loves justice, loves reproof (Mishnah
Avot 6:6)
In Israeli Hebrew the cohortative can appear in high-register language 
with the force of a first person command or suggestion (Coffin and Bolozky 
2005, 41-2), but is not used to denote gjiomic present states. In such cases the 
qotel is consistently employed instead, as in (8). In this regard the modem 
language cannot be equated with the maskilic corpus.
(8)
yto  rntf? nan Kin
He wants to work here (Berman 1978,140)
12.1.2 Intended future
Singular and plural cohortatives in direct speech portions of the corpus are 
attested in future contexts referring to actions that the speaker or speakers had 
already decided before the moment of utterance to carry out. Cohortatives in 
this type of setting differ slightly from those discussed in 12.1.4 as they denote 
events previously planned rather than spontaneously proposed at the 
moment of speaking. Their English translation value is typically either 'going 
to' or 'w ill' + infinitive. These cohortatives are typically singular and appear 
in both main and subordinate clauses, as in (1) and (2) respectively. It is not 
completely clear why the maskilic authors chose cohortatives on these 
occasions instead of the yiqtol, which is more commonly employed in similar 
circumstances. It is possible that they purposefully selected cohortatives in 
order to convey a strong element of desire or determination on the part of the 
speaker to perform the actions in question. This practice seems to resemble 
closely the maskilic use of the singular cohortative in settings indicating 
spontaneous proposals made by a speaker to him- or herself (see 12.1.4 for 
comparison).
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(1)
m w  [...]”
'[...] I'll hurry to travel to the town [...]' (Fuenn 1872,602)
(2)
>myivynvy nvuvyn jin >d r>*rb nmo [...]”
'[...] and I have come to tell you that I am going to keep the oath that you 
made me swear [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,69)
In Biblical Hebrew the cohortative form is attested denoting an action 
that the speaker had previously determined to carry out, as in (3). The 
selection of the cohortative highlights the speaker's personal desire to perform 
the action (Shulman 1996,196-7). Cohortatives in this type of context appear 
only in independent or main clauses (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 573-6). In 
this regard maskilic literature resembles, and therefore is most likely rooted 
in, its biblical antecedent. However, Maskilic Hebrew differs from its biblical 
model in that it employs the cohortative in subordinate clauses to designate 
intended future actions. This dissimilarity is indicative of the wider 
macrosyntactic divergence between Biblical Hebrew, in which clearly 
designated subordinate clauses are relatively rare (Lambdin 1971, 162), and 
maskilic fiction, in which such clauses abound.
(3)
njQgv)?) ns *ry n#) *iyao) nionn ov n'9 od!? uvy
'Stay here with the donkey; the boy and I will go up there and worship' (Gen. 
22:5)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew do not employ the cohortative and 
therefore cannot be compared to the maskilic corpus in this regard. Both of 
these forms of the language typically use the yiqtol in the contexts discussed 
above (see 8.3 for details).
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12.1.3 Real conditions
Maskilic cohortatives appear in both the protasis and apodosis of real 
(possible) conditional sentences. In the protasis they are invariably introduced 
by o n  and denote an action that may take place in the future, while in the 
apodosis they refer to an event that will come to pass upon fulfilment of the 
action mentioned in the protasis. (1) and (2) illustrate these two possibilities in 
turn. These cohortatives are translatable with the English present tense, while 
those found in the apodosis are usually best rendered with the English future 
construction 'w ill' + infinitive. As in other cases involving the cohortative, the 
authors' motivation for selecting them in these instances is uncertain but may 
constitute a desire to highlight the speaker7 s conviction or the importance of 
the verb in the sentence.
(1)
m b o  *prrc>nb n > n  n b s n  N b  * p b  b y  “n i b  t i n n m *  o n  <jn I ..)”
'[...] even if I continue trying to persuade you, I will not succeed in getting 
you to agree with me [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6,1:38)
(2)
" ! * n t n n  i y  t in  m > U N  , y r o  > ) f n n  n b  o n ”
'If you don't let go of me this instant, I'll tear your nose completely off!' 
(Schulman 1857-60,1:5)
The Biblical Hebrew cohortative can be used in the protasis and 
apodosis of conditional sentences (Gesenius 1910, 320; Waltke and O'Connor 
1990,575-6). Biblical asyndetical conditional protases and apodoses containing 
cohortatives are relatively uncommon and generally restricted to poetic 
language (fotion 1993, 2:627-8); cohortatives in syndetic conditional clauses 
introduced by the particle o n  are a 'marginal phenomenon' occurring even 
more infrequently (Blau 1971, 134), as in (3) and (4). In this regard maskilic 
usage seems partially to overlap with its biblical predecessor as both types of
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Hebrew can use the cohortative in conditional sentences. However, the 
maskilic practice differs from that of the Hebrew Bible in three significant 
respects. Firstly, the maskilic cohortative is employed in real conditional 
protases and apodoses in prose much more frequently than the Hebrew Bible. 
Secondly, some of the maskilic cohortative forms, including those appearing 
in (1) and (2) above, are completely unattested in the biblical corpus. Finally, 
in Biblical Hebrew the use of the cohortative alone is enough to convey a 
conditional sense, whereas in the maskilic corpus the introductory particle o n  
must be used as well. The maskilic use of the cohortative in conditional 
sentences thus appears to constitute a further example of the authors of the 
corpus taking a biblical phenomenon and adapting it for more widespread 
use in original settings.
(3)
U N ?  7 ^ n >  N b  n ? a * rN  o n
If I speak, my pain will not be diminished (Job 16:6)
(4)
b ? 'N  W  T f t  o n
If you will let our brother go with us, we will go down and obtain food for 
you (Gen. 43:4)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew typically employ the yiqtol in both the 
protasis and apodosis of real conditional sentences (see 8.5 and 8.5.4). In this 
regard these two types of Hebrew are not comparable with that of maskilic 
fiction.
12.1.4 Suggestion
The cohortatives in the corpus are most commonly found in contexts 
indicating that they indicate suggestions directed towards the speakers. 
Singular cohortatives, such as those shown in (1) and (2), usually indicate an 
impulsive proposal made by the speaker to him- or herself. Such forms are
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translatable with the English construction T il' or 'I'm  going to' + infinitive. 
Such forms closely resemble the yiqtols denoting spontaneous decisions 
discussed in 8.3.2, and in most cases it is difficult to discern the authors' 
reason for employing one form rather than the other on any given instance. It 
is possible that the selection of the cohortative instead of the yiqtol serves to 
indicate a heightened measure of internal resolve on the part of the speaker to 
carry out the action concerned. Plural cohortatives, as shown in (4), (5), and 
(6), usually denote requests or propositions issued by speakers to themselves 
and their addressees. The English equivalent of these forms is the construction 
'let us/let's ' followed by an infinitive. Such plural cohortatives are 
occasionally preceded by a singular or plural imperative of the roots .K.i.n, as 
in (5), or or the interjection ran, as in (6). These forms appear to serve to 
reinforce the suggestive nature of the cohortative in question. Plural 
cohortatives are only infrequently followed by the precative particle m, which 
in such cases appears to function as a politeness marker (see 18.1.1 for a more 
detailed examination of die role of w  in Maskilic Hebrew fiction). (3) 
illustrates this practice. The plural cohortative, like its singular counterpart, 
usually seems to carry the same force as yiqtols found in similar contexts, and 
its selection in certain cases appears to be unsystematic. However, the 
utilisation of the cohortative instead of the yiqtol may indicate a desire on the 
part of the authors to draw extra attention to the fact that the verb in question 
denotes a command or suggestion.
(1)
>n>nl? yum nonn cptdnh by onnx o>bpvy ny noux
I'll just collect some more money to recoup my losses, and go home (Gordon 
1874b, 3)
(2)
"cnbvy >D*ny nubxi myinx"
'I'll just hurry and go on my way now7 (Berman 1861,332)
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(3)
ir\K oipo *rn> tiabn ybvo  *pyn jin kj n a m
Let's leave the town of Kesalon and go to another place (Abramowitz 1862,41)
(4)
"[...] inbon n m  nanyj p p  n>v£n omnvynn !nn) in ”
'But let's stop worrying and upsetting ourselves; let's go back to listening to 
the teacher speak [...]' (Shulman 1873,91)
(5)
>rpnb nv^j *oa [...]"
'[...] come, let's go to my house together [...]' (Braudes 1873,35)
(6)
”Y>in> nrt*  nan [...]”
'[...] come, let's go together' (Frischmann 1878,159)
Biblical Hebrew frequently employs the cohortative in a variety of first 
person command contexts. Singular forms often denote an element of 
intention, whereas plurals frequently convey 'm utual encouragement' (Joiion 
1993,1:82). While yiqtols may be used in apparently similar contexts, Gesenius 
(1910, 319), Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 509), and Shulman (1996, 196-7) 
argue that in such cases the two verbal forms play slightly different semantic 
roles: use of the yiqtol serves to draw attention to the fact that a given event is 
to take place, whereas the selection of the cohortative highlights the speaker's 
feelings of involvement and care with respect to it. In addition, biblical 
cohortatives may indicate a 'request for permission' on the part of the speaker 
or speakers to perform the action in question (Gesenius 1910, 320), as in (9). 
The biblical and maskilic corpora overlap in their use of the cohortative to 
signal resolve and encouragement; however, the maskilic cohortative differs 
from its biblical counterpart in that it is not used in order to signal an entreaty. 
Moreover, the maskilic authors employ the cohortative less frequently than 
the Hebrew Bible and their occasional selection of this form instead of the
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yiqtol does not seem clearly to have been motivated by the desire to stress the 
speaker's personal attachment to the action. This suggests that the maskilic 
authors based their use of the cohortative on the biblical model, but did not 
replicate its frequency and were most likely unaware of or indifferent to its 
precise semantic force. In this regard they may have been influenced by post- 
Biblical Hebrew.
(7)
n$n y*T*ri tin 7in*w) n\i>o
Moses said, 'Let me turn aside so that I may see this great sight' (Exod. 7:7)
(8)
'Let's go to Dothan' (Gen. 37:17)
(9)
ym w n  tO *j5n 737a 737a 
Let me pass through your land. I will go only on the highway, and turn 
neither to the right nor to the left (Deut. 2:27)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not possess the cohortative form (Sharvit 2004, 
48-9); it consistently employs the yiqtol to convey first person commands. In 
singular contexts the form denotes the speaker's desire or resolve to carry out 
the deed concerned, and in plural settings it indicates the subject's attempt to 
encourage his addressees towards a given course of action (Azar 1995, 8). 
Thus rabbinic literature did not directly contribute to the maskilic 
phenomenon under discussion. However, maskilic authors' relatively 
infrequent use of the cohortative may be a sign of post-biblical tendencies in 
their writing. Moreover, the fact that the maskilic authors deviate from 
biblical convention by avoiding using the cohortative to denote requests for 
permission may indicate that, although they adopted the biblical form, they
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employed it only in the same first person command contexts in which the 
rabbinic yiqtol appears.
(10)
mnsiwn
'Let me go and bow down to it' (Mishnah Sanhedrin 7:10)
(11)
v>y i n
'Let's go and worship idols' (Mishnah Sanhedrin 7:10)
Israeli Hebrew does not usually employ the cohortative; it typically 
conveys first person singular and plural commands with the yiqtol conjugation 
preceded by Min or -vy in colloquial settings and introduced by ran or followed 
by to in formal ones (Glinert 1989, 289). These conventions are shown in (12)-
(15). Although Coffin and Bolozky (2005, 41-2) state that the cohortative 
preceded by ran can be used for first person plural commands in the literary 
register, this is valid only with regard to early Israeli Hebrew; in current 
formal language the form is practically nonexistent. In this respect present- 
day Hebrew resembles the maskilic corpus to a certain degree, as both 
customarily employ the yiqtol to convey first person commands but 
occasionally use the cohortative. However, maskilic fiction differs from Israeli 
Hebrew in two ways: firstly, its use of cohortative commands is much less 
restricted; secondly, it does not regularly use such forms in conjunction with 
mn or *o. Thus any possible maskilic contribution to contemporary usage in 
this respect is negligible.
(12)
‘p  )r\H
Let me give you (Glinert 1989,289)
(13)
yn aiwii n«
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Let's think for a moment (Glinert 1989,289)
(14)
7^ 3 nan
Let's go (Glinert 1989,289)
(15)
nm jo tow
Please let us bear this in mind (Glinert 1989,289)
(16)
nnmyn nb>w nan
Let us rejoice and be happy (1918 song cited in Bolozky and Coffin 2005,42)
12.2 Imperative
12.2.1 Command/suggestion
All of the imperatives in the corpus are used to convey positive direct 
commands of some sort; however, their precise force varies considerably 
according to the context. Sometimes they constitute urgent specific orders, 
while on other occasions they denote non-urgent requests, durative 
injunctions, or polite suggestions. These variations are illustrated in (l)-(4) 
respectively. While the imperative is the form most commonly employed in 
the corpus to denote commands and polite suggestions, yiqtols are 
occasionally attested in similar settings (see 8.6.1) and there does not seem to 
be any clear reason for selecting one form over the other on any given 
occasion.
(1)
”!OVT) ‘jnDvyn 5v z z v  TOV1*?”
'Go lie down! Lie down on your bed and be quiet!' (Schulman 1857-60,2:158)
(2)
»[...] T>nK m i nnaw t: 100 [...]»
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'[...] tell me, Obadiah, what your father said [...]' (Bamstein 1861,341)
(3)
o»3V >m vmwi *jn
'[...] but watch out for the children of the poor [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,239)
(4)
n >arm ,>n nua [...]»»
'[...] trust me, my dear Sir [...]' (Shulman 1873,81)
In Biblical Hebrew the imperative form typically serves to denote 
positive direct commands. However, it is additionally used to convey a wide 
range of functions such as forming requests and wishes, giving permission 
(Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 151), and making predictions or 
promises (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 572). These shades of meaning are 
shown in the examples below: (5) contains a command, (6) a polite request, (7) 
granting of permission, (8) a wish, and (9) a promise. While biblical and 
maskilic writing employ the imperative to convey commands and requests, 
the Hebrew Bible uses the form in a wider variety of other contexts; this 
difference may indicate that the authors of the present corpus either were 
unaware of or did not choose to take full advantage of the range of meaning 
attached to biblical imperatives.
(5)
rov»)n
Remember, do not forget (Deut. 9:7)
(6)
Look, and answer me, O Lord my God, brighten my eyes (Ps. 13:4)
(7)
idn>5 x m  nio w i
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'Come what may, I want to run.' So he said, 'Rim' (2 Sam. 18:23)
(8)
rain  >>tj r»N urinN vb np;n tin
They blessed Rebecca and said to her, 'O sister, may you become great 
myriads' (Gen. 24:60)
(9)
7>i>n 17^1 n T) mrp n5vy> 7^  non
The Lord will extend your powerful sceptre from Zion; rule among your 
enemies (Ps. 110:2)
The imperative in Rabbinic Hebrew is used predominantly to give 
orders to 'specific individuals' rather than in prayers or legal instructions and 
even then is not widely employed, with the exception of the mishnaic tractate 
Avot, in which it is attested more frequently (P6rez Fernandez 1999,152). The 
tractate Avot differs in general from the rest of the Mishnah in that it exhibits a 
higher concentration of biblical elements (Kutscher 1982, 141-2). However, 
even in Avot, the form serves only to relay commands and is not attested in 
the context of polite requests, wishes or suggestions. In this respect rabbinic 
usage differs from that of the maskilic corpus as well as Biblical Hebrew.
(10)
rain  nvjn v>vo nrnx vnp 7m m  nv» now wow
Shammai said, 'Make your [study of the] Law a regular habit, say little and do 
much' (Mishnah Avot 1:15)
Israeli Hebrew can employ the imperative to convey commands and 
requests, in the latter case often followed by nwpn (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 
44). (11) contains an imperative denoting a command, while (12) illustrates an 
imperative in conjunction with nvypm indicating a polite request. With the 
exception of a few specific roots this form is generally restricted to high-
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register language (Glinert 2005, 39); moreover, Tobin (1990: 476) argues that it 
is employed principally when immediate compliance is anticipated, for 
example in written instructions, road signs, and army orders. While the 
frequency of imperative use in Israeli Hebrew is much less than that of the 
present corpus, these two types of Hebrew correspond to a considerable 
degree in that they utilise the form for both orders and polite requests. 
Conversely, if Tobin's analysis is correct, they differ in that the maskilic 
imperative is frequently used for suggestions lacking an expectation of 
immediate obedience.
(11)
lopvyn nv
Sit quietly! (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,44)
(12)
mvypin w arn
Come in, please! (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,44)
12.3 Jussive
12.3.1 Third person command
The only jussives with third person command force appearing in the corpus 
are the lexicalised 3ms forms of the roots .n.\n and .n.\n. Even these forms are 
attested only infrequently, particularly >n\ which is largely restricted to 
Schulman's work. They are generally limited to blessing formulas, as in (1). 
The forms from the root .n.\n are translatable with the English construction 
'let h im /it be', while those from the root .n.\n can be rendered with the 
expression Tong live' followed by the subject.
(1)
"[...] mnNi) m*np> >n> [...]”
'[...] may it be possible for me to bring you to Paris, my dear mother [...]' 
(Nisselowitz 1875,88)
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(2)
"!«iruKn w w
'Long live the fist!7 (Schulman 1857-60,2:6)
In Biblical Hebrew the jussive is frequently employed to denote third 
person commands with qal verbs of the hollow and lamed he root classes as 
well as with roots in the h ifil stem (Joiion 1993,1:138-9). The examples below 
illustrate this phenomenon: (3) contains a jussive form from a qal lamed he 
roots, while (4) has one from a qal hollow root and (5) has a h ifil. The two 
roots appearing as jussives in the maskilic corpus are frequently employed in 
similar contexts in the Hebrew Bible, and therefore the authors are likely to 
have based their usage on biblical precedent. However, the maskilic 
avoidance of the jussive in all other cases contrasts with biblical usage. This 
almost complete avoidance of the jussive form in third person command 
settings is all the more noteworthy because the maskilic authors habitually 
employed the form in indicative contexts (see 2.1). The maskilic tendency not 
to employ the jussive except in the most formulaic of settings may be 
attributable to influence from post-Biblical Hebrew.
(3)
iy t)  odqv mm nny)
And now, may the Lord deal mercifully with you (2 Sam. 2:6)
(4)
in># 3'V»j) -p>
Let him go and return to his house (Deut. 20:5)
(5)
*10# 1 3 mm
May the Lord grant me another son (Gen. 30:24)
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In Rabbinic Hebrew the jussive form has largely fallen out of use, with 
the exception of a few h ifil and qal lamed he forms (Segal 1927, 72) which 
generally have second person command force. (6) and (7) illustrate this 
practice. The root .n.\n is among those most frequently appearing as a jussive 
and the only one with a third person volitive sense. It appears most 
commonly in proverbs and liturgical settings such as the mishnaic tractate 
Avot, probably under biblical influence (PSrez Fem&ndez 1999,122-3). Such a 
case appears in (8). This rabbinic phenomenon clearly parallels that found in 
the maskilic corpus, as both tend to avoid using the jussive as a third person 
volitive except in set contexts, typically involving the root .n.\n. This suggests 
that the maskilic authors may have been influenced by the language of the 
Mishnah to some extent in this regard.
(6)
5m im n  in wnan 5n 
Do not separate yourself from the community and do not believe in yourself 
(Mishnah Avot 2:4)
(7)
Do not make yourself one of the advocates (Mishnah Avot 1:8)
(S)
*p5y n>nn -pun poo w  
May your neighbour's property be as dear to you as your own (Mishnah Avot 
2:12)
The jussive is not utilised in Israeli Hebrew except in formal settings, 
particularly written language (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 40). Even in these 
circumstances it is employed only rarely, in set formulas involving the roots 
.n.\n and .n.\n (S. Bolozky, personal communication). These are illustrated in 
(9) and (10) in turn. In this respect Israeli Hebrew resembles the maskilic 
corpus as well as rabbinic literature. This similarity may indicate a chain of
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usage that the maskilic authors inherited from the Mishnah and associated 
literature and then transferred into the modem language.
(9)
"[...] p w i  tnvm >*dio oy up^n >n>
'[...] may we throw our lot in w ith the fish sellers in the market [...]' (Boker 
2007)
(10)
ironon >n>
Long live the president! (Reich 2007)
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13 INFINITIVES
13.1 Infinitive absolute
13.1.1 Before finite verb o f same root
The infinitive absolute is sometimes attested in the corpus preceding a finite 
verb of the same root. This type of construction is typically found in direct 
speech, although it appears occasionally in narrative. The authors' motivation 
for placing an infinitive absolute before a finite verb of the same root in any 
given instance is not completely clear. However, in most cases it is possible to 
interpret the infinitive as a marker serving to draw attention to the finite verb 
and stress that its action is the most important component of the sentence in 
question. (1) and (2) illustrate this practice in direct speech and narrative 
respectively. The utilisation of an infinitive absolute in dialogue may 
represent an attempt to mimic the rising intonation employed in vernacular 
conversation to highlight a particular word. This technique resembles the 
seemingly intentional employment of other verbal features in dialogue 
discussed elsewhere in this study. It is noteworthy that most of the maskilic 
infinitives absolute appearing in this type of context have precise counterparts 
in the Hebrew Bible; thus it is possible that the authors sometimes chose to 
employ an infinitive absolute randomly in this type of setting merely in order 
to lend a biblical feel to their writing, without an explicit desire to draw 
attention to the importance of the action concerned. Hence, the translation 
value of infinitives absolute varies depending on the particular interpretation 
of the context in which each form is found. If the infinitive absolute serves to 
highlight the action of the following finite verb, it can sometimes be rendered 
into English with the adverbs 'really' or 'indeed', or more frequently merely 
by placing the finite verb in italics. By contrast, if the infinitive absolute is 
employed solely in order to evoke the feeling of the Hebrew Bible, it is best 
left untranslated.
a )
nnn y f m  [...] Irwp ta mn nnra
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Into the room came Karl [...] he was walking with his head held high 
(Smolenskin 1867,16)
(2)
" [ . . .]  N r i ip i  n in .D  iMrtib r n o r a  [ . . . ] ”
'[...] I longed to learn to read and write [...]' (Schulman 1857-60,1:87)
The infinitive absolute is frequently found preceding a finite form of 
the same root in Biblical Hebrew dialogue. It is attested only rarely in 
narrative (Davidson 1994,123). In such cases the primary role of the infinitive 
is the indication of intensification of some sort (Gesenius 1910, 342; Williams 
1976, 37-8; Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 584). This is typically an element of 
certainty, confirmation or negation (Zohori 1990, 79). (3) exemplifies an 
infinitive denoting heightened intensity in a positive context, while (4) 
illustrates one in a negative setting. In other contexts the intensifying effect of 
the infinitive may be slightly different: for example, in questions it may lend a 
heightened element of incredulity and in irrealis it may elevate the 
counterfactual nature of the statement (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 587). (5) 
and (6) illustrate such cases in turn. While it is unclear whether the maskilic 
authors consciously intended their infinitives absolute to denote all of these 
shades of meaning, the two forms of Hebrew appear to mirror each other in 
that they both most likely employ the form for the same primary semantic 
reason, namely to convey the intensification of a given action. Moreover, all of 
these maskilic infinitives absolute have parallels in the biblical corpus. 
Comparison of the maskilic examples above with the biblical excerpts below 
illustrates this similarity. Furthermore, the maskilic phenomenon mirrors that 
of its biblical model in its tendency to employ this type of infinitive construct 
in dialogue rather than narrative. The strong resemblance between the 
maskilic and biblical corpora in this regard indicates that the authors of the 
present corpus most likely intentionally based this use of infinitives absolute 
on that of Biblical Hebrew.
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(3)
piN mn5 >3 nrfrri 7V 1 nri3>)
And now you have left because you were longing greatly for your father's 
house (Gen. 31:30)
(4)
iv)nin n5 tblfi) vicb  ’33J330 t\h  un*} >3? >3 >n>}
When the Israelites grew stronger they imposed force labour on the 
Canaanites, but they did not dispossess them (Josh. 17:13)
(5)
o3>on jin rrnin >3 vi3
How could we possibly have known that he would say, 'Bring your brother 
down'? (Gen. 43:7)
(6)
cpm n30v) o53n N5rj m m  pn? p v
If her father spat in her face, would she not be ashamed for seven days? 
(Num. 12:14)
(7)
>n>N3 mn’3 vmwN v w
-  -  • * - - ▼  * T
I rejoice greatly in the Lord; my soul exults in my God (Isa. 61:10)
The infinitive absolute is not a typical feature of Rabbinic Hebrew; 
however, it is attested on four occasions in the Babylonian and Palestinian 
Talmud, two of which parallel biblical phrases (Zohori 1990, 132-3). The 
amoraic construction in (8) appears to be based on the corresponding phrase 
in (7). The semantic function of these infinitives is unclear, but given their 
biblicising nature it seems probable either that they follow biblical precedent 
by heightening the importance of the actions that they precede, or that they 
are merely archaisms with no real meaning of their own. Maskilic and 
Rabbinic Hebrew correspond in this regard in that the use of the infinitive
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absolute preceding a finite verb of the same root appears to be a biblicising 
element in both forms of the language. However, maskilic practice differs 
from that of rabbinic literature as the rabbinic infinitive absolute is an 
extremely marginal phenomenon, whereas in the corpus under examination it 
is a frequently employed device.
(8)
mpyn w o
May the barren woman rejoice and be merry (Babylonian Talmud Ketubbot 8a)
Israeli Hebrew sometimes employs the infinitive absolute preceding a 
finite verb of the same root in order to reinforce the action of the finite verb 
(Schwarzwald 1988-9, 109-10), as in (9). In Israeli Hebrew this usage is less 
common than that of two infinitives absolute following a finite verb 
(Schwarzwald 1988-9, 109); see 13.1.2 for details of the latter usage. In this 
respect present-day Hebrew and that of maskilic fiction correspond, though 
the construction found in the maskilic corpus is a much more common feature 
of the language than its modem counterpart.
(9)
r o w a n ?
You have indeed been warned (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,45)
13.1.2 Two successive infinitives absolute o f different roots
The corpus contains many instances of two infinitives absolute of different 
roots in succession. Such forms are usually found immediately following a 
finite verb, as in (1). However, occasionally there is a distance of several 
words separating the finite verb from the infinitives; (2) illustrates this 
possibility. The infinitives absolute never precede a finite verb. In most cases 
the associated finite verb is of the same root as one of the two infinitives 
absolute; this tendency is exhibited in (1) and (2). Occasionally the finite verb 
is of a different root than either of the infinitives absolute, as in (3). These
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infinitives seem to function as set phrases wherein each root denotes a 
different or contrary action. Together the phrases serve as complements to the 
preceding finite verb, giving additional information as to the manner in which 
its action is carried out. In many cases it appears that the actions of the two 
infinitives are taking place simultaneously. The roots found in this type of 
construction typically designate some sort of movement. Moreover, in the 
majority of cases the root of the finite verb and first infinitive absolute is 
which serves to denote continuity or repetition when used in conjunction with 
other verbs. In most cases, such as those shown in (l)-(3), this movement is 
physical; however, in a few cases, such as that appearing in (5), it is 
metaphorical. In some instances the infinitives absolute convey neither 
movement nor simultaneity, but rather denote the result of the action of the 
finite verb. The second infinitive absolute in (4) is an example of this 
possibility. The vast majority of these infinitive absolute constructions have 
exact parallels in the Hebrew Bible. However, at least one case, shown in (5), 
appears to be an original maskilic creation. The translation value of this type 
of infinitive absolute construction varies depending on the precise roots used. 
Infinitive absolute phrases involving movement can often be equated with an 
English expression such as 'back and forth', as in the translation of (1). 
Frequently the first infinitive absolute is best left untranslated, while the 
second can be rendered into English with a present participle; (2) constitutes 
such a case. In some cases, such as (3), the two infinitives can be translated 
with English finite verbs.
(1)
w non oipno pmnm yton tsnjtnn inn >d uvt>
We knew that we were getting further and further from our desired 
destination (Fuenn 1876-8,377)
(2)
n’bN ail pi yton ,d 'd^ mm oPy *jpp yiN nvnn
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A young lad walked with powerful steps, coining towards her (Frischmann 
1878,159)
(3)
•nra awo omuNn ibum y ro
The prisoners had just been dragged and thrown into the room (Berman 1861, 
272)
(4)
Waal nsn  [...]”
'[...] and they hit me, injuring me [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6,1:59)
(5)
o i>  o p  p b n  r o b n  i v h  , m y  n 5 n o 5  n r> n 5  y o  i h o n
The pain returned, becoming a grave illness that grew more severe each day 
(Braudes 1873,36)
In Biblical Hebrew two infinitives absolute can occur in conjunction 
with a finite verb to indicate that the action of the second infinitive is 
simultaneous with that of the first and the finite verb (Joiion 1993, 2:425). In 
such cases the infinitives absolute are typically postpositive; however, in a few 
instances they precede the associated finite verb (Davidson 1994, 125). This 
phenomenon, which seems to be restricted to poetic language, is illustrated in 
(7). In many cases the finite verb is of the same root as one of the infinitives 
absolute, but in some instances it is different (Zohori 1990, 92). Such a case is 
shown in (9). Usually such infinitives absolute directly follow the finite verb, 
but in some cases they are separated by one or more words (Zohori 1990, 83), 
as in (9). Most infinitives absolute in this type of setting are from roots 
referring to movement (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 589). The root .*f.5.n is 
particularly frequently attested as one of the infinitives absolute (Zohori 1990, 
86). Less commonly the infinitives 'qualify the goal or character of the 
principal verb' (Waltke and O'Connor 1990,590), as in (8).
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The maskilic use of infinitives absolute in this type of setting 
corresponds to that of the biblical corpus in five respects. Firstly, in both forms 
of Hebrew the root of the finite verb tends to be the same as that of the first 
infinitive absolute but can on occasion differ. Secondly, the finite verb 
typically precedes the infinitives. Thirdly, the finite verb and infinitives are 
usually immediately adjacent to each other but may be separated by other 
elements. Fourthly, the maskilic and biblical constructions both frequently 
refer to movement and simultaneity. Fifthly, the occasional maskilic use of 
infinitives absolute to designate the result of a finite verb mirrors that found 
in the Hebrew Bible. The only difference between the two forms of Hebrew in 
this regard is that maskilic pairs of infinitive absolute never precede the finite 
verb, whereas their biblical counterparts occasionally do. This divergence 
most likely indicates that the maskilic authors selected only the more common 
biblical construction and avoided the less typical one, whether intentionally or 
subconsciously. Finally, the existence of maskilic infinitive absolute pairs 
without biblical precedent seems to constitute another case of the authors of 
the corpus taking a biblical principle and using it creatively rather than 
relying exclusively on shibbus.
(6)
And it went out, going back and forth (Gen. 8:7)
(7)
<Vaw -jfTTf
They walk along making a tinkling sound (Isa. 3:16)
(8)
nan vt»Nn
And the man hit him so as to wound him (1 Kings 20:37)
(9)
nN>nn 7^ 5) am? lag’ -vtaq jvyoi?
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He shall be buried like a donkey, dragged out and thrown beyond the gates of 
Jerusalem (Jer. 22:19)
No instances of this type of infinitive absolute construction are attested 
in rabbinic literature (Zohori 1990, 132-3) and therefore this stratum of 
Hebrew cannot be compared with maskilic literature in the present respect.
In Israeli Hebrew two infinitives absolute can be employed following a 
finite verb, often of the same root as the first infinitive absolute, to convey 
progressive aspect (Schwarzwald 1988-9,108-9). This is illustrated in (10). In 
this respect Maskilic and Israeli Hebrew overlap.
(10)
ny>K3 marram nvnnn mspnoNb >nvan o>ny£> mnffr mtm y b n
After I walked back and forth at least three times, [...] I arrived at the newest
and most talked-about attraction in Eilat (Denesh 2007a)
13.2 Infinitive construct
13.2.1 As noun
The infinitives construct with and without -5 in the corpus sometimes function 
as nouns. In such cases they can serve as the subject of a sentence, as in (1) and 
(4), the direct object of a finite verb, as in (2), and an indirect object, as in (3). 
They may appear in construct to other nouns, as in (4). Infinitives construct in 
these settings may be prefixed by any of the inseparable prepositions -a, o , -5, 
or -n or preceded by independent prepositions in accordance with their 
position and role in the sentence. Infinitives serving as subjects and direct 
objects are typically the variant with -5, as in (1), or unprefixed infinitives 
construct, as in (2), but may be prefixed by -n or -D when appearing in 
comparative settings, as in (4) and (5). Those in the role of indirect object can 
be introduced by any of the inseparable or independent prepositions 
depending on the context. They sometimes have pronominal subject suffixes, 
as in (2) and (3).
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(1)
>na5 s\H \>h oP*y o>3pt %ntoh  [...]”
'[...] supporting lazy old people is not for me [...]' (Bogrov 1878b, 158)
(2)
"[...] uod ira tf  >p>mn"
'Move away from him [...]' (Shulman 1873,90)
(3)
"[...] yn *nm orpiTV p >od mn ,nm bn ^  jinvr>n nrron aant? nnn *jn [...]»»
'[...] but instead of hying to make people love good deeds, he forces them 
upon them as law [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,234)
(4)
”mn ymn *n7n jin m an o*tn to  m m  Nb p  on"
'If so, your view of this great m atter is not like everyone else's' (Smolenskin 
1867,17)
(5)
trowo T\v>Ttr\ an>mx> ,*rt?n nvntn pwtf? 310 
'[...] stealing and robbing and being a Hasid is better than being good and 
being a Maskil [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,60)
The infinitive construct w ith and without in Biblical Hebrew can 
serve as a noun (Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 154), and are 
found in the position of subject, as in (6), direct object of a finite verb, as in (7), 
and indirect object, as in (8). They sometimes appear in the construct state, as 
in (9), and can take pronominal subject suffixes, as in (7). Infinitives w ith as 
well as unprefixed and prefixed infinitives construct without P  appear in 
these positions. Unprefixed infinitives construct without P  may be preceded 
by independent prepositions according to the context. The maskilic usage is 
identical to, and therefore m ost likely based on, its biblical predecessor.
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(6)
mn>b ttfirfy nio
Praising the Lord is good (Ps. 92:2)
(7)
’5# TOW  W ) >WR H )i' TWO W O )
I know your sitting and coming and going, and your raging at me (2 Kings 
19:27)
(8)
o^lv Hp pjwpty) npy vk) n}U}| 7tri>$ non
Instead of being abandoned and hated and without visitors, I will make you 
an everlasting glory (Isa. 60:15)
(9) 
njpno 7WO Jiy
It is not the time for gathering the cattle (Gen. 29:7)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the infinitive with -5 can be used as a noun (P6rez 
FemAndez 1999,146). It frequently appears as a subject, as in (10), but does 
not seem to be used as the direct or indirect object of a finite verb; this role is 
typically filled by a verbal noun. It does not appear in the construct state or in 
conjunction w ith pronominal subject suffixes. Maskilic and Rabbinic Hebrew 
correspond only in that both may employ the infinitive with -5 as the subject 
of a sentence; in other respects the maskilic usage is clearly based on biblical 
rather than rabbinic convention.
(10)
to  now wrpvb >b im o 
I would prefer to be called a fool my whole life (Mishnah 'Eduyot 5:6)
In colloquial Israeli Hebrew the infinitive construct w ith -b can serve as 
the subject of a sentence and as the complement of a preposition (Berman
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1978, 288-9, 293-4), as in (11) and (12) in turn. In the higher registers the 
infinitive construct without -5 can be used in such positions w ith a 
pronominal subject suffix, as in (13), an d /o r in the construct state, as in (14). 
However, it cannot serve as the direct object of a finite verb (Glinert 1989,317). 
In this regard informal Israeli Hebrew resembles rabbinic rather than biblical 
or maskilic literature; the formal language is more similar to the biblical and 
maskilic corpora but is not identical as it does not employ infinitives as the 
direct object of finite verbs.
(11)
It's better to be safe than sorry (Haimi 2007)
(12)
W ithout dunking twice (Berman 1978,294)
(13)
>n>n rm  kwi nsrw o>notpn '?o oaw
The return of academics to Israel is a vital need (Berman 1978,309)
(14)
my*xm v on m m
The news of the five ships' arriving at the port (Berman 1978,310)
13.2.2 Causal clauses
Infinitives construct w ithout are sometimes found in contexts indicating 
that their actions are the reason for the occurrence of a later event, which is 
generally conveyed by a following finite verb. In such cases the infinitives 
always have a pronoun suffix that functions as the subject of the action in 
question. Infinitives in these contexts can be prefixed by either -n, as in (1), or 
-G, as in (2). The translation value of the infinitives construct in these settings
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is one of the English conjunctions 'because' or 'as' followed by either a finite 
verb or a gerund.
(1)
imy >£fc twn nM nnaa mK>aTP o>aa m yw  tidm ,mw Pai *vwy w>m
As he was a rich man w ithout a wife, many matchmakers tried to match him
up with a suitable woman (Braudes 1873,20)
(2)
ojum o> yyrmnt? nPv ma p  ,orfc o>nn>n ro a*i >a mron
And because he knew that the Jews had great power to help them, he ordered
her to become friendly with diem  as well (Smolenskin 1867,14)
In Biblical Hebrew the infinitive construct is found in causal clauses 
prefixed by -a or -n or preceded by or (Williams 1976,89-90; Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990, 604), as shown in (3)-(6) in turn. This type of clause is 
generally followed by a finite verb whose action denotes the outcome of the 
reason designated by the infinitive construct The biblical causal clauses 
constructed of an infinitive construct prefixed by -a or -» are identical to those 
found in the present corpus; however, maskilic usage differs from that of the 
Hebrew Bible in that it avoids or Vv in this type of context.
(3)
o r w  OM>$1n un'N mrr> rogty}
The Lord took us out of Egypt because He hates us (Deut. 1:27)
(4)
tpnM p)p> K>*1n o}>riat£ Jim 1 o^tim mrr> ip tp tt
It was because the Lord loved you and kept the oath that he made to your
ancestors that He took you out (D eut 7:8)
(5)
nyj •jtyjt K>3t> ’fln mrr> >pj«? joo m W?
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Because you have committed yourself to doing what is evil in the eyes of the 
Lord, I am going to bring disaster upon you (1 Kings 21:20-1)
(6)
>nNyn ** 7ji1n 09^}
I am going to judge you for saying, I have not sinned (Jer. 2:35)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the infinitive is not generally employed in causal 
clauses; instead, the causal conjunctions -*), -v  ow n, ow  and-v  are 
used preceding finite verbs or nouns in such contexts (PGrez Fem&ndez 1999, 
223-4). In this respect rabbinic usage differs from that found in the maskilic 
corpus, which is clearly based on the biblical model.
GO
onsjon mjmN faow  t>w **
Unleavened bread, because our ancestors were liberated in Egypt (Mishnah 
Pesajnm 10:5)
(8)
own jw non >ii?n m no >iod
Why was this one hanged? Because he cursed the Lord (Mishnah Sanhedrin 
6:4)
Israeli Hebrew does not generally employ the infinitive in causal 
clauses; rather, it utilises a finite verb or nominal form preceded by causal 
subordinators such as >2, >£>£, and -v  o w n  (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 354).
(9) illustrates this usage. However, in high-register language the infinitive 
construct prefixed by -2 can be used in this sense. This is shown in (10). In this 
regard colloquial Israeli Hebrew usage differs from that found in the maskilic 
corpus. Formal language sometimes employs a similar structure but 
nevertheless diverges from maskilic usage in that it does not utilise the -n 
prefix.
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(9)
'TO UN *3 Vt?H tta»Uf> *3 UNI hfc
We didn'1 come because we were made to, but because we are friends of Israel 
(Glinert 1989,351)
(10)
b'nrfc w n  w'nfr onmy rmn>n *mN im m i
As he is one of the best in the unit, they are due to send him abroad (Glinert 
1989,317)
13.2.3 Complement o f finite verb
The most frequent use of the infinitives construct w ith and without -5 in the 
corpus is as a complement supplementing the action of the preceding finite 
verb. The finite verb and infinitive may be separated by one or more 
constituent elements, as in (1), or appear adjacent to each other, as in (2). In 
some cases, such as that shown in (3), the infinitive construct serves as an 
adverbial complement and the preceding finite verb indicates the manner in 
which it is performed. In such cases the two verbal forms are never separated 
by another element. Infinitives construct serving as complements are most 
commonly prefixed by -'y, as shown in (1) and (3), but they are often 
unprefixed, as in (2). The alternation between these two variants seems to be 
unsystematic. Infinitives construct serving as verbal complements can be 
equated with English infinitives, while those in the role of adverbial 
complement are best translated w ith finite verbs.
(1)
w ray  twoyh Tty mtmn n5 w w n [...]”
'[...] and we have not yet started to do our work [...]' (Abramowitz 1862,46)
(2)
” [...1 Tlrtfcj} bD W  HD"
'W hat can I do? [...]' (Schulman 1857-60,4:45)
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(3)
"C..J tchh m en  ro T? n>n m  n»”
'[...] what was the matter w ith you that you were going so hastily [...]' 
(Smolenskin 1867,16)
In Biblical Hebrew infinitives construct w ith and without -5 frequently 
serve as a verbal or adverbial complement (Van der Merwe, Naud6, and 
Kroeze 1999,154-5), as in (4)-(5) and (6) respectively. Infinitival complements 
found in conjunction with certain finite verbs, such as . io . \  are typically 
prefixed by -b, while those following others can be either prefixed or 
unprefixed infinitives construct (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 606). These two 
variants are shown in (4) and (5)-(6) respectively. The maskilic usage is nearly 
identical to, and therefore m ost likely based on, that of the Hebrew Bible. 
Comparison of (2) w ith the identical form in (5) illustrates this similarity. 
However, the maskilic authors seem to use the -5 prefix unsystematically, 
while in Biblical Hebrew its appearance is in some cases triggered by the 
preceding finite verb.
(4)
He was afraid to dwell in Zoar (Gen. 19:30)
(5)
nroj nifcjj wp. hty
They do not know how to do right (Amos 3:10)
(6)
ol*r) H* ^ 0 * ?
Why have you come so soon today? (Exod. 2:18)
In Rabbinic Hebrew infinitives with -b frequently function as 
complements of preceding finite verbs (Azar 1995, 47-8), as illustrated in (7)
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and (8). Rabbinic infinitives do not serve as adverbial complements; rather, 
nominal forms fill this role (Bendavid 1971, 505). The maskilic corpus 
resembles its rabbinic predecessor in that both employ infinitives w ith -5 as 
verbal complements, but differs in its additional use of the infinitive construct 
and in its use of the infinitive as an adverbial complement In this regard the 
maskilic authors have clearly followed biblical convention.
(7)
rain w**i
He cannot retract and rule in favour of conviction (Mishnah Sanhedrin 5:5)
(8)
yxvb ra n
I was willing to give [it] to your brother (Babylonian Talmud Ketubbot 66b)
In Israeli Hebrew the infinitive w ith -5 frequently serves as the 
complement of a verb (Berman 1978, 288), as in (9). In the higher registers it 
can additionally function as an adverbial complement (Glinert 1989,225), as in
(10). Thus the modem language overlaps w ith maskilic fiction in some cases, 
but has no parallel to the maskilic unprefixed infinitive construct serving as a 
complement.
(9)
n>yan jin *rniob r a n  vh
I want to solve the problem (Ben-Asher 1976,32)
(10)
vnnb onpn jidnti yn
Israel's moment of truth came early (Margalit 2006)
13.2.4 Epexegeticd
An infinitive with -5 in close proximity to a finite verb can be used in a context 
indicating that the actions of both are interlinked, with the former designating
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the manner in which the action of the latter comes to pass. Such epexegetical 
infinitives w ith -5 are invariably follow the related finite verb. Their 
translation value is usually the English preposition 'by* followed by a gerund.
(1)
"...Yfrnn 5v mwy aw h>
'You did not do well by tapping on the window...' (Schulman 1857-60,1:119)
(2)
nrua vrrft trraa> >a m5n5  oroaai onayn in i
They came themselves to request that the holy man honour them by speaking 
the next day (Gordon 1874b, 11)
In Biblical Hebrew the infinitive with -5 appears in epexegetical 
contexts following the associated finite verb (Waltke and O' Connor 1990,608). 
This usage is identical to that of the maskilic corpus.
(3)
iqityp 5? n* p$5n mm 51 voyn yp
If you obey the Lord your God by keeping all of His commandments (Deut 
13:19)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ the infinitive w ith -5 in epexegetical 
settings. Rather, it utilises a finite verb in the tense appropriate to the context 
preceded by the independent preposition >T> 5v (Bendavid 1971, 501). Thus in 
this regard rabbinic usage does not correspond to the maskilic corpus.
(4)
n5ia m>K *p>a5 rvapn VT>para srtm* K>rw >t> 5v >rwm
But the earth, by doing the Lord's work, does not fade away (Ecclesiastes 
Rabbah 1:4)
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Israeli Hebrew normally conveys epexegetical information using the 
preposition by followed by a noun, as in (5). Occasionally in high-register 
language it can employ the infinitive construct prefixed by -a, as in (6). Thus 
for the most part present-day Hebrew does not resemble the maskilic corpus 
in this respect, but in certain formal contexts the two forms of the language 
overlap.
(5)
m>3o stpoin >r> by nm mvyyb b*D> mn
It can do this by issuing stocks (Lifson 2002)
(6)
opbK>*it?n o>bwn j u d d o  j i k  onaob w n a  [...] r>n>n nnn tin  *imo... 
Marxist socialism [...] conflicts w ith personal freedom by giving the wage- 
eamer the authority of the ruler (Knesset 2006)
13.2.5 Purpose clauses
Infinitives following finite verbs sometimes serve as the introduction to 
purpose clauses. They can be translated by the English infinitive, often 
preceded by the phrase 'in  order to'. These are usually infinitives with -b 
appearing without an introductory conjunction, as in (1). However, on 
occasion they are unprefixed infinitives construct immediately preceded by 
the conjunction ^nb, as in (2), or, on rare occasions, infinitives with -b 
preceded by ytvb, as in (3). As in many other cases examined in this study, the 
choice of one variant over the other appears to be unsystematic.
(1)
"run >nio mvrm vwstib Kb"
'I didn 't come here to listen to news' (Schulman 1857-60,1:62)
(2)
"[...] isn-aJD jik nirob *p^ nbuon yon ^nb pn
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[•• •] y°u have to write the will only in order to get the benefits of the remedy 
[...]' (Neiman 1878,325)
(3)
t o  Nnt? nsn nn5 ntto o>im mnim w w  ompnm [...]»»
'[...] and in their place will rise up wide, straight streets, in order to get fresh 
air into the city [...]' (Nisselowitz 1875,88)
Biblical Hebrew employs the infinitive construct with and without -5 in 
purpose clauses following finite verbs (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 604-6). 
Infinitives with -5 in these settings are preceded by the finite form without an 
intervening particle, as in (4). Unprefixed infinitives construct may also 
appear following the conjunctions or *n:nn, as in (5). Thus the biblical and
maskilic corpora largely correspond in this regard. They differ only in that 
Maskilic Hebrew does not employ the conjunction *my:t and occasionally uses 
the infinitive with -5 in conjunction with yticb.
(4)
And people of all nations came to hear the wisdom of Solomon (1 Kings 5:14)
(5)
TP} i** nH
And He hardened his heart in order to deliver him into your hand (Deut. 2:30)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the most common way of expressing purpose is 
with the infinitive with -5 (Fassberg 1998, 152). This is illustrated in (6). 
Occasionally the infinitive may be preceded by the particles or iPivta 
(Fassberg 1998, 160). (7) illustrates an infinitive with >*td. Rabbinic Hebrew 
does not utilise the unprefixed infinitive construct, nor does it possess the 
conjunctions “ivob or *n:uo. Thus the rabbinic and maskilic usages overlap in 
that both forms employ the infinitive w ith -5 without a preceding conjunction. 
However, maskilic convention more closely resembles its biblical antecedent
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in its use of the unprefixed infinitive construct with the conjunction y^ob. 
Moreover, the maskilic authors avoid the rabbinic conjunctions no and b>iW3.
(6)
n*y bn>>b n by n pM mpru
They all gathered together in order to take counsel (Basser 1998, lxxxix)
(7)
m>iyn p  o*tn pnnnb nD man *ry o o^dh nnN nob
Why did the Sages say, up to midnight? In order to keep people away from 
sin (Mishnah Berakhot 1:1)
Israeli Hebrew frequently employs the infinitive with -b in purpose 
clauses. While such infinitives may convey the purpose element 
independently, as in (8), they are usually preceded by the conjunction >*td,  as 
in (9). The particle does not appear before verbs in Israeli Hebrew 
(Bliboim 1995, 109). In this respect Israeli Hebrew resembles the maskilic 
corpus to the extent that both may employ the infinitive with -b in purpose 
clauses. However, the two forms of Hebrew differ in that maskilic literature 
can employ the unprefixed infinitive construct and /or the conjunction "|ynb, 
whereas the modem language uses only the infinitive with -b and customarily 
combines it with the conjunction >*td.
(8)
pnvb vruDb u n  o>*Tbvi
The kids ran to the lot in order to play (Glinert 1989,349)
(9)
Tinbb >*TD >pNb >J1K2
I came to Israel in order to study (Bliboim 1995,110)
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13.2.6 Separative clauses
The infinitive construct with and w ithout -5 sometimes appear in the corpus 
in a context indicating that the action of the infinitive cannot take place. 
Infinitives construct in this type of context are prefixed by -n, as in (1). 
Infinitives with -5 appear less frequently in this type of setting, as in (2). In 
some cases the infinitive with -5 may be prefixed by -o, as in (3). Usually such 
separative infinitives are preceded by a verb or, less frequently, an adjective, 
indicating the reason for the impossibility of the infinitive action; 
alternatively, they may follow an interjection such as nWn, which conveys the 
notion that the action of the infinitive should be prevented, as in (4). The 
English translation value of these forms is usually an infinitive following an 
adjective preceded by the adverb 'too'. When the maskilic infinitive is part of 
an oath formula, it can be translated with 'God forbid that' + subjunctive (see 
Swan 1995,566 for details of this English construction).
a )
”[...] o^aapm y\H tatfia man na [...]"
'[...] the house is too small to include everyone gathered there [...]' (Meinkin 
1881,23)
(2)
”[...] imb j v  map map [...]"
'[...] are you too poor to provide your wife with meat [...]' (Gottlober 1876, 
91)
(3)
"[...] mm pna nnv nn ivw  maon >d pmua manta nwin [...]”
'[...] you were not too ashamed to tell me that the holy man who has arrived 
now is not totally righteous [...]' (Gordon 1874b, 11)
(4)
”[...] nntD rovyn >5 n5>5n [...]”
'[...] God forbid that I should do such a thing [...]' (Berezkin 1877, 22)
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In Biblical Hebrew the infinitive construct prefixed by -o can be used to 
indicate 'a  quality of too high a degree' (Williams 1976,55) and signal that the 
action to which it refers cannot be carried out because a previous element, 
generally an adjective, prevents its realisation. This includes instances 
containing an interjection, as shown in (6). In this respect the biblical and 
maskilic corpora resemble each other to a significant extent. However, the 
Hebrew Bible employs only the infinitive construct prefixed by -o in such 
cases whereas the maskilic authors sometimes combine -n with infinitives 
with -5 or utilise infinitives w ith -5 on their own. This divergence fits in with 
the general maskilic tendency to employ the infinitive with -5 more frequently 
than its biblical predecessor and suggests that the authors based their usage 
on the Bible but deviated slightly from its norms due to the influence of post- 
Biblical Hebrew, which invariably employs the infinitive with -5.
(5)
rjiv y) ovton n>n >3
For their possessions were too great for them to live together (Gen. 36:7)
(6)
He said, 'God forbid that I should do such a thing' (Gen. 44:17)
In Rabbinic Hebrew separative clauses are typically conveyed using the 
infinitive with -5 preceded by -o (Sharvit 1998, 338), as in (7). Separative 
clauses introduced by interjections such as n5>5m on are expressed by means 
of a finite verb in the tense befitting the context (Bendavid 1971, 501). Such a 
case is shown in (8). Rabbinic and Maskilic Hebrew correspond in that both 
can convey separative clauses with the infinitive with -5 prefixed by -o; this 
shared approach, which differs from the biblical norm, may constitute 
rabbinic influence on maskilic fiction. However, they differ in two ways: 
firstly, the infinitive with -5 is not used in rabbinic separative clauses
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introduced by interjections, and secondly, the maskilic authors may 
additionally use the infinitive construct prefixed by -o. Thus, as in many other 
instances, this maskilic usage appears to constitute a mixture of biblical and 
rabbinic features.
(7)
nvynn t\h  m m  o>)ro on>o>o
The priests never refrained from burning the meat (Mishnah Pesahim 1:6)
(8)
tiTMu N>npw cnbvn on n*nn> >m 7on
God forbid that Akabya should be put under a ban (Mishnah 'Eduyot 5:6)
Separative clauses in Israeli Hebrew following adjective phrases consist 
of the infinitive with -5, usually either unaccompanied, as in (9), or following 
the compound form >730, which conveys excessiveness, or the preposition 
5>nvyn, as in (10). The degree adverb n o  is sometimes used to modify the 
adjectives preceding such clauses (Glinert 1989, 219), as in (9). In some cases, 
particularly after the verb .v.i.o, -o may be prefixed to the infinitive with -5, as 
in (11). The only case of an infinitive construct in a separative clause with -o is 
in set phrases with nwo, such as niyod iiDXnvyp, as in (12). Israeli and Maskilic 
Hebrew correspond in that both can employ infinitives with -5 and possibly 
the -o prefix in separative clauses. However, they diverge in that the maskilic 
authors often employ the infinitive construct prefixed by -o, while in the 
modem language this practice is marginal.
(9)
wot* b >70 ipt n>n
He was too old to hear (Glinert 1989,219)
(10)
nwnb pirn nap ni
It's a bit too far to see (Glinert 1989,219)
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(11)
imoD nw yta mmn ,>No*yn -pnra rmoD ,no*v N>n
She herself, as a teacher in the independent educational system, is prevented 
from doing as they do (Ettinger and Rotem 2007)
(12)
Kituo tid itpn >n ihon [...]"
'[...] the pain with which I live is too great to bear [...]' (Barkan 2007)
13.2.7 Temporal clauses
The infinitive construct is the verbal form most commonly used in the 
temporal clauses in the corpus. In such settings the infinitive can designate an 
action that took place prior to, at the same time as, or after that of the adjacent 
finite verb. Such infinitives construct are frequently prefixed by either -n or -D. 
-a is more common and appears in two different contexts. Firstly, and more 
typically, it can designate an infinitive action taking place at the same time as 
that of the finite verb. In such cases the infinitive action is often of roughly the 
same duration as that of the finite verb, but can be longer. (1) and (2) illustrate 
these possibilities in turn. Secondly, it is sometimes used when the infinitive 
action finished immediately before that of the finite verb, as in (3). o  is used 
only to indicate that the infinitive action took place immediately prior to that 
of the finite verb, and even in such contexts appears less frequently than -n. It 
is shown in (4). An infinitive construct in a temporal clause may additionally 
be unprefixed but preceded by an independent preposition indicating the 
time at which the infinitive action takes place. Typical prepositions include 
>*to, indicating simultaneity, >39!?, and nnN. (5) and (6) illustrate some of these 
possibilities. The subject of an infinitive construct in a temporal clause is 
always represented by either a possessive pronominal suffix, as in (2), or, less 
frequently, a directly following noun, as in (1). While temporal clauses are 
most common in narrative, w ith the infinitive construct and finite verb both
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referring to past events, they are found in direct speech as well, as in (l)-(3). In 
such cases they take their tense value from the context and can refer to present 
or future actions as well. Infinitives construct in temporal clauses are usually 
best translated with English gerunds or with finite verbs whose tense may 
vary depending on the context. The independent and prefixed prepositions 
signalling that the action of the infinitive takes place before or at the same 
time as that of a nearby finite verb can be equated with English prepositions 
or conjunctions such as 'before', 'after', or 'upon', 'when', 'while', or 'as soon 
as'.
(1)
*iinw omni omn iron t> inm mvynn idn 'Miron f  ran"
'H ere's a letter for you!' said the servant as he gave him a letter marked with a 
black stamp (Brand 1877,81)
(2)
>5 Nip (w d  nmm) mm cno nvmN n w  
'A  few hours before his death (while he was dying) he called for me [...]' 
(Bogrov 1878a, 536)
(3)
"[...] mi*n oip5 tom j i n  [ . . . ] "
'[...] after you've received the money you'll be able to be generous [...]' 
(Broda 1871,35)
(4)
1>5N 1 *lp>l m il 1J1WN1 >*10171 JIN VJPN71 JHN11
Upon seeing the village and his wife and children, the man approached him 
(Berman 1861,294)
(5)
nuriN onvy n iv  nnN *i >vV5 >n>i i*t>i  n>5in m nnum
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And he was successful in this business and became rich after a few years 
(Frischmann 1878,159)
(6)
t>pn m i no 
While speaking he waved his cane at him (Mapu 1857-69,217)
In Biblical Hebrew temporal clauses are typically composed of an 
infinitive construct, which may be prefixed by the inseparable prepositions -2, 
-2, or -o, or preceded by an independent temporal preposition. Infinitives in 
this setting customarily have a possessive pronominal suffix or immediately 
following subject. -2 is typically used to designate simultaneity, both when the 
action of the infinitive is more durative than that of the finite verb and when it 
is instantaneous (Jouon 1993,2:625-6), as in (7) and (8) respectively. Immediate 
anteriority is usually designated by the prefix -2 (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 
604; Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 284), as in (9), but can 
sometimes be indicated with -2, as in (10). The prefixed preposition -n or an 
independent preposition such as nnN can be used to indicate that the 
infinitive action took place some time prior to that of the finite verb, as in (11) 
and (12) in turn. The biblical and maskilic usages overlap in that both employ 
the infinitive construct in conjunction w ith prepositions in these settings and 
in their use of -2 and -2. However, the two forms of Hebrew differ in that -2 
seems to be employed less frequently in maskilic fiction than in the Hebrew 
Bible. Moreover, they diverge regarding the use of other prepositions: firstly, 
the maskilic authors do not use -o to denote anteriority; secondly, in the 
Hebrew Bible n o  means 'whenever7 and is not used in this type of temporal 
clause, whereas in the maskilic corpus it has a translation value of 'w hen' and 
is employed in a similar way to the prefix -2. This suggests that, as in other 
instances discussed in this study, the maskilic authors based their usage on 
biblical precedent but modified it slightly, perhaps unintentionally.
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(7)
5in 5k i?p opp D7^3 om>na >ri>i
And while they were in the field Cain rose up against Abel (Gen. 4:8)
(8)
fa5p? i n  mp o>p5p \i
David was thirty years old when he became king (2 Sam. 5:4)
(9)
>5k 7 7 7  n'a 7ok5 in'nK np?? >777 tin lyupi} ihnK >77 5y onp^n  dni opn tin sin?? >n?) 
w>h n 5k Nin y»kh• T T • T
When he had seen the nose ring and the bracelets on his sister's arms, and 
when he had heard Rebecca say, 'This is what the man said to me,' he 
approached the man (Gen. 24:30)
(10)
op napi ir»K TP? nirr> wn v T > n  siiN??
As soon as David saw that the Lord had answered him at the threshing floor 
of Oman the Jebusite, he sacrificed there (1 Chron. 21:28)
(11)
niyip nv?P Tap!? 5nn n npa vyoin 5nn»
From the time that you begin to use the sickle on the standing grain you shall 
start counting seven weeks (Deut. 16:9)
(12)
nip niKjo mop* o>ip yip vyiiK t \h  vr5in >?hk np >nn
And Seth lived eight hundred and seven years after begetting Enosh (Gen. 5:7)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ the infinitive in temporal clauses; 
rather, it uses a finite verb, typically preceded by a temporal conjunction such 
as -vyn, -vy nwyo, -vo, -vy p u ,  or, in future contexts, -vyi5 (P6rez Fernandez 1999, 
206-7). (13) and (14) illustrate some of these possibilities. In this respect the
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maskilic authors' presentation of temporal clauses appears clearly to be based 
on biblical rather than rabbinic precedent. Moreover, their use of n o  
indicating simultaneity in such contexts lacks precedent in either canonical 
form of Hebrew; rather, these phenomena appear to constitute further 
examples of original maskilic usage.
(13)
nsny rfray nbon yonsmn m v t *
After murders proliferated, the ritual of breaking the heifer's neck ceased 
(Mishnah Sotah 9:9)
(14)
tnon t\h  Ninvy nyvyn miN pnDyn
In order for it not to hinder him when he sprinkles the water (Mishnah Parah 
7:8)
Israeli Hebrew temporal clauses are usually composed of a temporal 
conjunction followed by a finite verb, as in (15). However, in written language 
the infinitive construct can be used (Berman 1978, 2%). An infinitive in such a 
position must be introduced by some kind of temporal marker, either -n or an 
independent preposition such as oy, >D£)5, or nnN (Berman 1978, 301). (16) and 
(17) illustrate these possibilities. An infinitive construct in this type of position 
must be followed by a possessive pronominal suffix or explicit subject (Glinert 
1989, 315-6), as in (16) and (17) respectively. The tense value is inferred from 
the context. Thus written Israeli Hebrew sometimes resembles the present 
corpus in this respect except for the fact that it never introduces the infinitives 
construct with -d; similarly, maskilic literature does not employ the 
preposition oy. Moreover, the construction is extremely widespread in 
maskilic fiction but relatively restricted in the modem language.
(15)
nv’Jfl wnvn nm  >n»n
I w asn't at home when she arrived (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,350)
(16)
tnoono w m  oiro Kin
He was hit while coming off the plane (Bliboim 1995,126)
(17)
*iown imn o>*Ttr>n
The children fled before the policeman arrived (Berman 1978,289)
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III SYNTAX
14 Q AJAL
14.1 Sequences o f qatal forms in narrative
While the corpus often employs a qatal followed by the wayyiqtol to express a 
chain of successive past actions comprising part of the main narrative, it also 
frequently exhibits two or more unprefixed qatal forms joined by a waw- 
conjunctive in seemingly identical contexts. In the latter cases the subject may 
be either explicit or implicit. Such qatal sequences are generally translatable 
with English preterites. It is possible that the authors deliberately chose to use 
a chain of qajtals in certain instances to indicate that their actions should not be 
interpreted as successive but rather as simultaneous or otherwise non­
sequential -  for example when each action occurred at some point in the past 
but not necessarily in the order in which the verbs appear. However, in most 
cases, such as those shown in (l)-(3), such a motivation seems extremely 
unlikely as the actions appear to be sequential and there is no clear difference 
in meaning between those rendered with qqtals and the final one, for which a 
wayyiqtol is used. Conversely, in such instances it is possible that the authors 
employed the wayyiqtol only for the final action because of syntactic 
considerations (see 11.1.3 for details).
(1)
'oq ,ytoyn T>b >DnDn ,>by onmyn nN byo mnbYn >mnn
nbayn tiju  bamNi >m*TNi
I hurriedly sent away those who were standing around me, gave my few 
belongings to the driver, covered my face in my coat and fell onto the wagon 
(Gordon 1874b, 3)
(2)
nmzmo by hdi to  nan ,nnnm iwni t\h  onn  ,11own <pr> *rnynn p
After that Joseph awoke, lifted his head calmly, turned this way and that and
looked around (Wilenkin 1863,409)
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(3)
N ipi w m  nnvvy ,vm5»\y >np ,i>dd tino ,cpq mpy r>nyi ironn t\h Kip mn 
The rabbi read the letter and tears spilled from his eyes, he spread out his 
palms, tore his garments, pulled hair from his head and read (Dick 1867,305)
Biblical Hebrew narrative is characterised by the use of the wayyiqtol for 
the expression of sequential past actions; the qatal is not generally employed in 
these settings (Eskhult 1990, 22-3). It typically appears only when the speaker 
or narrator specifically wishes to present the past actions concerned as non­
sequential, usually for one of the following four reasons: a) to provide 
background information occurring prior to or otherwise outside of the 
narrative itself, as in (4); b) to highlight a contrast between a series of 
successive actions and draw attention away from their consecutive nature, as 
in (5); c) to mark an opposition between two simultaneous mainline narrative 
events, as in (6); and d) to highlight a previously mentioned action, as in (7). 
See Niccacci (1990, 62-71) for further details of these categories. In such 
constructions the qqtals are invariably preceded by their subjects (Eskhult 
1990, 63), as exemplified in (4)-(6). Comparison of these biblical citations with 
(l)-(3) reveals that the maskilic examples do not clearly fall into any of the 
above four groups; this suggests that the use of qqtals in Maskilic Hebrew does 
not precisely correspond to that of the Bible. Moreover, there is a syntactic 
difference between the two forms of the language: while in Biblical Hebrew 
the qqtals are consistently introduced by their subject, in the present corpus 
they are frequently unaccompanied.
(4)
o>o*jnn nN rmpb : 5m  Wn? ns!)
Then he went out of Leah's tent and entered Rachel's tent; now Rachel had 
taken the idols (Gen. 31:33-4)
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(5)
o}in> Jin 7!i i*p Nfrt? w rp ): n>jnN n n m  innnN bN loN n o>i vt> c^irp 7'arj?)
Then Yoram turned his horses [life hands] around and fled, and called to 
Ahaziah, 'Treason, Ahaziah!' But Yehu took his bow in his hand and struck 
Yoram (2 Kings 9:23-4)
(6)
riy^a irpa n ty  tnNy) nnn^n 7^1 
Then Samuel went off to Ramah, whereas Saul went up to his house at 
Gibe'ah of Saul (1 Sam. 15:34)
(7)
99 io^ns vr> n jin
We told him our dreams and he interpreted them for us; he interpreted each 
according to his own dream (Gen. 41:12)
The use of these qatal chains resembles the standard way of expressing 
sequences of past events in Rabbinic Hebrew, where the wayyiqtol is 
unattested (P6rez Fernandez 1999, 107). However, as stated above, the 
maskilic intention in using qqtals may not always be the presentation of 
sequential past action because unlike Rabbinic Hebrew it possesses the waw- 
consecutive construction for this purpose.
(8)
bapi my T^nn vsmxti 
King Agrippa stood and received it and read (Mishnah Sotah 7:8)
The qatal is the standard form for the expression of past actions in 
Israeli Hebrew, including both the successive and non-sequential types. The 
waw-consecutive is not employed. In this respect the modem language bears a 
greater resemblance to Rabbinic than to Maskilic Hebrew.
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(9)
r>)7t> n o  y v  N tn  y m  w n
He thought and thought, but did not know what to say (Chayat, Israeli, and 
Kobliner 2001,234)
14.2 Qatal introducing narrative sequence
Most narrative sequences in the corpus describing a series of past actions 
taking place at the time of the main story begin with a qatal. Such qqtals can be 
followed by either wayyiqtols, as in (1), or additional qqtals, as in (2). The initial 
qqtals in these cases are clearly located on the narrative line and constitute an 
element in the following sequential chains. These qqtals refer to past actions 
taking place at the time of the main story and therefore correspond to English 
preterite verbs; this is illustrated in the translations of the extracts from the 
corpus in which such verbs occur.
(1)
n r o n n  t i n  n n a n  r o w  j i n  o b v  n p y >
Jacob paid his fee and opened the letter (Brand 1877,81)
(2)
m>ysn m v w  j i n  v o d  nnwon m *
The days of the banquet passed and the Count travelled with with his young 
wife to Italy (Fuenn 1872,299)
Qqtals are frequently found in the Hebrew Bible directly before 
narrative sequences of wayyiqtols. However, while such constructions formally 
m irror those found in the maskilic corpus, their function is most likely 
different: as Niccacci (1990, 35-6) argues, in biblical narrative qqtals preceded 
by an explicit subject do not serve to advance a storyline; rather, they supply 
'recovered information', details of a previous situation relevant to but not part 
of the main story. (3) illustrates such an instance and can be contrasted with 
(4), which shows a narrative sequence beginning with a mainline wayyiqtol.
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(3)
nsnn  viiH  m i} >n>i w>n ><!>) ^pi> tin nm> >n>) [...] n a ^ p  ryin 
Now Joseph had been taken down to Egypt [...] the Lord was with Joseph, 
and he became successful and stayed in the house of his Egyptian master 
(Gen. 39:1-2)
(4)
jin on^ *ipN>) r>ja jin) d j Jin o>h^n 7 7 7 ?}
God blessed Noah and his sons and said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply 
and fill the earth' (Gen. 9:1)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not possess the wayyiqtol and consistently 
employs qqtals to introduce past-tense narrative. In this way tannaitic and 
amoraic language resembles that of the present corpus and it could be that the 
maskilic authors were influenced by Rabbinic Hebrew as far as this usage is 
concerned. However, the resemblance does not always extend beyond this 
initial verb, as Rabbinic Hebrew always continues the narrative chain with 
further qqtals whereas the maskilic corpus frequently utilises wayyiqtols.
(5)
Nipi toy  oana n
King Agrippa stood and received it and read (Mishnah Sotah 7:8)
Israeli Hebrew always uses a qqtal to initiate a past narrative sequence; 
in this way it mirrors rabbinic language as well as the maskilic texts.
(6)
jmniNi7 nu) iso  n>n >pNi nnai >0 ^  1906 jm o
In 1906 he settled in Palestine and opened an art college in the Land of Israel
(Chayat, Israeli, and Kobliner 2001,66)
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15 YIQTOL
15.1 Negative commands
Direct negative commands in the corpus are conveyed using a second person 
yiqtol prefixed by either of the negators bN or Mb. While bN is employed more 
frequently than Nb, the choice of one or the other appears to be unsystematic: 
both particles are employed in contexts indicating commands referring to a 
specific occasion, as comparison of (1) and (2) illustrates, as well as more 
durative prohibitions, as comparison of (3) and (4) exemplifies. Furthermore, 
both negators may appear side by side in similar contexts, as in (5), in which 
both commands seem to be durative.
(1)
"[...] mi v h  iwn *o> oub >ibn bM [...]”
'[...] don't go to sleep until I come back [...]' (Meinkin 1881,50)
(2)
nvrwn nmn "‘mo rajm Kb" .JiNib pn
And he turned to leave. 'D on't leave!' cried the woman (Shapiro 1874,565)
(3)
by* mn fiitm bMi [...] oi ,mn [...]"
'[...] live, my son [...] and don't forget the evil of Ga'al [...]' (Mapu 1857-69, 
219)
(4)
H v m  Mb nb n*n y n  *wn mv3 [...]"
'[...] don't marry a girl without a dowry [...]' (Braudes 1877,186)
(5)
nbvynnn r> odd ikvji Mbi ’pnb iMunn bM 
'[...] don't sin against the laws of the land, and don't fear the power of the 
government - ' (Smolenskin 1873,592)
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Biblical Hebrew can employ either the second person jussive preceded 
by or the yiqtol preceded by to present negative commands (Shulman 
1996, 141, 148-9). The choice of form and particle often appears to be 
dependent on the context in which the negative command is located: the yiqtol 
with is typically used for durative prohibitions (Van der Merwe, Naud6, 
and Kroeze 1999, 320), particularly in legislative passages (Waltke and 
O'Connor 1990, 510), as in (6); by contrast, the jussive with is generally 
used in negative commands relating to a specific event (Van der Merwe, 
Naud£, and Kroeze 1999, 318), as in (7). However, Qimron (1983, 477) argues 
that both particles are occasionally employed in close proximity to each other 
merely out of a desire for variety rather than in order to convey a semantic 
difference, as in (8). Thus the biblical and maskilic corpora correspond to a 
certain degree on this issue as they can both negate commands with either 
or However, they diverge in that the maskilic authors typically employ the 
yiqtol with both particles rather than the jussive. Moreover, they may diverge 
in that Biblical Hebrew seems typically to use each construction in different 
semantic circumstances while maskilic literature employs them seemingly 
indescriminately. The fact that both constructions occasionally appear in 
similar contexts in the Hebrew Bible may have contributed to the maskilic 
authors' perception of them as interchangeable.
(6)
nvsjn nin>5 mv) oi>)
And the seventh day is a Sabbath for the Lord; you shall not do any work 
(Exod. 2:9)
(7)
now*? iyy* bn) lyjn 77? n5v)n
Do not lay your hand on the boy, and do not do anything to him (Gen 22:12)
(8)
n?a oj) ~inN i n
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'D on't go glean in another field, and don't move from here' (Ruth 2:8)
Rabbinic Hebrew generally employs the particle to  followed by a yiqtol 
verb in order to issue direct negative commands, as in (9); the jussive is 
employed only rarely in biblicising passages of the Mishnah (P6rez Fem&ndez 
1999,122-4), as in (10). Rabbinic writings do not appear to use in this type 
of context. Maskilic and rabbinic conventions differ in that the maskilic 
authors employ both particles; however, the maskilic tendency to use to  with 
the yiqtol instead of the jussive may be attributable to rabbinic influence.
(9)
y tn5 nannn to
Do not associate with the wicked (Mishnah Avot 1:7)
(10)
>d*iw vm\ to  
Do not make yourself like the advocates (Mishnah Avot 1:8)
Israeli Hebrew consistently forms negative commands with the yiqtol 
preceded by to  (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 44). It does not employ or the 
jussive in such circumstances. Like Rabbinic Hebrew, the modem language 
corresponds to the maskilic corpus in this respect in the use of the yiqtol with 
to , but differs regarding
(11)
! r t r r r i T > t o a t m t o
Don't sit near the door! (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,44)
15.2 Sequences of yiqtols
Although occasionally two or more successive verbs with future tense value 
are expressed by a yiqtol followed by a weqatal, it is more common to find a 
sequence of yiqtols joined by a wflw-conjunctive. This sequence occurs in direct
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speech with the present moment as its deictic centre, and is used to convey 
two or more actions expected to take place following that point. Yiqtols in this 
position correspond to the English future construction 'w ill' + infinitive. There 
are two possible interpretations for the authors' use of such constructions. The 
first is that they chose to employ a series of yiqtols rather than a yiqtol followed 
by weqatal in order to downplay any sequential elements in the verbs in 
question and instead present them as isolated actions even if they occur in 
logical or temporal succession. The second is that the choice of yiqtol 
sequences in some cases and weqatals in others is arbitrary, with no semantic 
motivation. This second possibility seems more likely than the first, as the 
highlighted yiqtols in (1) and (2) indicate actions that follow on temporally 
from the preceding yiqtols.
(1)
"[...] nwn *iy>n T)H htfanwb ynw i ro i ro  y>m [...]»»
'...and  in the meantime I will run and tell Aurelia everything that has 
happened...' (Smolenskin 1867,22)
(2)
"[...] nnnM oiwnn nn>n w  [...]"
'[...] then he will go to the courthouse and ask for it [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6, 
1:86)
In Biblical Hebrew a construction consisting of a yiqtol followed by one 
or more weqatals is regularly employed in contexts indicating two or more 
future actions that are temporally or logically sequential. Instances in which 
an initial yiqtol is followed by another yiqtol rather than a weqatal represent 
deliberate attempts to highlight a lack of consecution between the two actions 
(Jouon 1993, 2:3%). This sort of structure is most commonly found in clauses 
in which one future action is presented as contrasting with another, such as 
that shown in (3). With the exception of such particular cases, biblical 
language favours the use of weqatals when expressing two or more actions
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with future tense value even when there is no specific element of temporal or 
logical succession (Joiion 1993, 2:397). This trend is illustrated in (4). Thus it is 
possible that biblical convention corresponds to that of the maskilic authors, 
as the use of yiqtols in both periods may stem from a specific desire to avoid 
expressing consecution. However, the maskilic employment of yiqtols does not 
appear to be as systematic as that of its biblical counterpart. This suggests that 
the authors of the present corpus based their use of this structure on biblical 
precedent but failed to employ it in precisely the same semantic 
circumstances. This unsystematic selection of the yiqtol instead of the weqatal is 
in keeping with the general maskilic tendency to employ biblical structures 
erratically and without the underlying semantic motivations of their model.
(3)
7x1X7 m'N u*?n) m t inv)N nrpNi on^on 7T1X 
And when the Egyptians see you, they will say, 'This is his w ife/ and they 
will kill me, but they will let you live (Gen. 12:12)
(4)
7^ x1 nm n) 7 7 ^ 3  >!? tin m'nN ^  n pN
Say that you are my sister so that things may go well for me because of you 
and I may stay alive because of you (Gen. 12:13)
As Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ the weqatal, sequences of actions 
with future tense value are generally expressed using two or more yiqtol verbs 
whether the actions are temporally or logically consecutive, as in the last two 
verbs in (5), or not, as in the first two. This usage resembles that found in the 
maskilic corpus in the instances discussed above. It is possible that the 
maskilic inclination to render a sequence of future actions via a series of yiqtols 
in some cases has its roots in the preponderance of the practice in rabbinic 
language; however, the fact that similar chains of actions are sometimes 
expressed in the corpus using a yiqtol followed by weqatals indicates that the
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maskilic authors did not draw solely on tannaitic and amoraic usage in this 
regard but rather duplicated biblical practice in some instances.
(5)
Nvmp adiwii nymp bswo >rpnt? T?n 
I will go home and eat a bit, and drink a bit and sleep a bit (Babylonian 
Talmud Berakhot 4b)
Israeli Hebrew, like rabbinic writings, generally uses a sequence of 
yiqtols to express a series of future actions, temporal or logical links between 
the two notwithstanding. This practice can be seen in (6) and (7): (6) illustrates 
a chain of temporally consecutive actions, while (7) contains two events 
lacking such a link. It is thus difficult to ascertain the extent to which maskilic 
usage has influenced the present-day language in this respect: while it 
appears that Maskilic and Israeli Hebrew both employ sequences of yiqtols to 
convey a series of temporally and /o r logically consecutive future actions, the 
present corpus can additionally convey such actions with the weqatal while the 
modem language does not possess this construction. Additionally, Israeli 
Hebrew employs the yiqtol to convey both consecutive and non-consecutive 
future action sequences, while the present corpus may distinguish between 
the two types by using the weqatal to express the former and a chain of yiqtols 
for the latter.
(6)
nivyi aw  oniN *op>i *on *vonnn o»ut>pn onoon tin nns> Nin
He will open the classical books from the Hebrew Bible to Einstein and read
them again and again (Chayat, Israeli, and Kobliner 2001,116)
(7)
o rb v  *ipnon otv>n mv>i nm>p irm ipn  on ion
The teachers will help the students in small groups and help them with their
research (Chayat, Israeli, and Kobliner 2001,112)
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16 QOTEL
16.1 Negation
The cptels in the corpus can be negated by either of the particles y>N or vb. 
There does not appear to be a syntactic motivation for the selection of one 
particle over the other: each appears in conjunction with both nouns and 
pronouns and y>N is attested both independently and with pronominal 
suffixes. The following examples illustrate these points: (1) exemplifies an 
independent y>N while (2) contains one with a pronominal suffix; similarly, (3) 
exhibits the particle vb with a noun as its subject whereas (4) contains one in 
conjunction with a pronoun. Likewise, there do not appear to be any semantic 
reasons behind the choice of particle: both are attested in direct speech as well 
as narrative, as comparison of (2) and (3) with (1) and (5) illustrates. 
Moreover, both particles are attested in the speech of all types of characters. 
For example, (2) illustrates a traditional Jew using y>N while (3) shows an 
educated Maskil employing Nb; thus the choice of one particle instead of the 
other cannot be attributed to a desire to convey the feel of either uneducated 
or elevated language. Finally, both pN and Nb can be used to negate qotels in 
the same variety of present and future tense contexts, including the habitual 
present, as in (1) and (3) respectively, and the immediate present, as in (2) and 
(4) respectively. However, in some cases the selection of negator may be based 
on biblical precedent, as in (2), which imitates the construction shown in (7).
(1)
o >i v n n  p b »  n m  m v a p a  r o n n  n r n y o n  b i N
But these festive meals are not held at a guesthouse (Gordon 1874b, 5)
(2)
”*tno jmp>n nrrow u n ra  yiw novb mo n m n  o*p )>h [...]"
'[...] they cannot afford to decorate them with the expensive furs now7 (Dick 
1867,305)
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(3)
v * r \n  K b i K b  p m v  K b  o v n  y i o m  [ ...]»
'[...] and the masses do not listen, do not understand and do not feel [...]' 
(Mapu 1857-69,228)
(4)
p n a a  K b  >d  > n ”
'I promise that I'm  not laughing!' (Frischmann 1878,161)
(5)
p o n r i  b d o  n r o K  o > b o u  K b
We are no worse than any of the rest of the masses (Berman 1861,249)
Biblical Hebrew typically employs y>N to negate the qotel (Van der 
Merwe, Naud£, and Kroeze 1999, 318), as in (6) and (7). This convention is 
rooted in the nominal nature of the biblical qotel (Davidson 1994,136). There 
are only three biblical qotels negated with K b , appearing in Zephaniah 3:5 and 
Job 12:3 and 13:2. Joosten (1989,138) points out that none of these three forms 
refers to the immediate present. This is illustrated in (8). In this respect Biblical 
and Maskilic Hebrew differ considerably, as the maskilic authors frequently 
negate qotels with K b in all types of present and future tense contexts including 
the immediate present; moreover, the maskilic qotel forms negated by K b are 
not usually ascribable to shibbus. This divergence indicates that the maskilic 
authors were influenced by post-biblical usage in this regard.
(6)
I will not give you straw (Exod. 5:10)
(7)
7nN np>i JtjijMu Vp mn >7 oni
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And if he is poor and has insufficient means, he shall take one lamb (Lev. 
14:21)
(8)
030  *95 K *
I am not less than you (fob 12:3,13:2)
In Rabbinic Hebrew qotels are usually negated with y>N. The particle N* 
is used on occasion, generally in order to indicate a contrast (Sharvit 2004, 71- 
2). These variants are shown in (9) and (10) respectively. The fact that both 
Rabbinic and Maskilic Hebrew can employ either particle to negate qotels, 
while the biblical corpus utilises \>H almost exclusively, suggests that in this 
regard the maskilic authors were influenced by rabbinic usage to some 
degree. However, Maskilic Hebrew differs from its rabbinic antecedent in that 
it employs the particle N* relatively frequently and does not normally employ 
it in order to indicate a contrast. The fact that the maskilic authors did not 
systematically duplicate rabbinic practice, and that they did not employ the 
particle N* in order to serve a semantic function such as the feel of colloquial 
speech, suggests that the influence may have been unintentional.
(9)
o*no o>vnr>n y n
The heirs cannot recover it from them (Mishnah Baba Qamma 9:12)
(10)
pvm n m* y>*on onnw  rra
The House of Shammai says: one may remove them but not put them back 
(Mishnah Shdbbat 3:1)
In Israeli Hebrew qotels may be negated with either \>h or n5, although 
y>N is more typical of the formal registers and N* is more common in the 
colloquial language (Glinert 1989, 294). In this respect the present-day
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language resembles the maskilic corpus to a great degree, although the 
difference in register between the two particles present in Israeli Hebrew has 
no parallel in maskilic literature.
(11)
rroiv n >n patron irony nn*Tt? H*y wn
She can't talk on the phone now because she is working (Coffin and Bolozky 
2005,36)
(12)
*ironnn tin nonrfr mfcra u>n mn
He is not succeeding in assembling the device (Bliboim 1995,34)
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27 W AYYIQTOL AN D  WEQATAL
17.1 Wayyiqtol
17.1.1 Wayyiqtol beginning a sentence
While wayyiqtols are most frequently found following an initial qatal, they 
appear sporadically at the beginning of a sentence or paragraph. There are 
two possible explanations for this infrequent use of initial wayyiqtols. The first 
is that they are used in order to signal that the initial verb in question is 
intended to follow on temporally or logically from the action in a previous 
sentence, with the waw-consecutive carrying the force of 'so ' or 'and then'. The 
fact that such wayyiqtols are attested on only a small number of occasions 
suggests that the authors may have consciously selected them for a certain 
reason. In the instances in question there does seem to be a relationship 
between the sentences: for example, in (2) the paragraph-initial wayyiqtol 
constitutes a thematic progression from the previous paragraph, and it is 
possible that the author chose the wayyiqtol specifically in order to make this 
connection explicit. On the other hand, it is difficult to resolve irrefutably 
whether this is true: the links present in such contexts may be solely implied 
and not expressly conveyed by the wayyiqtol. Moreover, in some cases, such as 
that shown in (1), the connection between sentences is less apparent. The 
second explanation is thus that the use of sentence-initial wayyiqtols is 
coincidental and that they serve no semantic purpose. This possibility is 
supported by the fact that qqtals are sometimes found in similar settings, 
beginning a sentence or paragraph that represents a temporal or thematic 
continuation of a previous one. (3) illustrates this point, as it contains both a 
sentence-initial wayyiqtol and a sentence-initial qatal with introductory waw- 
conjunctive, with both forms appearing to convey the same sense of 
continuity.
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(1)
,o>d*i oh5> n>n nnw ,o>iH3 >nrt£> 5y *r>nNonn on55 m*n nn  nmsyi n>Dv dwn 
m>unn Jin*T\y 5n h\*to .ny>n>!7 *j5n rpmynt 5y inNn ,o>N»2n o>nvn 
A poor, downcast woman begged for bread in Zhitomir in the doorways of 
the charitable, and with her were her two young children, hungry and thirsty, 
one in her arms and the second walking at her right side. (So/ and) she came 
to the avenues of shops (Berman 1861,270)
(2)
"mnN >*nn> tiidn Nbn rouo" Nip "loyon mvown 
nnrrtnn t\k  <iN*un5 >095n
'My ears are hearing wonders now!' cried the count, 'and after all, you said 
that you were a Jew!'
(So/ then) Alfasi told the count the story of his life (Brandstadter 1875,672)
(3)
iDim ivyN ,nra nonn dni m\y jw nnn vdvovi ,)ptn 5n wv ov^ i on>5N miKni 
"?yfr5 oipn no ur>n": w>nh .*mo
(Then) the guest approached them and fixed his eyes on the old man, and his 
eyes [lit: eyelids] scrutinised Sarah and his daughter Ruhma, who were 
extremely confused. (Then) the man asked, 'Is there room to lodge here?7 
(Mapu 1857-69,217)
In Biblical Hebrew a wayyiqtol can initiate a verse or narrative sequence 
(Van der Merwe, Naud£ and Kroeze 1999, 166). While at first glance this 
practice appears to parallel the maskilic construction under discussion, the 
biblical structure may serve a different purpose. Some scholars propose that 
the function of the biblical wayyiqtol is to begin and maintain a narrative 
sequence, and that when a clause with a qatal is found in an introductory 
position it serves solely to provide ancillary information without constituting 
part of the narrative itself (Niccacci 1990, 47-8; Van Wolde 2002, 39). As 
discussed in 14.2, qqtals are frequently employed in the corpus to initiate past 
narrative sequences rather than to introduce background details. This means
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that the use of an initial wayyiqtol is not required in maskilic writing in order 
to signal the start of a narrative chain; thus its function is not the same as that 
of its biblical counterpart no matter which of the two above proposed 
explanations for the maskilic practice is correct.
(4)
o>nbN >3 f\H rwisn o>n^ N nin> nVyy ni^n n?n ony n>n
xy
Now the snake was the most cunning of all the wild animals that the Lord 
God had made. He said to the woman, 'D id God really tell you not to eat of 
any tree of the garden?' (Gen. 3:1)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew do not use the wayyiqtol and thus have no 
structure corresponding to the maskilic one discussed here.
17.1.2 Wayyiqtol following non-finite verbal form
Wayyiqtols designating punctive actions with past tense value are attested in 
both direct speech and narrative w ithout a preceding finite verb but rather 
following a non-finite form, typically a temporal clause comprised of an 
inseparable preposition and an infinitive construct. (1) and (2) illustrate this 
practice. These forms are best translated w ith the English preterite tense.
(1)
"[...] ovrys iDuo *nnn >d diovo >nn [...]"
'[...] and when he heard that I was a writer he took a few steps back [...]' 
(Abramowitz 1862,26)
(2)
povan i*r> r f t v n  rami
And as he spoke he reached for the bell (Luria 1864-5,89)
In Biblical Hebrew the wayyiqtol can appear following a non-finite 
verbal form such as a qotel or a temporal clause (Waltke and O'Connor 1990,
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553, 561-2), as in (3) and (4) respectively. In this respect the maskilic practice 
identically mirrors that of its biblical model, with the sole difference between 
the two types of Hebrew being that the wayyiqtol construction itself is attested 
less frequently in maskilic literature than in the Hebrew Bible.
(3)
>> *r>3 *T$n wn nIsn
He said, 'Who then was it that hunted game and brought it to me?' (Gen. 
27:33)
(4)
ol> cpyrw ina it)*) oony ron> rrnnn nmb o>»Nn n'ro5 nnp5 rnnn > n^
When I went up on the mountain to take the stone tablets, the tablets of the 
covenant that the Lord made with you, I stayed on the mountain for forty 
days and forty nights (Deut. 9:9)
Rabbinic Hebrew does not employ the wayyiqtol and therefore lacks a 
structure analogous to that found in the maskilic corpus. In rabbinic literature 
verbs denoting perfective past actions following non-finite verbal forms or 
temporal clauses are consistently conveyed with the qatal, as in (5).
(5)
5ip nn rm*> o>t> n5>vm pnmy no5w ipmvy nyvjn
When Solomon instituted 'eruvin and the washing of hands a heavenly voice 
came forth (Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 14b)
Israeli Hebrew lacks the iwzw-consecutive and associated forms, and 
therefore cannot be equated with maskilic literature in this regard. The 
modem form of the language consistently conveys a punctive past action 
following a non-finite verbal form with a qatal, as in (6).
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(6)
mvy nN riM) nid 5n*iim 5yn
Upon immigrating to Israel, he changed his name (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 
350)
17.1.3 Wayehi introducing temporal clause
Occasionally wayehi serves to introduce a temporal clause rather than 
functioning as a finite verb. The temporal information itself is generally 
conveyed by an infinitive construct preceded by an inseparable prefix, as in 
(1), or a non-verbal marker, as in (2). This type of wayehi construction is only 
rarely attested introducing new narrative sequences, as in (4). It typically 
appears in the middle of a storyline and does not seem to have any particular 
semantic significance, though it is possible that it serves to indicate a close 
temporal or thematic link between the directly preceding and following 
information. (1) and (2) exemplify this type of construction. Additionally, it 
may designate the resumption of the main narrative following the insertion of 
parenthetical information, as in (3). It usually appears in narrative, as in (1) 
and (3), but is additionally attested in dialogue, as in (2). When wayehi in this 
type of position conveys a temporal or logical link with the clauses 
immediately preceding and following it, it can be translated into English with 
the adverb 'then' or the conjunctions 'and ' and 'so ', as in the translations of 
(l)-(4). By contrast, if no such link is evident it is best left untranslated.
(1)
v^>n mn r p n  *i>yn nny 5npn vyovm nnN nw
i r p n  o n u d  v m  .o>t?nan ov D > to in n  n m  o^nw n ,o>y»*m : n*rvn w i p
onnnN nirm jin *rnN
After an hour the community beadle went through the town and gathered all 
of the important members of the community into the rabbi's house: all of the 
judges, the ritual slaughters and the taxmen and leaders. And when they 
arrived at his house together he closed the door behind them (Dick 1867,306)
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(2)
m N *ip  * i w o  ,iuh  >nv u o n  n b v n  t t d  ” n  >b n r o  *iwn >b > j r o p  * w n  * w i n  [...]"
«[...] >w<« nvpn *iv>n jin ov nsoni pmnb in
'[...] the meat that I bought w ith the money you gave me was wrapped in a 
sheet of newspaper, and when I read it all, I found what I was searching for 
[...]' (Nisselowitz 1875,150)
(3)
n>nuN nrup bv n n N  ova nvtn >d iv> ,Ji>Jb>im om djiin ud rprmovsn nb:iv nv^ Nn ovy 
ismm ovy ravyp nawn nvyN nrnpn b* bv mnv no >rm .o>»> m>:> ovy nvym NJb^ nb 
ovn
The woman's name was Eglah, and her neighbours called her "The Vilnius 
girl', because she had once travelled to Vilnius to her ancestors' graves and 
stayed there for a month. And when she passed the pillars where the baker 
was sitting she stood there for a while (Gordon 1874b, 11)
(4)
o n o  od Jin Nin *i p m  yivovy opn >r>o\yn o ra  >rm
And on the eighth day Simon got up in the morning and saw Miriam's face 
(Brandstadter 1871,53)
In Biblical Hebrew wayehi can serve to introduce a temporal clause, 
which typically consists of an infinitive construct with a prefix or other 
marker. In these cases wayehi generally signals the sequential shift from one 
narrative episode to a second, the onset of a scene belonging to the main 
narrative after a background interlude or a close temporal link between two 
events (Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999, 332). (5) contains a 
construction signalling the beginning of a new storyline, while (6) illustrates 
wayehi serving as a link between two events. The biblical and maskilic 
constructions mirror each other formally, but they differ from each other in 
that the maskilic form does not usually serve to introduce new narrative 
sequences. Therefore it seems that the authors of the present corpus were not 
as consistent and precise in their use of the form as the Hebrew Bible.
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(5)
omiN riN nw oni7n  ihn >n>i
And it came to pass after these things that God tested Abraham (Gen. 22:1)
(6)
on!? !??$ 7u?\) *ip> i*r?y TO orfc i a ptnto
She urged him to eat a meal, and so whenever he passed by he would stop 
there to eat a meal (2 Kings 4:8)
Rabbinic and Israeli Hebrew do not employ the construction wayehi in 
any circumstances and therefore have no parallel with the maskilic usage 
discussed in this entry.
17.2 Weqatal
17.2.1 Wehayah introducing conditional/temporal clause
The construction wehayah is sometimes attested introducing real conditional 
protases and temporal clauses. The use of wehayah in this type of setting is 
relatively infrequent. This is in keeping with the maskilic authors' intermittent 
use of the weqatal in general. Wehayah appears in narrative with present and 
future tense value, as in (1) and (2) respectively, and in direct speech, as in (3). 
These forms have no precise English equivalent because English does not 
possess a form whose sole purpose is to introduce a temporal clause in a 
nonpast setting. By contrast, the temporal clauses themselves function in a 
similar way to the English conjunction 'w hen', which indicates that one action 
happened at the same time as or immediately after the other. The translations 
of the above examples illustrate this lack of correspondence, as the Hebrew 
wehayah does not appear in the English version: only the temporal clause, with 
the translation value of 'w hen', is apparent.
a )
piwn !?v onNwn nnvy nWi onb *is iwnd nmi
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And when there is not enough space for them to spread out there at night 
those who remain lie on the table (Braudes 1876a, 183)
(2)
w  jrmnnrfr tiv mn >d nK*r> ok nmi
And if he sees that the rabbi is still hostile to him, and will not relent to him, 
he will come (Frischmann 1878,163)
P>
"oyan vswm  n  wvn tK miKsnn ok n>n> [...]”
'[...] and if you find him, carry out the sentence imposed on him this time' 
(Leinwand 1875-6,2:110)
Biblical Hebrew frequently uses wehayah to introduce a temporal clause 
referring to a future or habitual action (Lambdin 1971, 123), as in (4). The 
construction can also introduce a conditional clause, as in (5). This biblical 
form resembles that found in the maskilic corpus. However, the two types of 
Hebrew differ in that this phenomenon occurs much more frequently in the 
Hebrew Bible than in maskilic literature. The fact that most maskilic future 
and habitual present temporal clauses lack this wehayah indicates that the 
authors' sporadic use of the form was largely an attempt to lend a superficial 
biblical flavour to their writing rather than an integral component of their 
language.
(4)
noi ivin i>k iniKiD fi*m
And when he sees that the boy is not here, he will die (Gen. 44:31)
(5)
on5 rmrown) o$73p onnK o>n^ K >^qk i) prfrK mn> jik royn nDW ok 
W n Yik >3 oi>n DDi >rV*ryn
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If you forget the Lord your God and follow other gods, serving them and 
bowing down to them, I warn you today that you will surely perish (Deut. 
8:19)
Rabbinic literature does not possess the zvaw-consecuiive and therefore 
this form does not serve to introduce present or future temporal or conditional 
clauses in that stratum of Hebrew, nor is there an equivalent rabbinic 
construction serving to signal the beginning of such a clause. Temporal 
clauses with habitual present value may be rendered with a conjunction such 
as -vy p u  followed by a qotel, as in (6), while those with future reference are 
typically composed of the conjunction followed by a yiqtol (P6rez 
Fernandez 1999, 206), as in (7). Conditional clauses with future value are 
usually comprised of ok and a qotel or yiqtol, as in (8). In this respect rabbinic 
usage is dissimilar to that of the present corpus.
(6)
m o w  pvy5n  no rmDvy m >so o*tkv> p r a
When a person suffers, what does the Shekhinah say? (Mishnah Sanhedrin 6:5)
(7)
rmtK >5sk
When she comes to me I shall feed her (Mishnah Ketubbot 12:1)
(8)
nNoio - ooopn om
If you provoke me, I shall decree impurity (Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 17a)
Israeli Hebrew, like its rabbinic predecessor, lacks the waw-consecutive 
and constructions containing it as well as any other form serving to introduce 
temporal or conditional clauses. Nonpast temporal clauses typically consist of 
conjunctions such as -¥0 or *iwkd followed by a qotel or yiqtol, as in (9). Future 
conditional clauses are generally composed of o k  and a yiqtol, as in (10).
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Present-day Hebrew is thus unlike the language of maskilic fiction as far as 
the presentation of this type of temporal clause is concerned. A comparison of 
(9) and (10) with (1) and (2) clearly illustrates this.
(9)
wn *n*m
I'll speak to him when he returns (Glinert 1989,128)
(10)
nvrrn jw do rapn *>5 n>rr> on
If I have enough money, I'll buy a new car (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,357)
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18 VOLITIVES
18.1 Imperative
18.1.1 Followed by precative particle
Some of the imperatives in the corpus are followed by the precative particle 
ho. This particle is typically found in direct speech, as in (l)-(3), but can also 
appear in narrative portions in which the storyteller is addressing the reader 
or a non-corporeal entity, as in (4). In direct speech it appears in the utterances 
of characters addressing strangers and/or social superiors, as in (1), as well as 
those speaking to equals, as in (2), and inferiors, as in (3). The semantic 
function of the particle is unclear. It does not serve to denote urgency, as it is 
attested in conjunction with insignificant suggestions such as that appearing 
in (1). It is most frequently attested in the context of respectful requests, and 
therefore may often serve to im part an additional element of politeness. 
However, it is occasionally attested in statements clearly lacking any measure 
of courtesy, as in (3), in which it appears in conjunction with which 
conveys an element of sarcasm. Alternatively, it is possible that the maskilic 
authors did not always attach any particular semantic significance to the 
particle and that it is often best left untranslated.
(1)
,r>DVTN tO
'(Please) forgive me, Sir7 (Brand 1877,83)
(2)
”*m mvwio to >^ &V"
'(Please) tell [your story] from the beginning' (Schulman 1857-60,1:18)
(3)
yfri nmv to
'Look/ replied the maiden scornfully (Brandstadter 1875,655)
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(4)
lomny o*>o-> nj-vwmj nnvi
And now (please) arise; stand up, bygone days! (Frischmann 1878,157)
In Biblical Hebrew nd is commonly placed after volitionals. The precise 
meaning of the particle is uncertain, w ith scholarly opinion divided into two 
main groups. The first group includes Gesenius (1910, 324), Joiion (1993, 
2:378), and Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze (1999,150), who argue that to 
usually signals politeness. (5) illustrates this trend. Van der Merwe, Naud6, 
and Kroeze (1999,150) add that it can on occasion be left untranslated, while 
Gesenius (1910, 324) states that it can also be used to strengthen a threat or 
indicate derision, as in (6), and Joiion (1993, 2:378) suggests that it can 
sometimes lend an element of urgency to a command, as in (7). Lambdin 
(1971, 170-1) disagrees with these readings; he argues instead that ro is 
employed in order to signal that the preceding command is the 'logical 
consequence' of a previously mentioned situation, which may be introduced 
by the consequential linking particle run, as in (8). Waltke and O'Connor 
(1990, 578-9) suggest that the frequent appearance of Ni in conjunction with 
'logical particles' nnv and o n  supports Lambdin's analysis. Wilt (19%) 
thoroughly assesses all of these positions and argues that the interpretation of 
Lambdin, Waltke, and O'Connor is untenable because *o is used extremely 
inconsistently as a marker of logical consequence. Similarly, he dismisses the 
view that ho can sometimes be left untranslated. Instead, he proposes that it is 
invariably a politeness marker, used when an inferior addresses a superior 
and when a speaker wishes to a) establish or enhance a relationship with, b) 
put emotional pressure on, or c) avoid offending the hearer. Shulman (19%, 
1999) echoes this analysis, arguing that N3 is used exclusively as a politeness 
marker. It is possible that the explanations of both groups have validity in 
different cases.
If Wilt and Shulman are correct, Biblical and Maskilic Hebrew 
correspond in that both typically employ io as a politeness marker. In 
addition, Genesius' proposal that the particle can convey disdain seems to
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apply to the maskilic corpus. Finally, Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze's 
suggestion that the biblical particle can sometimes be left untranslated may be 
correct with respect to its maskilic counterpart. By contrast, the proposal of 
Lambdin, Waltke, and O'Connor does not seem applicable to the maskilic 
corpus, in which nd often appears at the beginning of an episode and does not 
usually appear following mn, nnv or o n . Moreover, Joiion's proposal that the 
biblical ho can denote urgency does not seem to fit in with maskilic usage. 
Thus the maskilic use of 10 corresponds most closely to the scholarly 
interpretation of the biblical particle as a politeness marker. This suggests that 
the maskilic authors had a similar understanding of its role. Alternatively, it is 
possible that they did not profess to know its meaning and employed it 
randomly merely in order to lend a biblical feel to their writing.
(5)
o>7^  ntobn *133 onb N| run
Please give them a talent of silver and two changes of clothes (2 Kings 5:22)
(6)
rtf)’ TTWQ3 KJ n»S»
Now stand, with your spells and your many enchantments with which you
have laboured since your youth! (Isa. 47:12)
(7)
d^ nh cpy^nn tnybNn >5rjN *q m
Turn away from the tents of these wicked people (Num. 16:26)
(8)
x} o1>n non nj run
Since the day has drawn to a close, stay the night (Judg. 19:9)
The particle Ni appears in tannaitic and associated literature but is 
restricted to liturgical and poetic contexts (Segal 1927, 148); moreover, all 
attested examples appear to be biblical citations, such as that shown in (9),
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which is from Psalms 118:25. The fact that the rabbinic particle is relatively 
scarce and formulaic means that it is not strictly comparable with its maskilic 
counterpart, which appears repeatedly and in a variety of direct speech 
contexts.
(9)
mj nn>fcm >n ton Mi n ' n  jon
Please, Lord, save, please, Lord, send prosperity (Mishnah Sukkah 4:5)
Everyday Israeli Hebrew does not employ the particle Mi. However, 
occasionally formal language makes use of it following an imperative form. In 
such cases the particle serves to convey politeness, in the same way as the 
more commonly used adverb nvypnn. This convention appears similar to that 
of the maskilic corpus, but is used in much more restricted circumstances; in 
addition, the maskilic authors did not use the particle solely to denote 
courtesy.
(10)
*j5vy ied m5ip rons nnha m>ysn nnnvn nnson >d ,*nv niroi mj zv
Please sit and write more, for young Hebrew literature really needs voices like
yours (Melamed 2004)
18.1.2 Successive imperatives
The most common way of conveying multiple commands in the corpus is by 
placing two imperatives in succession. Chains of more than two imperatives, 
as in (1), are attested as well but occur less frequently. Sequences of 
imperatives are usually connected by the waw-conjunctive, but can appear 
without an intervening conjunction. The fact that such imperative chains are 
employed so frequently suggests that the authors did not intend them to 
convey any specific semantic content: while in some cases they may indicate 
urgency, they often appear in contexts where no such nuance is evident. 
Comparison of the clearly urgent command in (1) with the insignificant
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suggestion in (2) illustrates this point. Similarly, there does not appear to be 
any dear difference in meaning between imperatives linked by the waw- 
conjunctive and those without it. For example, the first two imperatives in (4) 
are linked by the wow-conjunctive, whereas the third and fourth are not; 
nevertheless, there appears to be no semantic difference between the two 
sequences. Conversely, many of the attested maskilic imperative chains are 
initiated by verbs of motion such as *jb and *ino, which serve as adverbial 
markers. This tendency is shown in (1) and (3).
a )
"[...] nwisn noan t*m i* ,>p bn nnvn nob"
'Why are you standing like a block of wood, hurry, run, bring the Gypsy 
woman [...]' (Smolenskin 1875,685)
(2)
»C...j ottttwni m v  rant w
'So hear and be amazed now [...]' (Gordon 1874b, 15)
(3)
"[...] nomn nnnn ws iiw ibai
'Hurry and finish your business, go leave the wedding canopy [...]' (Dick 
1867,313)
(4)
r r n o N  nM  v o t n  *pb  yn  [...]«
'[...] pay attention and listen to what I am going to tell you [...]' (Abramowitz 
1862,60)
In Biblical Hebrew multiple commands can be conveyed with either an 
imperative followed by a weqatal, as in (5), or a chain of imperatives, as in (6) 
and (7). Driver (1892, 125) argues that weqatal is 'by far the most common 
construction after an imperative'. Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 529) posit that 
the former construction is employed when the second command represents a
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temporal or logical progression from the first, while the latter is used when no 
such consecution is present. Shulman (1996,104) supports this interpretation, 
arguing that the order of actions in imperative chains is typically unstipulated 
because all imperatives convey a similar degree of immediacy and urgency. 
Comparison of (5), in which the initial imperative is followed by a weqatal 
denoting a temporally subsequent command, with (6), which contains two 
imperatives referring to simultaneous actions, illustrates this distinction. 
Imperative chains may or may not be linked by the wow-conjunctive. Van der 
Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze (1999,172) suggest that the conjunction is usually 
employed when the speaker is addressing an inferior; (6), in which Moses 
addresses the Israelites, exemplifies this tendency. By contrast, when no wow- 
conjunctive is used there do not appear to be any such semantic overtones. (7), 
in which the speaker and addressee are of comparable status, illustrates this. 
In many cases, such as that shown in (6), the first imperative is a verb of 
motion functioning as an adverbial marker. In addition, a sequence of two 
imperatives joined by the wow-conjunctive can serve to designate a condition 
(Gesenius 1910, 325; Williams 1976, 35), as in (7). Thus both Biblical and 
Maskilic Hebrew utilise imperative sequences, frequently with a verb of 
motion serving as an adverbial. However, the earlier stratum of the language 
appears to employ imperative chains only when the actions in question are 
not sequential whereas the later one uses it more or less indiscriminately. The 
tendency of the present corpus to convey multiple commands with 
imperatives rather than weqatals may be due to the relatively scarce utilisation 
of the latter form in maskilic writing generally in comparison to the Hebrew 
Bible. In addition, the maskilic use of the wow-conjunctive in these settings is 
more common and less semantically restricted than that of the Hebrew Bible, 
as it frequently appears in non-urgent commands issued to addressees of the 
same status as the speakers. Finally, the maskilic authors never use pairs of 
imperatives linked by the wow-conjunctive to denote real conditions.
(5)
-TH 'JK >734) 5k j n u t f l  1?
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Go and tell my servant, David (2 Sam. 7:5)
(6)
mn> tin
Stand firm and see the Lord's deliverance (Exod. 14:13)
(7)
n'a nay
And he said, 'Come, sit here, So-and-so' (Ruth 4:1)
(8)
nm  oi»a orfcN 
On the third day Joseph told them, 'If you do this, you will live [literally: do 
this and live]' (Gen. 42:18)
Rabbinic Hebrew tends to express commands with the yiqtol, qotel, or 
infinitive construct; it employs the imperative relatively infrequently. In the 
bulk of the rabbinic corpus the latter form is used only in commands to 
'specific individuals' rather than in the context of legal rulings or prayer; the 
main exception to this is the mishnaic tractate Avot, in which its use is more 
widespread (P6rez Fernandez 1999,152). This trend contributes to a dearth of 
imperative chains in rabbinic literature. When such sequences do occur they 
are generally linked by the wow-conjunctive, which does not appear to carry 
any semantic force. (9) illustrates this trend. The only exception to this is in 
sequences of three or more imperatives, where all but the last one may appear 
without an intervening conjunction, as in (10). The rabbinic and maskilic 
writings overlap to some extent with respect to imperative chains, although 
the Mishnah, Talmud, and associated literature employ them somewhat rarely 
and link them by the wow-conjunctive except in certain set syntactic 
circumstances, whereas maskilic literature uses them extensively but links 
them with the conjunction in less of a regular fashion. Moreover, maskilic 
fiction contains relatively few chains of more than two imperatives in 
comparison with rabbinic literature. The maskilic authors' inconsistent use of
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the ztfaw-conjunctive more closely resembles, and thus most likely stems from, 
Biblical Hebrew. However, their frequent use of imperative sequences linked 
by the waw-conjunctive w ithout the semantic distinctions present in the 
biblical corpus may be partially attributable to the numerous such 
constructions in Avot, with which the maskilic authors would have been 
intimately familiar.
(8)
mmb wan ram o>T>n5n vn»yrn pin omno 1 in
Be moderate in judgement and raise up many scholars and make a fence 
around the Law (Mishnah Avot 1:1)
(9)
n n n  n*i>n ovo moN ynp *prnn n iqin
Shammai said, 'Make your [study of the] Law a regular habit, say little and do 
much' (Mishnah Avot 1:15)
Although Israeli Hebrew can employ either the imperative or yiqtol to 
denote second person commands, the latter is in much more common use 
than the former (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 44). This means that imperative 
chains are relatively infrequent in present-day Hebrew. When they do occur, 
they can be linked by the waw-conjunctive, as in (10), or juxtaposed without 
the conjunction, as in (11). There are no clear-cut semantic considerations 
regulating the use of the waw-conjunctive. Israeli Hebrew and the maskilic 
corpus correspond in two ways with regard to the issue under discussion. 
Firstly, both can employ imperative chains to convey multiple commands, 
and secondly, both can choose either to use or omit the linking waw- 
conjunctive without any clear semantic motivation. In this respect the maskilic 
corpus and current usage differ from the earlier forms of the language, and 
this similarity might suggest that Israeli Hebrew was informed by its maskilic 
antecedent. However, the comparatively uncommon use of the imperative in
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present-day Hebrew contrasts with its more frequent attestation in maskilic 
literature.
(10)
Sit and wait (Glinert 2005,271)
(11)
\y§nn f t
'[...] go look for her, talk to her [...]' (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,386)
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19 INFINITIVES
19.1 Infinitive absolute
19.1.1 Before finite verb of same root
Single infinitives absolute in the corpus appearing in conjunction with finite 
verbs of the same root always precede the finite verbs rather than following 
them. In most cases the infinitive absolute immediately precedes the 
associated finite verb; however, on very rare occasions a particle is attested 
intervening between the infinitive absolute and finite verb, as in (3). The 
infinitives are usually of the same binyan as the following finite verb. This 
trend can be seen in (l)-(5), which contain an infinitive absolute and finite 
verb in the qal, pi'el, hifil, nifal, and hofal stems respectively. However, 
infinitives absolute occasionally appear in the qal before a finite verb of a 
derived stem, as in the final extract; moreover, no pu'al or hitpa'el infinitives 
absolute are attested in the corpus. This occasional use of qal infinitives 
absolute in conjunction with finite verbs of derived stems appears in many 
cases to be based on the existence of an identical form in the Hebrew Bible; for 
example, the choice of a qal infinitive absolute preceding a hitpa'el finite verb 
in (6) constitutes an instance of shibbus from the biblical verse shown in (13). In 
other cases the maskilic use of a qal infinitive absolute in conjunction with a 
derived form may be based on a mistaken analogy with a similar biblical 
verse. (7) may constitute such a case: it outwardly resembles the verse from 
Jeremiah shown in (14); however, the maskilic finite verb is a nifal while its 
seemingly identical biblical model is a qal. The stem in which an infinitive 
absolute appears before a finite verb of the same root is of no bearing on its 
translation value. See 13.1.1 for a discussion of the possible translation values 
of infinitives absolute in this type of setting.
(1)
"[...] p m  tin
'[...] indeed I heard everything you said [...]' (Leinwand 1875-6,1:36)
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(2)
«[...] *fn5ro» nnNn >nn>n jin w n  w [...]"
'[...] then you will expel the cursed Jew from your lands [...]' (Gottlober 1876, 
250)
(3)
bn non *fN ,»n om w  Jim to >noN [...]«
'[...] lock me up in prison for the rest of my life if you like, but don't kill me — 
(Schulman 1857-60,1:155)
(4)
"[...] crmn »n ttoJ fibai [...]"
'[...] the Lord was revealed to humans [...]' (Fuenn 1872,474)
(5)
”[...] npim *j5n *>d >5 I—1"
'[...] I was told that he had gone on a long journey [...]' (Zweifel 1860,159)
(6)
i r t m o  n w  m o  p  o > y y p  n n o n  n 5d  [...]”
'[...] don't you fear sometimes lest our towers crumble [...]' (Smolenskin 1867, 
10)
(7)
n ota nVva n v v  ps>prn rmy >n >n*i *iwn nto
And everything that I saw now when I woke up, was really happening 
(Gordon 1874b, 7)
Biblical infinitives absolute precede their associated finite verbs in the 
overwhelming majority of cases, but are occasionally attested following them 
(Zohori 1990,179). (9) exemplifies such an infinitive. In most cases there is no 
separation between the infinitive absolute and finite verb; however, in some 
cases a negative particle or, more rarely, the adverb cu or precative particle nj
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may intervene between the two verbal forms (Zohori 1990,79). (9) illustrates a 
finite verb and infinitive absolute separated by an adverb and preposition. 
Biblical Hebrew infinitives absolute found in conjunction with finite verbs can 
be of all seven binyanim. (8)-(12) contain infinitives absolute in the pi'el, hifil, 
hitpa'el, nifal, pu'al, and hofal in turn. Infinitives absolute in some of these 
stems appear only rarely in the biblical corpus. Infinitives absolute are most 
frequently attested in the qal, even in some cases when preceding finite verbs 
of the derived stems (Zohori 1990,178). (13) illustrates this trend: it contains a 
qal infinitive absolute followed by a hitpa'el finite verb.
The maskilic corpus overlaps with its biblical model in this regard in 
that both tend to place the infinitive absolute before the corresponding finite 
verb but occasionally insert a particle, usually the negator, between the verbal 
elements. Likewise, the maskilic practice of using a qal infinitive absolute in 
conjunction with a finite verb of a derived stem is rooted in biblical usage. 
However, the two forms of Hebrew diverge in that the maskilic infinitives 
absolute invariably precede their finite verbs while their biblical counterparts 
may follow them. The fact that the maskilic authors did not place infinitives 
after the finite verbs is likely to be rooted in the rarity of this practice in the 
biblical corpus. Similarly, Maskilic Hebrew differs from its biblical antecedent 
in that it eschews hitpa'el and pu'al infinitives absolute; again, this tendency 
may be attributable to the relative scarcity of biblical infinitives absolute in 
these stems. Thus the maskilic use of the infinitive absolute in conjunction 
with a finite verb of the same root largely resembles, and is therefore probably 
modelled on, that of Biblical Hebrew.
(8)
urjj JIN A?™ 7333* 777
For I shall indeed bless you and multiply your seed (Gen. 22:17)
(9)
os Tinion ■>? 12703 «3T>prf? #371 n?; 'qno wrpyyn >3 w on
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Is it not enough that you brought us out of a land flowing with milk and 
honey to kill us in the desert, that you must also make yourself a prince over 
us? (Num. 16:13)
(10)
pnN mil? robn 7>n nnv)
And now you have left because you were longing greatly for your father's 
house (Gen. 31:30)
(11)
oniyn 'QNB ^
For I was stolen away from the land of the Hebrews (Gen. 40:15)
(12)
I have been told everything that you have done (Ruth 2:11)
(13)
npoinnn oio X)K n^itenri nla >QNn ny^nnn nv'i 
The earth is broken, the earth has crumbled, the earth has collapsed (Isa. 
24:19)
(14)
U>91? 1?2 JIN 71^3
For we shall indeed do everything that we have said (Jer. 44:17)
The infinitive absolute in conjunction with a finite verb is not a 
characteristic feature of Rabbinic Hebrew, appearing only four times in the 
Babylonian and Palestinian Talmud (Zohori 1990, 132). In these cases the 
infinitives absolute immediately precede the associated finite verb with no 
intervening words (Zohori 1990,133). The attested infinitives absolute are qals 
and pi'els, as in (15) and (16) respectively. In this regard the maskilic corpus 
resembles its rabbinic antecedent more closely than the biblical text in that it
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does not place the infinitive absolute after the related finite verb. However, 
the rabbinic phenomenon is so limited and uncharacteristic that the maskilic 
authors are unlikely to have been influenced by it in any significant respect.
(15)
n*ipvn v ' v t x  v> v
May the barren woman rejoice and be merry (Babylonian Talmud Ketubbot 8a)
(16)
omnNn o >yn natm  nov
Make the beloved companions rejoice (Babylonian Talmud Ketubbot 8a)
The infinitive absolute is not typically a productive feature of Israeli 
Hebrew; however, isolated forms occur in literary language (Coffin and 
Bolozky 2005,45) and in set phrases such as n>n n>n at the beginning of tales. 
In such cases the infinitive invariably precedes the finite form (Schwarzwald 
1988-9, 109). All seven binyanim may theoretically be employed in such 
contexts, but actual attestions are extremely rare. While the infinitive absolute 
is employed less frequently in Israeli Hebrew than in the maskilic corpus, the 
two strata of the language correspond while differing from their biblical 
antecedent in that they never place these infinitives after the finite verb.
(17)
We have indeed eaten (Coffin and Bolozky 2005,45)
19.2 Infinitive construct
19.2.1 Hinneh + infinitive with lamed
The infinitive with -5 appears extremely frequently throughout the direct 
speech portions of the corpus following the presentative particle run in 
contexts indicating that the subject intends to carry out the action of the 
infinitive immediately following the moment of utterance. There is generally a
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modal element of desire or willingness on the part of the subject, as clearly 
visible in (5). This construction can be translated with the English 
constructions 'about to', 'going to ', or 'willing to' + infinitive. In these settings 
ron invariably has a pronominal suffix, typically first person common 
singular, designating the subject of the infinitive action. Usually the infinitive 
directly follows run, but occasionally another constituent element intervenes, 
as in (3). The absence of this construction from narrative is unlikely to indicate 
that the authors intentionally restricted it to direct speech in order to represent 
the vernacular; father, it is most likely a logical result of the fact that the 
narrative of the corpus does not report intended future actions in general.
(1)
"[...] nioM *m TTOri* [...]”
'[...] I am going to tell you the truth [...]' (Brandstadter 1878,439)
(2)
"[...] T'w  VMb **** row [...]"
'[...] and now I am going to protect you [...]' (Gottlober 1876,302)
(3)
"[...] o»nn *nv rctxb ivk  o m i  p  ntofc oa [...]"
'[...] I am also about to reveal things to you that I didn 't want to reveal as long 
as I was alive [...]' (Braudes 1873,37)
(4)
” [ . . . ]  m m v  J f c a  t n t o  > j w i  , * m  m v y i 'O  [ . . . ] »
'[...] first of all, I'm going to say the evening prayers [...]' (Mapu 1857-69,302)
(5)
'I am willing to give up to half of the kingdom for you, my dove' (Sheikewitz 
1872,115)
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In Biblical Hebrew the infinitive with -5 can be used to signal an action 
on the point of occurring (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 610). Similarly, the 
particle run is frequently employed in conjunction with qatals, yiqtols, and 
qotels to convey a sense of immediacy (Bendavid 1971, 550-1) and sometimes 
preparedness (Van der Merwe, Naud6, and Kroeze 1999,330). However, run is 
not attested in the biblical corpus in conjunction with an infinitive with -5; 
thus the maskilic phenomenon cannot be directly traced to the Hebrew Bible. 
Nevertheless, it is possible that the maskilic authors created the construction 
by combining these two separate biblical usages.
(6)
nN >Mfi
I am about to bring the flood (Gen. 6:17)
The particle mn is not attested in Rabbinic Hebrew preceding the 
infinitive construct. There is an amoraic construction consisting of imv 
followed by the infinitive with -5 that serves to denote future actions (P£rez 
Fernandez 1999,147), but this does not appear to contain a modal element. It 
is clear that the maskilic construction cannot be traced to the rabbinic corpus. 
The fact that this phenomenon is not found in any of the canonical Hebrew 
sources, or in medieval texts, suggests that it may constitute another original 
maskilic creation.
In formal Israeli Hebrew run with pronominal suffixes can serve as a 
copula (Glinert 1989, 191); however, it is not used in conjunction with 
infinitives and therefore clearly was not influenced by the maskilic corpus in 
this regard.
19.2.2 Negation of infinitive construct
Unprefixed Maskilic Hebrew infinitives construct are usually negated by 
as in (1), or its rarer variant >5n5, as in (2). Infinitives with -5 are 
invariably negated by N5vy, as in (3). These two negative constructions are 
unevenly distributed: is much more common and is largely
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restricted to set phrases traceable to post-biblical sources. However, both 
methods appear in narrative; thus the authors' selection of one instead of the 
other does not seem to be governed by conscious semantic considerations.
(1)
p5n nu5 vpn m* unv>o 5ni
And he commanded his servant not to let anyone come see him (Braudes 
1873,25)
(2)
>v>9)5 t i n o  >mov»
I took great care not to break my vow (Shulman 1873,87)
(3)
‘pmnb n5v) run by nmo *nnn t) nnbi om i 5n idun5 orppy tin nbOD >n n  urn niDi 
om nm  tin
And all of the inhabitants of Kisleh had already resolved to take him home 
and give him their daughters as a gift not to be returned (Frischmann 1878, 
160)
Biblical Hebrew infinitives construct are usually negated with >nbnb 
(Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 603), as in (4). The variant Nbv* is not attested in 
the biblical corpus; similarly, >bib is not used to negate infinitives construct 
but rather serves as a preposition meaning 'w ithout', as in (5). In this respect 
maskilic and biblical usage overlaps in most cases. However, the maskilic 
employment of >bnb and Nbv> in these settings is not based on biblical 
precedent.
(4)
nbDN ten  pjw * “iv)n xvti inrj
Have you eaten of the tree of which I commanded you not to eat? (Gen. 3:11)
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(5)
b^N >blb WT1> bN bN 1>lb> <ntr» >3i*r>3 T)Vb 1>D> >Q
Who provides the raven with its food when his young cry out to God and 
wander about without food? (Job 38:41)
The infinitive with -b in Rabbinic Hebrew is negated by Nbw (P6rez 
Fernandez 1999,144), as in (6). The particles >nb:i and >bi are not used in this 
form of the language (Segal 1927,134). In most cases the maskilic negation of 
infinitives construct corresponds to biblical rather than rabbinic convention. 
However, the occasional attestation of Nbvy in the corpus is directly traceable to 
the Mishnah or Talmud, as comparison of (3) and (6) illustrates. The maskilic 
use of >bnb does not seem to stem from either biblical or rabbinic literature; 
rather, it may be a further instance of the authors of the corpus adapting a 
biblical form for use in original settings.
(6)
tamnb vtro mnnb
[Where it is the custom] to close [a benediction] it is forbidden not to close [it] 
(Mishnah Berakhot 1:4)
In Israeli Hebrew the infinitive construct with -b is invariably negated 
with Ni? (Glinert 1989, 294). In this respect the modem language does not 
correspond to that of maskilic fiction.
(7)
mb Nb o>on
They tend not to move (Glinert 1989,294)
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CONCLUSION
This study has shown that the verbal system of the Maskilic Hebrew prose 
fiction written between 1857 and 1881 constitutes a relatively homogeneous 
and independent system exhibiting influences from Biblical, Rabbinic, and 
Medieval Hebrew, similarities to Yiddish, and possible influences on Israeli 
Hebrew, a number of original features, and innovative uses of biblical and 
rabbinic forms. These characteristics are visible throughout the morphology, 
function, and syntax of Maskilic Hebrew verbs.
Morphology
Maskilic Hebrew morphology exhibits a mix of features from different types 
of Hebrew. Biblical influence on the morphology of the qatal is evident in the 
verbal pu'al (1.2), which can be contrasted with the clearly rabbinic nitpa'el 
(i.i) .
Biblical elements in the morphology of the yiqtol are the consistent use 
of the 2fp and 3fp forms (2.4) and the verbal pu'al (2.2), while rabbinic features 
consist of the qal yiqtol of certain second-radical guttural roots such as >priON 
and *nn5> (2.5). The apocopated indicative yiqtol (2.1) may be attributable in 
part to influence from Paytanic Hebrew. The maskilic tendency to take biblical 
and /o r rabbinic morphological phenomena and employ them in original 
contexts is evident in the qal yiqtol with a holam in the middle of a clause (2.3), 
as well as in the apocopated indicative yiqtol (2.1) and the yiqtol with the 
energic or paragogic nun (2.6, 2.7), as these forms appear to be used in a wider 
range of settings than in the canonical strata of Hebrew.
The maskilic qotel generally resembles all earlier forms of Hebrew. 
However, the occasional use of the masculine plural qotel ending in nun (3.1) 
mirrors rabbinic rather than biblical language.
The maskilic zvayyiqtol and weqatal forms are clearly modelled on 
Biblical Hebrew; however, the maskilic unapocopated qal lamed he and hifil 
wayyiqtol (4.1.1, 4.1.2) and the wayyiqtol with energic suffixes (4.1.3) or 
paragogic he (4.1.4) constitute instances of the maskilic authors using biblical
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constructions in new ways or combining aspects of biblical and rabbinic 
usage.
With respect to volitives, the corpus follows biblical convention in its 
employment of the masculine singular imperative with he suffix (5.2.2) and its 
consistent use of the feminine plural imperative (5.2.1); by contrast, the 
maskilic unapocopated h ifil imperative (5.2.3) may be attributable to rabbinic 
influence.
The maskilic authors' infinitive forms exhibit a wide range of 
influences. They follow Biblical rather than Rabbinic Hebrew convention in 
their use of prefixed and unprefixed infinitive constructs without -5, but are 
closer to Rabbinic Hebrew in their tendency to employ the infinitive with -5 
except in temporal clauses (6.1.3). It utilises both the biblical and rabbinic 
forms of pe yod and pe nun infinitives with -5 seemingly indiscriminately 
(6.1.5). The maskilic authors may have been influenced by Palestinian 
piyyutim, Rashi's biblical commentary, and post-talmudic midrashim in their 
employment of the 3ms object suffix in- in conjunction with the infinitive with 
-5 (6.1.4). Prefixed and suffixed infinitives construct of pe yod and pe nun roots 
such as iNvyn and uvoa (6.1.6) may be traceable to influence from rabbinic 
responsa. The infinitive construct with and without -5 with energic object 
suffix (6.1.2) and apocopated h ifil infinitive construct with and without -5 
(6.1.1) appear to constitute maskilic innovations.
In many cases the authors do not appear to have had any conscious 
motivations for selecting a form from one historical type of Hebrew instead of 
another or for creating new constructions; indeed, in some instances they 
employ biblical, post-biblical, and original forms seemingly indiscriminately. 
However, in other cases their selection of one form over the other may be 
intentional. Use of rabbinic morphology may sometimes symbolise spoken 
language or, more specifically, uneducated speech and/or Yiddish, as in the 
case of the masculine plural qotel ending in nun. Similarly, in some cases, such 
as the qal yiqtol with holam, use of biblical and rabbinic forms in new contexts 
may be designed to suggest prosodic features such as stress. Finally, in a 
minority of cases the selection of a particular form may be attributable to
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shibbus: the authors' intimate familiarity with commonly read Jewish texts 
such as the Pentateuch, the haftarot, Avot, and the Passover Haggadah may 
have played some role, whether intentionally or subconsciously, in their 
selection of certain forms, such as the nitpa'el nnvw, which may be traceable to 
the Passover Haggadah (1.1).
Function
The functions of the Maskilic Hebrew verbal forms constitute a further 
indication of the language's mixed yet independent character. The qatal serves 
primarily as a marker of past tense (7.1) and irrealis (7.3); in addition, it can 
appear in gnomic present settings when stative roots are concerned (7.2.1). It 
can convey both perfective and imperfective aspect. It frequently appears in 
contexts in which it is functionally equivalent to the English preterite (7.1.5), 
pluperfect (7.1.3), and present perfect (7.1.4), as well as in the protasis and 
apodosis of real and irreal conditions (7.3.4, 7.3.1, 7.3.5, 7.3.2) and in past 
irrealis (7.3.3). In these settings it resembles all other forms of Hebrew. It can 
additionally be used in past progressive and past habitual contexts (7.1.2, 
7.1.1). In this regard it differs from Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew and may 
instead be traceable to the authors' native Yiddish. Moreover, these maskilic 
usages may have informed Israeli Hebrew. When appearing in the apodosis of 
irreal conditions and in gnomic present contexts it resembles Biblical Hebrew.
The yiqtol is used in indicative, modal, conditional, volitive, and irrealis 
settings. As an indicative it can have past, present, or future tense value (8.1, 
8.2, 8.3) and usually conveys imperfective aspect. In this regard it resembles 
Biblical rather than post-Biblical Hebrew. However, it is also used in preterite 
settings (8.1.4); while this usage may be modelled on Biblical Hebrew, the 
maskilic phenomenon appears to be much more widespread. In modal 
contexts it can refer to capability (8.4.1), desirability (8.4.2), possibility (8.4.3), 
and uncertainty (8.4.4). It is additionally used in the protasis of real conditions 
(8.5.4) and in the protasis and apodosis of irreal conditions (8.5.1, 8.5.2). In 
these respects it mirrors both Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew. In volitive 
contexts it can convey self-encouragement and second and third person
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commands (8.6.2, 8.6.1, 8.6.3), thereby corresponding to all other historical 
forms of the language to some degree. Finally, it is sometimes employed in the 
presentation of past irrealis (8.5.3) and subordinate actions concurrent with 
finite main events (8.7.1); these usages appear to lack parallels in other forms 
of Hebrew.
The qotel is typically tensed. In this regard it resembles post-Biblical 
rather than Biblical Hebrew. It usually appears in indicative contexts with 
past, present, or future tense value (9.1, 9.2, 9.3). Moreover, it is occasionally 
found in the protasis of real conditions with present reference (9.4.2) and in 
irrealis contexts (9.4.1). When used in present, future, and conditional settings, 
it overlaps with Biblical and post-Biblical Hebrew. Conversely, when 
appearing in past progressive settings (9.1.2) it resembles only Biblical 
Hebrew, while in irrealis settings it may have influenced Israeli Hebrew and 
in present perfect progressive contexts (9.2.4) it mirrors Rabbinic Hebrew and 
may have informed Israeli Hebrew. In most cases the qotel seems to be 
interchangeable with the yiqtol; when used in gnomic present settings (9.2.1), 
it additionally overlaps with the qatal. Finally, it is used very frequently to 
indicate a subordinate action concurrent with a main one (9.5.1). In this 
respect it may have contributed to Israeli Hebrew usage. Thus, as in the cases 
of the qatal and yiqtol, the maskilic qotel shares elements with other forms of 
Hebrew but it does not fully correspond to any of them.
The corpus contains periphrastic forms consisting of the qatal of the 
root .n.\n and a qotel. These forms, which constitute a clear instance of 
rabbinic influence on the corpus, are used in past progressive and past 
habitual contexts (10.1, 10.2). Qqtals, yiqtols, and qotels all appear in similar 
settings, and there is no clear reason for the use of one form instead of the 
other. This phenomenon constitutes further illustration of the maskilic 
tendency to employ forms from different strata of Hebrew seemingly 
indiscriminately.
The maskilic employment of the constructions wayyiqtol, wayehi, and 
weqatal represent a clear attem pt to replicate the language of the Hebrew 
Bible. The wayyiqtol is used in past tense settings conveying sequential
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preterite actions (11.1.3) as well as background information (11.1.4). Wayehi 
appears in narrative serving as a finite verb meaning 'w as'/'w ere' (11.1.2) or 
'became' (11.1.1). The weqatal is used with reference to intended and predicted 
future actions (11.2.2) and second and third person person commands (11.2.3), 
as well as appearing in the apodosis of real conditions (11.2.1). All of these 
uses resemble those found in the Hebrew Bible.
The cohortative, imperative, and jussive forms are all attested in the 
corpus. In this respect maskilic fiction resembles Biblical rather than post- 
Biblical Hebrew. The maskilic cohortative appears in indicative contexts with 
gnomic present and intended future value (12.1.1, 12.1.2); in addition, it can 
convey suggestions (12.1.4) and the action in the protasis and apodosis of real 
conditions (12.1.3). These uses largely correspond to those of Biblical Hebrew. 
The maskilic imperative is commonly used and can denote urgent and non­
urgent commands and polite suggestions (12.2.1). It thereby overlaps with 
Biblical Hebrew to a greater extent than Rabbinic Hebrew and does not seem 
to have exerted much influence on Israeli Hebrew, in which the form is 
relatively uncommon. While the jussive is attested in the corpus, it appears 
only infrequently and solely with the roots .n.\n and .n.>.n (12.3.1). This 
resembles Rabbinic Hebrew rather than the biblical corpus, in which use of 
the jussive is much more extensive. Thus the maskilic volitives, like most 
other aspects of the verbal system, constitute a synthesis of biblical and post- 
biblical features.
The corpus contains infinitives absolute as well as infinitives construct 
w ith and without -5. The infinitive absolute (13.1) is relatively widespread, as 
in Biblical Hebrew; however, its range of usage is much more limited than 
that of its biblical counterpart. Infinitives construct with and without -5 are 
both found in nominal roles (13.2.1), as the complement of a finite verb 
(13.2.3), and in purpose and separative clauses (13.2.5,13.2.6). Conversely, the 
infinitive construct without -5 is the only infinitive form employed in causal 
and temporal clauses (13.2.2, 13.2.7), while the infinitive construct with -5 is 
the only infinitive form used in epexegetical contexts (13.2.4). In these respects 
maskilic usage generally resembles Biblical rather than post-Biblical Hebrew.
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Syntax
As in the other areas of the Maskilic Hebrew verbal system, the syntax 
exhibits a mixture of influences. The use of the qatal differs from Biblical 
Hebrew as it frequently serves both to introduce and continue narrative 
sequences (14.1, 14.2). Similarly, chains of yiqtols are often used to convey 
successive future actions in direct speech (15.2), in contrast to Biblical Hebrew, 
which prefers the weqatal. In these regards Maskilic Hebrew is more similar to 
Rabbinic Hebrew.
The maskilic negation of the qotel (16.1) differs slightly from all other 
forms of the language: in contrast to its biblical predecessor, Maskilic Hebrew 
frequently employs both y>N and to negate this form.
The maskilic use of the wayyiqtol/wayehi (17.1) and wehayah (17.2) clearly 
stems from Biblical Hebrew, but the maskilic authors employ these 
constructions much more rarely and unsystematically than the Hebrew Bible. 
It seems that the maskilic forms, unlike their biblical equivalents, are not an 
intrinsic element of the verbal system but rather a device used occasionally to 
lend the texts a biblical flavour. This may suggest that the maskilic authors 
were influenced by rabbinic narrative structure, as well as possibly by Yiddish 
and the European languages whose fiction served as their literary models.
The syntax of the maskilic volitives (18) corresponds largely to that of 
Biblical Hebrew, although the present corpus appears to employ sequences of 
imperatives (18.1.2) more commonly than the Hebrew Bible.
The maskilic corpus resembles Biblical Hebrew in its frequent use of 
the infinitive absolute (19.1); however, it typically employs this form only 
preceding a finite verb, whereas in Biblical Hebrew it can appear in a wider 
variety of syntactic settings. The negation of the unprefixed infinitive 
construct mirrors Biblical Hebrew, while that of the infinitive with -5 
resembles Rabbinic Hebrew (19.2.2). However, the maskilic use of the 
precative particle run directly followed by an infinitive with -5 to convey 
immanency or willingness (19.2.1) appears to be an original construction.
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Concluding remarks
This analysis of the Maskilic Hebrew verbal system has clarified four key 
points. Firstly, Maskilic Hebrew contains substantial elements of biblical 
morphology and syntax. Sometimes the maskilic authors' use of such features 
is identical to that found in the biblical corpus; however, in many cases, 
although the forms can be traced back to Biblical Hebrew, the ways in which 
they are employed in the maskilic corpus differ from the biblical model. These 
differences may sometimes be the product of the maskilic authors' conscious 
manipulation of the biblical text for their own purposes, such as conveying the 
feel of colloquial speech. At other times, the deviations may be the result of 
the maskilic authors taking biblical principles and adapting them 
inadvertently. Moreover, the technique of shibbus, which many scholars have 
considered the chief factor shaping Maskilic Hebrew usage, actually appears 
to account for only a small percentage of the biblical forms and constructions 
appearing in the corpus.
Secondly, the corpus exhibits a significant number of rabbinic 
morphological and syntactic features. The maskilic authors may have 
consciously chosen to use some such features as a symbol of uneducated 
speech or the Yiddish vernacular. However, in many cases there is no 
indication of a conscious semantic motivation underlying the authors' 
selection of rabbinic elements: they are used inconsistently and often appear 
to be interchangeable with their biblical equivalents. These findings suggest 
that, despite the maskilic authors' own conscious aversion to post-Biblical 
Hebrew, with regards to the verbal system they occasionally made intentional 
use of rabbinic features for specific purposes, and in addition their intimate 
familiarity with rabbinic forms and usage resulted in them being 
subconsciously influenced to a significant extent by that stratum of the 
language.
Thirdly, the corpus contains a few morphological elements deriving 
from different varieties of Medieval Hebrew. It is unclear whether the use of 
such forms was conscious or unintentional. Moreover, some syntactic features 
seem to resemble the authors' Yiddish vernacular. The authors' expressed
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distaste for Yiddish, combined with the fact that such features appear in 
narrative as well as direct speech, suggest that these resemblances are likely to 
have been the result of subconscious influence. Some of these Yiddish 
elements may have been transferred from the language of Maskilic Hebrew 
fiction into the newly vemacularised Hebrew of early Zionist-era Palestine 
and thence into present-day Israeli Hebrew, though alternatively it is possible 
that these elements entered Israeli Hebrew directly from Yiddish.
Fourthly* the corpus exhibits certain forms and usages that seem to lack 
an exact parallel in any other previous or subsequent stratum of Hebrew or 
other relevant languages. Such forms are in some cases the result of the 
maskilic authors adapting a biblical or rabbinic feature for use in new contexts 
or combining elements of biblical and rabbinic morphology within the same 
word. Although there is no indication that these original maskilic phenomena 
were created intentionally, they are attested throughout the corpus and 
therefore it is difficult to interpret them as simple errors. The existence of the 
same original features throughout the corpus may be attributable to the fact 
that the maskilic authors moved in the same circles and read each others' 
work.
Thus, although the Maskilic Hebrew verbal system contains elements 
of a variety of earlier types of Hebrew, it constitutes a relatively cohesive 
independent entity that does not fully resemble any other form of the 
language. This clearer insight into the nature of the Maskilic Hebrew verbal 
system can be used as the basis for an analysis of the language of Maskilic 
Hebrew fiction as a whole and contribute to a fuller understanding of the 
diachronic development of the Hebrew verbal system.
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